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We hop^ no one, noticed, but tke^e ij> an en/io^ on page 152 the Vecembe^,

1977 AKF. The oAtlcle entUled "Gontlla death at San fA,ancl6co'’ should

have n.ead "GonJJUa death at Tfie^no" . The Roedlng Tank loo tt^, a{^te^ all.

In fA,e6 no, CA. OuA 6tnceACi>t apologies to Sally Smith, the authoA, and

to the San FAanct6co Zoo.

DEATH OF DR. ROTH STUNS ZOO PROFESSION

Dr. W. Ted Roth, Assistant Director of the Baltimore Zoo, died on

December 15, 1977. He apparently took his own life. He is survived
by his wife and many, many friends. All of us at AAZK/AKF extend to
Dr. Roth's family, friends and colleagues our most heartfelt sympathies.

ELEPHANT FOOTPRINTS ARE A HOT SALES ITEM by Uike CokeA, Topeka loo

Topeka Zoo's elephants have experienced some of the fine arts. I used

the Zoo's two elephants: 17 year-old Asian female, Sunda, and our 6

year-old African female, Tembo, for the footprints.

Each elephant had one front foot or a back foot painted with acrylic
paints (these are non- toxic and water base) . Several keepers were in-
volved, one keeper to paint the foot, one to hold the raised foot in

place, another to position the poster board where foot is placed. 1

gave the command to the elephant; if the front left foot was painted, a

command was given to raise the right foot. The elephant has then placed
the foot firmly on the poster board to produce the print.

The colors used in the painting were reds, blues, yellows, white, black
and browns; then a mixture of colors to produce the desired tones. The
elephant foot was washed clean after each painting session. The
elephants were very tolerant of this procedure; it took several sessions
to produce fifty prints. The elephants were rewarded apples and carrots
'for the use of their feet and their patience.

The foot prints were produced for the Topeka Friends of the Zoo. TFOTZ
was having its Christmas sale at the Zoo. The prints were sold for $5
a piece, bringing an income of $400. The money from the sale was used
to purchase concrete trees and fiberglass materials for the Zoo's Great
Ape House.

Elephant footprints were made for research purposes for Dr. Bielitzki,
zoo vet. A total of eight footprints were made, with 2 prints from
each animal; one print of a back foot and one print of a front foot.
These prints were made before trimming of nails and pads of feet of
both animals. Another four prints were produced after the trimming of
nails and pads on both elephants was completed.
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FOR THE GOOD OLD DAYS... AND THE BETTER ONES YET TO COME!

Animal Keepers' Forum will be over three years old in 1978. Birthdays
seem to be a time for reflection and we find ourselves remembering the
birth of this publication. AKF was first printed by mimeograph and was
produced by a handful of dedicated persons. Chris LaRue is now the
general curator at the Dickerson Park Zoo in Springfield, M0.-,his wife
Vickie is the concessions manager for the zoo's Society. Judie Steenberg
is now a keeper at the Sedgwick County Zoo in Wichita, Ks. and her man
Rick is the manager of the Sedgwick County Zoological Society's breeding
(Farm. AKF's present editor also had his fingers in the pot. The date
of that first printing was November 1974. The goal then is the same
now... to produce a high quality zoo publication for all zoo professionals
at the lowest possible cost. The publication has since grown to its

present journal-like format. The idea for the current size and format
for AKF was borrowed from our colleagues in Great Britain. The Associa-
tion of British Wild Animal Keepers put out a publication similar in

size to AKF. That size is remarkably economical while being flexible.

The AKF staff wishes to thank the many people who have lent their support
to AKF. The first thanks goes to you. Your many fine articles and
numerous suggestions have been the basis for our growth. We would like
to give warm thanks to the staff of the World Famous Topeka Zoo, for their
moral support and understanding and for the office space. Special thanks
go to Jerry Houghlan, sales manager for ZuPreem products and to the Hill's
Division of Riviana Foods. Without their support and the use of their
of their computer, AKF might never get mailed to your door!

What's in store for the future? Well, for one, we hope you enjoy the

monster edition of AKF you see before you. Its 24 pages makes it the
largest we have produced yet. It kicks off what will be an even better
year for AKF iand you. Cover illustrations will be done by Fiel Luna,
and will be different for each issue. They will illustrate many of the

varied tasks keepers do in their job of carrying for their charges. The
format is expanding to incorporate The Keeper, Journal of the American
Association of Zoo Keepers . We'll be adding new features, while staying
with the standbys.
Our goal is the highest quality material for you at the lowest possible
cost. Zoo keepers aren't exactly in the cream of the upper salary
ranges. This new AKF will not result in higher dues for this year. In

order to say this, though, we must switch our mailing procedures. For
the past year, we've enjoyed the benefits of first-class mailing. This
meant prompt delivery to you and frankly, little hassle for us. This
unfortunately cannot continue. First-class is just too expensive and
it could go even higher this year. This year, AKF is putting more
emphasis on printing and moving to second-class postage. This is the

standard "magazine" rate. It will mean slower delivery times for you
and more hassle for us, but we think the end product will be worth it.

You can help, though, by keeping AAZK informed of your current address.

If you move, let AAZK Headquarters know about it, so that you can continue

to receive AKF and other mailings uninterrupted.

We look forward to serving you again in 1978. Animal Keepers' Forum is

growing larger to serve you better. . .because keepers care.

VtnoibQ., don't iofiQQ,t to ^dnm you/i mmb^A^klp ^on. 191^. kndy why not
cL6k a {^^md to jotn? Smd all mmbeA^fUp &taii to AAZK HmdquuantVLi>

.
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS
. . . COLOGNE ZOO ...

by

MoAv-in L. Jom6 ,
San VXego, Catli,, ^-SA

Along with a small group of other Americans interested in zoological
gardens, I recently spent twenty-one dayp in a tour of animal parks and

museums in central and eastern Europe. Unfortunately only a few hours

were scheduled for each of the collections, time enough merely for a

glimpse, not a really in-depth view, but serving to whet the appetite

for a more extended visit at a later date. The tour was prepared by
Acacia Tours of San Diego and Keith Tucker of that company served as the

group leader.

Our tour began at Cologne (Koln) Germany, where we arrived about noon on

the 18th of June, 1977, the height of traffic congestion since all stores

in Germany close between 1 and 2 PM on Saturdays. The modem Hotel
Mondial was our base of operations, a very convenient hotel within walk-
ing distance of the main railway station, the immense Cathedral (called
Dorn in German) and the new Roman-Germanlc Museum, which contains thou-
sands of items discovered in excavations about Cologne, which is an old
Roman city.

On Sunday, the 19th, under somewhat rainy skies, the group visited the

Zoological Garden, accompanied by Director Prof. Dr. Ernst Kullman and
Curator of Primates, Miss Uta Hick. A Bactrian Camel had just been born
in the week before our visit and was a popular exhibit with our group,
since the species has not bred at San Diego for some time. There were
also young in several of the Bear exhibits such as Polar and European
Brown. In the bird house a prototype cage has been built for an immense
male Bornean Orangutan, the style to be used in the new ape house. This
male is very active, and while very robust is not at all obese, and
certainly has to be one of the largest such males in captivity. Here
also are the two female Mountain gorillas, playing with their male keep-
ers, and in excellent condition. The newer part of the zoo which used
to be a soccer stadium is used for the large ungulate exhibits and also
sea lions and penguins. One King Penguin was incubating an egg. The
zoo is known for the breeding of Touracos , and several young were seen.
Of course, the main attraction at Cologne is the Primate House (called
here the Lemur House) containing an unrivalled collection of rare species
including all three Uakari forms. Red, White and Black, all in fact living
together in one cage. There are 15 Douc Langurs, most bom at Cologne
and two in the second zoo generation, plus the first Red Langur, VAoJibytAj^

mutaZophubi) nob-lLU) bom here, and perhaps in captivity. There are a
family of East African Guereza, several Proboscis Monkeys, Black, White-
nosed, Red-backed, Humboldts and White-faced Sakis , also with some young,
and of course, the large lemur colony. Among the species are Black and
White and Red Ruffed, Black Lemur, Mayotte and common brown Lemurs,
White-headed, and Crowned. The whole building is a scene of constant
activity, and is a must on any trip to Europe. Much of the success is due
to the dedication of Uta Hick and her keepers.

The Zoo Aquarium has added a new section for insects, and it may be noted
that the Nile Crocodiles here reproduced recently, the young are on
exhibit.

The Cologne Zoo laid out a very good reception for the group ‘ offering a

variety of drinks and appetizers, and allowing some closer contact between
the zoo staff and the people from America. While the zoo gets much of its

operating funds from the city, it is technically a closed-stock company,

Con£Lnued
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which allows for greater independence of operation.

The group then took a bus to get to Hannover, capital of the state of

Lower Saxony and here the Hotel was Hastens luisenhof, again a very

central located hotel in the grand old manner.

THE Ei/OLUTIOM OF NATIONAL WILDLIFE LAW by the Environmental Law Institute.

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. , 1977, 485 pages.
Price $4.20. Reviewed by Tom Goldsberry, Washington Park Zoo, Portland,
OR.

Human nature being what it is Tko, EvoZiJUtlon 0^ Ncutionat WiZdLil<l Law will
never make the best seller list. Typewritten in a pedantic style, inun-
dated with copious footnotes, and devoid of any cherubic animals on the
cover, Evotation is probably destined for the "ho-hum” category by most
zoo people.

That will be most unfortunate because EvotuutLon is a vital book that
should be read as the introduction states, "by persons interested in the

application and improvement of federal wildlife law," and that should
include everyone who makes their livelihood from the zoo profession as

well as those on the periphery.

Prepared for the Council on Environmental Quality by the Environmental
Law Institute and naturally tilted toward the environmental side of the
ledger, this book, nevertheless, will serve as a valuable reference by

telling us where we’ve been, where we are now, and how we arrived there,

in the field of federal wildlife legislation.

Though there has been a tradition dating back to the early Roman concept
of "ferae naturae" (wild animals) of the unique status of wildlife in

the Western world, it wasn’t until 1842 that the first test of govern-
ment vs. citizen concerning wildlife was tried in the United States. In
this case, Martin vs. Waddell, a riparian landowner sought to exclude all
others from taking oysters along- a portion of the Raritan river in New
Jersey by basing his title on a 1664 grant from King Charles II to the
Duke of York. Supreme Court Justice Roger Taney ruled that the land in

question was to be treated as a public trust; thus the power of the Crown
and the English Parliament passed into the realm of state ownership of

wildlife sixty-six years after the American Revolution.

It was net until 1900, and the passage of the Lacey Act,however, that the
federal government took the first step in the field of wildlife conserva-
tion. Interestingly enough. Congressman Lacey, in a debate preceding
passage of his Act, "explained that his bill would not in itself prohibit
the taking of wildlife because, ’to do that it would be necessary to enact
a national game law, which... would be unconstitutional’". Although a few
lower courts have upheld the constitutionality of the Lacey Act, the
issue has never been presented to the U.S. Supreme Court.

One of the lesser known pieces of federal legislation discussed in Tho.

Evotution o£ NojtionaZ Law is the 1940 Convention on Nature
Protection and Wildlife Preservation in the Western Hemisphere. Only two
articles 'of legal commentary are known to have been written about it;
both of them by the same author. One of the most unique sections of the
Convention is the "nature monument" designation. Using the bald eagle
and wild horse and burros as examples, the Institute authors point out

continued on page eight



YEAR OF THE HORSE
by

Pant (fJebb, Atan Pn^ngte,,

dlo 3 HuMt Common Cottage
OmlebuAy,

inJlncho^tiin,, Hants, England

If you've ever seen the wild horse of Mongolia, you have stared at a hope

and a prayer which has been on the wing of an angel for a very long time.

The hope has been the horse beating its path down through the years' in

the hearts of a few dedicated people enlightened enough to preserve the

remains of the only true wild horse - and the prayer? The prayer is that

we, who have inherited this richest of all heritages, shall not in our
ignorance, scientific objectivity and materialistic manner talk this
equine jewel into extinction.

The Przewalski Horse is one of our rarest animals, with a captive popula-
tion of approximately 254 and a wild population of ?. But whatever the

wild population, beit two or twenty, it is without a doubt an extremely
rare creature. Of the four largest herds held in captivity (and it is

an essentially herd animal) , two are owned and managed by private indivi-
duals , in fact these are the two largest herds in existence today. These
people, obviously, have the best intentions in the world and should he

admired for their singular efforts to promote this species, having devoted
their land, time and money to the preservation of the Przewalski,
These premises are managed commercially. In other words, money is paid

at the gate for admittance. As these collections have collectively what
could be the best breeding potential in the world, should the possible
future of the Przewalski Horse in years to come lie with this
individuality of the human mind or even the possible collapse of a

commercial organization? There is no intended criticism in these words -

-there is however, a question mark - if we really intend to do our utmost
to save this species should we not think deeper than pure maintenance
techniques and should the future of such an irreplaceable part of life's
jigsaw be in the hands of a few people, no matter how dedicated and honest
those people may be?

Even the municipal and society zoo's owning large herds do not seem to

take such a responsibility as seriously as they might. International
meetings to discuss the future of the species seem haphazard. A recemt
symposium on the horse sat after an unforgiveable lapse of eleven years
and discussed various topics including chromosome complement, inbreeding
coefficients, studbook keeping, publication of current information,
individual marking of horses for long distance identification, sales
management, size of breeding groups and enclosures, and finally, the

return to the wild of the Przewalski. It was agreed at the symposium
that the re-introduction of the Mongolian Wild Horse should be the final
aim of all breeding efforts in captivity - the final aimi One would
hope it was the first and foremost aim of anyone connected with this
animal. Are we really so wrapped up with scientific reasoning that we
cannot see through the mists of our own making and see these things as
they really are? The challenge of our lifetime, a successful re-intro-
duction scheme for the Przewalski Horse I

With the creation of a new 15,500 sq. miles of reserve in Mongolia for
the wild camel, it is no longer much of an excuse to talk of needing a
suitable habitat for a re-introduction program. It exists - ready and
waiting. Let us rise above ourselves as we have already done in this
letter and contemplate our dream - a reintroduction scheme. We will
beg and borrow enough money to send a representative to Ulan-Bator to
grab the beast by the horns and to wrestle a positive answer from it.

continued
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Then with the cooperation of the world zoo's, we will build a large
complex in the reservation area to house a captive herd composed of the
most unrelated animals. Over a period of years the breeding mares will
learn how to survive with the sparse vegetation and harsh environment.
Then eventually the time will com.e when the gates may be opened and our
first horses will wander over land close to the complex, with food and
water available until the decide for themselves that it is time to
recolonize the wastes of Mongolia.

It is a dream, but a dream we are unwilling to take with us to our
graves. Four long years before the next symposium, and how many years
after that before the next? The time of talking is finished. Action is

needed and the time is now! Join us and let us make 1978 the Year of

the Horse.

Run ooXZd Takl, ^un jj/Lee.

from the President

PARTING COMMENTS

Please note that there are three new directors on the Board. Dennis
Grimm and Tom Goldsberry replace Mike Dee and Pat Sass as a result of

last year’s election.

Because personal matters are demanding much of my time, I have decided to

step down from the Board as of the first of January. The remainder of
my term (78 to 79) is being filled by Carole Udell who received the next
highest number of votes in the election. The Board has selected Dennis
Grimm to serve as president for the next two years with Ron Kaufman acting
as vice-president. Dennis has been with AAZK for quite some time and is

familiar with the workings of the organization. His experience as Co-

ordinator for Chapter Affairs should serve him well in his new position.

Dennis will be looking for someone to assume the Chapter Affairs position
so if you think you'd be interested, don't hesitate to write him.

I've certainly enjoyed serving as your president for these last two years.

I think we've made quite a number of gains during that time and it's due
in large part to the willingness of many of our members to take an active
role in AAZK's affairs. We can't do anything without that support and I

hope it remains at this high level so the next two years will be as pro-
ductive as the last.

You probably won't notice too many changes due to the altered makeup of
the Board. AKF will continue to be published in Topeka and AA^ Head-
quarters will remain at the National Zoological Park with Lee Glassco
serving as Administrative Secretary. I will assist the President in an
advisory capacity and help maintain a smooth flow of communications
between Headquarters and other parts of the organization. You can write
to any of the Board members in care of AAZK Headquarters or directly to

their respective zoos. Either way is fine, just as long as you do write
when you have any comments, questions or suggestions. Please give AAZK
your full support, a little encouragement goes a long way, a little
participation goes even further.
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iVeterinariaaSi

by So^zph T. BloZltzizA., V[/M, MS
Topeka ZoologTcaX PoAk

FECES VARIOUS

What can be done with feces?

From the animals standpoint it can be throv/n, stepped in, wiped on,

painted with, stuck on, eaten, splashed in or slid through.

From the keeper's side it can be frozen, dried out, scraped off, wiped
off, shoveled up, hauled off, stepped in, runny, petrified, or used as

a standard descriptive term.

From a clinical standpoint, feces can be subjected to a multitude of

tests by which an animal can be evaluated.

Feces should be firm, brown in color, and reasonably homogeneous in

consistency. It should appear at regular intervals and be of

approximately the same type each time observed, provided a dietary change
has not been made. The nature of the animal will dictate the type of

feces seen. Obviously the excreta from a rough green snake will differ
markedly from that of a polar bear or a scarlet ibis in quantity,
texture, odor, form and color. These differences are due to different
food stuffs being eaten, different types of digestive systems and
different modes of digestion.

Feces can be covered with mucus. This is generally seen in response to

an irritation or inflammation of the intestine. This is a serious con-
dition and is generally indicative of either a bacterial or protozoal
infection of the gut. When seen it should be called to the attention of
the veterinarian so that an evaluation and treatment can be started.

Feces can look like tar. This tarry black stool is indicative of bleed-
ing high in the digestive tract. The blood is digested by enzymes like
any other protein and the pigment seen at defecation is black. Again,
this is a serious condition, and can be due to certain intestinal para-
sites, foreign bodies or one of several other less common maladies.
(Pepto-Bismal given to animals also causes dark stools - this is accept-
able).

Stools can be bloody; frank blood or blood flecks in the stool are

indicative of colitis or typhylitis, that is an inflammation of the colon
or cecum, or both. The causes are varied but can include a number of
infectious agents or other non-infectious processes.

Stools come in several varieties of diarrhea. Any animal should be
allowed an occasional soft stool, but this should not persist for much
longer than two days. Any stool that is more watery than oatmeal should
be reported. In describing stools the following terms might be used to

describe runny stools - oatmeal, pancake batter, water.

A stool the consistency of oatmeal may indicate a change in diet or
early onset of a more serious condition. A stool the consistency of
pancake batter may be indicative of a rematade infection, a protozoal
infection or a bacterial infection. All of these are serious, especially
when stools are of this condition or watery.
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be examined for fat, fiber, carbohydrates and muscle fibers. These un-
digested nutrients are indicative of a pancreatic dysfunction. The

pancreas produces the bulk of the digestive enzymes.

Grossly, stools can tell an observer quite a lot. First, that everything
is OK. Secondly, that something may be going wrong. This can be

bacterial, protozoal, nematodal, cestodal or hematodal. It can also be

due to foreign bodies or other enteric irritants. Lastly., it can give

a crude estimate of digestability and absorption of food stuffs.

The amount of stool seen should obviously be less than the amount of

nutrients taken orally. When these two start to approach equality then
a closer look at the animal is indicated. Since enzymes are not digested
in the gut some proteolytic activity can be seen in stools. This test
is a crude estimation of protein digestion in the gut. Stools can also

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON CAPTIVE WOOLLY MONKEYS MoAy Jo MoAshaU
L0Lil6vM.C Zoo

The Louisville Zoological Garden will soon begin a comprehensive study of

captive colonies of Woolly monkeys Lagoth/iix Zagoth^ca. A question-
naire will be circulated and we would appreciate information on any
facilities or individuals that have dealt with this species. Please con-
tact Mary Jo Marshall, Assistant Area Supervisor, Louisville Zoological
Garden, 1100 Trevilian Way, Louisville, Kentucky, 40213.

EUOLUJlOhi oontinand . .

.

that although these animals would appear to fall into this category by
virtue of the special protection afforded them, the Convention’s
definition requires nature monuments be "inviolate ... except for duly
authorized scientific investigations or government inspections". Not
even the bald eagle nor wild horses and burros are that protected. Going
one step further, the point is stressed that even certain national
monuments might qualify as "living species" nature monuments under the
Convention. Such was the case regarding the Devil’s Hole pupfish, al-
though in that case the statuatory authorization was the Act for the
Preservation of Antiquities. A good example of overlapping federal laws.

In -addition to 459 fun-filled pages, examples of which have been shown
here, there are also 177 cases cited, 72 federal statues, 21 internation-
al treaties, and 119 secondary sources mentioned.

And that should keep you busy through the winter...
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REINTRODUCING AN INFANT MANDRILL bi/ 3Wi R^^zcUick Coordinator.

and Ann Lltttmood, Relte.^ Murscr^
Keeper, Workington Park loo,

Portland, Oregon

Hand-raised primates often exhibit a variety of abnormal behaviors which

may include failure to reproduce. Those females which do breed often

are not good parents and the offspring must also be hand-reared. Re-

introducing infants to their troop, such as described for a colobus

monkey in "Successful Reintroduction", by Marcia A. Rohrer, Animal
Keeper'r Forum, vol. IV, No. 10, Octo. 1977, offers these young hand-
raised animals the opportunity to learn normal social interactions and

hopefully breaks the hand-rearing cycle. "Roger" a young mandrill
Mandrlllur rpklnx was recently returned to his group, using a method
different from that described by Rohrer.

Roger’s mother. Lulu, a 15-year old mandrill, was hand-raised and pro-
bably never saw a conspecific until she was adult. She had not taken
care of her previous offspring and Roger, bom February 10, 1977, was
removed after 36 hours because of maternal neglect. She rarely carried
the infant and would not allow him to nurse.

In the Nursery, Roger initially received 24-hour contact from humans. He
was fed Enfamil six times daily and offered water four times per day.

Nursery workers wore "bibs" made of artificial sheepskin which facilitat-
ed the development of his clinging ability. He was not diapered, no

attempt was made to train him, and he was encouraged to exercise in a

fenced room. When he was four months old, we began to do three things:

(1) wean him from human companionship, (2) wean him from Enfamil and on

to ground monkey chow mixed with water, as well as solid chow, and (3)

reintroduce him into the mandrill troop

.

The mandrill troop consisted of the adult' male (Blue), Roger's mother
(lulu) , a smaller adult female (Alice) , and her male infant (Pan)

,
born

six weeks after Roger. (Pan was Alice’s first infant; she was an

excellent mother throughout.)

The reintroduction consisted of six phases. For about an hour each day,

four days a week, Roger was taken from the Nursery by one of his
surrogate mothers (the authors) to the adult mandrill exhibit. In the
first phase, we simply allowed Roger to familiarize himselt with the
enclosure. The troop was confined in holding cages, out of sight, while
Roger and his surrogate mother were in the exhibit. Three one-hour
sessions were spent exploring the enclosure.

In phase two, which was the most extensive (lasting a total of 28 hours)
the human "mother" sat with Roger in the exhibit with a net nearby.
Alice and her infant. Pan, were allowed to enter the enclosure. The rest
of the troop remained in the holding area. During this phase, Roger and
Pan's interactions were initially very brief but gradually increased in
frequency and duration. Alice was surprisingly calm, cooperative, and
not at all aggresive. (She did not fear the net, either.) Alice did
not prevent her infant from approaching Roger or his "mother", but spent
her time foraging in the straw that covered the floor. Her location
and activity were easily controlled by placement of the straw and the
amount and attractiveness of the nuts or seeds thrown into the straw.

Phase three substituted Lulu for Alice and Pan. This was somewhat dis-
appointing as Roger seemed afraid of Lulu and Lulu indifferent to Roger.
There was no contact and only five hours were spent in this situation.

Continued
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Lulu was also calm and nonaggressive

.

By this time Roger was weaned from human companionship in the Nursery;
he was held only when fed. As a result of this, he was exhibiting some
abnormal behaviors, such as screaming and pacing, and we were anxious to

get him into the troop soon where he would have the constant companion-
ship normal for a troop-living animal.

Phase four involved placing Roger in the exhibit with Alice and Pan, but
minus his surrogate mother. After three sessions. Lulu was also admitted
to the cage for another three sessions. While Roger appeared very anxious,

there were no hostile incidents.

After 42 hours of gradual reintroduction, we completed the reintroduction
by adding the final member of the troop—Blue, the adult male— and Roger
became a permanent member of the group. Blue showed only mild Interest
in Roger. Two months have passed since the troop was reunited and there
has been only one observed instance of actual aggression by Blue toward
Roger, and that was mild.

Currently Roger spends 24 hours a day with the troop and has very little
human contact. He still receives a bottle containing 60 grams of ground
monkey chow with water twice daily, fed through the wire of the holding
cage, plus as much chow as he can consume in the time the troop spends
in the holding cages. He is bottle fed only to facilitate consuming the
food in a reasonable time so that the troop can be returned to the
exhibit cage.

Roger now acts very much like Pan. He spends about 40% of his time
playing with Pan, chasing and wrestling. His motor skills, originally
inferior to Pan’s , are now about equal. Alice grooms Roger and both
she and Lulu occasionally play with him. Roger does not pace, scream
or give other evidence of anxiety except at feeding time. He has in-
creased his weight and appears to be relaxed and in excellent health.

From our experience and those of others, we feel that reintroducing
infant primates is feasible and beneficial in many instances. This

project would not have been successful without the concern and coopera-

tion of the curator, the veterinarian, the primate keepers, the full
time nursery keeper, the research staff, and the research and nursery
volunteers. Each situation will no doubt require careful thought, ex-

tensive observation, and flexible procedures. The rewards in acquisition
of social behavior, however, seem to be considerable.

PHILADELPHIA ZOO PRESIDENT RESIGNS

John W. York, Chairman of the Board of the Zoological Society of

Philadelphia has announced the resignation of Ronald T. Reuther as

President of the Society and Executive Director of the Zoological
Garden. Mr. Reuther’ s resignation was attributed to policy differences
with the Zoo Board. Reuther came to Philadelphia from San Francisco
in the Spring of 1973.
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Great Ape a.'tr<^6^cmon?u^

LINCOLN PARK ZOO, CHICAGO by Pat ScU>6

2 Nov. 77, 7 a.m. 17 year-old Helen gave birth to her second baby. The

infant is named Jo-Ray-K. This is the third gorilla born in the new

Ape House. The first, Kisuma - 10 Nov 76, and Bassa on 23 July 77.

GLADYS PORTER ZOO, BROWNSVILLE by l^HAy StcmOA

The zoo has gone all out making necessary major repairs and modifications
on their Orangutan Island. Widening their moat to seventeen feet on all

sides and a depth of one and a half to five feet. This they hope will

contain their male, Ichabod, "who is not what one might call ’gentle' or

’kind’ to people, and who is not particularly afraid of water". "Since
orangutans spend most of their lives in the trees, we felt that it would
be better for the orangutans to add some sort of structure above the
ground to take care of their aboreal behavior. Using the existing
concrete trees and wooden poles, we constructed a thirty-foot-tall
’Jungle Jim'.’’ The finished "Jungle Jim" measures approximately 50’x
70’ with the highest crosspole being 23’ off the ground. The longest
cross pole is 50’. Sounds like some superstructure.

LOS ANGELES ZOO:

Accepted "Willie" orangutan for their collection from the Denver Zoo.

DENVER ZOO:

Bokar, a handsome 16 year-old Orangutan arrives on breeding loan from
the Buffalo Zoo.

September 14 was a busy day for the zoo staff as they moved their three

Lowland Gorillas. Ketamine hydrochloride was the immobilizing drug. All
were given a complete physical while they were immobile. Each animal was
TB-tested, X-rayed, checked teeth, took blood samples and rectal swabs.
They were also weighed and measured. The whole process took three hours.
Thomas - 314 lbs. Bibi - 219 lbs. Maguba - 168 lbs.

OKLAHOMA CITY ZOO:

5 December 1977, 7:30 a.m. Toba a 10 year-old female Orangutan was*

found in her bedroom cage cradling a new bom infant. She was observed
to give the infant good care all day so at 4:30 we went home. The next
day the placenta was cut manually. Toba allowed keepers and the zoo
veterinarian in the cage as long as it was hands off the baby. We did
get to sex it as a male. We then sat back and watched all that day and
until 2:30 p.m. the next we could say we saw good nursing. This was 52
hours from parturition. Toba is doing fine, shifting the baby from one
breast to the other and keeping herself and the baby covered most of the
time with burlap sacks.

P.S...the tn^a/it OA.angutan cUe.d (day ^8} at the. Olzlahoma City loo. It had
been nu/u>tng 6tA.ongly but the. mothe.n. loch, n’t pH-odaclng e.nough mctk. She.

dAoppe.d the. Iniant Tuesday, a.m. We took him to the. ho2>pttal vohe.n.e. VfU>.

Cn.o6by and Stakt Mocked on him ^n.om 11-3 p.m. At that time. he. app^a-^ed
to have. 6tablZlze.d, but the.n u}e.nt dou)n and (ile.d at 4:30 p.m.

Send comments, tdecu> oA oXtlcteA ^on. G.A.P. to P^ed Vlttma^, 511 WW 29th
^204, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73103
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T-SHIRT PRODUCTION BEGINS
in,om

CaAloXon Bcuitld

Production on the tee shirts has started and should be completed in 3-4

weeks. I have been working with the printers personally and I’ve been
able to expand production somewhat. The choice of colors has expanded
as has the choice of styles.

The choices are as follows:

MENS: Blue, Red, Yellow, Gold, Navy, Black, Tan,
Orange, and White.

LADIES: Pastel Yellow, Blue, White, Pink, Green,
and Tan.

The design is exactly as the decal appears - same
size - on the left upper chest.

Tank shirts will be available, hopefully within the next 2-3 months.
The shirts are of excellent quality and each shirt is inspected before,
during, and after printing to insure the finest quality product.

The above colors are available, but due to the increased cost of ’’hand

picking" colors from the distributors, please, when ordering, include a

second and third choice. I will try my best to fill your order to be

100% correct, but if it is impossible please understand. In case of
quantity orders, 1st choice is almost a guarantee.

The price for the shirts is $4.99 each, plus postage and handling (for

postage and handling, see below) for individual shirts. For orders
3-6 dozen you may deduct 10%, and for orders of over 6 dozen you may
subtract 20% for discounts.

The method used for printing is silk screening. This is not a heat
transfer, and the ink will stay bright and clear for the life of the

shirt. If after you receive the shirt, you are not satisfied with the
way it is printed or the color, you may return it to me to be exchanged
for another shirt.

It will take approximately 6 weeks to start processing and mailing the

shirts, but hopefully, for those that order early, they’ll be in the mail

by the first of the year.

Postage and handling rates for tee shirts:

.75d for the first shirt

.50c for each additional shirt

In case of quantity orders, I will ship the

most economical way, and refund any excess
postage and handling money sent.

P.S. I havn aAAangud u)^th tho, any zoo, AA2K ckapt^n., on.

i/jkatuvnn,, to kave. tkoJji name^ p/Unte.d on the. 6klnt6 {^on. a 6matl le^e,.

The. ie.e. mn.k6 oat to be. about $10.00 pe.n. onde.n. and an e.xtna .20^ pe.n

'bkint. The. $10.00 cha/ige aj^ a one. time, change, and the plate wWi be
kept Ion ^utuJie pnlntlng6

.
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NOTES ON KEEPING DENDROBATIDS by P^toA. G^ayti
Sedgwick Co, loo ibian .

pourn
One group that is increasingly popular in herpetological collections is

the Vend/LobaJxdaa, the poison dart frogs. The dendrobatids consist of

three genera of small diurnal, terrestrial frogs with skin secretions of

varying toxicity. Members of two genera, the Vdyid/iobcutOA and Phy-ttobato^
,

are extravagantly colored, relying on visual cues to help deter preda-

tion. Members of the third genus, the Coto6t^tkiU are non-toxic and lack
aposematic coloration. Because of the co-adaptations of toxicity and

bright coloration, dendrobatids are not prone to secretive habits or

nervousness. Nor are any so toxic that they cannot be handled with little

if any, precaution. All of these factors combine to make poison dart
frogs especially well-suited for herpetological collections. Accompany-
ing graphics can discuss economic utilization of these frogs by local
peoples, evolutionary significance of bright coloration, unique reproduct-
ive modes, or any of several factors.

Maintaining dendrobatids that are initially healthy is not difficult. A
terrarium is undoubtedly the best situation in which to keep them. A

naturalistic environment no doubt contributed to the Germans’ early
success with this group at a time when little was known of their natural
history. Sufficient space partitioning is important if a large number
are kept together. A pool or water bowl and daily spraying are, of

course, necessary. At the Sedgwick County Zoo we feed our poison dart
frogs one-eighth to one-quarter inch crickets every other day while
juveniles are fed fruit flies. All food items are dusted with dicalcium
phosphate, although dusting with a multi-vitamin supplement as well
would probably be beneficial. Currently we are housing V. auAdtLjUi , V.

kUit/u.0YiicL0A , V. Lilhmanl and P. Liigub^uA in a large terrarium exhibit
that includes a PkelAuma and two AnotiA

.

Several individuals we have
kept now for successive years.

In some dendrobatid species, females actively court males. Eggs are
always deposited on land and may or may not be tended by a parent. No
amplexis occurs. At the appropriate time, one parent allows the emer-
gent tadpoles to swim onto its back after which it transports them to

water. Most dendrobatids are moderately to strongly territorial and
territoriality may correlate with sex. In V. auAcutuA the male transports
tadpoles, the female's role being to deposit eggs. Although V. Au/idtuA

is apparently non-territorial
, the male will tend those clutches it has

fertilized. Recent and ongoing speciation and elaborate reproductive
modes are no doubt concomitant factors in the evolutionary history of
this group. There are current investigations which seek to more exactly
determine behavior patterns of dendrobatids. At SCZ we were able to
observe reproductive behavior in V, kiiKoutiii) at a time when few thorough
observations had been made in the field.

In order to achieve reproduction, proper pairing is essential. In our
public exhibit, courtship is hindered by intrasexual competition by
females for mates. This competition takes the form of wrestling. In
order to circumvent this, breeding units are set up off display with
only two or three individuals. Sexual dimorphism is virtually absent
with males and females showing no overall size difference. Daily obser-
vation of behavior is therefore necessary for unequivocable sexing. We
have found that V. auAcutuA prefers to deposit eggs on smooth plastic
leaf that has been covered by another larger leaf. If this site is
available it is invariably where eggs are found. This system may work
well for other species of dendrobatids since we have recently induced

contlnaQ.d
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P. LugubA.Li6 to deposit eggs on a similar site. We have also been able to

induce calling in our dendrobatids by raining on them. Some species how-
ever, ( ex. V. auAaXiU)] are not prone to vocalization or may call inaudibly

to humans. If calling is tape recorded it can be played back to the frogs.

This usually results in increased activity. Remember though, that these

animals are generally territorial and can be both aggressive and combative.

Any eggs produced can be removed once they are fertilized and the entire

leaf placed in a water dish without covering the eggs. In about two

weeks the struggling tadpoles may need help to free themselves from the

egg membrane. Or, one can allow the eggs to remain with the parents in

hopes that they will care for them. Tadpoles should be kept separated
since they may eat one another. They are omnivorous, however, their exact
diet is unknown. Try feeding them a combination of strained meat and
strained spinach baby foods or a variety of aquatic microfauna. Commer^
cial fish food would probably work well also. For concerted attempts at

raising dendrobatids, consult the literature.

VlK-dcJ: atl comme.nt6 to P.A.P., Vtvt^lon oi Repttlc6 and Ampkibtani>,

National, loologtcat Pa^k, Workington, V.C. 2000S.,.

ASSISTANT TOO DIRECTOR.., to assist the Director with the
operation of a medium-sized zoological park in New Endland.
Duties include supervision and scheduling of personnel,
daily inspection of animal collection, maintaining inventory,
Ordering supplies, assisting in the treatment, tranquili-
zation, handling and transportation of zoo specimens.
Candidate should have strong background in animal husbandry
and daily routine operation of a zoo. B.S. degree in animal
science or related zoological field and practical experience
in a supervisory capacity in a zoological park are preferred.
Fringe benefits. Position opening spring 1978. Salary:
$6500 to $7800. Send resume to Zoological Consortium, Inc.

c/o Rt. y/3. Box 126, Thurmont, Md. 21788. Deadline January
31, 1978.
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KEEPER . . . Five positions for animal caretaker opening spring
1978. Experience required. Work seasonal until Sept., or
Oct. 1978, with possibility for permanent employment. Must
be people and animal oriented. Salary - $5200 to $6760,
depending upon experience and ability. Fringe benefits,
send resume to Zoological Consortium, Inc., c/o Rt. //3, Box

126, Thurmont, Md.
, 21788. Deadline January 31, 1978.

ZOO DIRECTOR. ..

.

to direct the total operation of a small
private zoological park in Florida. Candidate should have
strong background in primate husbandry and daily routine
operation of a zoo. B. S. degree in animal science or
related zoological field and practical experience in a

supervisory capacity in a zoological park are preferred.
Position opening March 1, 1978. Fringe benefits. Opportuni-
ties for advancement. Salary, $7800 to $10,400. Send resume
to: Seven Continents Zoo, Route 1, Bushnell, Florida, 33513.
Deadline January 31, 1978.

ZOO LABORER... Weed Park Zoo. Animal care position in a

small zoo. Starting salary $9,216. Contact City of
Muscatine Personnel Dept., City Hall, Muscatine, Iowa 52761
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THE

STRUGGLE

SURVIVAL

INTERNATIONAL ALLIGATOR SMUGGLING OPERATION ALLEGED

In what may be the largest case yet under the Endanger-
ed Species Act, three corporations and four individuals
have been indicted for alleged international traffick-
ing in the hides of 2,500 American alligators, worth
$700,000.

The indictment, handed down by a grand jury in the

Eastern District of New York, December 6, caps a major
3-year joint investigation by special agents of the U.

S. Fish arid Wildlife Service and the U.S. Customs
Service

.

Named in the indictment are Meg Import Corporation, a

New Jersey firm specializing in the buying, selling,
brokering, and exporting of skins of wild animals;
Gunze New York, Inc.

,
a New York import-export concern

that is a subsidiary of the Japanese company, Gunze
Sangyo Company, Ltd.; and Egawa International Company,

Ltd.
,

a New York import-export concern that is a

subsidiary of the Japanese company. Union Sales Com-
pany.

The individuals named include Jacques Klapisch of

Leona, New Jersey, principal employee of Meg Import;
Kiyoshi Egawa, president of Egawa International; John
Kelly, of Queens, New York; and William Greenblatt of
North Bellmore, New York.

The indictment charges that between June of 1974 and
November 8, 1976, the defendants conspired to illegally
purchase 2,500 American alligator skins in the South-
eastern United States, transport them to New York, pre-
pare them to shipment, and ship them to tanneries in
Japan and France.

It further charges that the hides were surreptitiously
shipped out of the United States by the use of false
and fictitious shipping documents that used the names of

nonexistent firms and did not disclose the fact that
alligator skins were in the shipments.

During the course of the alleged conspiracy the
American alligator klZJ^QOto^ nii66'U>6'Cp'Cayi6 was listed
as an endangered species throughout the United States
except for three Louisiana parishes, where it was list-
ed as a threatened species.

In addition to the conspiracy charge, Klapisch and Meg
Import are charged with 12 counts of transporting the
illegally taken hides in interstate and foreign
commerce. Each^count carries a maximum penalty of 10

years imprisonment and a $10,000 fine. Klapisch and
Meg Import are also charged with 12 counts of violating
the Endangered Species Act, each count of which carries

Continued
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a maximum penalty of 1 year imprisonment and a $20,000
fine in addition to forfeiture of the endangered
species and vehicles or equipment used in the violation.

I havQ. a Female Indian Flying Fox [?ten.op(U glganteudj who ha6 developed
kaln. lo66 on ken. abdomen and lowen cJie6t. I don’t know how long the
eondltion ha6 existed (I haven't wonked hene long). I ^-Out noticed It
about two months ago. Kt {^vtst It wous just on the lowen abdomen. The
skin seemed nonmal and thene appeaned to be stubble on new gnowth oi
hatn. Thene have been no l^tons on nosh. But, the hain. loss Is ex-

tending and the skin now looks and ^eels dehydnated. Othenwlse, she
appeans pen^ectly healthy and the existing hain, nonmal. Also, thene Is

an old male with slmilan hain loss on his lowen abdomen. I am cunnently
massaging the aneas with vitamin E oil and AVE cneam twice daily. Viet
Is inesh ^nuits and vegetables and baby Hood) bee^ supplemented with
llnoplex, bonemeal and penvlnal. Any suggestions? Emily Bartholomew

Houston Zoo
The Topeka Zoo maintains a dozen Giant Indian Fruit Bats in its

collection. I have had the chance over the past couple of years to

observe these bats in captivity and conduct an intensive literature
search of behavioral and physiological articles concerning this species.
I did find out in one Indian journal that about 5 to 10% of the Giant
Indian Fruit Bats have an unexplained loss of hair, or better put, a

cropping of hair close to the skin tissue.

We have had one such individual like this at the Topeka Zoo. This was
a young female that maintained a short hair situation for about a year
and then the pelage returned to normal. Please note also that part of
the original Topeka group was purchased from the Houston Zoo. What I

am referring to in this discussion is a genetic predisposition, at
least temporarily, toward a short pelage condition.

Before you accept this as the case with your bats, please work with your
veterinarian and make sure that there are no skin parasites or infections,

John Wortman
Assistant Director
Topeka Zoological Park

Alopecia, hair loss, can be caused by a variety of conditions. In the
case of PtenopuS glganteus one must first consider the fact that hair
loss is seen in some individuals, but this is generally not seen with
dryness of skin.

One could probably also rule out a fungal, bacterial or chemical etiology
due to the lack of redness (erythema) and the lack of dry eczema (flaking).
If the lesions are distributed symmetrically one should consider an
endocrine deficiency. All of these are veterinary diagnoses. A close
physical examination and some behavioral observation may lead to a

diagnosis. Lastly, critically evaluate the diet - hair is protein and
a low protein level in the diet means that hair will be brittle and tend
to break off.

Joseph T. Bielitzki, DVM, MS

Topeka Zoological Park
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-

est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles

.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,

tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. The use of scientific names and common names are acceptab-

le for plants and animals.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial staff. Cite literature
published by the author. Cite literature used in preparation of article

for Animal Keepers Forum. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.

No commitments to authors, but AKF will make every effort to print the

article as soon as possible. All articles will be published in future
issues of AKF for that calendar year.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers) and Associate $1.0.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student $ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations) $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers ' Forum and to
The Keeper , the Journal of the American Association of Zoo Keepers...
All new members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card
good for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada
MmbeA6ftlp-& cuto, pH,o-njOLtzd ^ml-annualJiy, e.x.c,e,pt Studo^nt mmboAihyip^

.

ExtAa patches o/ls, avculablo. AAZK H2.(idqaaJit2/u> , $1.00 zack.

Send name and adcU&6^ and a cAzck on. monzy onden to:

AAZK Headquarters,
National Zoological Park,
Washington*, D.C. 20008

Mctfee. ckzclz6 payable to Amzntaan A6-6oclatlon o^ loo Kzzpzu

ALL CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS . DO NOT SEND
THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM. AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY
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SCOOPS
^od SCUTTLEBUTT

NAMESAKE DIES

The youngest of Brookfield Zoo’s eight giraffes, 3 1/2 month old

Victoria, died on 5 January of what zoo veterinary staff believe to be

congenital causes.

Since birth the young giraffe exhibited signs of general weakness. Her

current height of seven feet and weight of 270 pounds was well under

measurements of other giraffes that age. The first offspring for

mother Carol, 4 1/2, Victoria had some trouble nursing and, from the

beginning, keepers supplemented her intake with bottles of milk.

Victoria, named for the Marvell (England) Zoological Park giraffe that

died a few days before her birth, was the 34th giraffe bom at the

Brookfield Zoo; twenty-six of those animals have reached the average

giraffe longevity of 15-20 years.

Tony B-ila, S^nlon. KeapeA at tko, San TAanaticio Zoo, tn^oAm 06 that thexA
gA-oup 0^ 6tx lowland gontllxu oAd In ^xceZlmt hdolth; Including two

juvenile males that woAe AaU>ed In the gAoup. This, In 6plte o^ oun.

eAXoA In the VecembeA Ls-sue that Indicated a goAllla died at 5F. It

actually died at fAe^no, Tonly also WAltes that con^tAuctlon has ^toAt-
ed on a new goAllla exhibit which, when completed, will be among the
loAgest In The woAldJ

ZOO AND UNIVERSITY JOIN FORCES by LauAa StAlckland, MontgomeAy Zoo,

MontgomeAy, Alabama.

The Montgomery Zoo and Auburn University have jointed forces on a
program of bird of prey rehabilitation.

The University Biology Department, under Dr. Boring, who is already in-
volved in a program of rehabilitation, will supply medical treatment
for injured birds brought to the zoo, and the zoo staff, under
Director Bob Cooper who has previous experience in raptor rehabilitation
will re-train the birds for release to the wild or find suitable zoo
homes for those permanently crippled.

At this time we have three crippled bald eagles, one who recently under
went surgery at Auburn University for gunshot wounds. We will be
conducting various studies in an effort to discover ways that might
possibly induce crippled birds to reproduce.

PHILADELPHIA ZOO BOARD APPOINTS ACTING DIRECTOR

John W. York, Chairman of the Board of the Zoological Society of

Philadelphia, announced the appointment of Dr. Wilbur B. Amand, Zoo
Senior Veterinarian, as Acting Executive Director, effective Saturday,
January 7, following a meeting that was held January 5.

Dr. Amand will serve until a permanent Director is chosen.
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ELEPHANT DIES AT STONE ZOO iAom Ed RobeAt6, Stone. Mem. loo,

Stone.kam, MA

"Babe" the asiatic elephant was shipped out to Crandon Park Zoo in Miami,
Florida two weeks ago without any problems, even though she was partly
sedated to ease the stress of loading her onto a trailer rig for the

journey over the road from Massachusetts to Florida. The loading went
very well and she arrived there safe and sound for breeding purposes.
She will stay there about four years and if all goes well, her offspring,

the second one will accompany her back to Stone Zoo in 1982. Babe is

22 years old.

But, and this is a sad note, "Ginsburg", a 22 year old african who had
to be moved into "Babe's" quarters at the Stone Zoo from the Franklin
Park Zoo in Boston, to make way for demolition of her quarters as part
of the new rebuilding of Franklin Park, did not fare so well. They start-
ed moving her on the 29th of December and she would not enter the trailer.
Sedation was ordered and "Ginsburg" went down in the trailer after they
towed her on with wench and cable , and she had started to rip off the

plywood facings in the trailer. After getting her to Stoneham, it was a

fight against time and cold to get this elephant on her feet. A massive
team of zoo workers, administrators, veterinarians and heavy equipment
operators labored far into the night to get "Ginsburg" up. But she
wouldn't. Finally, a tow line was secured around both rear legs and she
was dragged into her new quarters. "Ginsburg" rallied a bit late that
night, and with the help of slings dropped from the roof of her quarters
via block and tackle, she was able to get to her feet and she resumed
eating.

However, it is believed some tendons were ripped during the towing process
and it appeared she favored one of her front legs and more than likely,
her rear ones too. She went down and never got up again. She died about

9 pm the following day.

BIRTHS HATCHINGS

Brookfield Zoo welcomed in the new year with two healthy baby animals,
a male banteng born January 1 and a male Holstein calf bom January 3.

A member of an endangered species of oriental domestic cattle, the little
banteng is light brown, stands about two feet tall and weighs an estimat-
ed 40 lbs. He will grow to the approximate five feet and 800 lbs. of
his parents, Barbara, 41/2 years old, and John, 12 1/2 years, and will
eventually bear the dark brown color of his father. The baby named
George, will nurse four to six months and then be put on an adult diet
of grain mix ,

hay and grass. Gestation of the banteng is nine to ten
months

.

NENE GOSLINGS HATCH Washington Park Zoo

Five nene goslings hatched from a clutch of five eggs on January 7, at

the Washington Park Zoo. This is the second clutch of nene eggs to hatch
at the zoo. Normal size for a clutch of nene eggs is four to six and
the incubation period is about 30 days.
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MANANA IS COMING IN TRINIDAD by Tom Gold^bwiy, (}J(Ukington PoAk Zoo,

PontZand, 0^e.gon

Far from the pounding surf of Maracas Bay, and located in a site often
overlooked by the hordes of winter cruise tourists who daily descent upon

the island, lies the Emperor Valley Zoo at Port-of Spain, Trinidad.

Only ten miles separate Trinidad from the coast of South America, off

Venezuela. For this reason it has a moderately rich continental fauna

of all the main classes of vertebrates, and many of the species are the

same as those of the mainland. Slight color variations are found in

species such as the Trinidad capuchin and the Red Howler monkey.

Geographically and politically, Trinidad is treated as one of the West
Indies

.

The native mammals of Trinidad (Vesey-FitzGerald 1936) include at least

4 opossums; 2 monkeys; 2 anteaters and an armadillo; a felid (Ocelot);

2 mustelids, and a procyonid; a deer and a peccary (a "quenk” in native
dialect); a squirrel, 9 murid, and 6 hystricomorph rodents; and 34 bats.

This abundance of animals on an area less than 2,000 square miles is due

not only to its proximity to the continent, but also to its geographical
diversity of extensive lowlands and mountains up to around 4,000 foot
level.

The Zoological Society of Trinidad and Tobago was formed in April, 1947
and it was then the Zoological Gardens was named Emperor Valley Zoo after
the Emperor butterfly Mo^pho TyibULZciAiyi) which at that time lived
in profusion there. The zoo was officially opened to the public on

November 8, 1952.

Until 1976 the zoo subsisted almost entirely on donations and limited
government funds. In 1976, however, the government, tired of playing
the role of almoner, embarked on a five-year master plan. Today, the
zoo is reminiscent of a World War II battlefield. Giant bulldozers
whine and cough their way up the sides of the valley; gangs of workmen,
stripped to the waist under the fierce tropical sun, laboriously erect
new structures, while other gangs just as laboriously modify and remodel
others. A sidewalk has been laid; a new administration building has
been built, and a new aquarium exhibiting twenty species of native fish
has recently been completed.

In his book. The Middle Passage ,
V. S. Naipaul describes Trinidad as a

"society which demands no skills and offers no rewards to merit." Mr.
Naipaul apparently has never met Dennis Danglade and Boysie Singh,
Senior Keeper and Deputy Senior Keeper respectively, who have almost
fifty years of service between them at Emperior Valley Zoo.

These two men supervise the keeper force of nine keepers and ten keeper
trainees under the supervision of Mr. Hans Boos, the zoo's general
curator. Both Dennis and Boysie are native bom Trinidadians; both are

articulate and knowledgeable in their field; and both are quite adamant
on the topic of keeper training.

Keeper training begins about five minutes after a keeper is hired and is

continued for his first full year. Rapport with the animals, diet, and
animal identification are the premier subjects. The rather small
'•ollection of 160 specimens allows the potential keeper a chance to learn
all of the individual animals quite fast. This, according to Mr. Danglade,
builds a keepers confidence. While animal identification may seem rather

contlnu-^d at tkz. top oi page 33...
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CONTRACEPTION AND THE PAMTHERA lEO by RobM M. Kln96 Vomlnlon
Vomd^l, l/A.

Four years ago we began with seventy Lions assembled from affiliated
parks across the United States. Despite being presented with chaotic
situations in the beginning, our efforts to manage and care for these
animals gradually lead us to search for the compatible group that would
consistently represent a pride's behavioral characteristics.

Controlling a Lion’s natural prolific tendency was one problem we began
dealing with in 1974. The idea was presented to us to study the effects
of using hormonal contraceptives on the Lions. As we did not want to

lose the gene pool through vasectomies , castrations , or spayings, this

offered us an alternative through its reversability

.

A method of incorporating hormone prepartives in a selastic implant was
devised by Dr. U.S. Seal. With the aid of the staff vetemarian, Dr.

Robert A. Barton, and collaborating colleagues, the implants were done.
For a year blood samples were taken in order to monitor the hormonal
changes in the females. Behavioral observations were also incorporated
to compliment the hormonal study. As a result, conception was brought
under control. The contraceptive study was not limited to checking the

female hormonal production, but also that of the males as well. This
study is in the process of being completed now. The work that has been
done here has paralleled work done on other species, including humans.

The value of this study bore unexpected results a few months ago. A
small group of progeny, offspring of the original group, reared by their
mother, produced a white Lion cub. As we know the parents of the pair
who produced the white cub, the possibility exists that we may be able
to produce more white cubs through line breeding.

The importance of contraceptual control over irreversible methods was
emphasized to us dramatically through this birth. Hopefully it will
enable us to constantly improve the quality of care given to our
animals. Through natural attrition and managerial efforts we now have
twenty-nine adult Lions. And, with this group we have a pride’s be-
havioral characteristics being consistantly represented while being a

part of a captive preserve.

Tkd cold M-lnd6 fcb/LUOA^ Mill ^cm tike lAoplc b/icczc^ l^ you Kcad the

ajvbiclc we juubt did. It'6 called "Among the Omngutan^ In Borneo" by

Ma/illyn Cole. Vou'lZ ^Ind It In Zoo , the publication ol the UetAopoti^n
Toronto Zoological Society. Look ^o/l the VecembeA, 1977, Is^ue. Ma/Ulyn

l6 an orangutan keeper at the MTZ who 6pent live months studying Mild

and rehabilitated orang-6 In Kalimantan, Borneo. Her ^hort article

describing her experience Is superb and the accompanying photos Mill make

you envious

.

Another publication Morth broMslng through l6 the Vecember, 1977 edition

o{i SIeMSletter , the bulletin o{, the International Primate Protection

League. It’s a special report on zoo primate babies In 1977. Its

eleven pages are crammed Mith photographs that Mill tear your heart out.

Each photo Is a Mlde^eyed portrait o^ an Infant primate. Reprints are

available {^rom JPPL, PC Vrawer X, Summerville, SC 294S3. Cost Is $1.00.
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AFRICAN ELEPHANT PROPOSED AS A THREATENED SPECIES

The proposal was published in the January 16, 1978,
Federal Register .

The African elephant has declined in many parts of its

range in recent years because of loss of habitat
caused by an expanding human population and illegal
killing for ivory. About 1,300,000 elephants are es-

timated to remain, but according to Dr. Iain Douglas-
Hamilton, Chairman of the Elephant Specialist Group of

the International Union for the Conservation of

Nature and Natural Resources, as many as 100,000 to

400,000 are being lost each year from ivory poaching
alone. Because there are still some large populations
however, some of which are stable and carefully
protected, the Fish and Wildlife Service does not
believe that the elephant is in immediate danger of

extinction. For this reason, the Service proposes to

classify the species as threatened rather than endang-
ered.

Because of its ivory, the elephant is one of the world’s
most commercially valuable species. Within the last
few years, illegal killing has increased along with
a tenfold rise in the price of ivory. Poaching appears
to have been largely responsible for a drastic re-
duction of elephants in Uganda, and for eliminating
nearly half of the elephants in Kenya, since the early
1970' s. If large-scale poaching continues, the still
large populations of elephants in eastern and central
Africa could be entirely wiped out.

The Fish and Wildlife Service recognizes that ivory
may be taken from elephants that die of natural
causes or are killed legally without threatening the
species. The sale of such ivory could provide extra
funds for conservation programs or could at least
provide an economic incentive for such programs. On
the other hand, legal sales could stimulate poaching,
and it may be impossible to determine whether a

particular product was obtained legally or illegally.

The Service acknowledges that there is no easy solu-
tion to this problem, and so, for the first time in

a proposal of this type, it has issued a series of

options to be considered by the public, scientific
community, government officials, and commercial
interests. Under each option the elephant would be
listed as threatened, but the options propose
different measures regarding the importation and use
of elephant products.

Option I would apply all the standard prohibitions for
threatened species to the African elephant, and would

Continued
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essentially end legal coiranercial import of ivory and
other elephant products into the United States.
Permits for exceptions, however, would be available,
and would include economic hardship permits that
could allow some otherwise prohibited commercial
activity for a limited period.

Option II would allow the importation and use of
elephant products only from nations that had ratified
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. The African elephant
is on Appendix II of the Convention, which means that
import into the United States would be allowed only if

the nation of origin issues an export permit certifying
that the item involved was taken legally and export
will not be detrimental to the species. The United
States has ratified the Convention, and under this
option would be accepting the judgment of its fellow
members

.

Option III would allow importation only from nations
that could provide satisfactory certification and
evidence that exports to the United States would be

consistent with the conservation of the African
elephant. This option would give the United States a

basis for evaluating the conservation programs of

exporting countries in which the species is present.

Option IV Would provide, for importation of elephant
parts and products from countries that may not have
elephant populations, if such countries could demon-
strate that the product involved originated in a nation
meeting the criteria in Options II or III. Such an
arrangement should be considered because most ivory
that enters the United States probably first goes
through a third country where the raw material is made
into a finished product.

One of the major problems that the Fish and Wildlife
Service faces is lack of knowledge about the total
world trace in African elephants and their parts and
products. To overcome this problem the Service is in

the process of contracting a survey of the world
trade in elephant products. It is anticipated that it

will take about a year to get the needed information,
but this will not be a deterrent to publishing a final
rulemaking on the proposal to list the African
elephant if the facts available at the time support
the proposal.

In any final rulemaking, the Service may issue some
variation of one or more of these options, but does

not presently contemplate adopting a measure that is

more restrictive than those proposed. The Service will
consider comments and suggestions that call for regu-
lations other than the specific choices set forth

CoYitlnuLdd
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above.

Interested persons have until March 20, 1978, to

conmient on the proposal. Comments should be addressed
to the Director (FWS/OES) , U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C.,
20240.

€d. Note, to all nie.rribeA^: LeX the. ftih and Wtldtiiz
S2,n.vtcLQ, know how you indl on this and otheJi p/iopo^als

i^oA. conseAvatton pubtUk<id tn AKf. 0uA6 t4> a

pAoieJi^lonal voice, to be hcoAdf

TWO ZEBRA SPECIES PROPOSED FOR ENDANGERED LIST

Two species of zebras, the victims of excessive kill-
ing both for their hides and because they compete with
livestock for available food supplies have been pro-
posed for the endangered list.

The proposal would place the Grevy’s Zebra of Kenya,
Somalia, and Ethiopia and the Hartmann's Mountain
Zebra of southwest Africa and Angola on the endangered
species list. Interested persons have until March 23,

1978, to comment on this rulemaking.

Grevy's zebra numbers appear to have plummeted in the
last decade. The only sizable populations are in
northern Kenya where it has been estimated that about

1 ,500 animals survive. This is down from more than
10,000 in 1971.

In the last 2 or 3 years uncontrolled shooting has
wiped out entire populations. On the Leroghi range,
part of the Samburu GrazinR Scheme, where 1,500 animals
were counted in 1975, they are virtually non-existent
t oday

.

Although Kenya law protects zebras, poachers are still
a major factor in the species' decline, with 8,000
Grevy's zebras estimated to have been poached in the

last 3 years. The price of zebra skins, used to adorn
walls and floors of homes, has recently skyrocketed
from $150 to as much as $2,000 a hide.

The Hartmann's Mountain zebra is also killed for its

hide, but to a much lesser degree. The main concen'r

tration of the species is now restricted to Namibia
where numbers total less than 2,000 individuals. In
the 1950 's between 50,000 and 75,000 occurred in this
general area. In 1960, the estimate was about 15,000
and in 1970, 7,000 animals. The decline was brought
about when man altered the environment by introducing
livestock. The competition between zebras and cattle,
sheep and other livestock for available food resulted
in ranchers destroying zebras in vast numbers. There
are no effective means to control the slaughter. With
the current political unrest in Namibia and the
associated abundance of firearms in the area, there
will undoubtedly be further indiscriminate destruction
of zebras. j- -

. _ »
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CONFERENCE QUARTERS

The AAZPA Great Lakes Regional Workshop is to be held in Columbus, Ohio,

the week of April 30-May 2. Realizing that the expense of registration
plus lodging can often prevent keepers from attending, the Columbus
keepers have decided to take some positive action toward remedying this
situation.

A number of our keepers are willing to provide available bed space and
sleeping bag space in their residences for as many keepers as are in-
terested for as long as space is available. Transportation will also
be available to and from airports and train stations within Columbus.
These services will be open to any keeper sending or calling in a re-
quest at least two weeks prior to the workshop. Every effort will be
made to accommodate each request. We also will have available upon
request a current listing of camping facilities within the immediate
area.

If we can assist a keeper in any other way, please contact one of the
keepers indicated below. The Columbus keeper staff would like to see

this regional workshop be attended primarily by keepers.

Dick Pope, Birds
Mary Barr, Reptiles
Columbus Zoo
9990 Riverside Dr.

Powell, Ohio 43065

(614) 889-9471

CHARGER ROOKIE DONATES TO ZOO

Rolf Benirschke , the rookie place-kicker who has just finished his first
season with the San Diego Chargers, announced he is donating a percentage
of his football salary to the San Diego Zoo each year.

Benirschke Zoo interest is longstanding. He has spent two summers volun-
teering his time as a student researcher at the San Diego Zoo's hospital,
where his father. Dr. Kurt Benirschke, is director of research.

Rolf Benirschke has written research papers on his Zoo studies of
chromosomes in birds and in giant tortoises.

WORLD'S OLDEST CAPTIVE GORILLA CELEBRATES 47th BIRTHDAY

Massa, the world's oldest captive gorilla, celebrated his 47th birthday
and the 42nd anniversary of his arrival at the Philadelphia Zoo on Friday,
December 30.

Massa (meaning "big boss"), a lowland gorilla was bom sometime in 1931
in the remote jungles of western Africa. After his mother was slain
while raiding village crops, he was raised by sympathetic natives. He
was then sold to a sea captain who in turn sold him to Mrs. Gertrude
Lintz, a devoted animal lover who specialized in rearing baby primates.
Mrs. Lintz also owned Gargantua, who became the famous circus gorilla.
Massa and Gargantua were playmates.
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS
...HANNOVER, HJEST GERMANY...

by

Mahvln L. Jone^, San VXego, Catli., USA

On Monday the 20th', a visit was made in the morning to the Bird Park

(Vogelpark) at Walsrode, one of the most important parks of its kind in

the world, and still virtually unknown to many Americans. Located just

about two miles outside the city, surrounded by the heath, but close to

three major freeways (autobahnen), it is easy to reach and unlike most

parks in Europe, has a vast car pa^rk, where parking is free. On our
arrival the lot was almost empty, as was the park; when we left a few

hours later, it was the scene of humming activity. The Park is only

open from 1 March to 15 November, but gets in that time almost 2 million
visitors, the admission price being 5 Marks for adults, 2.50 marks for

children 3 to 14, and free 2 and under. Since one Mark is now about 45

cents US, the price is not all that cheap. The hours are 9 AM to 7 PM
and while there are vast restaurants just at the entrance , there also
are several snack stands and a huge restaurant (with an enormous thatched
roof) inside. The guidebook with scores of color photos is a must buy
item for 1.50 marks. We were accompanied on our tour of the Park by the
veterinarian Dr. Jean-Marc Lernould who arrived here this spring, but
has already made major changes both to the exhibition and more
importantly to the off-exhibit breeding facilities. While the emphasis
has been on exhibition primarily, it is now shifting to both exhibit and
breeding, and the newer off-exhibit facilities must be seen, for their
style and immensity. Inasmuch as Walsrode is now fixed as a major
tourist sight, it has the necessary income to devote space to off-exhibit
breeding and is doing so with a fervor unmatched by most zoos. There
also is a great deal of available land for this endeavor. Dr. Lernould
spent some time in West Africa and was the. primary importer to Europe in

recent years of Hartlaubs Duck. Some are kept here, others at various
breeders in Europe. I was impressed with Dr. Lernould and would hope
that San Diego among other American zoos will establish liaison with
Walsrode.

It is much easier to say what Walsrode does not have, than what they
have. The waterfowl collection is almost 100 species and subspecies
(and many are breeding such as Trumpeter, Black, Black-necked , Mute and
Whooper Swans). There is almost a complete collection of cranes with
13 White-necked alone (the park now works closely with the Crane
Foundation at Baraboo) , also Siberian White, Wattled and Australian.
Similiarly there is almost a complete stork collection, with two kinds
of Open-bill, several Shoebill, Woolly-necks, and Hammerheads. The
collection of birds native to Europe is extensive, always in well
designed and well decorated cages, one of the hallmarks of Walsrode is

the gardening, both landscape and in the exhibits. Another good point
are the labels, each species can be identified by a well made label
offering common and scientific names (plus English and French names)

,

a painting of the species, its wild habitat and key facts. These are
not large, but well done and well placed so as not to interfere with
the view of the birds themselves.

Raptors are the poorest represented now, although new aviaries are planned
for 1978, all other orders that normally can be expected in zoos are well
represented, with emphasis on psittacines, more than 200 forms alone.
New this year are Guildings and Imperial Amazon, Fig Parrots and a number
of rare forms from New Guinea. Charles Cordier is now the main collector
for Walsrode and a major expedition will go to New Guinea this fall to
f urther add birds from that area. While Birds of Paradise are limited

Conta.na<2,d
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in most collections to the Red Bird of Paradise, the variety and sheer
numbers here rival the pre-WWII collections at the Bronx and Paignton.
On exhibit are 7.2 Greaters , 1.1 Lesser, 2.1 Reds, 3.1 Wilsons, 3.4
.Magnificent and 5.4 King Birds of Paradise. Off exhibit in the breeding
area are 1.1 King, 1.1 Magnificent, 1.1 Wilson and 1.1 Lessers. It

was a spectacular sight to behold several of the 7 male Greaters dis-
playing at one time in the exhibit aviary.

Noted also were several Pheasant Pigeon Ot^dlpkap^ with young. New
species this year also are Temminck Hornbill B. C.onVQ,X.UU)

,

Masked Trogon,
collared Green Fruit Pigeon, 3 Beautiful Lorikeet ChoAmo^yna pljCLC,2.YltL^

,

Vini australis, and Salvadori Fig Parrots. Also 7 each of both Giant
and Homed Coots from South America.

I could go on and on, but suffice to say this is not THE major,bird
collection both in terms of exhibit and breeding overall in either
Europe or North America. There may be some zoos or private parks with
more extensive holdings in specific groups, but for an overall general
collection Walsrode cannot be beat.

While the group did not visit Hannover Zoo and I only had a few short
hours there, primarily to talk with Director Dittrich, I should note that
one female African elepahnt is pregnant and young is expected next year
(1978). Last years baby White-cheeked Gibbon is just starting to change
from a light brown to the juvenile black, thus indicating that young
coming into zoos that are solid black are at least a year and a half old.

A paper on the color changes of this animal will be prepared by Dr.

Dittrich. All of the antelope species one associates with Hannover are
doing well. Again this year the Dik Dik had a young.

A temporary primate house has been erected, and the old pre-war building
demolished. A totally new house will now be constructed primarily for
great apes, the present ape house will be converted for general primate
use. The walrus continue to look good, and a sea lion was bom this year.
I should add this was a good year for owl hatchings; 8 Snowy from one
pair, also 1 Spectacled Owl, and a number of Eagle Owls.

. . . Yinxt month, Tkz. ^^t loo . . .

.

— -
I

I NDIANAPOLIS ZOO RECEIVES GRANT

The Indianapolis Zoo has received a $2,500 grant from the Indianapolis
Branch of Xerox Corporation for the construction of a South American
Parrot Exhibit as a gift to the children of Indianapolis.

I NFORMAL SURVEY

AKF is conducting an informal survey of married couples in zoos. How many
zoos permit married couples to work in same department, or an3^here in
the zoo? How many prefer not to employ both husband and wife? Let us
know how your zoo views these points. Simply write AKF. We're looking
for numbers, not names; so everything will be kept in confidence.
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SHOUU THEM YOU’RE THE KING Of THE
JUNGLE IN AN AAZK T-SHIRT.

The AAZK emblem appears on the up-
per left hand chest area of these
high-quality shirts. The emblem
is silk-screened onto the shirts
for a bright, lasting look. The
sizes, small, medium, large and
extra large, are available in the
following chameleon of colors:
light blue, dark blue, navy blue,
red, yellow, gold, black, tan,

white, orange, purple, maroon and
green. Please indicate a second
and third choice of colors when

ordering.

Cost of these T-Shirts is

only $4.99, plus postage
and handling. Postage and
handling is $.75 for the

first shirt, $.50 for each
additional shirt.

The name of your zoo, chapter or

even the name of your favorite
1953 Chevy can be printed on the
shirts for an additional fee. An
initial $10 fee is charged for the
plate and another $.20 is charged
per shirt. (Obviously, this is an
excellent way for chapters to have
unique T-shirts.) The plate will
be kept for future printings.

To order your T-shi rts--write :

Carle ton Bailie
Office of Animal Management
Kings Dominion, RFD #166
Doswell , VA 23047

Pf-etue metope, youA. cke.ak ok. mondy
oKdoA with youA oKduK. Make, thm
payabtd to AAZK T-ShxAtA .

GET AN AAZK
T-SHIRT NOW!



t'asy for us to acquire, it must be realized that West Indian people do

not have access to large animal collections that most of us North Ameri-
cans have taken for granted since childhood.

This is not the best time to visit Emperor Valley. Much grounds and ex-
hibit work remains to be done. The animal collection needs to be
enlarged; at present the "Star Paws" of the zoo is a pair of fine young
Bengal tigers and a breeding group of Cocricos, the national bird of
Trinidad. No doubt there will always be power outages that foul up the

filtering systems, stop air conditioning, and render power machinery
useless; but, manana is coming in Trinidad, and, as always, keeper
participation will play a major part in helping Emperor Valley take its

place among the world’s mainstream zoos.

After all the new cages have been built and the animals are safely tucked
in, perhaps a few island customs will be sandpapered a bit. For instance
when I routinely asked the four, smartly clad, young office girls if
there were any women keepers on the staff, they looked at me stunned.
One of them replied, "Why MouZd a LVoman ioant to be a zoo beepeAf"

REFERENCES:
Darlington, Philip J. Jr. (1966): Zoogeography, The Geographical

Distribution of Animals . John Wiley & Sons., Inc.

492-493.

Naipaul, V.S. (1962): The Middle Passage . Penguin Books

197S ti> oi(^ to a kigh-qualtty ^toAt! Tu)o (iha.ptQ.nA

havQ. bQ.Q.n ionmQ.d to koJip pn.otnotQ. the. tdQ.alA oi
pn.o{iQAatonal. antmaZ cano.. A handAhako. and a klAA
oAQ. extended to o an. noweAt ehaptenA . Von.

tnlonmatlon on Atanttng an AAZK chapten. at yoan
zoo, aqaanlum on. wtldJbile pant, contact
VenntA Gntmm, Bn.ook^tQZd Zoo, Bnook^teZd, JL.,

60513.

The Ulo Gn.ande AAZK chapten. looa ^onmed on 5

Janaan.y, 1978. Thetn. addAOAA Ia-

chapter
Vto Gn.ande Zoological Pank
903 10th Stneot
Atbuquen.qae, SIM 87101

The ^olloLvlng penAonA wen.e elected oi{^cenA;

Vona JacobA, Pn.QAldent
Gn.egon.y Smith, I'lce-Pn.oAldent

Joyce PetenAon, SecAetany news
And ^Aom Von Wlxom comeA mAd o^ a new chapteA
loAmed at the SanAet Zoo In Manhattan, KanAOA.
The SanAet Zoo AAZK ChapteA elected the {follow-
ing o{{lcenA:

Ron RlngeA, PAOAldent
VAed MyenA, Mice PAOAldent
Haney McCoAd, SecAetaAylTAeaAaneA

MembeAAhlp In the SanAet Zoo chapteA compnlAeA
100% o{ thelA Ata{{! They plan to oAAlAt In
exhibit planning and conAtAactlon and oAe In-
volved In a keepeA tnalnlng pAogAam.
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Great Ape D«'&‘C*^6^eitionVi^

LOWLAND GORILLA BORN AT WOODLAND PARK ZOO , SEATTLE by Pat PlckoJX^,
GAeat Ape4, and Mcuiy KdltdK, l^eX.Tech.

liloodland Pcuik loo, Sdouttln, Wcuh.

December 5, 1977, our 9h year old female "Nina" gave birth to her third
infant, a female. The infant was named "Kamilah" meaning "the perfect

one" and is being raised by the mother. She is feeding it on demand,

rocking it when it becomes fussy, and as of this writing is being an

exemplary mother.

Her first infant, a female, died in October of 1975 at 6 days of age
of hyaline membrane disease. Her second infant, a male, born December
14, 1976, was removed at 2 days of age for hand rearing when it was
determined that sufficient nursing was not being permitted by the mother.

With the first two infants, "Nina" had been isolated prior to delivery.
With the infant bom December 5, she was left in the presence of the
male who was the father of the infant, and a female on breeding loan
from SanlDiego Zoo, the latter being 16 years old and never having
conceived. Being left in the presence of her cagemates seemed to have
a very calming and relaxed effect on her.

During her 5th month of pregnancy, introduction of her 8 month old son
was begun with keeper personnel she was familiar with participating in
the introduction. Prior to this time, motherhood lessons had been
given using a surrogate and modeled after the program used at San Diego.

GIBBON TOE TROUBLE l^jorn ChaKLln Watck, ?ni.mcit(L Sapd^vi^on., Loiuj^Zana

PuAck(U(i Zoo, MonAoe, LA.

We ran into a problem a few weeks back, that may be of interest to other
keepers

.

One of our female White-Handed Gibbons has a two month old baby. When we
noticed what appeared to be an extremely swollen toe on the baby, the
mother was immobilized, and both taken to the zoo vet. Instead of the
infected toe we expected to fine, there was a very tightly packed hair-
ball, approximately 3/8 inch in diameter, perfectly encircling the toe.
The ball was applying much pressure on the digit, but fortunately, had
caused no permanent damage. It has been only two weeks since the re-
moval, and the baby is already developing another hair-ball, on a finger
this time.

The baby seems to be perfectly healthy and normal. She flails her arms
and legs a lot, but no more so than any other baby Gibbon. The mother
cares well for her, this being her second. She successfully reared her
first with no such problem.

I would be interested in hearing from anyone who has any comments, or
has encountered similar problems.

Send comments, ideas on. anticZes ion 6.A.P. to Pned Vtttman, 511 W.W.

29tk H04, OkUkoma City, OK. 73103.
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LLA HAS FOOT IN CAST

Charlie, one of Metro Toronto Zoo’s group of seven lowland gorillas, had

his left foot in a cast.

The five-year-old gorilla developed an infection in a skin lesion on his

foot, and when he kept scratching at it Zoo veterinarians became con-

cerned that he would hinder the natural healing of the sore. The

veterinarians decided to put Charlie’s foot in a cast to stop him from

interfering with the infection, and he was on display, sporting his big

cast, none the worse for wear.

The cast was made of a special lightweight fibreglass material, which is

relatively new in the veterinary field. Because of the material’s light

weight, it allows greater freedom of tnovement than a conventional plaster

cast, and it has the added beneficial quality of drying quickly if it

gets wet.

Charlie was on daily antibiotic therapy and his cast was removed in

about two weeks.

ZOO DIRECTOR APPOINTED TO NATIONAL MUSEUM SERVICES BOARD

HEW Secretary Joseph A. Califano, Jr., swore in 15 members of the newly
created National Museum Services Board in ceremonies at the Brooklyn
Children’s Museum in New York City Friday, December 16. Gary Clarke,
director of the Topeka Zoological Park, was among those sworn in.

Mrs. Joan Mondale, wife of the Vice President, was also among those who
were sworn in.

The National Museum Services Board serves as an advisory body to the new
Institute of Museum Services, an HEW agency responsible for administer-
ing grants to museums across the nation.

Board members were nominated by President Carter and confirmed by the
Senate.

Legislation creating the Institute called for expansion of the education-
al role of museums, including art, history, and science museums, zoos,
botanical gardens, and aquariums.

In tkn pcut and even today, zoo6 kavo. been coni>td2A(Ld tn tkn c.atzgon.y

aanyitoaJU ofi cAAaui> 2^. The ayilmal aspect oi the zoo hoA been an
ente^ainment only. The mo6t ^tgnliteant aspect o^ the appointment
that Z006 have been tnetaded tn the legtitation and oAe nou) being re-
presented on the board. Thus, zoos are being considered as cutturat
institutions along Mith natural history museums and botanical gardens.
The committee is to establish guidelines and policies ior institutions
covered by this legislation. The budget ior the committee is 3 112

million dollars, to cover a wide range o£ institutions in the United
States. Gary K. Clarke

Ed note: Gary K. Clarke, director of the Topeka Zoological Park, Topeka,
Ks., was appointed to a 3 year term on the committee. Mr. Clarke will
represent zoos and aquariums.
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ELEPHANT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM INITIATED bt/ Pant M. P/Uc&, AyUmal Tech.
VTcke/uon Pcuik Zoo,

SpAx-ng^Tcld, Mo.

The Dickerson Park Zoo staff has embarked upon an elephant training
program.

Our zoo has a 28-year-old Asiatic elephant, named "Minyak." She came

to the zoo at five years of age from Bangkok, Siam, and for 22 years
was cared for by the same keeper. Eighteen months ago, that keeper re-

tired and left us with a monumental problem. Since the day she arrived
the elephant has neither been trained nor worked. Minyak co-existed with
her keeper as a friend and only accepted discipline from him. After he

left, her personality changed drastically. During the past 18 months,
she has trunked, shoved, or charged zoo personnel a total of 16 times,
involving 11 different individuals.

Upon the public's and City Government's realization that a problem did
exist, it was decided to professionally train the elephant. After a

great amount of consideration, Don Meyer of Oak Creek, Wisconsin, was
hired to train our staff in the procedures to establish control of our
elephant.

The ten-day training period began October 18th and involved the entire
zoo staff, from night watchman to director. Prior to the elephant train-
ing, several modifications had to be made to our relatively small 18 'x

18' elephant stall to accommodate some of the mechanics that had to be
used in training.

The training sessions lasted several hours in the morning and two sessions
in the afternoon, with keepers finding it as strenuous as the elephant
did. Ten days of much personal sacrifice resulted in a very basic main-
tenance program, which now enables us to control our elephant during her
daily care routines.

I personally feel one article cannot do this subject justice; elephant
maintenance programs are more complex than one can imagine. I am also
amazed at the lack of communication and the exchange of ideas concerning
this subject. I believe it would be interesting, beneficial, and a
great step in fulfilling our organizational goals, if AAZK would consider
establishing a column in the FORUM, specializing in elephant care and
handling.

Our staff is still trying to guide our newly established program, and
we are interested in advice and assistance to further develop the
program. I would appreciate any ideas or comments on this. I am also
interested in the possibility of a keeper exchange so we may gain
further insight into differently structured programs.

Ed. Mote' THE AKF awoAe oi the need ^on. the vaAtouL6 i^peclaitto^ to
communtcate tn a common netting. We M-Wt continue to i>tady thit need
and hope to have at lea^t a poJitiat avi^Me^ 6oon. In the meantime, don’t
hesitate to ^e6pond to anything you n.ead tn the^e page6. We hea^ you
and we want evenjyone ette to hea/i you, too! And, thanks to Paul {^o^ a
venjy timely 6ugge6tion.

3
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We o/ie dzdpty 'inddotfid to tkd kklVk tetter, (^ofi attoLVtng

06 to A.epAtnt ponttovu, o^ thJjy ^dctton in,om thoAA "Po6tttoyi6

kvcuXabl^” Itdting^. TlvU t6 a monthly i^Avtcd to o6,
{,
0K you.

ASSISTANT kQUkRJST... Seasonal employment. College level
background in biological sciences; experience in working
with animals, especially fishes, is desirable. Employment
from April 3, 1978 to September 20, 1978; dates flexible.
Responsibilities: care and feeding of the display specimens,
monitoring and maintenance of filtration and life support
systems, water qualitymonitoring, everyday maintenance and

supervision of other seasonal personnel. Send resume to:

Michael D. Marcus or Neal L. Gray, Sealand Aquarium, Cedar
Point, Inc., Sandusky, OH 44870. (419) 626-0830, ext. 2451.

BIRV TECHSIlCJkM . . . Primarily responsible for care and main-
tenance of a small collection of domestic and exotic birds.
Should be a high graduate with two years’ experience in the
care of birds; have a general knowledge of habits and distri-
bution of birds; knowledge of common diseases of birds and
their treatment. Salary: $3.50 per hour. Send applications
to: Gordon Henley, Director, Ellen Trout Zoo, P.O. Drawer
190, Lufkin, TX 75901.

ZOOKEEFER... Provide direct animal care, observe animal be-
haviors, prepare and feed animal diets, provide information
to the public, prepare and maintain detailed records, maintain
sanitary animal living conditions and conduct assigned research.
Must have 2 years’ responsible work and experience as a zoo-
keeper/aquarist in a zoological park or aquarium or comparable
experience. Salary $882 monthly. )Cbntact: Mary O’Neill,
Personnel Officer, Minnesota Zoological Garden, 12101 Johnny
Cake Road, Apple Valley, MN 55124. (612) 432-9000.

REPTILE TECHNlCIkN . .

.

Primarily responsible for care and
maintenance of a medium-sized diverse collection of domestic
and exotic amphibians and reptiles. Applicant should be a

high school graduate with two years’ experience in the care
of reptiles and proper husbandry techniques. Salary $3.50

p er hour. Contact: Gordon Henley, Director, Ellen Trout
Zoo, P.O. Drawer 190, Lufkin TX 75901.

AWIMAL KEEPER... General keeper position at Wahington Park
Zoo, Portland, OR. This person will work throughout the zoo

Starting pay $5. 92/hour. Send applications to Metropolitan
Service District, 1220 S.W. Morrison, Portland, OR 97205.

The National Zoo In Washington, V.C. Is doing It’s best to combat the

ejects oi the ha/id cold wave that's struck the east. So ^oa, nea^y
70 tons oi salt and 40 tons o^ sand have been used to tny to stabilize

Icy sidewalks and noads

Neve^itheleJiS , they've got thelA hands lull.
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-

est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles

.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,

tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. The use of scientific names and common names are acceptab-
le for plants and animals.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial staff. Cite literature
published by the author. Cite literature used in preparation of article
for Animal Keepers Forum. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors, but AKF will make every effort to print the

article as soon as possible. All articles will be published in future
issues of AKF for that calendar year.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers) and Associate $10.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student $ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations).. $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers' Forum

All nev; members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card
good for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada

Ex;t^a ]ooJick^.i> oAe avcUlable AA2K H^adqaaAXe,^^
,

{^on. $1.00 zacfi.

Send name and add/ied^ and a cheek oh. money ohden. to‘

AAZK Headquarters

,

National Zoological Park,
Washington*, D.C. 20008

S\aJze checks payable to knehican k^oetatlon o^ loo Keepehi
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^^Scuttlebutt

PERU GAINS TWO NEW BIRDS ()n.om the. JUCN Bulletin

Peru must add two birds to its avian list. One, completely new to science

has been discovered in cloud forest high in the Andes. It is a tiny owl

whose unique features - long facial feathers and bristles- have earned

it the name of long—whiskered owlet, Kenoglaux loWeAyt, a monospecific

genus

.

The other find, again in- northern Peru, is of a bird considered extinct

since 1877: the white-winged guan, Penelope alblpennU . Previously

thought to have inhabited only mangroves, it now appears to live in "tall

trees in green canyons within dry forests" and to be locally quite

plentiful. The Peruvian government has placed the guan under protection.

The ornithological research which led to these discoveries was part-

sponsored by WWF.

FIRST CALL FOR PAPERS - NATIONAL AAZK CONFERENCE

The AAZK National Conference will be held in Gainesville, Florida,

October 15-19, on the campus of the Santa Fe Community College. This

is first call for papers to be presented at the conference. Please
write Jim Biesinger or Marylee Vandiver, Teaching Zoo, Santa Fe

Community College, 3000 NW 83rd St., Gainesville, FL 32601.

They'll need to know the approximate length of the paper and whether
you'll need support equipment, eg. projectors.

Please also contact them ii you plan to attend the con^e^ence. They'll
need to knou) the number. Oi^ pennons in you/i poAty...

SNOW LEOPARD DIES

Kolinka, “ih year old female snow leopard at the Wasington Park Zoo died
today. She was on breeding loan from the San Antonio Zoo in Texas, and
has been at the zoo since November 22, 1977.

Death was caused by multiple problems involving liver disease and
secondary problems of gastric torsion and shock. There were other
complications of limg problems. Tissue samples will be sent to the

Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory at Oregon State University for further
study

.

The carcass was donated to Portland State University who will use the
skeleton and skin for biological studies.

The zoo has one remaining snow leopard, Piotr, a male, who is on breed-
ing loan from the Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle.
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BIRTHS HATCHINGS

ORANGUTAN BIRTH AT THE LOS ANGELES ZOO .... bn JamoA Cook and
Claudca Coition.

"Sally", an adult female orangutan at the Los Angeles Zoo, gave birth to

her sixth baby on November 25, 1978. Sally’s previous infants have been
removed to the nursery for hand rearing. Since Sally has previously
shown maternal behavior, the birth of an additional male prompted zoo

officials to leave him with her. No one has seen Sally put him down
since he was bom.

The other orangs in the exhibit include "0ogie" an adult male from the
Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, Illinois; "Guy" a 5 year old male from the
San Diego Zoo; and Sally’s older offspring - an 8 year old male and

three females, 12, 10 and 6 years old.

With Sally’s success at caring for her own infant, there are hopes that

the other females in the exhibit will acquire the necessary infant
caretaking experience to rear their future babies.

BLUE-CROWNED PIGEON GOURA CRJSTATA HATCHING bi/ Anne OalomiU and
Moak HoppeA, Audobon
PoAk Zoo

Late December, a pair of Blue-Crowned Pigeons, newly introduced into the
Tropical Rain Forest facility, hatched their single egg after 29 days
of incubation. The adult pair was transferred to the indoor Rain Forest
November 1. The birds copulated two weeks after introduction into their
new quarters and began nest building a week later.

Though Crowned Pigeons usually nest in trees this pair ignored their nest
platform placed about 20 feet above the ground. (The birds never
perched more than 3 feet above the ground and flew only when startled.)
The nest was a sparse accumlation of twigs and leaf litter placed on the
ground in a protected comer. The single white egg was laid 2 days
later. Both male and female incubated the egg.

Three weeks after hatching, the young bird was a miniature replica of
the parents. The characteristic tail wagging, wing raising during
defense, and crown were all present. At the end of January, the young
pigeon began wandering away from its parents and feeds on its own,
though the male parent still feeds the juvenile.

SOCK IT TO ’EM i^Aom UgeA Talk

In San Anlonlo, TX, a i^edeaal judge {^Ined tkAee men a total oi ^^,000
conAplAlng to kill at leoAt IQ golden eagleA iaom a keLieoptea.

The judge j^uAthea advlAed AancheOA agalnAt tkaeatenelng to violate the
conAeAvatlon law. In TexoA, they mean buAlneAil
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS
...WEST BERLIN...

by
UaA.vi.n L. Jone^, San VZego, CaZc^., USA

On Tuesday, the group spent a few hours (and I also took a few more hours

on Thursday morning) in visiting the West Berlin Zoo which has THE largest

collection in terms of numbers of species and subspecies of any zoo in

the world, exhibited in a number of mammoth buildings and in general well
presented. As with any zoo the process is not complete and on the draw-

ing boards will be a new 12 million mark aquarium (the present building
will then become a reptile house primarily)

,
and also new antelope en-

closures in a new area the zoo hopes to get. This will allow more room
for the expanding deer and cattle collection. And, eventually, more space

for other species breeding in Berlin.

The group was met by Director Prof. Dr. Heinz Georg Kloes and Assistant
Director Dr. Hans Fradrich, who accompanied the group on its mini-tour
of a part of the zoo. After a lunch there was time only to view the new
Carnivore-Small Mammal complex, the Primate complex, and part of the

Bird collection. I was able on Thursday morning to see a bit more, but
a visit to West Berlin takes not less than two full days just to see
everything, not necessarily see it well. It’s almost like allowing one
hour for San Diego Zoo.

The new carnivore complex consists of a number of relatively large indoor
and outdoor cages for large felines, a series of glass fronted indoor ex-
hibits for small felines and other carnivores, and in the basement a

s eries of exhibits for nocturnal mammals using the low intensity white
light or moonlight effect, which works quite well. While there are a

nuD^jer of cubbing dens in the main carnivore complex, the use of tile as

a backdrop may not be as pleasing as the fibreglass exhibits seen in
America. The lack of any additional holding facilities and the emphasis
on having as many species as possible means that most young must be sold
or sent to other zoos on adulthood. This does not mean that many species
ate not bred, but it does limit any conservation program.

Seen are Sumatran and Siberian Tiger (the former with young). Lions,
Spotted Leopard from India and Iran, Black Leopard, both Black and Spotted
Jaguar, Cheetah, etc. Also, a good group of lesser cats and carnivores
such as Blnturong.

Naturally, a strength of West Berlin are the deer, with a number of Pampas
Deer seen (more will be sent to Wuppertal Zoo to start a second herd)

,

also Elds, Barasingha, Pere David, Indian Muntjac (the source for virtual-
ly all Indian in Europe) as well as Reeves, and the commonly seen forms.

In the antelope house some very dark Lechwe Waterbuck, Topi, Bontebok,
various Tree Kangaroos and young Bennett and Double-wattled Cassowary.

In the aquarium the American Crocodiles C. aaotiLb laid 15 eggs in the spring
one hatched on 2 May 77 and is on exhibit. The parents arrived as juven-
iles in 1954, and the male is now 3.40 meters long. The Bongo looked very
good, the breeding male now one bom at the Basel Zoo, and a number of
cows.

The Bird house is undergoing renovation in view of the Ornithological
Congress being held here next summer.

I should add that a female Southern Sea Elephant bom here on the 14th
Continued
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of April 77, is doing well and is the first born here to survive. The

old male Nile Hippopotamus born in 1933/34 also is still here and still

breeding. Last years hatched Andean Flamingo is doing well, and is in a

colony which also contains 7 other Andean and 6 James Flamingo, plus 3

Plegadis ridgwayi and one Steamer Duck.

Nzxt month Edit BeAltn

NOTES FROM THE FORT WORTH ZOO... by Sheri Williamson, Bird Keeper,
Fort Worth Zoo, Texas

This Fall saw the first recorded captive reproduction of the Yacare
Caiman and the Angel Island Chuckwalla, as well as our second hatching
of Dwart Crocodiles. The young Chuckwallas captured the fancy of almost
all who saw them from their first day on display. They are playful,
active and much more attractive than their parents, who are dull colored
and hide a great deal. More details will be published soon.

The staff was saddened this winter by the loss of our most unique
avian specimen, the only hybrid Blue X Green Jay on record. Hatched
here in June, 1966, he had recently been introduced to a young female
Blue Jay and was actively courting her up until his death. A beautiful
and remarkable bird, his skin now rests in the collection of the

University of Texas at Arlington.

The third single egg produced by our pair of Harpy Eagles was, as

before, infertile. Although our female, Harriet, holds the longevity
record for her species at 22+ years , there is still hope that she and
her mate (on -loan from Jacksonville, Florida) may yet produce young.

The staff is pleased to welcome two newcomers to our supervisory
staff. Mr. Sidney W. Darden, formerly of the St. Louis Zoo, is the

new Assistant Supervisor of Birds since the retirement of Raymond
"Nick" Nichols. Mr. Kenneth Seleske has recently moved from Michigan to

accept the post of Assistant Supervisor of Education on the promotion of
Cleve Lancaster to Supervisor. We look forward to working with these
gentlemen in the years to come.

The completion of our new Giraffe-Rhino Exhibit was marred by the

Injury of Mammal Keeper Jeff Johnson by the male Rhino during attempts
to crate the animal for the move to new quarters. Jeff suffered a broken
jaw, missing teeth, and many stitches after being popped on the chin by
the already-crated Rhino. Jeff is recovering nicely, but suffered
terribly while his jaws were wired and everyone else was eating potato
chips

,
pretzels and other crunchy foods.

The new Entrance-Education Complex is expected to be officially
opened in March. On completion, the Education Building, with its
progressive multi-media auditorium, will certainly be among the best in

the country.
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Keepers

by Joseph T. KleJiitzkyi, M.S., P.l/.M.

Sta{i^ \J(LtQ,nZYuvujCiYL, Topdna. loo

B.S., M.S. AND PH.D.

Feces is a wonderful indicator of overall function of several organ
systems. .. the pancreas, the stomach, intestines, colon, rectum, anus and
the liver. While the liver seems somewhat removed from the digestive
system it is responsible for bile production. Bile salts are involved

in the emulsification of fat in the duodenum, thus making fat more easily
absorbed. Lack of bile causes feces to contain fat droplets and to be
grey in color. That nice brown color seen in feces is due to the con-^

version of bile salts to inactive relatives. Bile duct occlusion or poor
production of bile by the liver can be seen in the stool.

Occasibnally an animal repreatedly produces a stool that is bright red
in color. The stool is normal in all respects except for color. Fre-
quently, by looking at the food one can determine the problem; some
commercial foods contain a red dye that is not degraded or absorbed on

its trip through the gut, so the feces, like the food, is dyed red.

Feces starts out as food in the mouth of the animal and after enzymatic,
bacterial, protozoal and chemical actions have occurred, it shows up at

the rectum. If an animal goes off feed for several days, then one can
expect a similar reduction in stool. The time sequence after an animal
stops eating and then stops defecating depends on the animal. It can
range from four hours for some of the small birds to a week for larger
reptiles

.

Fecal examinations are often done in zoos, but what happens to the feces
after it leaves the keeper's hands (no bad pun intended)? Well, the first
thing that happens is that somebody in the lab looks at it grossly (as

previously discussed). After this, one of several specific tests can be
performed, the most frequent of which is for parasite ova. This test
can be run in several ways; the most common is by floatation. With this
technique feces is mixed with a solution of high specific gravity and
ova float to the top where they adhere to a microscope cover slip and
then are evaluated microscopically. Another technique is used for ova
which generally sink regardless of specific gravity. With this technique
feces is mixed in a slurry with saline and placed in a funnel. The ova
settle out first and are found in the first few drops of fluid removed
from the funnel tip. Lastly, direct smears can be done by spreading a

small amount of feces on a slide with a drop or two of saline. The direct
smear technique works only for protozoa or with high egg counts; the
former two techniques are both concentrating procedures, so a higher
number of positives are found.

The direct smear technique or wet mount works best for detecting intesti-
nal protozoa. When looking for protozoa an iodine stain is frequently
used for better visualization and easire identification of the parasite
based on morphological charateristics . High power is frequently required
for the identification of protozoal parasites.

Fecal cultures are taken in newly acquired animals during quarantine and
when a pathogenic bacteria is suspected. The two most frequently search-
ed for are SoJjnonoJJUi and ShyigoJLtd) both of which are zoonotic bacteria

Contlnutd
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atul oxtromely pathogenic.

In culturing stools, a small peice of feces can be placed in nutrient
broth and then a sample of this is streaked on agar for identification.
Or, a streak can be made using feces. Agars contain different nutrients

and since bacteria have different requirements for growth, in two or

three days a suitable number of different agar plates can be utilized to

identify the bacteria.

The scotch tape test is a very specialized test. It is used to look for

the ova of EnXe,A.ob-tLi6 veAmlaata'^Uyi

,

the pinworm of primates (another

zoonotic condition ) . Scotch tape is applied around the anus then re-

moved and applied to a microscope slide for examination. These ova
have a sticky outer coating and adhere to the skin, doors, just about

anything. So be cautious if you or a member of your family have pin-

worms that they are not spread to the primate collection (or vice-versa)

.

Feces is a most interesting material, so next time you are looking at a

dump truck full of it, don't be discouraged - lean back a second and
marvel at what it really is, where it's been, and what varied things it

can tell you about your animals.

CONFEREES AGREE ON ENDANGERED SPECIES Outdoor BuU^tin

House and Senate conferees have agreed on legislation that extends and
amends the Endangered Species Act, the Wildlife Management Institute
reports

.

The amendments, which have been sent to the President for signature, ex-
tends the state grants-in-aid program authorized under section 6 of the
Act. That program, due to expire this year, permits the Fish and Wildlife
Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service to make annual grants
to state wildlife agencies for endangered species management.

A total of $12 million was authorized to fund the grant program during
the next four years. Of that amount, $9 million was earmarked for the
Fish and Wildlife Service and $3 million for NMFS.

The amendments also reduced the requirements for states to enter into
cooperative agreements with the federal government to manage endangered
species. The Act now requires states to have authority over all species
of resident wildlife, including insects and so forth. The action does
not withdraw any protection from any species listed by the Secretary
of Interior as threatened or endangered.

MARCH 19-25 IS NATIONAL WILDLIFE WEEK and more than 12 million school-
children, teachers anfi conservationists are expected to participate.

"Wildlife Needs You" is the theme for the 41st annual observance of that
week. The observance is sponsored each March by the National Wildlife
Federation. The Federation has mailed wildlife education kits to 240,000
teachers in all 50 states, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
Among other materials, the kits contain two posters ... one picturing
1 6 species of wildlife and the other a striking close-up of a peregrine
falcon.
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CATARACT OPERATION ON ELEPHANT SAVES SIGHT BAook^Md Zoo

Some weeks ago, keepers and curators in charge of Brookfield Zoo's
Pachyderm Building began wearing worried looks on their faces: one of
their residents, Pasha, Brookfield's 8 year old male Asian elephant, had
developed a cataract in his right eye. Drops and eye washes did little
to alleviate the problem, so it was time to take perhaps unprecendented
veterinary action, Brookfield Director Dr. George Rabb thus had assembl-
ed some of the finest medical knowhow available at Brookfield Zoo for
an operation to remove the milky opacity from Pasha's eye. The operation
took place on 1 February, 1978.

Assisted by Brookfield Zoo veterinary staff, the operation was conducted
by Dr. Samual Vainisi, Berwyn/Green Bay, Wis. veterinary ophthalmologist,
with backup provided by Dr. Morton Goldberg, cheif of ophthalmology at

the Illinois Eye and Ear Infirmary, University of Illinois Chicago
campus; Dr. Dan Wolf, also a veterinary ophthalmologist; and Dr. Erich
Maschgan, Lincoln Park Zoo veterinarian. The elephant was first complete-
ly sedated, and administered anesthetic by Dr. Bill Boever, St. Louis
Zoo veterinarian. (M-99 was used.)

The operation, which began around 9 a.m. and concluded shortly after
11 a.m., ran somewhat longer than expected because of complications.
However, the operation was pronounced a success by Drs. Vainisi and Rabb.
Dr. Vainisi said that 80-90% of the sight in Pasha's right eye would be
returned.

Shortly after administration of an antidote (M-50/50) to the anesthetic
Pasha awoke from his two-hour "sleep." Though a bit groggy the first
few minutes, the elephant got right up from his prone position and began
eating hay.

The operation itself was relatively simple. Dr. Vainisi said. An ultra-
sonic probe, which vibrates 40,000 times per second, was employed to

break up the cataract, which was then sucked up with an aspirator.

Managing the 4,500 pound patient was quite another matter, however.
Handling such an animal under normal conditions is tricky. Under unusual
conditions, it was vastly more difficult and took the knowledge of an
experience animal handler like Brookfield Zoo keeper Bob McDonald.

While involved and difficult, the effort was undertaken for its important
potential benefit-restoration of sight that was almost completely blocked
in Pasha' a right eye. Loss of sight in that eye had made the animal
more timid in his movements, his keepers say, and thus harder to handle.
Removal of the cataract made possible Pasha's return to a more comfort-
able, cooperative state.

Dr. Vainisi said that, while he and his assistants have some immediate
indication of whether the operation was a success, they will not know the

true effect of their work for several weeks.

Pasha, alias Dino, was purchased for Brookfield Zoo by White Hen Pantry,

Inc. , in May of 1977. His previous owner had trained him partially and

leased him to circuses for performances. A few weeks after the arrival
of the elephant at Brookfield, the zoo and White Hen stores ran a

naming contest in which he acquired the name Pasha.
Contlnand
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He is the lone male in Brookfield’s pachyderm herd, which includes two
Asian females, 3h year old Patience and 32 year old Babe, and an African
female, Marne, 7.

1978 Officers at Brookfield :

chapter

President-Beat a Leja
Vice Pres-rHilde Triegloff
Secretary-Jeff Roberts
Treas . -Ralph Small
Ecology

Officer-Ira Amstadter
Exec. Sec. -Dennis Grimm

1978 Officers at Overton Park:

President-Phillip Prewitt
Vice PresrHouston Winbigler
Secretary-Robert Maquire
Treasurer-Martin Mahoney

news
Our newest chapter is the Baton Rouge Chapter
which was officially established 1/1/78. The
officers are as follows:

President-Mike Yelverton
Vice Pres-Candy Armstrong
Secretary- " ”

Their initial project is to organize a junior
keeper program for four weeks during the summer.

They have received good support from the zoo
administration and hope to be a service to theiir
zoo.

MATERNITY WARD AT THE KNOXVILLE ZOOLOGICAL PARK

Pregnant African elephants Toto and Sapphire are progressing well and
should be moved into their new calving bam soon.

Toto, approximately 17 years old, is on permanent breeding loan from the
Bronx Zoo. She was bred in May of 1976 and should be due to calve in

late March. Other than a slight fluid retention problem on her abdomen
and vulva; a "water bag", no further complications have been observed.

Sapphire, approximately 18 years old, was acquired from the Overton Park
Zoo in Memphis in 1974. She was bred in August of 1976 and should be
due in June 1978. Sapphire has less of a "water bag" problem than Toto
does , but she does have a small amount of swelling in her ankles

.

Both females were bred by Diamond, former Ringling Brothers circus
elephant, now estimated to be 28 years old. Zoo staff and employees
are hoping for the first successful African elephant births in the
Western hemisphere.
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PRAIRIE HAY AS A SUBSTRATE IN GIANT TORTOISE HUSBANDRY by Sieve CEeveregeA

and Linda TuAm^
Oklahoma City loo

Summer exhibition of reptiles in a temperate climate is not a problem.

They flourish in such an environment. Maintaining them throughout the

winter, however, poses another set of problems entirely. In Oklahoma

City our 4/5 Galapagos Tz^tudo eXe.phantopu6 and 3/1 Aldabra ToJitado

glgantza Tortoises are displayed from early May to mid-September in a

large, grassy outdoor enclosure. This lot has two water sources, sufficient
shade and facilities for off-the-ground feeding of hay. However, when
the wind comes sweeping down the plains in late September, winter (i.e.

indoor) husbandry measures must be adopted.

For the past six years, during the winter, our giant tortoises have been
kept in a series of 8*xl2’x8’ concrete block cages with chain link fronts.
Until last winter the animals had been kept on concrete floors with
supplemental heat provided by banks of 4 250W heat lamps suspended
approximately 36"-42" from the floor. Although this system has proved
adequate for maintaining animals throughout the winter, it has
presented several problems. Keeping the animals on concrete necessitated
washing the floor daily, resulting in colds, pneumonia and respiratory
conditions throughout the winter. We also experienced some problem with
edema in the fleshy area around the leg in some animals. During the

winter of 1975-76 we successfully treated four different animals for
some form of respiratory distress. The constant use of water on the
floor resulted in uncontrollable fluctuations in the temperature within
each cage. The concrete substrate differed from the tortoises’ summer
quarters because it provided no source of bulk to the diet. Dietary
bulk was increased in the winter, but we still encountered problems with
flagellate parasites, an almost constant diahrrea and a virtually in-
tolerable odor.

Early in September of 1976 we agreed that some action was necessary to

prevent our having to deal with the smell of diahrretic tortoises for
another winter. We agreed upon the use of prairie hay as a winter
substrate for the animals. The animals are maintained as they have been
in the past with the following exceptions: the heat lamps have been
raised an additional 18" to lessen the fire hazard, and the winter diet
has not been increased.

This husbandry change has had several significant results. It has re-
duced the frequency witbvwhich the animals are exposed to water. Dry
pickup of fecal material and uneaten food is a matter of daily routing.
Partial hay changes (especially near drains) are made every three days
(or as necessary) . The hay is changed entirely once a week when the
floors are washed and disinfected. Respiratory distress has also
decreased with only one animal being treated during the winter of
1976-77. The edema problem has been noticeably less severe in some
animals and has disappeared in others. The diahrrea problem has been
eliminated by providing a bulky dietary supplement which is available
to the animals ad Itbltum. The odor problem has been reduced noticeably
also.
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Along with these significant husbandry plusses, this system has also
presented some problems. The amount of manual labor involved and time

spent cleaning and changing hay is increased tremendously. With our

thirteen tortoises housed in 5 cages last winter, we found normal
cleaning will take 1 hour daily, partial hay changes 3 hours /day /twice
a week and total hay changes 6 hours /day /once a week. This amount of

time would of course be reduced with fewer animals. We also have en-
countered a problem with one of our Aldabra Tortoises - he appears to

be allergic to prairie hay. Symptoms observed have been excessive water-
ing of the eyes, wheezing and labored breathing. Treatment of this
animal has consisted of keeping him on concrete using only small amounts
of prairie hay to supplement the diet and minimize the cleaning of un-
eaten food. This has eliminated the symptoms in this animal. Use of
prairie hay also has increased the mouse population, but daily trapping
has proved to be effective in controlling this problem.

We don't maintain that this method of winter husbandry is ideal under
all conditions, but it certainly has worked for us. It has reduced
the number of animal health problems encountered, provided a more
stable and unchanged environment for the animals through the winter and
made it much easier to work in the building when fresh air is unavailable.
We feel that the improvement in the animals living conditions greatly
outweigh the increase in the work load. After all, providing the best
possible care for our animals under existing circumstances is what
animal husbandry is all about.

Great Ape

AAZK MEMBER MOVES TO NEW JOB

Jean Akers, who came to the Oklahoma City Zoo a year ago, has trans-
fered to the Walter D. Stone Memorial Zoo in Stoneham, Mass. Jean worked
with the Great Apes while in Oklahoma. She did a comprehensive study on
the estrous and breeding behavior activity of our Mountain, Gorillas,
evaluated and revised the gorilla and orangutan diets and worked with
the primate records. Although we will miss her greatly, we wish her
well in her new position. Jean will be the Educational Coordinator and
doing research and nutritional studies.

Replacing Jean will be Gregg Petromelli, formerly a Great Ape Keeper at
the Cincinnati Zoo.

PRIMATOLOGISTS CONFERENCE COMING UP

The Second Annual Conference of the American Society of Primatologists
will be held on the campus of Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia.
The conference dates are September 6-10, 1978.

For more information contact: Dr. Sue Savage-Rumbaugh,
Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center
Emory University,
Atlanta, GA 30322
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FELLOiil AAZK MEMBERS: from the President
As Bela noted in the January issue of the AKF, I have been elected as

President of the AAZK by the Board of Directors. Bela will stay on as

a special assistant to help coordinate correspondence between the AAZK
National Headquarters in Washington, D.C., and my office at Brookfield.
The transfer of authority is being accomplished smoothly.

One of my present goals for AAZK in the next two years will be to main-
tain the high quality of the AKF and hopefully further expand it if

budget allowances permit. I feel that Ron Kaufman and his staff at

Topeka have done an outstanding job in handling the AKF. They deserve
some credit for publishing a fine newsletter.

I also hope to make our awards more meaningful and representative of
excellence in the animal care profession. Jeff Roberts is directing the

Awards Committee and I am confident that he and his staff will be able
to improve the presentation of awards for the 1978 National Convention.

Speaking of the convention, the Santa Fe Association of Zoo Keepers is

hosting this years gathering at Gainsville, Florida in October (more on
the convention in future AKFs) . Please plan to attend.

My main concern before the convention is to strengthen the organization-
al structure of AAZK, meaning the services provided by the Board of
Directors, the various committees, and the regional coordinator system,
if AAZK is to become a more effective organization for its members,
communication between the various offices must be more prompt and
dependable. Once we tighten up the management aspect of AAZK, I hope
to eventually delegate increased responsibility and also authority to

more people in their respective positions throughout the association.
Undoubtedly, I will have to reassign some personnel to positions where
we can more fully utilize their abilities and energy.

I still believe that developing strong local chapters must remain a top
priority for the AAZK National. I hope to form new chapters at zoos
where we now have members, but no chapters, and to further insure the
services that already established chapters can provide their members.
We have come a long way in this area, but the job is not complete yet.

I will remain open to constructive suggestions and opinions, so please
write me if you have any ideas which would benefit AAZK. I’m looking
forward to a productive, rewarding next two years.

Sincerely

,

Dennis Grimm
Brookfield Zoo
Brookfield, Illinois 60513

Anyono. having my knowle^dgo. VeBAazza Monkey imalu ^Ight^ing and how
to elAminate. th^U concLUxon wttkouX Axolation, p-Eeoie wnAjtn’

Paul Luther
W. D. Stone Memorial Zoo
149 Pond Street
Stoneham, MA, 02180
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HAN DRAISING MALAYAN SUN BEARS by Sally Smith, Roedcng PoAk loo

December 1, 1977, the birth of a male Malayan Sun Bear culminated 102
days of cooperation, observation, planning and waiting by the staff at
Roeding Park Zoo.

Our adult pair, residents at our zoo for three years, produced a baby
last July which was Immediately killed by the male parent. There had
been no knowledge of breeding or the ensuing pregnancy. However, the

birth demonstrated the pair capable of reproduction, and the staff
adopted a system of recording breeding observations, Isolation, and
close observation of the female prior to birth. This good management
resulted in our first successful sun bear birth.

At 75 days gestation, the male was observed sniffing the vulva of the
female and she prevented him from entering the den. At 80 days, the

female was isolated in the den with three heat lamps for warmth. She
was observed four times dally by keepers and nursery personnel. No be-
havioral changes occurred and her appetite remained constant. Inter-
national Zoo Yearbook listed three sun bear births at 95-96 days gesta-
tion. Observation was increased at 92 days. After 99 days, observations
decreased to twice daily. December 1, the female was checked upon
arrival by zoo personnel at 7 a.m. The baby's cries could be heard. The
female cradled her infant on her hind legs in a sitting position with
her back turned to intruders. Gestation was 102 days.

Due to very cramped, damp and unheated denning space for the female, the
12 ounce cub was removed for 24 hour hand-rearing. This was a cooperative
venture by Nursery Attendants Linda Neidhamer and Sally Smith. The
female was tranquilized with Sparine, Sernalyn and Atropine Sulfate via
Cap-Chur pistol, and after 15 minutes the cub was removed to a covered
box equipped with a heating pad, kept at a constant temperature of 100

degrees. The cub was a chocolate brown, with two broken hind claws and
several blood blisters on his body, possibly caused by her teeth as she
cleaned him.

Although no information could be located on Sun Bear milk composition, a
search of International Zoo Yearbooks and Bordon's formula charts seemed
to indicate cow's milk composition is most similar to Brown Bear milk
composition. We followed Toronto Zoo's method of raising black bears.
Using impeccable sanitation, sterilized evaporated milk was diluted with
water li3 the first day, 1:2 the second day, and 1:1 the third day. He

was given %cc Hi-Vite drops with liver and iron (Evsco) daily. Human
baby nipples were implemented, and burping and fecal stimulation were
necessary. Day 1 the cub took ^ ounce formula every 2 hours and 3/4-1

ounce every 2 hours beginning the second day. Feces were a yellow fluid
with white curds. This appears to be normal for newborn bears. A
lanolin-based oil was applied to his body twice daily to prevent dry
flaky skin. Because of some bloating, BM stimulation was increased to

relieve gas. Day 4* there were smears of blood in the stool. 5 mg.

Nitrofurazone daily was divided into 6 bottles for 5 days. At one week
of age his weight was 17 ounces. His hind feet became swollen and
cracked. He was given l/4cc Pen-Strep for 4 days with Panaiog applied
locally. He was also given one bath with Povidol. Day 9 his formula
increased to 1 ounce 7 times dally. At two weeks his weight had increas-
ed to 26 ounces.

His night feedings were eliminated at 23 days. Between 25-30 days, both
eyes opened, his feet healed completely and his formula was increased to

2 ounces 4 times a day. He can hold his head up but is unable to support
Contlnue.d
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his weight with his legs. His weight was 52 ounces.

Some mild congestion developed in one lung. He was given 15 mg. pediatric

tetracycline 5 times daily orally for 12 days. At 39 days his weight

was 71 ounces. At 45 days, his weight is 75 ounces, he takes 2 3/4 -3

ounces 4 times a day with 1 teaspoon pablum added for bulk. His teeth

are beginning to erupt, but he is still unable to support himself on his

legs. In his first six weeks he has had an average weight gain of about

1.65 ounces per day.

His eyes are beginning to focus on objects, and he can produce BM's on

his own. They have taken on a more solid form with the addition of

pablum. He has experienced some unexplained hair loss, but it is being

replaced with new growth.

He appears to be coming along well in his growth, and our concentrated

efforts have been, thus far, very successful!. We would appreciate

hearing from other AAZK members who have had experience with Sun Bear

cubs.

BOESE NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Dr. Gilbert K. Boese has been named Deputy Director of Brookfield Zoo

and has been promoted to the position of Director of Development.

Dr. Boese, who has served as Brookfield Zoo's Associate Director,
Development and Education, from 1973 to the present, came to the zoo in
September, 1971, as Curator of Education and Research. During his
curatorship, he supervised the renovation of Brookfield's Baboon Island
exhibit.

In 1976, Dr. Boese, was named Vice President of the Chicago Zoological
Society and charged with carrying out the Society’s development
activities. Dr. George Rabb, President of the Society and Directof of

the Zoo, said that Dr. Boese' s new status is expected to help promote
development efforts such as the drive for a $3.3 million visitor
education center.

Dr. Boese, who received his doctorate in zoology from Johns Hopkins
University in 1973, has done field research on social behavior of the

Guinea baboon and has conducted six of the Chicago Zoological Society's
photo safaris to Africa.

IWFORMATIOW REQUESTEV:

I am an affiliate member of AAZK. I am in the process of doing a

research paper for a college course on the African lion VcLYvthdKa tuo

.

I would be grateful for any information and help you could send me
concerning this subject.

Thank you for your time.

James W. Boiler
1130 La Fonda Apt. 6

Las Cruses, NM 88001
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O LEOPARD DARTER FISH DETERMINED THREATENED IN PARTS OF

OKLAHOMA AND ARKANSAS

After a thorough review and consideration of all the

information available, the Director of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service has determined that the leopard
darter (PeAcXna payitkoA/Lna] a small fish in Western
Arkansas and southeastern Oklahoma, is a threatened
species under the Endangered Species Act of 1973.
Critical habitat for this darter is described in the
January 27, 1978, issue of the Federal Register .

The darter is considered threatened due to the present
or threatened destruction, modification, or curtail-
ment of its habitat or range. Historically, the
leopard darter was found throughout most of the upland
large stream habitats of the Little River drainage of
Arkansas and Oklahoma. The habitat is typically clear,
swift shoal areas in moderate to large streams. In

these streams it is most frequently found in gravel
areas with some sand intermixed. It also occurs along
the borders of stream channels.

In the past, several of man’s activities have resulted
in the destruction or modification of habitat of the
leopard darter. One of the most important factors
which has resulted in most habitat destruction has been
the impoundments constructed in the Little River drain-
age. Other factors responsible for habitat alteration
to a lesser extent include siltation from agricultural
operations, commercial gravel operations, industrial
and municipal effluents, and road construction. Both
impoundment and pollution presently represent serious
threats to the leopard darter.

The Director has considered all comments and datA
submitted in response to the proposed determination of

critical habitat for the leopard darter. Based on this
review the critical habitat for the leopard darter is

determined to include the folljowing streams:

Little River and Black Fork Creek—Oklahoma, Pushmataha
County. Main channel of Little River from mouth of
Cloudy Creek upstream to the Pushmataha - LeFlore
County line. Main channel of Black Fork Creek from
its junction with Little River upstream to Oklahoma
Highway 144.

Glover Creek, East Fork Glover Creek and West Fork
Glover Creek — Oklahoma, McCurtain County. Main
channel of Glover Creek from Oklahoma Highway 7 cross-
ing upstream to the junction of the East Fork and West
Fork of Glover Creek. Main channel of the East Fork
of Glover Creek from its junction with the West Fork
of Glover Creek upstream to 4 air miles NNE of the
community of Bethel. The main channel of the West

ContlnuQ^d
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Fork of Glover Creek from its junction with the East
Fork of Glover Creek upstream to the community of

Battiest.

Mountain Fork Creek •— Oklahoma, McCurtain County.

Main channel of Mountain Fork Creek from 6 air miles

SSW of Smithville at the mouth of Boktukola Creek up-
stream to the Oklahoma-Arkansas State line.

Mountain Fork Creek — Arkansas, Polk County. Main
channel of Mountain Fork Creek from the Oklahoma-
Arkansas State line upstream to the community of

Mountain Fork.

The determination set forth in these rules and the

designation of critical habitat make the leopard
darter eligible for the consideration provided by
Section 7 of the Act which obliges all other Federal
agencies to ensure that their actions do not infringe
on the needs of the fish. The Director has prepared
in consultation with Federal agencies, guidelines for
Federal agencies for the application of Section 7 of

the Act.

MONA ISLAND REPTILES LISTED AS THREATENED

A snake, the Mona boa constrictor, and a lizard, the
Mona Iguana, both known to occur only on tiny Mona
Island, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, have been
listed as threatened species, Keith M. Schreiner,
Associate Director of the Interior Department's
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, announced today.

The native Mona reptiles are subject to an additional
threat to their continued survival — the introduced
mammals, chiefly pigs, rats, cats, and goats, that
destroy vegetation as well as eggs, young, and
occasionally, adults of the two species. Unless
these predators and competitors are controlled, the
unique Mona reptiles may continue to decline even
without major new development.

Two other endangered animals, the hawksbill sea turtle
and the yellow-shouldered blackbird, occur on Mona or
use its beaches extensively. By listing the Mona boa
and the Mona ground iguana, the Service has recognized
the unique character and fragile nature of the fauna
of Mona.
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CRITICAL HABITAT FOR HOUSTON TOAD DETERMINED

Critical habitat for what is probably the rarest and
most endangered amphibian in the United States, the
Houston toad, has been determined by the Interior
Department's U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Keith M.

Schreiner announced today. This notice was published
in the January 31, 1978, Federal Register .

An estimated 1,000 to 1,500 toads are thought to be
present in scattered localities in central and south-
eastern Texas. This shy animal has been listed as en-
dangered since 1970.

The best populations of the Houston toad are not in
Houston itself, but in Bastrop and Burleson Counties.
Extensive surveys by a scientist under contract to the

Service have shown the toad to survive best near the
town of Bastrop in an area which includes two Texas
State Parks. The other locality, near cadwell in
Burleson County, has a much smaller but still viable
population of the toad. These two areas have been
designated as critical habitat.

Two areas originally proposed as critical habitat in
Harris County have been eliminated from further con-
sideration because they have been so modified by
residential, commercial, and industrial development as

to preclude the existence of the toads there.

The Houston toad is very shy and secretive, and its
habits make it rarely seen or heard. However, with
proper care and management , the Service belives it

stands a good chance of survival.

EASTERN INDIGO SNAKE LISTED AS THREATENED

The eastern indigo snake — a favorite with snake
collectors throughout the United States — has been
listed as a threatened species by the Interior Depart-
ment's U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Associate
Director Keith M. Schreiner announced today.

Commercial trade by pet dealers is probably the main
cause for the decline of this species. Eastern indigo

snakes are extremely docile, colorful, and grow as long
as 8 feet, making them highly desirable as pets to snake
fanciers. Prime specimens sell for as much as $250 in
the Northeast.

Florida, Georgia and Mississippi have strict laws to

protect the eastern indigo snake, but the States can-
not effectively control trade once the snakes have been
taken out of State. Collectors often claim that the

aontinuzd
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snakes in trade came from Alabama or South Carolina

which do not have laws to protect the species. Al-

though eastern Indigo snakes have not been reported in

these States for years, the claim is difficult to dis-

prove and trade in illegally taken snakes continues.

The "threatened" listing protects eastern Indigo snakes

from commercial exploitation in all five States.

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND THE AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE IN GAINESVILLE, FLA.

IT RUNS FROM OCTOBER 15 TO THE 19th. FOR MORE DETAILS, SEE PAGE 39.

NEW REGULATIONS NOW REQUIRE CONSULTATION

ON ENDANGERED SPECIES AND FEDERAL PROJECTS

Regulations which require all Federal agencies to consult with the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service when their activities or programs may affect
endangered or threatened species or their critical habitats have been
published in final form by the Interior Department agency.

The regulations were initially proposed January 28, 1977, and took effect
upon their publication in the January 4, 1978, Federal Register . They
reflect the comments of Federal and State agencies as well as environ-
mental and industrial groups and concerned citizens.

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 prohibits Federal
agencies from authorizing, funding, or carrying out any action that may
jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or destroy or modify
their critical habitat. The regulations provide a process by which
Federal department and agencies can fulfill their obligations under
Section 7. They also provide flexibility to permit most Federal actions
to be carried out without jeopardizing the continued existence of endanger-
ed or threatened plants and animals.

Under the new regulations, when the Fish and Wildlife Service receives a

request for consultation from another Federal agency, it is required to

evaluate an activity’s impact within 60 days. At that time, the Service
can determine that the activity will have no impact on endangered species,
that it will actually benefit the species, or that it is likely to have
a harmful effect. The Service can also request that further studies be
undertaken in order for it to render its final biological opinion. After
receipt of this additional information, the Service must respond within
60 days.

To expedite the consultation process, the new regulations include a
provision whereby other Federal agencies, with the assistance of the Fish
and Wildlife Service, can develop their own counterpart regulations. This
might be necessary when the agency must respond or carry out its activities
in a time period shorter than 60 days.
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SSAR SYMPOSIUM FOR REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY OF CAPTIVE REPTILES

During the first week of June, 1978, a joint annual meeting of The Society
for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles (SSAR), Herpetologiests ' League
and the American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists will be
held at Arixona State University in Tempe, Arixona. A symposium dealing
with the reproductive biology of captive reptiles will be presented with
a volume of the proceedings to follow.

The symposium will be divided into two parts: the first will deal with
environmental aspects and problems likely to occur with captive reptile
populations whereas the second part will address reproductive strategies,
behavioral aspects and successful breeding programs, especially concern-
ing endangered species.

Some of the participants are as follows:

Historical Perspectives - Dr. Roger
Conant (Univ. New Mexico)

Captive Maladaption Syndrome - Dr.

Daniel Cowan (UTMSH)

Temperature and Light - Dr. Philip
Regal (Univ. Minnesota)

Viral-Mycotic_heoplastic Disease
Agents - Dr. Elliot Jacobson
(Univ. Florida)

Antibiotic Therapy- Dr. Mitchell
Bush (National Zoo)

Protozoans - Dr. Raymond Napolitano
(Bronx Zoo)

Helminths - Dr. Dennis Deakins
(Scott White Hospital)

Ectoparasites - Dr. Richard Loomis
(Calif. State Univ.)

Nutrition - Dr. Joseph Bielitzki
(Topeka Zoo)

Anesthesia - Dr. Emil Dolensek
(Bronx Zoo)

Radiology and Surgical Techniques
Dr. Michael Herron (Texas A & M)

Post Mortem Evaluation - Dr.

Richard Montali (National Zoo)

Closing Remarks - Dr. Murray
Fowler (Univ. Calif. - Davis)

Reproductive Strategies - Dr.

Henry Fitch (Univ. Kansas)
Behavioral Requirements - Dr.

Charles Carpenter (Univ. Okla.)
Methods for Inducing Reproduction

Drs. David Crews & Leslie Carrick
(Harvard Univ. -Bronx Zoo)

Exhibit and Management Techniques
Mr. J. Kevin Bowler (Philadelphia
Zoo)

Presentations dealing with various breeding programs include:

Chinese Alligator - Mr. John Behler
(Bronx Zoo)

American Alligator - Dr. Ted
Joanen (Louisiana Wildlife and

Fisheries Commission)
Morelet's Crocodile ^ Mr. R. Howard

Hunt (Atlanta Zoo)

».st African Dwarf Crocodile - Mr.

Bern Tryon (Ft. Worth Zoo)
Galapagos Tortoise - Dr. James

Bacon (San Diego Zoo)

Kingsnakes - Dr.

Museum Natural

Radiated Tortoise - Mr. Patrick
Burchfield (Gladys Porter Zoo)

Sea Turtles - Dr. David Ehrenfeld
(Rutgers Univ.)

Bekkonid and Helodermatid Lizards
Mr. Ernie Wagner (Woodland Park
Zoo)

Bolds - Mr. Thomas Huff (Reptile
Breeding Foundation)

Colubrid Snakes - Dr. Glenn Slemmer
(Univ. British Columbia)

Richard Zweifel (American
History)

Anyone interested in these topics is urged to attend.
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HELP!" IS AVAILABLE

Oil spills have become an environmental fact of life, and everyone wants

to help the innocent victims, but most people don’t know how. To meet
the ever-growing need for up-to-date, accurate information about how to

save oil-spill victims, the New York Zoological Society has published a

handbook, "Help I A Step-by-Step Manual for the Care and Treatment of

Oil-Damaged Birds."

Prepared for the amateur as well as the professional conservationist,
"Help!" already has been applauded by zoologists around the world.

The handbook is a reprint from the August/September issue of ANIMAL
KINGDOM, a magazine devoted to wildlife and conservation, which is

published for 12 North American zoological associations by the New York
Zoological Society. Originally printed as a special "pull-out" supple-
ment to the magazine, "Help!" can easily be tucked into a pocket for

handy reference in the field.

"Help!" was written by Emil P. Dolensek, D.V.M.
, and Joseph Bell, both

of the New York Zoological Society.

In every respect, the handbook provides thorough details for setting up

a complete emergency bird-care hospital, including instructions for
advance planning of the entire rescue effort—^how to capture the birds,
administer first aid, transport the injured to the treatment center,
diagnose the extent of the damage, remove the oil, treat the birds
medically, and care for the birds during recuperation. It contains an
identification section that explains the different techniques required
for handling and caring for the wide variety of bird species likely to
be affected.

Many zoological organizations in the United States and Canada will offer
"Help!" to their visitors and members. Anyone interested in obtaining
copies should first check with his or her zoo or aquarium. If the hand-
book is not available from these sources, people may write directly to

the publisher. Orders should be addressed to "Help!" New York Zoological
Society, Bronx, New York 10460. The reprint is being made available to

the public at modest prices that merely cover the costs of printing and
mailing so that the information will reach as many people as possible.
Prices (including shipping) are based on the quantity ordered; payment
-should accompany all orders.

1- 9 500 each
10-49 45c each
50-99 40c each

100-499 35C each
500-999 30c each

1000 + 25c each
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ZOOKEEPER. . . $882 Minnesota Zoological Garden, Apple Valley,
provide direct animal care to a specific portion of the

Minnesota Zoological Garden exotic animal collection of over
250 species, involving of 1500 animals, observe animal be-
haviors, prepare and feed animal diets, provide information
to the public, prepare and maintain details records, main-
tain sanitary animal living conditions and conduct assigned
research. Applicants must have 2 years responsible work
experience as a zookeeper/aquarist in a zoological park or
aquarium; field or laboratory research program; or have 3

years responsible work experience in a laboratory animal
colony or veterinary hospital involving direct animal care

and maintenance; or have 4 years responsible work experience
in a commercial livestock operation; for more information
contact Mary O'Neill, Personnel Officer, Minnesota Zoological
Garden, 12101 Johnny Cake Ridge Road, Apply Valley, Minn.,
55124 (612-432-9000).

CURATOR. . . dynamic person needed for the number two position
in a new society-operated small zoo. Will be responsible to

the Director and must be capable of acting for the Director
in his absence. Also will be responsible for the zoos
operation and will manage the animal collection and its
employees. Desire degree in biology. Animal care and manage-
ment experience also desirable. Send resume to: Director,
Binder Park Zoo, 7500 Division Drive, Battle Creek, MI, 49017.

MAMMAl TECHNICIAN ... primarily responsible for care and
maintenance of a small collection of domestic and exotic
mammals. Should be a high school graduate with two years’
experience in the care of mammals; have a general knowledge
of their habits, distribution, proper husbandry techniques,
common diseases and treatment. Salary - $3.50 per hour.
Contact: Gordon Henley, Director, Ellen Trout Zoo, P.O.

Drawer 190, Lufkin, TX 75901.
IJJavLtud ’’

KEEPER... B. A. in Anthropology. 5 years' experience in care
of ungulates, birds, felines and variety of other mammals,
specializing in primates. Worker in both free-range concept
and enclosed exhibits. Previous experience as veterinarian's
assistant and interpretive guide. Resume on request. Will
relocate. Contact: Sally Lahm, 7602 Grange St. ,W #1, Tacoma,
WA 98409.

KEEPER/AWIMAL HANDLER. . .experience in open-concept parks with
Asian, African, North American animals. Handled large felines
chimps, elephants. Special knowledge of care and treatment
of elephants' feet, trimming, etc. Age 29; single; willing
to relocate. Contact: George C. Kirkpatrick, c/o 3504 NE
59th Street, Vancouver, WA 98661.

and... a tata a/uilval {^OK. POSITIONS AVAILABLE. .

.

ANIMAL KEEPER. .. cleaning, feeding, and catering to the

special needs of animals of different orders. Exhibit

preparation and related duties are performed. Must be

capable to do heavy work. Salary $400-$460 per month.

Contact Daniel Baffa, Curator, Indianapolis Zoo, 3120 E.

30th St., Indianapolis, IN 46218 (317-547-3577.)
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-

est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,

tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. The use of scientific names and common names are acceptab-
le for plants and animals.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial staff. Cite literature
published by the author. Cite literature used in preparation of article
for Animal Keepers Forum. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors, but AKF will make every effort to print the

article as soon as possible. All articles will be published in future
issues of AKF for that calendar year.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers) and Associate $10.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student $ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations) $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers* Forum

Ai± new members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card
good for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada

E)ctia patches oAe avcUlable. AAZK $1.00 tach.

Send name and add/ieA^ and a check oA money oAdeA to'

AAZK Headquarters,
National Zoological Park,
Washington-, D.C. 20008

MaJze checks payable to AmeAtcan A6.6octatton o^ Zoo Keepe/u

Ail CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS . DO NOT SEND
'HEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM. AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY
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—Scuttlebutt

AFRICAN ELEPHANT BORN by F/mnk G/U^^ln Knoxville. loo

On Thursday night, March 2, at 11:20 PM, African Elephant "Toto” gave

birth to a 200 lb. baby, ’Little Diamond*; marking the first successful
African Elephant birth in the Western Hemisphere. Father of the calf is

28 yr. old ’Diamond’ , the mother is 18 yrs old and is on breeding loan
from the Bronx Zoo. Diamond is owned by the Knoxville Zoo and was
formerly owned by the Ringling Bros. Circus.

"Toto" was bred in May of 1976 and carried the calf for approximately 21^,

months

.

The calf was born in the same bam where his father and another 17 yr.

old female are kept. A new calving bam for both females was near
completion but had been delayed due to bad weather.

Mother and calf are both doing well and the father seems unperturbed by
the new arrival, or the excitement it’s created. The calf was on its

feet within 45 minutes of birth and nursing within 8 hours. It continued
to nurse and walk around between naps of an3rwhere from 15 minutes to an
hour.

The Knoxville Zoological Park is very proud of having the first successful
African Elephant birth in the Western Hemisphere, and also very proud of
having the only breeding bull African Elephant. We are also anxiously
looking forward to our second birth by 17 yr. old Sapphire in May or
June.

As for this keeper, I’m proud to be associated with the Knoxville Zoo-
logical Park and our successful and growing African Elephant Breeding
Program.

CONFERENCE QUARTERS IN BUFFALO

On May 14-16 the Northeastern AAZPA Regional Workshop is being held in
Buffalo, NT. Following the lead of the keepers in Columbus, Ohio, the
Buffalo Zoo keepers would like to help any keepers contemplating attend-
ing the workshop by offering bed space, a place to throw your sleeping
bag and transportation. We hope the savings this would involve will en-
courage some keepers to attend who might otherwise not. We also hope to
see the workshop well attended by keepers.

Write or call us, giving us as much notice as possible:

Rich Grudzien or
Jeff Perry
Buffalo Zoo
Buffalo, NY 14214
(716) 837-3900
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BIRTHS HATCHINGS

ELEPHANT BIRTH AT PORTLAND

The Washington Park Zoo is pleased to announce the birth of an elephant
calf on March 15 to Hanako and Packy, the 15 year old parents.

Zoo staff spent that night with the calf giving fluids and monitoring her
balance and ability to get up on her own. She still is unable to get up
by herself, but with minimal aid from keepers she is able to rise to her
feet, and once up, she can stand and walk about the room.

The baby continues to slowly improve, but she is still unable to rise to
her feet unaided and to raise her head sufficiently to nurse properly.
For these reasons she cannot be returned to her mother, Hanako.

Zoo officials still hope that this will be possible and that as she gains

strength through walking and taking a milk substitute diet she will
eventually be able to get up by herself (she still needs a keeper to lift
her head in order to stand up) . She does show some sucking response and

it is hoped that this ability will also improve.

Keepers and animal health staff sedated Hanako Friday and were able to

obtain a quart of colostrum milk which was fed to the baby (colostrum
contains the natural maternal antibodies which help the baby fight
infection.

)

The baby weighs 170 pounds and stands 31^^ inches high. She is receiving
24 hour care and is fed every four hours.

This is Hanako ’s third calf. Her first calf died within a few days of a

congenital heart defect, and her second calf died of white muscle disease.

NORTHERN ROSELLAS HATCH AT THE LOS ANGELES ZOO

by

Mtfee Canviingham
Ai>.i,0CyiaXQ, CuAato^ Bin.d6

In August of 1976, a group of smuggled Australian birds were confiscated
by the U.S. Customs Department. After much discussion, it was decided
that if the Los Angeles Zoo could provide quarantine facilities in an

isolated area away from the Zoo’s collection and the birds were free from
exotic Newcastle disease, the birds would not be destroyed.

Among the fifty-five Australian parrots received, two pair were Northern
Rosellas Ptatyc^CLLU) ve,nci6tii6, sometimes called Brown’s parakeets. Al-
though Northern Rosellas are uncommon in Australia and rare in U.S.

collections, one pair began nesting immediately and raised two of the

four eggs that hatched. In their second clutch, three eggs hatched and
were reared. Four eggs in the third clutch all died in the shell, pro-
bably due to the severe rain storms the Los Angeles area experienced
recently. At the present, however, three additional eggs have hatched
and we are hoping for continued success with this beautiful rare bird.
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RARE RHINO BORN AT WILD ANIMAL PARK

A rare Indian one-homed rhinoceros, one of only 1100 in existence in the

world, was bom Sunday, March 19, at the San Diego Wild Animal Park. The

female calf arrived between 5:30 and 10 p.m. in a maternity boma (a

protected corral) in the Park’s Asian Waterhole section.

Gainda (the Hindu name for rhinoceros) is the third of her species born
at the Wild Animal Park since 1975 and the second surviving Indian rhino

calf born in North America. Previously, two male Indian rhinos were
bom at the Park, but both died within a few days of birth.

Parents of the new rhino are Lasai, a 16-year-old male, and Jaypur'i, a

15-year-old female. Since both Lasai and Jaypuri were born in captivity
(he in Basel, Switzerland Zoo and she in a zoo in Assam), Gainda’

s

birth is one of the few second-generation births of Indian rhinos in

captivity.

Keepers who found Gainda shortly after her birth could not approach the

young animal because of the protective behavior of her mother, Jaypuri.

Howeve^, Park Veterinarian Dr. James Oosterhuis reports that the young
rhino is nursing well, appears healthy, and every attempt will be made to

allow her to be raised by her mother.

General Curator Dr. James Dolan said, "We took special precautions with
Jaypuri’ 9 third pregnancy to assure that her offspring would survive.

"Every day for the past month a keeper has kept close watch on Jaypuri,
even to the extent of checking her several times during the night.

"We also lured Jaypuri into the maternity boma well in advance of the ex-
pected birth date to protect her and the baby from inclement weather and
possible stress from other animals."

Gestation for Indian rhinos is 16 months. At birth, young Indian rhinos
weigh approximately 130 pounds (60 kilograms) , but when they reach
maturity they weigh several tons. The species is noted for its heavy
folds of skin with rivet-like tubercles, giving the rhino an armor-plated
appearance.

Only 14 Indian rhinos exist in zoos in the United States. The remaining
population occurs mostly in two preserves in India. Poaching and destruc-
tion of habitat have contributed to the animals' severe decline in the
wild, although Indian rhinos once were numerous throughout northern India
and Nepal.

BIRTH NUMBER ONE OH ONE

The National Zoo has recorded 101 births of the rare golden lion tamarin
at NZP and CRC. Triplets bom on February 24 at Front Royal pushed us
over the hundred mark. Fortunately, two of the triplets survived and
are doing well. Previous to that, triplets were bom on February 18 in
the Small Mammal House. While we’re on the subject of these glittery
primates, a pair was sent on loan February 22 to the Brookfield Zoo in
Chicago i^om TIGER TALK
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOO KEEPERS
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

OCTOBER 15 - 19, 197B

SANTA TE COmUNlTV COLLEGE, GAINESVILLE, TLORWA
t ************************ ********************n:***********************}h***

CONFERENCE HEADQUARTERS will be the Santa Fe Community College, 3000 NW
83rd St., Gainesville, Florida 32601. Tell (904) 378“9758 or 378-9868.

MOTELS will be: Days Inn, 6901 NW 8th Ave. ,
1-75 and State Road 26,

Gainesville, FL 32604, Tel: (904) 376-1601, Toll Free: 800-241-9191 ; and
Holiday Inn, 1-75 and State Rdad 26, Gainesville, FL 32604, Tel: (904)

376-3221. The room rates are as follows:

Vay6 Inn $14.8B Alnglo, Notlday Inn
$17.88 doable.

$ 4.00 Qjxch add. p2./i6 on
1 8 OK. 0V2.K

$ 1.00 Q,ack add. child

$16,00 single.

$20.00 doable,

$ 4.00 each add. peKAon
{above pnlceA plus
4% AoleA tax]

REGISTRATION of $40.00 per member or $45.00 per non-member includes wel-
coming reception, luncheons, and banquet. The principal convention area
besides the College will be Holiday Inn, where the ice-breaker and banquet
will be held. Breakfasts and suppers will be at the expense of the dele-
gates. Days Inn and Holiday Inn have excellent dining facilities. Early
registrations will be appreciated. Please use the form in this issue of
AKF and send your registration fee to; Jack BK.own, Teaching loo, Santa
Fe Commavuty College, 3000 NW BSad St., GalneAvtlle, FL, 32601. Make
checks payable to AAZK Conference. You may also register at the conference
on Sunday, October 15, between 3:00pm and 9:00pm in the Holiday Inn lobby.

Motel registration forms will be sent on receipt of conference registration
forms

.

SCHEDULE includes a pre- conference tour on Sunday, October, 15 of Busch
Gardens in Tampa; Silver Springs Reptile Institute, Jacksonville Zoo
(incl. behind the scenes) , Florida State Museum, and a possible post-con-
ference tour on Friday, October 20, to Disney World, if sufficient interest
in indicated. If you would like to attend the pre or post conference tours
contact Jack Brown at the above address, so that he can make the arrangements
Suggestions and comments to the other field trips will be welcomed and other

trips can be arranged, if the interest is high enough.

CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS The tentative theme for the Conference is "Our

Education for Their Survival". The following topics have been suggested
for presentations: Value of Santa Fe Comm. College

Biological Parks Program
Preparing Presentations
Breeding Successes
New Exhibits and Graphics

Raptor Rehabilitation
Elephant Control
Coping with Management
Getting a Keeper Job
Value of "In-House
Training"
Value of "On the Job
Training"

If enough people express Interest in these topics, I will try to find
qualified speakers to present papers on them. If anyone feels able and
willing to speak on one of these topics, please let me know.
Anyone InteAeAted tn pK.eAenting a papeK, on any otkeA topic o{^ lnteK,eAt

should contact Vebaa Fo&tex, Santa Fe Teaching Zoo, 3000 NW B3K,d St.,

GalneAvllle, FL. 32601 . Tel- {904} 378-9758. PKeAentatiom muAt be
about 20 mlnuteA long, and can Inclade ^lldeA, {^llm6 ok. otkeA media.

Contact Debra by 1 July, send in an outline by 30 July. Send a written
copy of the paper and a list of equipment needed by 30 September, 1978.
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS.....
EAST BERLIN

by

UaAvln L. Jonej,, San Vlego, Catil.

,

USA

On the 22nd we spent the momipg visiting the famous Pergamon Museum in

East Berlin which contains a number of well done mountings from Babylon
and Pergamon including the famous Altar.

Following lunch the group had just over 2 hours for the vast East Berlin
Animal Park (they do not like to be called a zoo, Tierpark - Animal Park
is preferred). Naturally, we only had time to see the highlights of the

collection, accompanied by Curator of Birds Wolfgang Grummt , a very old
friend of mine. San Diego has long had a good relationship of trade
with East Berlin; later this year we will send them Wood Bison and Rocky
Mountain Goats and will get 2.2 Indian Lions, which the group saw on its
visit, all bom in the Tierpark this year.

The Park already has 1.1 Rock Mountain Goats, but wants more in order to

establish a breeding group. East Berlin with its vast space, naturally
emphasizes ungulates, often in paddocks of several acres each.

New this year are 3.7 Saiga (part of a large shipment from Russia that
eventually went to a number of other zoos, both in Europe and North
America, such as Cologne and Budapest ~ the price there about $1500 each)

.

Five Pere David Deer have been born this year, the herd is about 15

strong. They still have the male Okapi bom some years ago in Copenhagen
(the one in West Berlin has died) . There are some 33 Lesser Flamingoes
(according to Grummt 36 at Slimbridge) which this year nested, but pro-
duced no eggs. Also, 7.1 Andean and 2 James. In the huge colony of
Caribbean Flamingo, 10 had been hatched thus far in 77. They now have
about 90, and sent 50 newly imported from Cuba to Japan this year.

There are 4.5 Elds Deer, and 1.3 Musk Ox, the male from Alberta Game
Farm as well as two females, with one being bom here. A female born here
was later seen at Moscow. There are also three female Musk Deer. The
group of Tula Elk sent some months ago from San Diego Wild Animal Park
have blossomed into a herd of 15 animals, the largest zoo herd anywhere.

The 3rd Bald Eagle hatched out this year and the 5th and 6th Tawny Eagles.
The pair of Eclectus which came in 1962 have now reared 30 young. One of
the Drongos in the large center flight exhibit came in 1963. Among the
tropical birds are 5.2 Green Broadbills, and a pair of Red Birds of
Paradise that layed eggs in 1976.

There are Siberian, Bengal, Sumatran and South Chinese Tigers, Black and
Spotted Jaguar. Black and Spotted Leopards, and the aforementioned Indian
Lions which are doing very well. Two R^d-breasted Geese hatched this year
and the flock numbers 14. Three Shoebills are on exhibit, a male that
came in 1960, a female from 1961 and one recently, they have a large out-
door yard, but so far no breeding success.

The White Eared Pheasant continue to propagate young and Grummt told me
what he says is the true story about all of the imports. In 1959 when he
visited Peking Zoo he saw a pair of totally white birds with a unknown
history. In July 1966, East Berlin received 4 pairs, all but one bird
were greyish-white , one was all white, and it was a female. This is the
race later called drouyni.

Three days after arrival one of the greyish females died, but was replaced

continued on page 76 ...
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HAND-RAISING A YOUNG PANGOLIN javanXca)

by
Linda Tanyi2.n.

The Oklahoma City Zoo received a young, wild caught pangolin from Casa
de Pets, on July 10, 1973.

The pangolin was sexed as a male. He was approximately 13 inches long
and weighed 20 ounces. His scales were light grey and his head and
stomach were fairly naked. When he first arrived, he could clumsily
walk on the floor, but would easily slip and ended up sprawled on the
floor.

He was housed in a 5'8"x6*7" cage with a concrete floor, concrete block
walls on three sides and a chain link fence front. A layer of sand 2-3
inches in depth and then prairie hay were placed on the floor for pro-
tection and cover. This also improved his walking ability.

The temperature was maintained at approximately 74-7 8F degrees during
the day, and cooled to the high 60’ s F at night. During the winter
months, the subfloor heaters were on to keep a warm substrate.

The second morning after the pangolin arrived, we found that he had made
a "burrow" by digging the sand away from the drain hole cover and mixed
it with prairie hay. Prairie hay was then placed on top of the hole. He
continued to use this burrow as long as he stayed at the zoo; the burrow
"growing" as the pangolin did.

On the third day, we found the pangolin hanging upside down from the top
of the cage. A 2 foot high piece of plywood was then placed inside the
front of the cage to prevent him from climbing the chain link fencing
again and possibly falling.

We first tried bottle feeding the pangolin using first Esbilac, (a

product of the Borden Company) then whole milk and finally a mixture of
half Esbilac and half whole milk. He refused all three. We also tried
using a long narrow nipple (successfully used in hand-rearing kangaroos)
and pet nursers, but he would not accept them. We considered tube feed-
'ing, but felt we would not have any more luck with that than a nipple.
Our problem was he would curl up in a tight "uncurable" ball when he be-
came scared or when he was forced to do something,

A gruel, mixed as follows, was tried; One-fourth lb. nugget dog chow,

1 hard boiled egg, % lb. Central Nebraska Feline Diet, \ cup Gerber's
High Protein Cereal and 3 cups low fat milk; blend with a blender to a

smooth consistency and make fresh daily. Two drops per lb. body weight
of "Pedi-vite" (manufactured by Wolin’s Pharmacal Corp.) was added to

the first feeding of each day. Additional high protein cereal was added

to the gruel for the pangolin's age and rapid growth. The mixture was
warmed to room temperature and strained with a sieve spoon to remove
lumps prior to feeding. We offered some in a shallow bowl, hoping he
would lick it up, which he refused. We tried to put some on his mouth
and tried to dip his mouth in the bowl, but he would curl into a tight
ball.

The next day, I picked him up, uncurled him and was going to try everything
again when he started to lick my fingers. I immediately tried offering
him gruel mixture from the bowl, but he again refused it. I next smeared

the gruel mixture on my hand and he started lapping it up with his tongue.
Continue-d
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Finally, our first feeding technique I He would only eat about 2 table-

spoons at each feeding.

By the end of the day, he was eating out of the bowl, but still clinging
to an arm or leg. He would stop eating if he was placed on the floor

and would crawl back into a leg or follow you to the cage door if you
tried to leave.

The pangolin was fed six times a day during the first month (8:00, 10:00,

11:30, 1:00, 3:00 and 4:30). During the middle of August, he was eating

\ cup of gruel mixture each feeding, and was being fed four times per
day (8:00, 11:00, 1:00, and 4:00). He was also eating from the bowl on
the floor, but still needing to wrap his tail around an ankle or sit on

a foot.

The pangolin would sleep most of the day during the first two months,
being active a short while after eating. We had to v/ake him up each
time he was to be fed by grasping the base of his tail, holding him up-
side down and rocking him back and forth.

By late August, he was usually awake, pacing the floor for either food
or attention, in the mornings and again after lunch. It was not until
September that he would eat totally on his own. By then, he was eating

cups during the day and was being fed at 8:00, 12:30 and 4:30. His
bowl of food was also being left from feeding to feeding instead of

taking it out after each time. The gruel mixture was now more of a

thick malt consistancy. By late September, he was being fed twice a day
and eating 2 cups of gruel mixture per day.

In January, 1974, he weighed approximately 8^ pounds and was eating
approximately 2/3 quart of gruel a day.

He was shipped to the San Antonio Zoo on February 7, 1974, when he was
7 months old.

There are two elements which seemed to be very important in raising this
pangolin: patience and personal contact. It took many hours to achieve
successful feeding and a successful diet. We learned mostly through
trial and error, including that the pangolin would sleep through his feed-
ing time if we didn't wake him up. Also, significant personal contact
was required. When personal contact was reduced, he would not do well.
Thus, we feel that patience and especially personal contact must be
present to successfully raise a young pangolin.

CHINESE GIANT SALAMANDER SHIPPED
TO CINCINNATI ZOO ON BREEDING LOAN

A Chinese giant salamander was shipped by the Philadelphia Zoo to the

Cincinnati Zoo on a breeding loan on Wednesday, March 22.

The Director of the Cincinnati Zoo, Edward Maruska, is one of the country's
leading experts in breeding salamanders. The Cincinnati Zoo, which has
one Chinese giant salamander of its own, is making an effort to gather
together the specimens of this salamander that are in this country. Be-
sides the Philadelphia Zoo, the San Diego Zoo and the Oklahoma Zoo have
each sent one salamander to Cincinnati.
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THE

STRUGGLE

SURVIVAL

HUNTER SENTENCED FOR SHOOTING AT WHOPPING CRANES

A New Mexico man, convicted of trying to kill two

whopping cranes near a Federal refuge last fall, has
been sentenced to serve 30 days of a 6-month jail
sentence and has been prohibited from hunting or carry-
ing a firearm for 3 years.

Thurman Ural Witt, 28, or Albuquerque was also given a

3-year term of supervised probation by U.S. District
Judge Edwin Mechem. Sentence was imposed February 27
in Albuquerque. Witt was found guilty in January on

two counts of violating the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

GRAY WOLF RECLASSIFIED TO THREATENED LIST IN MINNESOTA

The Minnesota population of the gray wolf has been re-
classified by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service from
the endangered species category to that of a threatened
species, following public comment on a rulemaking pro-
posal issued June 9, 1977.

Associate Director Keith M. Schreiner said the re-

classification reflects the increase in numbers, exten-
sion of the animal's range in northern Minnesota, and
the fact that it is no longer in danger of extinction
in that part of its range.

To assist in the administration of the Endangered
Species Act, this rulemaking also discards the following
subspecies names from the endangered species list: the
Mexican wolf. Rocky Mountain timber wolf, eastern timber
wolf, and Texas gray wolf. Instead the entire species
of gray wolf is listed as endangered throughout Mexico
and all the "lower 48" States except in Minnesota. The
prior listing arrangement was unsatisfactory since the
classification of wolves is out of date and wolves
wander outside recognized subspecies boundaries. In

Alaska the gray wolf is not listed because its popula-
tion is numerous and healthy in the wild, numbering an
estimated 10,000. In addition, critical habitat in
Michigan (Isle Royale National Park only) and Minnesota
are determined.

ELEPHANT TRAINING TRAINEES

Chris Mercer spent the week of February 19-25 at Busch Gardens in Tampa,
Florida, as the first of four NZP employees to be trained in the fine
art of elephant training. Lucy Loomis had her week of study beginning
March 5. Jim Lillie was the third to undertake the course on March 19
and Jim Jones was the finalist, leaving on April l...‘^H.orr\ TIGER TALK
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RAPTOR REHABILITATION CONTINUES AT DICKERSON PARK ZOO
by

Paul Pnlct
Sen^oA. Animal Te.chnZcA,an

1977 was Dickerson Park Zoo's second year of full-scale raptor rehabili-
tation.

This year, we handled quite a few more birds than last. We contribute
this not to the increased injury in these birds but to increased public
education in the conservation of birds of prey. In almost every instance,
the donating individual related to us that they were aware of our program
and very interested in seeing these birds returned to the wild.

In addition to the direct help these birds receive, one cannot overlook
the great public education tool a program like this can provide.

1977 brought a total of 50 birds through our raptor rehabilitation
program. This is a net increase of 16 birds over last year's total
(see Table 1.)

The three major species brought to us were (in order of greatest number)
Red-Tailed Hawk (Eiite.0 ), Sparrow Hawk (Patco 4paAue^a6),
and Great Homed Owl (Bubo vJjig^nAjanu^)

.

This year, our program also
encompassed three eagles (2 Bald Eagles and 1 Golden Eagle). In total,
we received 11 different species of birds (See Table II.)

Sixty-six percent of the birds received were of the juvenile state and

34% were adults.

We had a 58% survival rate, as compared to a 70.5% survival rate last

year. Our release rate was also lower, 48%, compared to 61.7% for

1976. We would contribute the lower survival and release rate to the
nature of the injuries these birds had. This year, the injuries were
more traumatic in nature, comprised of more fractures and gunshots than
last year.

The number of birds received each month was relatively larger for the
first five months, then averaging out for the rest of the year (see
Table III).

Rehabilitation work was done under U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Permit
Number PRT-7-787-S-KC.

This year, we had one band returned from a 1/0 Red-Tail which was released
last year, a gunshot victim, resulting in one eye being lost. This bird
was found 40 miles east of the release sight, approximately one month
later. Cause of death was unknown.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank Dr. Phillip Brown for
his time that was spent performing surgery on these birds. Thank you
to Dr. M. Gilmore who performed the radiographs. A special thanks to
the Missouri Department of Conservation, whose agents did such a great
job in getting these birds to us quickly, and to the people of Southwest
Missouri who took the time and effort to help the sick or injured birds.

TABLE I

RAPTORS DONATED TO DICKERSON PARK ZOO
January 1, 1977, through December 31,1977

I -Immature A-Adult 1/0-Male 0/1 - Female 0/0/1 - Unidentified
Covutlnuzd
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MONTH
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

TABLE III

NUMBER
9

4

8

4

6

4

0

3

^ 3

2

3

3

50

PERCENT
18

8

16

8

12

8

0

6

6

4

6

_6
100

Our newest AAZK chapter is the Puget Sound AAZK
chapter of Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, which was
formed on January 27, 1978. Their address is:

chapter
Puget Sound Chapter
Woodland Park Zoological

Gardens
5500 Phinney Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98103

President . .Leslie Poe
Vice Pres.. John Eickhoff
Secretary. .Ernie Wagner
Treasurer. .Nina Busch

news
Their first activity is to increase their member-
ship and encourage active participation in AAZK
activities. -

Also, Pat Sammarco has recently been appointed
Coordinator for Chapter Affairs. All new
inquiries concerning chapters should be sent to

her. Her address is:

Pat Sammarco
Lincoln Park Zoological

Gardens
100 W. Webster Avenue
Chicago, 11 60614

The Santa Fe Chapter of the AAZK, in Gainesville,
FI, recently published the first edition of their
newsletter. It*s called the "Santa Fe Association
of Zoo Keepers Newsletter". Peter Lindsey is the

editor and Janet O'Brien and Kris Vaitkus are in-
volved in production.

Congratulations, Santa Fe ; it looks goodi
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HAND-REARING PENGUINS
by

Jandt J. Galle.y-PfUpp-6

Although this area has little information available, recently some good

papers have been published. In the International Zoo Yearbook volume

17, there are two good articles on incubating and hand-rearing, one on

Blue Penguins, Eudyptiil.a minoA. by Melbourne Zoo and the other on King

Penguins Aptdnodytd6 pcutagoybiaa by Whipsnade Zoo.

Hand-rearing penguins is difficult and very time-consuming, and should be

an absolute last resort. Afterall, the penguins know far more than we

do.’ However, partial hand-rearing penguins practiced by five or six
zoos in the world solves the problem of adapting young penguins to hand
feeding on dead fish. As published earlier in AKF, Baltimore pulls

African penguins SpkdyuJ> CLL16 ddmOA^uUi from the parents at four weeks of

age. Edinburgh pulls gentoos Vyg06ddUj> papua at six weeks of age, and
Amsterdam Zoo pulls their African at eight weeks. Detroit pulls Africans
and Rockhoppers at four weeks. For Kings, Detroit initiates hand feeding
at about 1 month of age while the check is still with the parent. The
pulling of the check depends on the prevailing circumstances and occurs
between the ages of 1 to 3 months . (Ennest , 1978, pers . comm.)

We have pulled a chick as young as 22 days (due to apparent respiratory
illness of parents) and reared it successfully on whole fish. Due to the

chicks young age, it was taken home by a keeper for evening and early
morning feeds. It was given small whole smelt 06indA.LL6 moAdax plus
regular vitamin supplements.

One management modification we found that has decreased chick mortality
is hand feeding the bird on the nest. Obviously for this to be effective,
the birds must be willing to take fish from the hand. By hand feeding
both parents, the chick is insured of a greater quantity of available
food. The penguins are fed at 1100 and 1500 hours daily and are allowed
free choice of quantity. After each feed (1130 and 1530) , fish are
offered to the incubating, brooding, or guarding adult on the nest.
(Frequently when chicks are older, both parents will come outside to
feed and then rush inside to accept food again on the nest!)

When an egg is laid the birds are especially agressive, and the female
is probably fasting. For this reason, I usually wait until the eggs
have been present tive or six days before offering food at the nest.
By then the birds are calmer and sitting tight. Unless begun and es-
tablished as a routine while eggs are present, newly hatched chicks would
be endangered by instituting this daily invasion of the nest at hatch
time. So, by the time the chicks arrive both parents are adjusted to the
presence of a hand bearing fish in their nest territory.

In regards to hand rearing techniques, in 1952 Dr. Wackemagel of the
Basle Zoo reported on his success in rearing African penguin chicks. Dr.
Ted Roth, past Assistant Director, Baltimore Zoo, very kindly made this
information available by translating for me. He read while I took notes,
so hopefully there are not too many mistakes. So with Dr. Wackemagel 's

permission I would like to share the following information:

Wackemagel, H. 1952. Kilns tliche Aufzucht von swei Brillenpinguinen.
Per Omithologische Beobachter 49(3) :69-79.

Black-footed penguins from the south and west coasts of Africa generally
Contlnudd
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breed when kept in similar climates. A pair in the Basle Zoo has not been
successful in rearing young. The chicks usually died at or before ten

days of age for unknown causes.

On 9 May and 11 May two chicks hatched. They were received on 16 May at

the ages of 7 and 5 days with weights of 395 and 180 gms. They were about
fist-sized and covered with a dense gray down. They were kept in a flat
flower pot about 20 cms. in diameter filled with excelsior covered by
paper towel and changed frequently. They remained squatted on their heels
with the body prone, and later, using the flippers for support, would
lift the upper part and crawl. The eyes were open with brown-grey
irises, and they appeared blind. Extended whistling accompanied by tremu-
lous head searching movements continued when they were hungry.

The penguins received strongly predigested foods. It is important to

warm and predigest the food. Their diet consisted of: small pieces of
whiting warmed with cod liver oil, predigested pieces of veal heart fed
at body temperature. (Predigestion: heart kept 2 to 4 hours at 60°C.
in a solution of pepsin and chloric acid manufactured by: Pepsacid 2 by
Sauter Ltd., Geneva).

For two weeks they were fed 7 times a day, later it was reduced to 5

feedings. The first week they were additionally offered freshly killed
white mice without the head or skin and with the bones and internal
organs being useful additions to the diet. The mice were greedily eaten
at first and later fish were preferred. They were also fed soaked, pre-
digested shrimp meal for roughage.

The chicks did not learn to peck at the food, apparently due to the lack

of recognition as "food". They were fed by manually opening their bills
and placing the food at the back of their throats. This was apparently
uncomfortable for them because it was frequently shaken out. The feedings
continued until the stomachs appeared full which happened quickly in the
first few days.

By 18 May the older one had lost weight, but the younger one looked fine.

By the 19th they began to gain rapidly. They soon outgrew the flower pot
and by 14 days of age had to be removed to a box. The box had coarse saw
dust that was kept slightly moist. Saw dust was better than peat moss as

peat moss proved too dusty. At this time it was no longer necessary to

keep them warm.

Although the checks did not appear to differentiate persons, they were shy
and exhibited the fear response when movement around them was too quick.

They looked for hiding places and while on the lap would crawl around
until they could hide their heads. They usually slept prone with neck
and limbs extended, and they defecated as adults. The stool was more
or less formed, greenish-brown with white urine. The nares were moist
and occasionally discharged. Dr. Lang (Zurich Zoo) recommended they
be put under a sun lamp for 10 minutes one or two times a day.

1 June a few drops of vitamin D (80,000 units) in oily solution and h
tablet of a vitamin preparation (Manufacturer: Hof fman-LeRosche , Basle)
were added to the diet. At this time (bird's ages 22 and 20 days) they

were changed to thrice daily feeds with the food not warmed or predigest-
ed, and they were eating approximately one pound of fish daily. This
change apparently was not good for on 5 June the younger one began to

vomit all meals and then expelled a large ball of shrimp meal which
seemed to be the cause of the vomiting. For the older one the shrimp

Continued
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caused no problems. From 4 to 7 June the older one began to vomit and

its weight dropped from 940 gms to 665 gms. The reduced frequency with

larger portions seemed to be the cause of these problems, so on 7 June

feedings were back to five times a day. At this time the diet was:

whiting and herring, cut up without heads, veal or pork liver, anrd pre-

digested heart. The herring were uneviscerated. At this time the cod

liver oil was discontinued. Both were feeding well and developing nicely

and were continued on this diet until 12 July. Boiled shrimp were

offered which were peeled since shells previously were often regurgitated.

They were fed slowly, taking about 25 minutes at each feed. 15 June 1781
gms. was fed to both and 29 June the amount was 1575 gms.

1 June they were taken outside in fair weather. By 12 June they were put
out for the day, and by 9 July they remained outside. By 1 June //I at

23 days of age would sit upright, move slowly bent over but not use the

flippers for support. By 10 June both walked slowly on soles, and by mid-
June moved about on toes in the adult fashion.

Their cage floor was covered with soft soil which they dug into. They
would dig by lying on their belly and using both feet together or alter-
nately. They also worked on the soil with their beaks, reached for stones
and plants, and focused nn flying insects. While in down they regurgitated
on hot days and retreated to shade. They would repeatedly gasp with wide
open beaks.

When hungry they would beg from each other with strong shaking of the head
and whistling loudly. By mid-June (age 44 and 42 days) the begging
whistle had changed to a deep trumpeting sound, similar to that of the
adults. When they were separated and reunited they would greet each
other with extended necks and brays.

By 8 July they reached for the hand for the first time and would grab

for each other's necks. ( 5 Sept, this similar behavior was observed
at the zoo. //2 approached and grabbed pants or fingers while beating
with the flippers.) They loved to be scratched and brushed over the

whole body. They began to preen and allopreen. This physical touch all
over the body, similar to that of mammals, seems to be closely related to
the fur-like cover of the feathers.

By mid-July they were to 3 meals a day and receiving larger pieces of
fish. On 19 July they were given whole herring averaging 15 to 20 cm.

and 90 gms. each. They were fed 2 in AM, 1-2 noon, and 2 in the evening.
Their weight was heavy, and they were running around and jumping up and
down stairs. They attacked other birds and cats, pecking at the head.
They would give the threat posture, and even peck each other after a

separation. They usually rested together in a comer. Standing in the
sun or rain or with feet in running water did not bother them.

6 August they were returned to the zoo. For the first 8 weeks they were
weighed daily and later less frequently. They showed a 50 mg. daily
weight gain, and during the actual growth gained 200 gms. with a maximum
of 225 gms. daily. On 10 Sept. 1951, at the age of 4 months #2 died of
intestinal colitis which is a frequent cause of death besides aspergill-
osis. At death he weighed 5.5 kg.

The average weight of a full grown penguin obtained by weighing 8 birds
frequently at the Basle Zoo is 3.1 to 3.2 kg. The range is 2.7 to 3.8
kg. For Humboldt's penguins under similar conditions the average weight
is 4.15 to 5.6 kg. The chicks reached the median adult weight by the
age of 50 days and then passed it. At 114 days of age #1 weighed 5.2 kg.

Continued
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while #2 was 5.7 kg. Later they lost weight but regular weighings were
discontinued. #1 was at 2.615 kg. on 26 March 1952 in the winter. This
period of highest weight at the age of 3 to 4 months is the time when the
parents normally desert them.

Penguins have the capacity to store large amounts of body fat. Weight
results were influenced by the disposition of penguins to store body
fat. Checking our figures against data on wild birds indicates there
is a period of more than normal weight in the wild, too. Brooks (1917)

indicates a juvenile Magellan (although exact age not given) weighing
5.6 kg., while the adult average was 4.4 to 4.9 kg. Portman (1950)
indicates that a post embryonal growth above the adult weight was
characteristic of many evolved bird groups, similar growth rates being
in Passeriformes, Procellariformes (closely related to penguins),
Strigiformes , Psittaciformes , Fal coni formes , and Apodiformes. Examination
of the digestive organs of procellariformes and passeriformes showed that
peak weights were a result of enormous development of the digestive organs
needed to cope with the tremendous metabolism and deposition of large
amounts of reserve nutrients.

Growth of feathers: When the birds were received they were covered with
a wooly black down, lighter on the chest and abdomen, and covering the

legs to the heels. The down was slightly less dense in the face and later
became almost naked. The change of the first down to the second down was
out of the same follicles on top of the contour feathers of the juvenile
plumage. The second down was brown-gray above and white below with the

throat and cheeks white and the face naked. The second down is longer
because the contour feathers are pushing it out.

Gradually the down is lost, being replaced by the juvenile plumage which
is different from the adult plumage. At first the down is lost from body
parts that come in contact with the environment — wings, chest, belly,
where friction occurs. Before the contour feathers develop the flippers
are bare. The neck, pelvis, and upper legs are last to shed. The juven-
ile plumage of the face has upper sides and cheeks dark, paler than adults.
The throat and above the eyes have a moon stripe of white. The whole
face is feathered like a freshly molted adult. By October down had
developed between the contour feathers. Nitzsch (1840) reports this also.

Other books deny or overlooked the existence of down after the contour

feathers developed.

There was a gradual change of three types of plumage. The rate would
vary from individual to individual. #2 was the same as #1 but about 10

days behind in development.

Plumage development of #1:

13 days
21 days
35 days

44 days
55 days
70 days

second down appeared
second down finished
contour feathers appear on flippers
fully developed
flippers finally hardened
last of down

CHASE PROMOTED

Nancy Chase, former Education Coordinator at the OKC Zoo, has been
promoted to Education Curator. Due to the new workload for Nancy,
she has resigned as Regional Coordinator for AAZK. Don Whitton,
Animal Tech II, will take over her duties as of 1 March 78.
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...so WHAT OF MIXING PLANTS AND ANIMALS IN THE SAME EXHIBIT...

^/Lom KaXhy Topeka Zoological
PoAk

The Tropical Rain Forest here in the Topeka Zoo has been open for about

four years now. Back in 1974 the building opened with a diameter of
100' and a dome of acryllic plexiglass 31' at its highest point. It is

a fact that most plants need to be at a rather small stage to be trans-

planted to a new area. For this reason there was a great deal of open

space to be filled up with each individuals imagination of his or hers

tropical jungle. Whether it was the tiger behind every tree or the

impassible routes through the dense vegetation; somehow I have a feeling

most people couldn't quite form the picture in the buildings beginning.
However, at this point in time, I look back on what an education the

exhibit has offered by giving me a better conception of how a young

group of plants become a jungle. Watching how they grow and provide

homes and niches for the wildlife within, lets me rejoice in the fact

that there are no instant or plastic jungles.

The goal of the exhibit has been to maintain an ecosystem in such a way
that it does not take on the look of a horticulture display, yet en-
courages ijatural plant progression. Letting the plants alone to take

care of themselves proved impossible, but slowly a way to manage the

area to represent the true jungle and its different habitats is taking
shape. The rain forest here at the zoo is an enclosed animal exhibit,

and it does not have all the factors of nature to make itself sustain-
ing. Through lots of trials and errors a plant policy is slowly develop-
ing to care for the plants in such a- way that interactions between the

animals and plants are not disturbed and that at the same time the plant
collection remains healthy with good growing habits.

Growing conditions in the building are such that it allows for optimum
growth ability for the plants. The dome lets in lots of good rays from
the sun, a water fall fills the area with a high moisture content, and
with this combination of warmth and humidity the exhibit has taken on
several characteristics of a true rain forest.

In the four years that the building has been open, plants in some areas
have already reached maximum area growth potential. These areas are
trimmed on a constant basis so not to remove too much foliage at a time
to insure safety of animal territories. What once was a very sunny
building in some places on floor level is now shaded by an upper foliage
canopy. The forest floor has become planted with philodendrons and
other shade loving plants. The area is also more open and the only dense
vegetation is found in the open areas of the building where sunlight is

not filtered out.

Thanks to the high humidity and heat , fertilizing for the plants is already
taken care of through the quick break down of leaf litter that drops to
the ground. I'm sure that the animals give their part towards plant
nutrition too. But, because of the amount of moisture and decaying
ability, dirt in the building is constantly settling and leaf mold and
top soil are hauled in periodically year round.

Insecticides are never used because of the animal inhabitants. Of the
most common plant insects, meally bug is the biggest problem. A good
hosing down of the plants in the morning helps keep them In check. Re-
leasing lady bugs have helped the aphid population and due to the high
humidity red spider mites can't exist. So, in a lot of ways the animals
and surrounding environmental conditions help the plants to grow and the
plants in turn supply food and shelter for the animals. This communal

Continued
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way of life makes for a more complete environment for plants and animals

plus a better education and understanding for the public.

I appreciate the fact that I am a keeper of the Tropical Rain Forest ex-

hibit. Observing how the plants grew, taking on new patterns and creat-

ing new areas around them and watching how the animals incorporated them

into their day to day existance, has been an education in itself. There

has been a lot learned about maintaining such an exhibit, but more than

that, it has been an inspiration to me to support the idea of combining

plants and animals as much as possible in future zoo developing. Both

need support in the continuing expansion of man into wildlife areas,

destroying more and more ecosystems everyday. Creating better animal

environments with the addition of plants in captive conditions seems to

be a healthy and worthwhile endeavor.

^cubtann EuAop^an Zoo6 continued . .

.

later by Peking with another greyish bird. One of the males and the
whitest female were sent to Antwerp Zoo; two pairs were sent to Jersey
Zoo and the remaining July import male with the new female stayed in East
Berlin and all later bred. Over the years birds have been sent to many
zoos, including A1 Oeming, who later claimed his came from Peking. Since

this varies widely with other comments, it is hoped that someday the final
real version will be published in a bird journal.

The zoo is now breeding from its zoobred male Sumatran Orang Utan, Moro,
as both imported males have died in 1975 and 1976. A young bom on 30
Jan 1977 was sired by this zoo bred male, mated to an imported female.

Still in temporary quarters are all of the great apes plus Rhinos, and
Elephants. With its space and time East Berlin promises to be one of the

great zoos of the future. Unlike West Berlin it does have room to hold
zoo bred stock and thus allow expansion of herds and family groups. The
only problem is getting the necessary funds to complete needed housing.

On the morning of the 23d I spent a few hours walking about' West Berlin
Zoo with vet Dr. Jarofke and discussing zoc matters with Drs. Kloes and
Fradrich, the latter visiting some US and Canadian oceanariums this fall
along with the new Curator of the Berlin Aquarium, Dr. Lange (formerly
of Stuttgart.) Dr. Schroder will retire this year. In the afternoon
the group drove to Berlin-Schoenefeld to fly to Warsaw, the first zoo to
be seen in the eastern part of Europe.

CANADA-U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL CONFERENCE SET:

"A Spring Conference on U.S. -Canada Environmental Relations" will be held
April 10-12 at the New England Conference Center, University of New
Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire, according to the Wildlife Management
Institute.

The meeting is designed to bring diplomats, bureaucrats, academics,
students, and the public together for understanding the current natural
resource issues playing a prominent role in Canada-U.S. relations.
Further information is available from Dr. John E. Carroll, Institute of

Natural & Environmental Resources, University of New Hampshire, Durham,
New Hampshire 03824. Telephone (603) 862-1020.
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DATA ON HAND-RAISING.. . .
.
iftom Sttve. Taylor

The Infant Diet Center is collecting data on hand-raising young mammals

.

Standardized Fact Sheets are available from committee members. It is our

aim to prepare a notebook containing information on hand-raising all young
mammals. When completed we will make this available to the AAZPA
membership. Please get yourself and your Zoo involved in this project by
contacting one of the following four members:

1. Western Region Steve Taylor
Children's Zoo Manager
San Francisco Zoo
San Francisco, CA 94132
415-661-1553

2. Southern Region Arnold D, Stillman
Keeper-Boma
Busch Gardens
PO Box 9158
Tampa, Florida 33674
813-988-5171

3. Central and Great Lakes Region Alan D. Bietz
Zoo Director
Lincoln Children's Zoo
2800 A. Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68502
402-475-6741

4. Northeastern and Canada Frank F. Velte
Zoologist
Seneca Park Zoo
2222 St. Paul St.

Rochester, NY 14621
716-266-6846

ALL AAZK MEMBERS:

It hoA aomd to my attention that tho. Woodland VaJik loo in So^attlt li> In
the. pn.oc.eJi6 oi applying ion. a gn.ant to begin won.k on a Utdeo Tape loo

Keepen. Tnalnlng P^iogymm.

Please dnop a note oi 6uppont ion. tkU, pn.oject 06 iA)e all knou) oi the need
ion. 6aeh a pn.ogn.am and andenj>tand the dtHleuiltteJi oi obtaining a gn.ant

ion. 6uch a project,

Letten6 6hould be addn.eJi6ed to:

M6 . Helen En.eeman

CuAaton. oi Education
Woodland PaJik Zoo
5 BOO Phlnney Ave. NonXh
Seattle, WaJ>hlngton 98103

Pleaie u6e the gn.eate6t 6peed tn n.eplytng.

Von Whltton
Regional Coon.dlnaton., Centnal
Amenlcan A66oclatlon oi Zoo Keepen6
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CURATORIAL T?MI WEE. . .should possess an advanced degree in one
of the zoological or animal sciences and have some animal

raining experience. Duties gain a high level of expertise
in developing, establishing and maintaining a behavioral
program involving wild mammals within their exhibits, and

lecture and write for technical and popular audiences. Pro-
jects undertaken will be expected to highlight characteris-
tics or abilities of the species involved with an educational
theme. Contacf: Personnel Department, New York Zoological
Society, Bronx Park, Bronx, NY 10460. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.

CURATOR Of REPTI lES. .. responsible for a major reptile
collection and operation of a new 12,400 sq. ft. reptile
facility to be completed in April 1978. Should have degree
in animal sciences and at least two years' experience in the
care and maintenance of a diversified collection of live
reptiles. Experience may be substituted for degree. Salary

$13,270-$17,904 ; excellent benefits. Send resume to: John
A. Moore, Director, Rio Grande Zoological Park, 903 Tenth
Street, S.W., Albuquerque, NM 87102.

LECTURER/KEEFER/HERPETOLOGV, . .$563 - $736 monthly, depending
on experience and ability. Overtime at time and a half
available summer months. Send resume to: California
Alligator Farm, 7671 La Palma, PO Box 236, Buena Park, CA

90620.

ZOO VIRECTOR. . .Nlahl Zoo, Coal Valley, Illinois. Salary open.
3-bedroom home available and pay utilities (gas, light and
telephone). Some experience necessary in the zoo field.

Contact: Rock Island County Forest Preserve District, 1504-
3rd Avenue, Rock Island, IL 61201.

SEUJOR PACHVVERM KEEPER/ ELEPHANT TRAIWER. .. responsible for

supervision of pachyderm building, staff (3 keepers) , and
collection which includes rhinoceros, hippopotamus, and
African and Asian elephant. Applicant must have proven ex-
perience and expertise in handling and training elephant;
particularly in a public ride situation. Salary $9,776-
10,410. Submit applications to Tom Foose, Zool. Curator,
Oklahoma City Zoo, Rt. #1, Box 1, Oklahoma City, OK 73111.

(405) 424-3344.

DON'T FORGET TO GET YOUR REGISTRATION AND PRESENTATION IN EARLY FOR THE
NATIONAL CONFERENCE IN GAINESVILLE, FL. SEE PAGE 62 FOR THE DETAILS...

AKF IS BECOMING BIGGER ANV BETTER THAN El/ER. THANKS TO VOU, WE'RE
PRINTING 24 PAGES A MONTH, NOW. KEEP UP THE GOOV WORK, ANV KEEP
THE ARTICLES ANV NEWS COMING IN. WE WANT TO BE SNOWEV UNVER THIS YEAR'.
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-

est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles

.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,

tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be in final
form and should fit in a page size of no more than 6"xl0'’. AKF will
not redesign illustrations or graphs.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial Staff. Cite literature use in

text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors is made, but AKF will make every effort to

print the article as soon as possible. All articles will be published
in future issues of AKF for that calendar year. ^

Telephoned contributions on late-breaking news or last minute insertions y
is acceptable. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will
not be accepted.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers) and Associate $10.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student $ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations) $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers * Forum . All new
members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card good for
free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.
Mmb 2.n^klp6 oJi<L on an annaat 50% a mmbe.^'6 duQj> ajin badgoJidd

ioh. pabtlcjoutlon AnZmaZ Kddpdh^ * Fo/uwi . Ex-tAa patches oAd avalZabte.

i>iom AAIK HdadqaoJutdn^
, ioK $1.00 dack.

Sdnd namd and add/id^6 and a chdck o/i mondtj ofidd^ to'

AAZK Headquarters
National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C. 20008

Makd ahdcfzs payabZd to AmdnZcan Ai^ocZatton o^^ loo Kddpd-U.

ALL CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS AT THE NATIONAI
ZOO. DO NOT SEND THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS * FORUM . AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
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r-^-^^CUTTLEBUTT

BALD EAGLE HATCHED AT THE COLUMBUS ZOO

bi/

Van Hunt
ColumbiLS Zoo

Columbiu, Ohio

On Wednesday, April 12, 1978, a single Bald Eagle Hal^azoXaii tzu.CLOce.pha-

tai hatched after a 36 day Incubation period! Both parents have, thus

far, accepted the eaglet and appear to be taking excellent care of it.

Although two eggs were laid by the fourteen year-old female, only one

egg has hatched so far. This was the third year that the pair has laid

and incubated eggs.

In 1976, a single egg was laid, then ejected from the nest after 43 days
of incubation. The egg was found to be infertile.

In 1977, two eggs were laid. The first was again ejected from the nest
after 27 days of incubation. The second egg, however, was taken from
the nest after 44 days of incubation. This egg was sent to Patuxent
Wildlife Research Center in Laurel, Maryland. It was determined that

the embryo had developed to about 29 days. Tests were performed on this
egg for organochlorines and mercury content. It was determined that
these compounds were below dangerous levels as far as reproductive im-
pairment was concerned.

The new eaglet is 7 days old at this writing and is being fed almost ex-
clusively by the female. The diet consists of freshly killed pigeons
and laboratory rats, smelt and commercial Bird of Prey diet. The
chick is covered with greyish-white down, with black mandibles and dark
eyes. It appears alert and well fed.

NOTE: We would appreciate receiving any information from other zoos and
institutions on problems encountered in the rearing of eaglets.

BROOKFIELD DOLPHIN DIES

Brookfield Zoo's oldest dolphin, Vicki, a veteran of more than 20,000
shows at the zoo’s Seven Seas Panorama, died on April 20.

One of the oldest dolphins in captivity and the longest-lived in an
artificial environment, Vicki was an estimated 30-32 years old at the
time of her death, and measured feet, 450 lbs. While cause of death
will await an autopsy report, zoo staff expect that Vicki's demise was
the result of old age. Ailing for much of the last year, the dolphin
was retired from most of the Seven Seas shows. She received special
Veterinary care, and underwent a complete physical conducted by Dr. Jay
Sweeney, a noted expert of marine mammals; those findings showed Vicki
afflicted by symptoms of extreme old age - low lung capacity and liver
and kidney problems.
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BIRTHS 5& HATCHINGS

ORANGUTAN BIRTH AT THE ATLANTA ZOO bt/ Lonl GaUn2.y

Sungei, age 20, gave birth to Hati, a female, on Valentines Day, Feb-

ruary 14. Lipis is the father. This is the pairs’ 5th baby. Sungei

seems very confident and even displays the baby to visitors. Hati is

the Malaysian word for ’’heart". Our other pair of orangs Bukit ,
the

male and Seibu, the female, are expecting in July.

SOME "FIRSTS" AT THE PHILADELPHIA ZOO

The recent birth of a St. Lucia pit viper at the Philadelphia Zoo may

well be the first captive breeding of this species anywhere in the

world.

Also, a Palawan peacock pheasant was recently hatched from an artificially
indubated egg. This is the first time this endangered species has been

hatched at the Philadelphia Zoo.

RARE ZEBRA BORN

The Philadelphia Zoo welcomed a baby Hartmann’s mountain zebra which was
born early in the morning on Monday, April 17. The colt was named
"Rudy" by Mr. and Mrs. Sam Rudofker, who purchased the privilege of
naming him at a fund raising auction held April 8 to benefit the Temple
University Music Festival.

Rudy weighed about 45 pounds at birth, and he was up and nursing in a

short period of time. Adults may weigh up to 600 pounds.

The last Hartmann’s mountain zebra birth occurred at the Philadelphia
Zoo in September, 1975, to the same parents, "Happy Easter" and "Penny".

HANDS (DEER) ACROSS THE SEA i^om Talk

NZP airlifted two male Burmese brow-antlered deer to Thailand at the

end of April. The deer, born in NZP, are going to a reserve in Thai-

land where there is already a female. It is hoped that with the arrival
of our males, more females will be forthcoming. According to Bill Xanten,
the Burma deer is very hard to obtain from Burma because of political
differences. With the establishment of a herd in the Thailand reserve,
the offspring will be gradually reintroduced into its former wild range.
This is an extermely interesting program as well as a prime example of
NZP’s cooperative involvement with other zoos.
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ELEPHANT BIRTH AT THE WASHINGTON PARK ZOO - - PORTLAND, OREGON ....

RogeA HennebLi6, SdviioA KacpeA
M^fee Kddld, Etdphant KddpdA
Mcfee Sdkmicit, Zoo, VdtdAimAlan

On Wednesday, March 15, at noon, the fifteen year old Asian cow, Hanako,
gave birth to a 170 lb. female calf, the third 2nd generation calf ever
born in the western hemisphere. The placenta was passed almost exactly
three hours after delivery.

Pachy, the sire, was the first elephant bom at the Washington Park Zoo

4/14/62, and the first elephant born in the western hemisphere in 44 years.

Hanako, the mother, was the fourth elephant born to the Zoo on 9/24/63.
The calf was the third for both Pachy and Hanako. Hanako, the original
hard-luck mother, had been unsuccessful with both previous calves so

apprehension was at a peak.

The calf was launched into the world rather than bom, sustaining a blow
to the base of the skull which resulted in brain trauma causing poor
righting reflexes, dysphagia (poor sucking re flexes )nystdgmus in the left

eye (abnormal eye movement), and a tendency to circle to the left.

After a traumatic wait of over six hours it was obvious that the calf was
unable to get to her feet unassisted. At this point she was taken from
her mother and assisted to her feet. Two spinal taps on the calf con-
firmed the brain trauma diagnosis. It was decided to raise the calf by
hand temporarily until the brain trauma subsided.

48 hours after birth the mother was sedated with Rampun and zoo staff was
able to pump approximately one and a half quarts colostrum from her which
was fed to the calf.

Eleven days after birth, when the calf had recovered enough to nurse with
assistance from her mother she was reintroduced. Unfortunately, her
mother did not give the special assistance necessary to nurse the calf.
After 22 hours the calf was taken from her mother.

The calf was taken to the ZOO nursery and is receiving 24 hour care,
including feedings of 700 cc’s of Enfamil every two hours. The calf was
unofficially named MYow by Zoo staff and volunteers who worked with her.
MYow is Thai for "don't want" which we feel is appropriate based on her
mother's reaction.

This is the eighteenth birth for our elephant herd. Number 19 is due any
time and number 20 is due in 1979.
ZOO RESEARCHER RECOGNIZED

A San Diego Zoo researcher has received the Rolex Award for Enterprise.
The award was conferred March 2 in Geneva, Switzerland.

Dr. Bill Lasley, the Zoo's endocrinologist, was one of five top winners
in the worldwide competition, which drew over 3,000 entries.

Rolex, well-known maker of fine watches, is bestowing the awards to mark
the 50th anniversary of the Rolex Oyster watch. The award carrier with
it a prize of 50,000 Swiss francs, or about $26,000 US a current exchange
rates.

Lesley's efforts to find a method to determine the sex of birds took top
honors in the applied sciences and invention category of the Rolex
competition.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOO KEEPERS
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR YEAR ENDING

DECEMBER 31, 1977

Cash on hand, January 1, 1977 $ 6188.25

INCOME

Memberships and Patches 7695.00
Contributions, Friends of the National Zoo, for

secretarial expenses lOUO.OO
Interest on Savings 38.55

$14921.80

EXPENSES

AKF share of memberships $ 4343.25
Patches 632.99
Pro Rata Refunds 105.00
Postage Meter 103.95
Meter Base (U.S. Leasing Corp.) 244.86
Postage for Meter * 400.00
Printing:

Stationery, Brochures & Certificates 402.47
Membership Cards 23.35
Constitutions 25.88
Di re cto ry 1190.70

Total printing 1642.40

Award Plaques & Boxes 81.00
Decals 277.72
Calligraphy, Bean Awards (1976-77) 46.00
AAZPA Directory 8.00
Advance, T-Shirts 600.00
AKF extra printing & postage 229.80
Bulk Mail Permit & Slug 48.82
Parcel Post 33.17
Secretarial Expenses, 2 Employees 1162.60
Office Supplies & Miscellaneous Postage 230.61

10190.17

Cash on Hand December 31, 1977
Checking account $ 2693.08
Savings account 2038.55

Total $4731.63

MORE NEWS FROM HEADQUARTERS

The price of additional patches is being raised to $1.25. Also,
National has some extra copies of AKF available for $1.00 apiece.

1977, 1978 Editions are available. Please contact Lee Glassco,
Administrative Secretary at AAZK Headquarters in Washington, D.C.
for your request. An indes of 1977 articles is found in the January,
1978 edition.
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A NOTE ON THE FERTILITY PERIOD AND THE SPATIAL

REQUIREMENTS FOR CAPTIVE BREEDING OF THE SCREECH OWL OtuA (Ulo

by

B. luJaym Buchanan
St. Louis Zoologtcat PoAk

On November 6, 1976, one gray phase and four red phase screech owls
Otui) asto were placed in a walk-through bird cage at the St. Louis Zoo’s
Children’s Zoo. This cage ordinarily housed a pigeon display during the

summer season. It has three trees against the back wall and is semi-
elliptical in shape. It measures 27 feet 9 inches long, 17 feet 10 inches
at its widest point, and 12 feet high. Its walls are concrete; half its

screen roof is covered with corrugated fiberglass. Several nest boxes
and logs were placed at various locations in the cage. All available
perches and nests were numbered so the bird’s positions could be
accurately recorded.

The owl’s ages ranged from three years to six months. Their diet had
previously been Zu-Preem Bird of Prey diet (Hills-Riviana) but at this
time was changed to whole mice - one per bird per day. The sex of the

birds was unknown. It was hoped that placing the birds on a natural
photo period, natural terperature variations and increased cage space
would stimulate breeding behavior. It was also hoped that the behavior
would be distinctive enough to determine a potential breeding pair. If
this could be done, the remaining owls would be removed from the cage.

Behavior indicated that two of the red pahse owls may have paired.
However, I did not feel the evidence was very conclusive, and no birds
were removed from the cage. By April 17, 19 77, no nesting activity had
yet begun. It was necessary to remove all owls from the cage to allow
preparations for the summer season. The birds were placed for the in-
terim period in a small cage 34" high x 28" deep x 27" wide.

On April 26, 1977, a single egg was found on the floor of the smaller
cage. It was taken to the Bird House to be incubated. On May 1, 1977,
a second egg was laid, but it was broken. A thrid egg was laid on May

4, 1977, and was also sent to the Bird House for incubation. The eggs
were incubated at a temperature of 99.5° with a relative humidity of 30%.

On May 23, 19 77, the first egg laid hatches and was raised by the Bird
House staff. The third egg laid was also fertile but succumbed to a

bacterial infection.

Fertility period is defined as a "period of prolonged survival of sperm-
atozoa in the oviduct after a single artificial insemination or mating,
leading to the fertilization of a number of eggs over a specfied period"
(Peaker, 1975). This same reference summarizes the mean fertile period
of eight species for which this data is known. They are: Domestic
turkey fActcagfiis gaZtopavo 28 days; ring-neck pheasant Phastanus ccZchi-
coi tonquatuS 18 days; domestic fowl GattuS domcsticus 12 days; ring
dove IcnatduJia macAouAa 8 days; guinea fowl Numida mcZcagAis 7 days;
mallard duck AnuS pZaXyAkynchos 7 days; Japanese quail CotuAntx. cotuAntx
japoulca 6 days; domestic goose AnSCA anSCA 6 days.

The data presented in this paper offers two pissibilities . As mentioned
previously, the third 0 . asto egg was also fertile and was laid 17 days
after the birds were moved to the smaller cage. If this egg was fertil-
ized by copulation that took place in the larger cage, this would

continued at top page 93
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MR. CHING GOES TO ROTTERDAM

BY
GA.e.gg

VnJjncutd Kndpz^
Oklahoma C^y Zoo

On March 28, 1978, at 9:30 p.m. , Gay Garrison and I said good-bye and

watched as Mr. Ching was taken aboard an American Airlines freight air-

plane at the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport and continued on his way to his
new home in the Netherlands. Mr. Ching is the Oklahoma City Zoo's 19-

year old, 380 pound, male Bomeoan Orangutan currently on breeding loan

to the Rotterdam Zoo.

The relocation of Mr. Ching to his new living quarters began at 9 a.m.
on March 27, 1978, when our Prinate Curator, Mike Blakely, started the
knock-down procedure. Using a dartgun, he injected Mr. Ching with 600
mg of Ketamine and 20 mg of Acepromazine. With our patient being just
a little drowsy, at 9:55 a.m. Mike tried to give him an additional 250
mg of Ketamine using a prodpole. However, Mr. Ching grabbed the pole and
that attempt was unsuccessful. At 10:15 a.m., Mike gave him 300 mg of
Ketamine - this time, through a blowgun and 15 minutes later another
300 mg. When Mr. Ching did not respond to our prodding him with a pole,
we entered his cage at 10:30 a.m.

Zoo Veterinarian, Dr. Jim Jensen, Mike Blakely, our Primate Keepers and
several consulting physicians, were present to examine Mr. Ching. The
external examination included an inspection of his teeth, sensory organs
and overall body frame and the taking of his temperature, measurements
and weight. He was also tested for TB and blood was drawn for various
clinical tests. Mr. Ching was subsequently given 3 million units of
Florcillin to protect him against possible infection from the needle
marks

.

After all relevant data was documented, Mr. Ching was ready to be trans-
ferred into what would be his shipping crate. He was placed on a

stretcher and four people were needed to carry his large structure. As
he rested in his crate, we waited for the drugs to wear off. By 12:30
p.m. Mr. Ching had fully recovered from the tranquilizers previously
administered and did not seem to mind his smaller confinement. We kept
him inside the Primate Building that night and the next morning loaded
his crate onto a zoo truck for our drive to the Dallas-Fort Worth Air-
port.

After a few delays, including a flat tire along the way, Mr. Ching
arrived in Dallas about 3:30 p.m. He seemed to have enjoyed the ride
and we observed him watching the scenery as it sped past. Mr. Ching was
to fly from Dallas to New York, where a plane change would be made and
he would continue on to Rotterdam. The flight was scheduled to begin
loading at 9:30 p.m. and it was necessary for us to wait with him until
that time to insure he was safely on board and his flight would not be
cancelled. After a last brief check and final farewell. Gay and I be-
gan our return drive to Oklahoma City, which would complete a 16-hour
trip.

On March 31, 1978, the Oklahoma City Zoo received a telegram advising
that Mr. Ching had arrived safely, was doing fine and seemed content
with his new home.
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HAND RAISING PEACH-FACED LOVEBIRDS
Agapo^ni^ n.o6QXciottUi

by
MoAy I. Huaty and Vebnxi S. HilZ
ZivQAbanlu Zoological PoAk
Columbia, South Carolina

In February of 1974, Riverbanks Zoological Park obtained a group of 20

unsexed Peach-faced lovebirds bred at the National Zoo and estimated
to be between 6 and 12 months old. Since then, numerous offspring have
been raised by the parents in an outdoor exhibit measuring 5 meters
high by 3 meters wide and 2 meters deep. The parents nest year round
in four rectangular vertical boxes 80 cm high by 20 cm wide and 20 cm
deep subdivided into four chambers utilizing primarily strips of bark,
willow leaves and twigs for nesting materials. The entrance has a

diameter of 5 cm. During a lull in the breeding in December, the boxes
were removed for cleaning and ten eggs were placed in an incubator set
at 98° F. dry bulb and about 50% relative humidity. They were turned
three times daily and on December 26, the first egg hatched. The chick
emerged strong and healthy, almost completely naked except for slight
wisps of reddish, hair-like down. Over the next nine days, all but one
of the remaining eggs hatched. Occasionally, when it appeared to be
taking longer than normal for an egg to progress from its initial
pipping stage to hatching, a light misting of water seemed to facilitate
the process.

The average weight upon hatching was approximately 2.8 grams. All were
fed within four hours of hatching on a diet consisting of one tablespoon
of Ralston Cereal (substituting for Wheathearts) cooked five minutes
with one half cup of boiling water, one egg yolk and one teaspoon of
powdered milk, two and one half ounces of strained oatmeal with apples
and bananas and one teaspoon of honey. This was supplemented with one
teaspoon of Casco Stress Mix Vitamins per quart of food. The diet was
kept refrigerated but warmed prior to feeding.

The chicks were fed with a 1 cc disposable syringe modified with a plas-
tic cone-shaped tip which not only helped to insure the food went into
the crop but also helped to regulate the size of food particles ingested.
Initial feedings of approximately 1.2-1. 8 cc per chick daily were
Spaced every three hours from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. All chicks were fed to
satiation, determined by a very enlarged crop and diminished begging.

At ten days of age, the chicks were switched to a diet consisting of one
half cup of Ralston cooked in two cups of water with two teaspoons of

corn oil and a dash of salt. Added to this was one half cup of powdered
milk, four and one half ounces of strained oatmeal with bananas and
applesauce, one teaspoon of honey and one half cup of ground sunflower
seeds. The Casco Stress Mix was also added to this mixture. By this
time the chicks were large enough to feed out of a small spoon rather
than the syringe.

After four weeks , the interval between feedings was increased to every
four hours between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., and the evening feeding was then
discontinued at five weeks.

Due to the fact that the chicks remained housed in the same hatcher used
for incubating the eggs, they were kept at the same temperature (98°F)
until the youngest was about four days old, at which time the tempera-
ture was decreased slightly to 95°F. This was maintained for two more
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weeks and then lowered to 90°F.

The chicks were provided with excelsior nests upon hatching and were
observed to grasp with their feet almost immediately, suggesting the

importance of such a substrate. A turkish towel was placed under the

substrate to absorb moisture, and lightly over the chicks to provide
cover and darkness.

The chicks grew rapidly. A light grey down first appeared at about IP

days, followed by the emerging feather shafts a few days later. At

about four weeks the oldest chick seemed to exhibit a decrease in
appetite typically described in young parrots as the slimming process
prior to fledging. Following this they appeared to become more active
and trying out their wings more and more.

The weaning process was started when the oldest chick was about seven
weeks old, allowing the birds access to the cooked cereal diet.

Gradually, the amount of crushed sunflower seed and parakeet seed in the
diet was increased and whole seed was given and ingested by the second
month. At this point, the cooked diet was only offered at mid-day as
a supplement. Fresh orange and corn was also offered but rarely consumed

Unfortunately, of the nine chicks hatched, only three have survived to
this date. Several factors are believed to have contributed to this
high mortality rate. First of all, the incubation temperature of 98°F
was lower than the recommended 99.7°F. (Bates and Busenbark, 1969)

The fact that the oldest chick was by far the healthiest could be
explained by its having been artificially incubated for the shortest
time. The temperature combined with the fact that our adult group of
lovebirds have been inbred several times over, could explain some of
the developmental problems that were seen in several of the chicks,
including twisted wing and leg growth, crossed beaks and motor inco-
ordination. Some of these problems may also have been simply mechanical
due to the improper handling of the chicks during a critical early
stage.

Two deaths were unfortunately attributed to food spoilage, one was deter-
mined to be caused by an infection of the umbilicus and it was suspected
one chick inhaled food into the lungs. Of the surviving birds, one has

a twisted leg and wing and crossed beak, but is able to take care of

itself. The other two are indistinguishable from parent-raised birds.

Most of the work with hand raising parrots has been done by private
individuals on a small scale basis. Clearly, they are able to devote
more time and care to the birds than is possible for most zoo operations.

Feeding schedules, and subsequently the amount fed, has to be modified
for purposes of practicality in such a situation. It is not felt,
however, these changes are the most significant causes of the problems
which have arisen.

Future recommendations would include a slightly higher incubation temp-
erature, strict attention to food storage and a more conscientious
effort to minimize rough or excessive handling of the chicks during the
early stages.

Products mentioned in the text:
Casco Stress Mix
Carolina Ag. Supply, Inc., Monroe, North Carolina, 28110
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS
WARSAW

by
MoAvln L. Jon&6, San Vlzgo , Catii., USA

On the morning of the 24th, the group visited the Warsaw Zoo where it was

taken around by Director Wolinski, and all of the zoo staff. Unlike

Western zoos, the pattern here is much the same as seen in Russia, the

Director and Assistant are always men, and with the exception of the

aquarium-reptile curators all others are women, and quite a number.

Most of the veterinary staff also are women.

Warsaw Zoo covers about 40 hectares and thus is not overly small, it runs
along the main river of the city, but is above any flood iwalls . There are

about 325 species, and while the zoo was damaged in the war, there has
been some new construction. Wages, however, are very low, and it is

obvious the zoo does not receive top priority funding by the city,

although it does the best it can.

Not having the ability to visit the west until recent times is reflected
in the somehwat old styling of cages and exhibits. There is a heavy
emphasis on black painted heavy bars for most exhibits, often set very
close together, making picture taking impossible.

The Aquarium has a good collection of various tropicals, both fresh and
salt water, and a few herps, such as a six year old False Gavial, some
Indian Rat Snakes, Russian Rat Snakes (schrencki) some nice Argentine
Boas, Cooks Tree. Boa, Burmese Python and as in many European zoos

(usually shown that is in Reptile houses or Aquariums) several Indian
Fruit Bats, here with zoo born young.

Alligators seen here were hatched in the Fort Worth, Texas zoo. Among
other animals seen were 1.1 Sable Antelope, a number of Sarus and
Crowned Cranes, two Sloth Bears, 2 Brown Hyena, several Puma, Cinereous
Vultures, a pair of Condor, a zoo breeding colony of European Raven, 1.1
adults and two young Przewalski Horse, families of both Mandrill and
Drill, Jaguar, Leopards, quite a number of Bengal Tigers, Genet, Striped
Hyena, Himalyan Bear, Giraffe (females from Paris Zoo, male from Katowice,
latter probably Reticulated), quite a few Emu chicks all hatched here,
a nice series of moated enclosures for Lion and Tiger, and for Wisent
and Bison. Wild in the zoo are Jackdaws.

In a relatively large pond are a number of Grey Seals , one has been
here 22 years, and several are born every year. The young were seen in
a separate pond. This is one zoo breeding Polar Bear.

Again, as in Cologne, the zoo has a nice reception with Cokes, Coffee,
Orange Juice and some ice cream and cake. Each tour member was given a

brochure with guide book, zoo poster and some pins.

It will be of interest to note that the Curator of Primates nets in a

month the equivalent of US $100. It sounds ridiculous and it really is,
yet she does manage to survive and looks well in spite of it. She has
been there 12 years and has a degree.

That afternoon I gave a talk to all of the staff at the Academy of
Medicine on the San Diego Zoo and Wild Animal Park and also discussed
the various import and export problems we face in America, much of
which was totally new to them and in which they expressed great interest.

Continued
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I would strongly suggest that anyone visiting eastern Europe (and often

western as well, for that matter) leave sufficient time to have talks

with staff members on zoo matters, take some slides of your zoo showing

both animals and exhibits, and if you have a guide book take one along

as a gift. It will all be very much appreciated in an area where there

are so few outside colleagues.

Ne.xt month, Lzntngnnd

NEW ANIMAL HANDLING GLOVES
by

Patrick Stout
Brookfield Zoo

Heavy leather gauntlets that are generally worn for protection during the

routine handling of Primates, Small Mammals and Carnivores, often prove

to be inadequate to prevent bite wounds resulting from tooth penetration.
While there may never be a perfect solution to this problem, gloves made
of DuPont "Kevlar” 29 Aramid seem very promising. This material is a

lightweight fiber with extraordinary strength and toughness , that was
originally developed as a replacement for steel in the belts of radial
tires, and has since been widely used as an effective material in bullet
resistant vests and military flack jackets. "Kevlar" has five times
greater tensile strength than steel and has over two times the resistance
to puncture than leather. The puncture and slashing resistance is even
higher when non-woven felts of "Kevlar" are combined as liners with
woven or knit outer fabrics of "Kevlar". Kevlar is also heat resistant
and is as effective as asbestos for temperatures up to 400^F.

Two companies* manufacture gloves made of "Kevlar" for use in industry
for jobs requiring protection from sharp materials or high temperatures.
A light Kevlar glove covered with small PVC plastic dots (style number
KV326-11, manufactured by Conover Manufacturing Company) has been used
in a research laboratory for handling small rodents.**

For larger animals, such as Primates and Carnivores, a heavy duty
gauntlet (product number 500-10, manufactured by Premier Safety Equipment
Company) offers good protection and provides fairly good flexibility and
dexterity. This gauntlet seems likely to be a good general purpose
animal handling glove. It would be desirable to have a glove with even
greater resistance to penetration than this glove appears to offer, but
until a better glove is devised, this glove seems worthy of consideration.

Both of the companies mentioned above manufacture a wide variety of
styles and weights of gloves made of Kevlar that can be useful in many
non-animal handling zoo jobs, such as handling crates or sharp material;
carpentry; welding; and construction work.

*Conover Manufacturing Company, PO Box 488, Conover, NC 28613
Premier Safety Equipment Co., 2350 Pleasant Avenue, Hamilton, Ohio 45015

**Protective Gloves for Animal Handling by Charles E. Cover, Vol.27, No.

6, Dec. 1977 - Laboratory Animal Science
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THE

STRUGGLE

SURVIVAL

BALD EAGLE, THE NATIONAL SYMBOL
STATES

IS ENDANGERED IN 43

The bald eagle, symbol of the Nation, is officially
listed as endangered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service over most of the country.

Lynn A. Greenwalt, director of the Interior Department
agency, said the effect of the formal listing, which
appeared in the February 14 Federal ’Register , will be
to give the magnificent bird protection against any

Federal action or funding that would adversely modify
its remaining habitat.

The listing covers 43 of the 48 adjoining United States

but not Alaska, where the bald eagle has a thriving
population, or Hawaii, which has no bald eagles. The
remaining 5 States, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan,
Oregon and Washington, have bald eagle populations
which are in somewhat better condition than in the
other States; in those 5 States, the bird is being
listed as threatened.

MARINE OTTER INCLUDED UNDER THE MARINE MAMMAL PROTECTION
ACT OF 1972

The marine otter of Chile and Peru, a cousin of the
river otter, has been officially designated as a marine
mammal and will now benefit from the additional pro-
tection of the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972.

Although the species is also listed as endangered, its

new designation will enable the United States to conduct
periodic research and, through international agreements,
monitor the status of native populations. In addition,
in some instances the Marine Mammal Act imposes stiffer
penalties and greater restrictions on the use of listed
species than does the Endangered Species Act.

Two subspecies of the marine otter are recognized: the
first, from southern Chile, is slightly darker brown on
the surface than the one from northern Chile and Peru.

This species inhabits the coastal waters along the west
coast of South America from Central Peru south to Cape
Horn, Chile. Little is known about its seasonal move-
ments. It occurs mainly in the coastal region, but it
is also known to ascend rivers to at least 650 meters
above sea level.
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UNITED STATES MOVES TO PROTECT NEWLY DISI^OVEREU SEA
TURTLE NESTING BEACH

The United States is moving to protect a recently dis-
covered nesting area on St. Croix for the world’s
heaviest reptile, the leatherback sea turtle, by pro-
posing critical habitat for this endangered species.

The proposal, published in the March 23, 1978, Federal
Register , identifies Sandy Point Beach in St, Croix
of the U.S. Virgin Islands as critical habitat for the
leatherback. Interested persons have until May 22,

1978, to comment on the proposal.

The leatherback sea turtle is a rare and critically
endangered reptile found in scattered locations
throughout the world. The sea turtles, which can
reach 1,200 pounds and 5 feet, require sloping sandy
beaches with at least a foot of dry sand above the
moisture level in areas where deepwater is close to
shore.

During the summer of 1977, the Fish and Wildlife
Service became aware of a newly discovered nesting site
of leatherbacks on the western end of St. Croix.
Various government agencies , including the Service

,

conducted observations and found almost 80 leatherback
nests in addition to evidence of egg poaching and
potential development. Nesting activity was seen to

occur on the .8 mile long by .1 mile wide strip of
Sandy Point Beach. This small area constitutes the
only known beach in lands under U.S. jurisdiction
that is used extensively for nesting by the endanger-
ed leatherbacks.

Anyone wishing to comment on the proposal should
address them to the Director (OES) , U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C. 20240.

WILDLIFE IMPORT AND EXPORT RESTRICTIONS TO BE CHANGED

Persons in the business of importing or exporting wild-

life will be required to be licensed and maintain

records of their activities under a new proposal.

Among the groups which will be required to obtain such

licenses are persons who import and export wildlife for

trade such as pet and animal dealers ; for manufacture
and sale such as furriers and factories producing

leather products; for medical and pharmaceutical research

taxidermists; and freight forwarders.

Interested persons have until May 26, 1978, to comment

on the proposal.
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MEXICAN DUCK PROPOSED FOR REMOVAL FROM ENDANGERED LIST

The Mexican duck has been proposed for removal from

the list of endangered species by the Interior Depart-

ment’s U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

This action, if made final, would remove the Mexican
duck from the protection of the Endangered Species
Act; however, the species would still be protected
unted the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

FINAL EIS ON MARINE MAMMALS IN ALASKA

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine
Fisheries Service have published the final environmental
impact statement on the proposal to waive the moratorium
on the taking of nine species of marine mammals and
return management responsibility to the State of Alaska.
The Department of the Interior, through the Fish and
Wildlife Service, is responsible for three of the
species — polar bears, sea otters and walruses. The
statement was filed with the Environmental Protection
Agency on March 27, 1978.

The statement concludes that some environmental impact
would result if the moratorium were waived and Alaska
allowed to resume management which was assumed by the
Federal Government pursuant to the Marine Mammal Protec-
tion Act of 1972. Up to 250 polar bears, 3,000 sea
otters, and 3,000 walruses could be taken annually
within the limitations of the proposed waiver. Most
polar bears and walruses would be taken for subsistence
purposes. Sea otters would be taken only by the State
under a rigid federally approved management program.
All animals would be taken from well established groups
in areas where their numbers generally exceed or equal
the carrying capacity of the environment so as not to

affect the populations adversely. In fact, the actual
annual harvest probdbly would not exceed 150 polar bears

1,025 sea otters and 2,300 walruses—small numbers
relative to the total estimated Alaskan populations of

9,500 polar bears, 100,000 to 125,000 sea otters, and

about 170,000 walruses.

SOCORRO ISOPOD LISTED AS ENDANGERED

The Sweorre isopod, a relative of the common sowbug,
has been listed as an endangered species.

Persumably the Socorro isopod's ancestors were marine
isopods which inhabited oceans that once existed over
much of the Western United States. As the oceans receded
this marine isopod was able to adapt to the warm fresh
water that became Sedillo Spring, 3 miles west of Socorro
There it existed for millions of years until the spring
was capped and the water piped off in 1949. This des-
troyed the species' only natural habitat, but some of

the isopods made their way into drain pipes and were
able to survive. Today 90 feet of iron drain pipe which
leads to an abandoned bath house on private property is

the only "home" for the 2 ,500 remaining members of this
species

.
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ZOO KEEPER /... The Jackson Zoological Park is now accepting
applications for the entrance level of Zoo Keepers. Salary
$592.00 per month. Standard Benefits. Duties include the
general care and maintenance of a wide variety of mammals,
birds, reptiles and children's zoo animals. Applicants must
have a high school education. Practical experience desirable,
however, we will train the proper persons. Send resume to:

James L. Swigert, Director, Jackson Zoological Park, 2918
West capitol Street, Jackson, Mississippi 39209.

ZOOLOGIST. . . will be responsible to Asst. Director and Director
and capable of acting in their place in either 's absence.
Must be versatile, have aesthetic eye and be capable of super-
vising zookeepers. B.S. degree from accredited university or
college majoring in Animal Science, Zoology or a related
field required. Salary $11,028 - $14,076. Send resumes to:
James L. Swigert, Director, Jackson Zoological Park, 2918
West capitol Street, Jackson, MS. 39209. (601) 354-5211.

Deadline is May 31, 19 78.

CURATOR... Experienced person who has some knowledge of all

phases of work with reptiles. Would be responsible for care

health and maintenance of a collection of 2000 reptiles.
Please send resume, will pay travel expenses to qualified
person for personal interview. Contact Earl Brockelsby, The

Black Hills Reptile Garden. Box 620, Rapid City, SD 57701.

BIRV CURATOR... Responsible for major bird collection, princi-
pally Australasian. Involvement in research encouraged; some
public relations duties. College degree essential. Salary
and conditions comparable with U.S. major zoos. Write airmail
to: Peter Croweroft, taronga Zoo, PO Box 20, Mosman N.S.W.

2088, Australia.

PARK SUPERINTENVEMT/ZOO VIRECTOR... Responsible for Finnup Park
swimming pool and zoo. Collection consists of exhibits in

50 acre zoo within 128 acre park. Six years' varied experience
in park maintenance and three years supervisory experience in

zoo operation required. Contact: Deane P. Wiley, City Manager
PO Box 499, Garden City, KS. 67846.

CURATOR. .

.

update and supervise animal care program at small
municipal zoo. Plan new and rebuild exhibits. Degree in
zoology, animal husbandry, or related field required. Salary
$10,000+. Write: Zoo Committee, City Hall, 402 Kearny Ave.

,

Kearny, NJ. 07032.

EXHIBITS MANAGER... Seeking an individual with broad experience
with materials and techniques needed to develop natural habitat
exhibits. Responsible for a medium-sized exhibit department.
Applicant should possess Bachelor's degree from an accredited
school. Forward resume and salary requirements to: W.B. Armand,
V.M.D., Acting Executive Director, Philadelphia Zoological
Garden, 34th and Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104
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illustrate that this species has a fertility period of at least 17 days.

If this was not the case, then copulation between the breeding pair had
to have taken place in the smaller cage in the presence of the other
three owls. The screech owl has long been considered a very territorial
bird (Bent, 1938). Resulting conflicts have been noted from the intro-

duction of potential breeding pairs of 0. di-io in flight cages, often
leading to the death of one bird (Brisbin) . Therefore, this instance

may demonstrate the inhibition of territorial behavior without disrupting
mating behavior, regardless of close confinement.

If this second possibility is true, then the minimum spatial require-
ments for captive breeding of 0. 06^0 may be as little as a three-foot
cube

.

Literature cited:

Bent, Cleveland, 1938. 0 ^ hlonth Amzhlcan BlAdi Vnzy,

Vcuit II.

Brisbin, I. L. Undated. Raptor Research Foundation Breeding Project
Ques tionaire

Peaker.,., Malcolm, 1975. Sympo6lcL thz lootogldoJi SocA.2.ty 0^ London

^35, kolayi Physiology.

news
Our local chapter is entering its third year and along with that, a new
set of officers. They are:

President - Eric Blow
Vice Pres.- John Keeley
Secretary - Steven Taylor
Treasurer - Dave Marshall

This year should prove to be a big one for the Louisville Zoological
Garden Chapter. We are in the process of initiating a Keeper Education
Program, involving the local medical and veterinary associations, The
University of Louisville, outside guest speakers and zoo staff.

Also in its early stages, our chapter, in coordination with the zoo
administration, commission, and society, plans to have an Adopt-An-
Animal Program. This program for the benefit of our animals, should
provide a source for which visitors can donate money to be used by our
discretion for projects to improve exhibits, etc. We are very excited
about this. Our chapter is growing stronger each year.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOO KEEPERS
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

OCTOBER 15 - 19, 1978

SANTA EE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, GAINESVILLE, FLORIVA
*************************** 11,*********************************************

CONFERENCE HEADQUARTERS will be the Santa Fe Community College, 3000 NW
83rd St., Gainesville, Florida 32601. Tel: (904) 378-9758 or 378-9868.

MOTELS will be: Days Inn, 6901 NW 8th Ave., 1-75 and State Road 26,

Gainesville, FL 32604, Tel: (904) 376-1601, Toll Free : 800-241-9191 ; and
Holiday Inn, 1-75 and State Mad 26, Gainesville, FL 32604, Tel: (904)
376-3221.

CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS The tentative theme for the Conference is "Our
Education for Their Survival". The following topics have been suggested
for presentations: Raptor Rehabilitation

Elephant Control
Coping with Management
Getting a Keeper Job
Value of "In-House
Training"
Value of "On the Job
Training"

Value of Santa Fe Comm. College
Biological Parks Program
Preparing Presentations
Breeding Successes
New Exhibits and Graphics

If enough people express interest in these topics, I will try to find
qualified speakers to present papers on them. If anyone feels able and
willing to speak on one of these topics, please let me know.
Anyone, InteAe^ted -in anting a papaA. on \ny othoA topic o{^ tntoAoiit
6koald contact VabAa Fo6teA, Santa Fa Taacktng Zoo, 3000 NW S3Ad St.,
GainoJiVttia, FL. 32601 . Tat: [904] 378-9758. PAe^antatton6 mii6t ba
about 20 mtnuta^ tong, and can tnctuda 6tlda^, iitm oA otkaA madiia.

Contact Debra by 1 July, send in an outline by 30 July. Send a written
copy of the paper and a list of equipment needed by 30 September, 1978.

REGISTRATION FORM

Name
Address
Zoo
Area of work at your zoo

Q Member of AAZK - Registration Fee: $40.00
LD Nonmember of AAZK - Registration Fee: $45.00

A reservation form for the motel of your choice will be sent to you.
Please indicate your preference below:

Q Days Inn: $14.88 - single Q Holiday Inn: $16.00 - single
$17.88 - double $20.00 - double-

$ 4.00 - each additional $ 4.00 - extra
person, 18 person

$ 1.00 - each additional (all Holiday Inn prices plus
child 4% sales tax)

Please fill out and return this form, with registration fee, to:

Jack A. Brown, Assistant Director
Teaching Zoo, Santa Fe Community College
3000 N.W. 83rd St., Gainesville, FL 32601

Make checks payable to AAZK Conference.
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles

.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,
tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be in final
form and should fit in a page size of no more than 6"xl0". AKF will
not redesign illustrations or graphs.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial Staff. Cite literature use in
text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors is made, but AKF will make every effort to

print the article as soon as possible. All articles will be published
in future issues of AKF for that calendar year.

Telephoned contributions on late-breaking news or last minute insertions
is acceptable. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will
not be accepted.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers) and Associate $10.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student ...$ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations) $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers * Forum . All new
members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card good for
free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.

oAe on an annual bcubli,. S0% a duoj, ajia budgoXdd
ion. pubticRtlon oi knhnal K(iiip2.nj> * Foniun . Extna patchoJ) oAd available.

in.om AAZK He.adquanXe.n^
, ion. $1 .00 e.ach.

Se.nd name, and addne^6 and a che.ck on. mone.y on.de.n. to'

AAZK Headquarters
National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C. 20008

Make. che.cfz6 payable, to Amenlcan A66oclatlon oi Zoo KeepeAA.

ALL CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS AT THE NATIONAl
ZOO. DO NOT SEND THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM . AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
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SCOOPS
SCUTTLEBUTT

RARE BIRDS ON EXHIBIT

Eight rare Tahitian blue lories, smuggled into this country and confis-

cated by the U.S. government, went on exhibit at the San Diego Zoo
on 3 May, 1978.

The blue lories arrived at the Zoo March 24 from federal quarantine in

Honolulu and since then have been in the Zoo's own hospital quarantine
station undergoing the health checks which are routine for all newly-
arrived animals.

Tahitian blue lories are extremely rare. The eight birds which were
placed on exhibit are one of only two groups of the birds known to

exist outside their native habitat in the Society and Cook Islands
and on Rangiroa in the Tuamotu Archipelago. They are probably extinct
on Tahiti.

The eight birds were confiscated by Los Angeles customs agents on Jan.

25, 1978.

Tahitian blue lories are a deep, rich blue in color, with bibs of white
feather under their chins and with bright orange beaks and feet.

Dr. Arthur Risser, curator of birds, said the San Diego Zoo has long
been known for its extensive collection of parrots and parrot-like
birds. More than 30 different species of lories have been hatched at

the zoo, he said. Risser attributed the Zoo's success in rearing
birds of the parrot family to an experienced group of keepers.

See AfCF, volume. iouA.^ numb&A. eZe.vzn, NovembeA 1977, pg. 139

****** REMI N DE R******

AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA

October 15 - 19, 1978
kne. you n.e,gli)te.K.e.d7777

4ee loMt month’

6

-c64ae o^ AKF ^on. ^om and addUieJii

We got thJji tidbit ^A.om Zoo Talk
, publiihed by the Melbourne loo

Quote from the Annual Report for 1918
"The Orang-utan set fire to her house by burning her bags and blankets,

a thing she has often done before. Some visitor evidently had given her
matches, probably to light her pipe. The building was partially des-
troyed, but fortunately she was rescued in time. She has now been in
the Gardens for fifteen year®, and is probably eighteen years old. A
new house of cement is being erected for her, but the structure has
to be very strong."

The orang-utan referred to was the famous "Mollie" who died in 1923.
Her mastery and apparent enjoyment of cigarette and pipe smoking are
included among the many anecdotes written about her during her long life
(over 20 years) at the Melbourne Zoo. Zoo staff provided her with
matches and allowed her - under supervision - to light her own occa-
sional cigarette or pipe. Some members of the public who knew of this
habit, gave "Mollie" cigarettes and matches, with near disastrous
results.
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BIRTHS HATCHINGS
TOURACO HATCHED

by
Ettm Leach

Ctcvctand MeXJwpaAk^ loo

The Cleveland Metroparks Zoo is happy to report the April 16 hatching
of a White-cheeked X Schalows Touraco (commonly Plantain eater). This
was the first time in the 12 years the touraco *s have been at the Zoo
that the pair had bred. Now they have nested twice within 8 weeks.

The first clutch of beige eggs laid was found to be infertile after 22

days incubation. The second clutch had one fertile egg and after 20
days a downy black chick was hatched. The adults regurgitated food to
the nestling and have continued to do so since the juvenile left the
nest 23 days after hatching.

Keeper Tony Massa attributes this rare successful breeding to a change
in diet and the addition of ample nesting areas and materials. The
diet change consisted of Tony’s increasing the protein in the form of
Calf Manna pellets and insectivorous type foods. The amoxmt of total
diet was also increased to simulate spring season abundance. Vitamins
were also added. Shallow nestboxes were placed about 16 feet high in
well concealed areas. Twigs and grasses were available for nest
materials

.

An interesting aspect of this event is that the touracos are in a large
habitat with other birds who are also nesting successfully. This year
we have had hatchings of cockatiels, crowned pigeons (twicel) and
several small soft-billed birds in this same habitat. There has been
no severe aggression shown among the birds in the habitat.

There seems to be little information available on the nesting habits
of touracos and the information that was found is Inconsistent with
our experience.

RINGTAIL LEMUR TRIPLETS BORN AT THE MILWAUKEE COUNTY ZOO. ...........

On March 24, 1978, between 11 and 11:45 am, three male babies were
bom to Milwaukee’s pair of Ringtail Lemurs. This was the third preg-'

nancy for this pair since their arrival here from the San Diego Zoo on

January 20, 19 The previous births had both been single females.

Shortly after the triplets were bom the younger daughter (12 months
old) began attempting to take the babies from the mother, which resulted
in a baby being dropped. Consequently at 4:00pm both young females
were removed to separate quarters, leaving the parents alone with the

babies

.

The next morning at 6:30 a baby was found on the floor of the cage and
was taken to the Zoo’s animal hospital for hand rearing. It appeared
strong and active, eating (SMA fortified with Geveral) and defecating
during the day, but died very early on the 24th. Autopsy gave no indi-
cation of cause of death.

Since that time the mother has provided excellent care for the two
remaining infants, and at this writing (May 15) both are doing well.
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SCREECH OWLS HATCHED AT THE INDIANAPOLIS ZOO

The Indianapolis Zoo is proud of its first hatching of Screech Owls
during the first week of May. At least two young have been noticed.
The exhibit measures 8' x 10 ’ x 8' and faces West, with the nestbox in
the northeast comer.

PRZEWALSKI HORSE BORN TOPEKA ZOOLOGICAL PARK.

The baby, named Rococo, is the first offspring of Colleen and Romar.

The young male is the first Przewalski horse bom at Topeka. The
baby’s name. Rococo means "outmoded or quaint". The population of
Przewalski Horses has now increased to a total of 273 individuals
to be alive in the world.

KEEPERS AS EDUCATORS . . . By Km KatvcUa, CaxatoK
Tut6a Zoo

A modem zoo is a unique urban phenomenon. No other institution has
such a varied, large collection of live animals, offering the community
a vast reservoir of educational material. The Tulsa Zoological Park
and Claremore Junior College in Claremore, Oklahoma, developed a three-
hour credit course in the fall of 1977. Students are assigned to

various activities, including work sessions during which each student
assists animal keepers in all areas. By exposure to the immediate care
of zoo animals, students gain knowledge which only experience can teach.
Keepers, in this situation, function as educators, helping students to

develop practical and realistic views and values on wild animals.
"From the very first I noticed a close relationship between the keepers
and the animal," one student wrote in his final report at the end of
the semester, "Much observation is made in the area of animal behavior
so that even the subtlest of changes are noted." Another student wrote
that her learning at the Zoo "couldn’t have been successful without the

great cooperation of all the zoo keepers".

Copies of the course syllabus is available upon request.

ATLANTA ZOO RECEIVES RARE PYGMY CHIMPS By LoaI A. GaUYi2.y

kUicmta. loo

In cooperation with the San Diego Zoo and Yerkes Primate Center, the
Atlanta Zoological Park has obtained a pair of Pygmy Chimpanzees,
Pan parU^ciU). Laura, age 11, is on loan from the San Diego Zoo and
arrived Thursday, 20 April. She was bom in captivity and is the
daughter of Kakowet and Linda. She was placed in a glass fronted
exhibit that measures 6.5 x 4.8 x 3.2 m. and had no trouble adjusting
to her new environment. This was the first time that she was away
from her family group. Her weight is approximately 30 kg.

Bosondjo, on loan to Yerkes from the Zaire government, arrived at the
zoo Friday, 21 April. He is 7 years old and weighs approximately 40 kg.
Upon introduction, Bosondjo and Laura were immediately attracted to one
another, indicated by the ventro-ventral and dorso-ventral copulation

exhibited in the first five minutes.

Just to keep Bosondjo busy, Laura’s sister will be arriving from Fort
Wayne in a few weeks. If she is as well mannered as Laura, we hope
to establish a successful breeding group with these rare and beautiful
apes

.
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS
Leningrad

by
HaJLV-in L. Jon&6, San V-iego, CoLl^. , USA

On Saturday we flew to Leningrad where it was a bit cool on our arrival
and where ray raincoat and wool suit came in very handy. Sunday morning
accompanied by one of the ladies of our group I went to the Natural
History Museum, which turned out for me, at least, to be one of the

highlights of the trip. The Museum is free and is open every day

except Monday (most museums are closed throughout the USSR on Mondays)
and allows the taking of photographs and flash bulbs. They sell no

guides or postcards. The Museum is a very old one, even antedating
the present building which stands on the Neva River as the first
building on what is called Museum island. One very large main hall is

open to the public with thousands of moimted specimens, arranged in

taxonomic order. As in most old world museums, the specimens are

simply displayed although there is a very active attempt at diorama
displays as in the west, all very well done.

Each specimen is labelled giving both the Russian and scientific name
and a few key exhibits have an English language text. While many are

from the USSR there is almost a complete collection of many forms from
Africa, Asia, Australia and the Americas. Mammals are especially well
represented. In one large comer case are single specimens of African
Black, White, Greater Indian, Sumatran and Javan Rhinoceros. All of
the one species, all in one case.

I noted also among many 2 Douc Langur that would appear to be the race
ni gripes , several Lion Marmoset, Aye Aye, 2 Orang Utan, Fere David Deer,
Greenland Musk Ox, a well done Komodo Dragon, 12 adults and many yoving

Emperor Penguins, 2 Shoebill Stork, several Japanese Crested Ibis, 2

Stellar Sea Eagles, Homed Guan, Pauxi, 2 Grus nigricollis (of which I

managed to get a fair picture), 3 kids of Lyre Birds, Tasmanian Wolf,
many Mammoth and Mastodon skeletons, and of course the piece de resis-
tance the entire mounted Mammoth uncovered in Siberia in 1900 (45,000
years old) and mounted in 1903.

There was also the type specimen of Equus przewalski and some more.
Saiga, very largePersian Gazelle, Przewalski Gazelle, Chiru, Takin,
several Serow and Goral, large Marco Polo Sheep, various other wild
goats and sheep of the USSR, Giant Panda and skeleton. Fossa, six
large Ursus pruinosis. Okapi, almost all species of felines, Babirussa
and a Tamarau.

Next to the Mammoth a great exhibit is that of three wild Yak, a species
that is HUGE in comparison with any zoo specimens, with enormous horns
a dark brown body (not black) and really high at the shoulders.

Unfortunately I only had a little over one hour here, but it was well
worth it. Leningrad indeed is one of THE great natural history museums.

On Monday we visited the Leningrad Zoo, the first Intourist group
(since the visit of Dr. Schroeder some years ago) to do so, and with a

feeling of apprehension on the part of our guide. We were met by Asst.

Director Dr. Ivanov and taken on a tour of the grounds.
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Leningrad is a very old zoo, and it would appear is low on the budget
scale of the city. Many of the exhibits were old by US comparison.

In fact, many would be closed, and while one sympathized with the staff,

one did feel a bit of sadness to see animals so kept. A new zoo is

planned for 1985, until then the present zoo will have to suffice.

Still, despite the oldness, the collection is fairly large, and there

have been some good breeding successes such as Pere David Deer, Kulan,
Capybara, and Snow Leopard. There is a very large, male Indian Elephant
supposed to be 60 years old, several Reindeer, a fine male European
Moose (the species is still found on the outskirts of Leningrad), and
a nice herd of Reticulated Giraffe. The adults came in 1956 and ten

have been bom to date, seven are:^tlll here. There are also two

Prezewalski Horses from Prague, several Yak, American Bison and Wisent,
also Siberian Ibex, Markhor, and Aoudads.

It is interesting to note that the zoo in its education program has
made large new labels to tell of endangered species, outlining the edge
of the label of the color used in the lUCN Red Data Books and including
the figures of the presumed wild populations. Not a bad idea.

There is a hydrid between a male Kulan and a female Grants Zebra, which
is almost the color of a Kulan and with very dark stripes. The zoo has
a dozen Kulan, the stud male now here 24 years. The Giant Anteater
came from the Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago, and four have been bom here.
The first lived for one hour, the second was later sent to the Duisburg
Zoo in Germany, the third lived 2 to 3 months and the last did not
survive

.

The Leningrad zoo also has a family of Snow Hares and Bennett Wallaby.
There are 1.1 Andean Condor and the ever present Cinerous Vultures.
There is an immense Kodiak Bear in a relatively small cage, also a
series of Brown Bears of the USSR as well as mustelids and canines of
the USSR. There are quite a lot of Yellow-throated Marten, mostly bom
at the Kaunas Zoo. Both the yellowish Ring-tailed Coati and Suricate
came from the Tallinn Zoo. I also noted Water Civet, Mink, Wolverine,
and a family of Yellow-spotted Mongoose. Two female Brazilian Tapir
have been bom here, and are kept with their parents. The Hippopotamus
died and that house is now closed.

Following our tour, it started to rain, and we met the various staff
members in a relatively old lecture hall, and discussed zoo matters.
Here as in Warsaw most of the staff are women. On our way out we were
shown a baby Snow Leopard bom a few days before. The zoo has no
guide book or cards, but I was given a series of zoo posters by the

staff. In turn, guidebooks of San Diego were left behind. It was
obvious they were well received.

WexX movLtk, Mo6coiv

AAZPA NATIONAL CONFERENCE Denver, Colorado September 17-21

Anone interested in attending should be sure that they are members prior
to July 1, 1978. Why? Registration fees are $55.00 for members and

$125.00 for non-members. For those seriously interested in entering
the zoo world these conferences are very important.

This conference will cost a lot of money, but by planning and budgeting
for it now, one could probably save enough money for it. A summer
vacation in September might very well be a worthwhile change.
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61 RAFFE BIRTH AT ABILENE
by

Michael. J. Higgins
Abilene Zoological Gardens

On Saturday, April 22, 19 78, a male Reticulated Giraffe was bom at our
Zoo. Though certainly not an unusual species to breed, the birth was
the first of its kind at Abilene.

We were feeling some apprehension prior to the birth for not only did
we lack actual experience in giraffe production, but it was also the
first pregnancy for our six-year-old female, Ginger. There was the
possibility of a deformed or premature calf or if a healthy calf was
produced the mother may have rejected it. Her age at first calf may
have been a positive feature as it is usually first calf females that
have potential problems due to pelvic formation and stabilization.
Ginger quicly dispelled any doubts through her calm behavior during the
birth, which lasted three hours and ten minutes, and the excellent
care and attention given the calf after birth. Although most giraffe
births occur at night, ours took place between 10:30 a.m. and 1:40
p.m. and followed a gestation period of 14% months based on the last
observed copulation.

The event was not withc^tincldent , however, as some difficulty was
encountered during labor when for about twenty minutes all contractions
ceased and the calf seemed to be "hung up" at the pelvic area. The
calf’s large size, six feet tall and about 125 pounds, proved to be a

slight hinderance to the birth process and caused the mother consider-
able pain. But with some shifting of her hindquarters, some pacing,
and resumption of contractions, the calf finally dropped.

Another problem arose when, after repeated efforts at getting to his
feet, the calf could not keep his balance and footing on the slippery
bedding hay provided to cover the hard stone floor. After 2% hours
the calf had become so weak that the decision was made to shift Ginger
to another pen and get him up ourselves. Zoo Supervisor Tom Buchanan
and nQTself succeeded at getting him to his feet and after several
minutes of massaging his leg muscles the calf was able to balance on

his own. Ginger was reintroduced to the pen and the calf promptly
collapsed. After a gradual approach and observation of the female’s
behavior, Buchanan entered the pen to get the calf up again despite the

possibility of the mother kicking out in defense of her calf. But
Ginger remained calm. Not only did she continue to lick the calf but
nuzzled Tom also. She even allowed her teats to be checked for milk

production. Getting the calf to his feet again was easy in comparison
to the difficulty Tom encountered in steering the calf several feet to

help him find Ginger’s teats and begin nursing. Once nursing, the

calf steadily gained strength md coordination and after a few hours
was doing very well.

TRAIN HEADS WORLD WILDLIFE FUND : OatdooA EuMeUn

Russell E. Train has been elected president of World Wildlife Fund - U.

S. according to the Wildlife Management Institute. WWF-U.S. is one of

25 national affiliates of WWF-Internatlonal , a private conservation
organization acting globally to raise money for conserving endangered
species and their habitat.
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MATERNALISTIC BEHAVIOR IN A LOWLAND GORILLA by John
Cincinnati loo

On 23 January 1978, the Cincinnati Zoo celebrated its tenth successful
gorilla birth in an eight year period. It was the fifth birth for our
yoimgest breeding female, Mahari, age 15. Maharj. gave birth at approx-
imately 12:15 p.m. with no apparent signs of labor. This is in contrast
to several of her previous births when she. was observed straining for
several hours before giving birth.

When, the baby was discovered by keepers shortly after birth, Mahari
was in a highly excited state and would clutch the baby tightly,
completely obscuring it from view for short periods of time. At the
slightest whimper from the baby, Mahari would emit deep reassuring
grumbles and press the baby against her stomach. After two hours,
Mahari pushed the bab^s head toward a nipple, gently cupping her hand
behind Its head and bobbing it rapidly against her breast until the
baby started to suck.

With her first infant, Sam (male, b. 1970), Mahari was very curious
about the baby, carrying it around and even pushing its head toward her
nipple. She was rather rough in her treatment of the baby and after
thirty-six hours with no nursing observed, the baby was pulled from
the mother. At each subsequent birth, Mahari became much more relaxed,
carrying the babies more gently, culxBinating with her fourth offspring
staying with her for three years.

Mahari 's efforts at raising her infants have been highly successful
except in one area. Her grooming of the infants becomes so intense
that sores develop on. the babies bodies. Several different measures
have been employed to combat this problem, including introduction
of Mahari ’s mate Hatarl during the time that she has an infant. Mild
tranquillzation has also been used successfully (Phenobarbital or
Librium). Unfortunately, at the time of her latest birth, Mahari was
suffering from a temporary arthritic condition which prevented intro-
duction of her mate and which also lessened the effect of tranquillza^?:-
tlon. Mahari began intense grooming of the baby at one and one half
weeks of age and in early March the baby had to be removed to the
nursery. The infant had developed an ear infection which took several
weeks of treatment in the nursery.

Mahari has now been moved from our old Ape House into our new outside
Gorilla display. Mahari has had no previous contact with conspecifics
other than Hatari and her five offspring. She is presently being

introduced to six other gorillas ranging in age from five to twenty-
four, at the new display. It is hoped that when Mahari becomes
pregnant and gives birth again, she will have enough distractions
that she will become less intensive in the grooming of her infants.

Additionally, it is hoped that Mahari 's maternal istic behavior will

serve as a learning process for our younger females.

Norman Benton, Riverside Zoo in

Scottsbluff, Nebraska would like
to hear from zoos that have
successfully hatched ostriches.
He needs the particulars on
incubation, time, temp., humidity
etc. . . .Write him

c/o Riverside Zoo
1818 Avenue A.

,

City Hall,
Scottsbluff, NE
69361

John Mller, Cincinnati Zoo, would
like to hear from keepers who
have information on Lowlmd
Gorilla vocalizations .. .Write

c/o Cincinnati Zoo
3400 Vine Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
45220
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REHABILITATION OF A
DUSKY LEAF LANGUR
?n.<ii,bytai ob^cu/iu^

by
B. ln/aym Buchanan

St. LouyU Zoo

Abstract
On August 11, 1976 a nine month old, mother raised, male dusky leaf
languar PA,C6bytt6 ob6cuAa6 was transferred from the St. Louis Zoo
Primate House to the Children's Zoo nursery for special attention.
The animal was in an extremely weakened condition. By use of forced
feedings and later behaviorally induced feeding the animal's health
was gradually restored. He was returned to the langur group without
incident after a two month separation.

Procedure
On August 11, 1976 a juvenile male dusky leaf langur VK.Ci>bytLi> ob6CLL6ui>

was brought to the St. Louis Zoo Children's Zoo nursery. It had been
bom at the Zoo on November 13, 1975 and was mother raised in a cage
that also housed the adult male and a juvenile female.
The juvenile male was separated from the group as it was in a very
weakened condition. Its weakness was extreme to the point that al-

though he was nine months of age, he could be handled with absolutely
no restraint. Closer examination showed the animal to be dehydrated
and anemic. There was also a general loss of hair over the entire body.
The animal was judged by our veterinarians to be malnourished.

It was late in the afternoon when the langur arrived at the Children's
Zoo. We gave him a small amount of water via an eye dropper and left
him alone to settle into his new surroundings.

August 12, 19 76: A formula of one half water and one half Ready to Use
Enfamil (Mead Johnson) was mixed. The subject took 40cc of the

formula via eye dropper in the morning. That afternoon we mixed a

small amount of finely crushed Purina Monkey Chow 25 with the same
formula—he took 33cc. Also, this day he ate a few bites of sweet
potato and mullberry leaves.

August 13, 1976: This early A.M. he was seen to drink a small amount
of formula unaided from a small crock. Considering the animal's
general condition, his intake was critically low and had to be increased
forced feeding seemed the only alternative. A mixture of undiluted
Ready to Use Enfamil and finely crushed Purina Monkey Chow 25 was made.
The ingredients were mixed as thick as possible yet still able to pass

through a French sixe 14 feeding and urethral catheter tube (Sovereign).
30 cc of this mixture were tube ded in the A.M. and again in the late
afternoon.

August 14, 1976: 30 cc of the same mixture again tube fed twice today.
He also ate very small amounts of sweet potato, celery, string bean,
and turnip leaves.

August 15, 1976: Because his intake of produce was Improved he was
tube fed 30cc of the same mixture only once in late afternoon. His
general activity is steadily increasing.

August 16, 1976: I found that the subject would more readily eat
produce if I would sit and eat with him offering him some of 'my'

food. This type of inducement will be used continually in the future.
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He was tube fed only once in the late afternoon. It seemed to stimulate

him to eat on his own.

August 17, 1976: We are now offering him a small amount of every kind

of produce we stock, Monkey Chow, and hard boiled egg. He appeared to

have eaten a small amount of each item. He was tube fed only once in

the late afternoon. A small crock of food was left in the cage over-
night .

August 18, 1976: No food left overnight was eaten. We felt there was

just not enough lifht in the building after closing time for the

langur to remain active enough to eat. We therefore quickly eliminated
this practice. Today we also began to offer Science Diet canned
Primate Diet (Hills) . He ate a small amount but was not very enthus-
iastic about it. Late in the afternoon we again tube fed the animal
30 cc of the usual mixture. This was the last time tube feeding was
necessary.

August 25,1976: Because his mobility had greatly improved, we moved
the langur to a cage 52"x52"xl04" in the Children's Zoo main building.
Also, we switched from Purina Monkey Chow 25 to Monkey Chow 15. The
Monkey Chow 15 seemed obviously much more palatable to the langur; I

definitely found it so when I ate "with" him.

August 26, 1976: The animal's produce intake is quite good. However,
we have found that whenever we omit eating Monkey Chow "with" him,
the intake of this item dropped drastically. It is therefore impera-
tive that we continue this extra inducement if the desired amount
of Monkey Chow is to be eaten.

September 2, 1976: Produce intake had increased and stabilized suffi-
ciently enough to place the langur on a regular diet card food pre-
paration system used throughout the Children's Zoo. The following items
and amounts were fed daily:

4 Monkey Chow 15 pellets
1.5 oz. canned Primate Diet
2 hard boiled egg yolks
1.5 oz. celery
1 oz. turnip leaves
1 oz. spinach

2 oz. lettuce
1.5 oz. string beans

3 oz. sweet potato
2 oz. carrot
very small amount of:

apple, banana, orange
This was divided and given in two feeding per day, with the afternoon
feeding having approximately double the amount of the morning feeding.
We dontinued to eat Monkey Chow "with" him prior to each produce feed-
ing. The exact amount for total feeding and individual items was
manipulated on a daily basis in an attempt to maintain a balanced diet.
This was especially important in keeping the Monkey Chow intake stable.
By stable I mean two Monkey Chow pellets per feeding. This was the
maximum we could consistantly get the animal to take.

October 13, 1976: On this day the juvenile male rejoined the langur
group. There was absolutely no aggression toward the juvenile male by
any member of the group and there have been no problems wince his
re-int roduc ti on

.

Measurements
Body weight and temperature were measured infrequently as they seemed
to stress the animal considerably. Listed below are the dates and
results of those measurements taken. Unless otherwise noted all weights
and temperatures were taken early in the A.M. prior to any feedings

C-ontAiLuo-d on page. 104
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that day.

Body Temperature
95.4°F. 101. 2°F (taken in late afternoon)8-13-76:

8-14-76:

8-15-76:
8-16-76:

100. 2 OF

100. 20f
100° F

Body weight
8-16-76: 3 lb.

8-

20-76: 2 lb. 15 oz.

9-

18-76: 3 lb. 11.5 oz.

9-30-76: 4 lb. 9 oz.

Discussion

We have theorized the circumstances leading to the illness of this

animal as fellows:
The juvenile male was at the age of weaning. Observations strongly
indicate that the adult female was no longer producing milk or pro-
ducing an insufficient amount to maintain her off-spring. At the
same time the juvenile male was either unwilling or unable to compen-
sate for the reduction of milk intake with an increased intake of
solids. I strongly feel it was the latter reason. During his reha-
bilitation at the Children’s Zoo we found he was unable to bite small
pieces from a whole Monkey Chow pellet. It is quite probable that even
though his produce intake was a reasonably favorable amomt his intake
of Monkey Chow while with the group was very small. Therefore, he was
unable to eat the main source of protein in the solid diet, Monkey
Chow, at the same time that his former source of protein, milk, was
being eliminated. This resulted in a very malnourished animal.

There were two techniques utilized in this case that I feel are very
noteworthy and whose ommission of either would have probably resulted
in failure. They are (1) force feeding, and (2) behaviorally induced
feeding.

There was really no alternative to the decision to force feed this
animal. Its general condition was extremely poor with no feasible hope
of recovery without some sort of nutritional assistance. The choice of
milk was practically automatic as it is a liquid with high, balanced,
nutritional value. The crushed Monkey Chow was an easy way to increase
the nutritional value of the mixture.

The standard amount, 30 cc per tube feeding, was arrived at by consul-
tation with the Zoo veterinarians. Consideration was given to stomach
size and minimum nutritional needs of the animal.

The forced feedings were sufficient to strengthen the animal enough
that after six days he was not only eating on his own, but eating
enough to continue to improve his general condition.

It should also be noted that the tube feeding appeared to mechanically
stimulate eating. On several occasions we observed him eating produce
only a few minutes after being tube fed. Just prior to the force
feeding he had shown no inclination toward eating.

While housed with the group, the juvenile male was daily observed
sitting with the adult female during feeding closely observing her.

conZinae-d on page, 105
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He would occasionally reach up and take food from her hand or even her

mouth. It is exactly this situation that we mimiced when I earlier

referred to sitting and eating with him and offering him some of "my"

food, i.e., biting off small pieces of food and handing it to him.

This technique worked very well and was an essential part of the reha-

bilitation.

Similar mimic techniques have been used often in the past in various

situations with captive animals. However, they are often referred to

as "tricks" or "gimicks". I feel these very inappropriate terms.

They are what I refer to as behaviorally induced behavior; i.e. by

displaying the proper stimulating behavior one can elicit the desired

behavior response. The use of such techniques shows a sound, basic

understanding of an animal's natural behavior and habits, and are, in

my opinion, a definite form of communication between man and animal.

It is a viable and useful tool for working with captive animals and

should be recognized as such.
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ENDANGERED ANIMALS IN CAPTIVITY
MAY BE RECLASSIFIED

Some wildlife now in U.S. Zoos, animal parks, or otherwise captive in

this country, and presently listed as "endangered," could be reclassi-
fied to a less restrictive status under the Endangered Species Act.

The possible change in status was announced in a notice in the April
14, Federal Register . Such a "notice" is not a proposal, but is a
step which could precede a proposed rulemaking.

The Federal Register notice invites alternative suggestions, as well
as public comment, on the several regulatory approaches open to the

Fish and Wildlife Service.
Two of the alternative approaches have the common denominator of re-
classifying captive wildlife from endangered to the less restrictive
"threatened" category and removing the requirement for Federal permits
for interstate commerce and for certain forms of "taking." (Taking
includes euthanasia as well as capture and other forms of harassment.)
All but one alternative would retain controls on import and export by
requiring Federal permits.

Alternatives being considered include:
—Reclassifying captive endangered wildlife to threatened, with

special rules geared to the biological needs of these species. Permits
would be required only to import, export and, in some cases, to take.

—Reclassifying exotic wildlife to threatened, with special rules
as outlined above. This would retain controls on domestic endangered
species that are not afforded the protection available under import or
export controls.

—Reclassifying certain populations based on their "similarity in
appearance" to populations in the wild that remain classified as

endangered or threatened.
—Deleting selected captive endangered wildlife entirely from

listing in any status or category. This would have the effect of
removing all controls.
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THE

STRUGGLE

eORVIVAt
STATUS OF RHESUS MONKEY POPULATION
IN BANGLADESH TO BE REVIEWED

The rhesus- macaque Is one of the most widely used ani-
mals in biomedical and other research. It is also one
on the most common monkeys in Southeast Asia and does
not appear to be in trouble in any country other than
Bangladesh.

India has always been the major supplier of the
n»nkeys for researchers, but recently imposed a

ban on their export. This means that researchers
will have to obtain rhesus macaques elsewhere, and
Bangladesh, a relatively minor supplier in the past,
may now become the primary source. Dr. Ken Green of
the National Zoological Park, presented data to

indicate that forest destruction and alteration of
habitat by land clearing are the most serious pro-
blems for the species in Bangladesh, and that there
is little indication that Bangladesh will take any

action to reverse this trend due to its high rate

of human population growth. In addition, despite a

prohibition on the export of endemic primates from
that country. Dr. Green's report indicates that
significant numbers of the species have been Imported
from Bangladesh into the United States between
1972 and 1975.

The Service is seeking data, information, and comments
from all interested and knowledgeable parties on the
status of the Bangladesh population of the rhesus
macaque. The Government of Bangladesh has also been
contacted to obtain what information is available there.
This information will be ^alyzed to determine if the

Bangladesh population of the rhesus macaque should be
proposed for listing as an endangered or threatened
species

.

Comments on this review should be addressed to the

Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (OES)

,

Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.

All material should be received by June 13, 1978.

TWO MORE SPECIES OF COLORADO RIVER FISH IN TROUBLE

Two fish species have been proposed for the endangered
species and threatened species lists. The proposal,
published in the April 24, 19 78, Federal Register ,

lists remaining populations of the bonytall chub as

endangered and the razorback sucker as threatened.

The species are known from the Colorado River drainage
in California, Nevada, Arizona, New tfexico, Colorado
and Utah. Two other fish having a similar range,
the Colorado River squawflsh and the humpback chub,
are already listed as endangered.



AFRICAN ELEPHANT LISTED AS THREATENED

Though it once was found in inmense numbers, the

African elephant's population has been declining for
many years because of habitat loss and world demand
for ivory. Current African elephant populations are

estimated to total between 1 million and 1.4 million
animals, but growing demand for ivory makes them
vulnerable to possible future endangerment if they
are not protected.

In establishing protective regulations for the

African elephant, the Service was most concerned
with meaningful control of commercial exploitation.
Import of African elephant parts or products into
the United States, therefore, will be allowed only
from those nations which are members of the Conven-
tion on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)

.

An important consideration in this decision was the
assurance by Britain that Hong Kong would formally
agree to apply all provisions of CITES to ivory im-
ports and exports. Hong Kong had earler declined to

fully regulate trade in ivory in accordance with the

Convention, although it is a meiriser. Hong Kong is

a center of world ivory trade, and this decii^ion to
regulate ivory trade in accordance with CITES means
that all ivory passing through Hong Kong will be
affected and not just the 30 percent that is

normally shipped to the United States.

CALIFORNIA GOLDEN TROUT
SUBSPECIES LISTED AS THREATENED

California's Little Kern golden trout has been added
to the list of threatened species because of hybrid-
ization from introduced rainbow trout and potential
habitat modification.

The major factor in the decline of this species is
the hybridization which has occurred since rainbow
trout were introduced into the Little Kem River
System in the 1930 *s. At present, pure populations
of Little Kem golden trout exist only in headwater
streams which were not stocked with rainbow trout
or have barrier falls that have prevented upstream
migration of rainbows.

New officers at the Santa Fe Teaching Zoo

, Florida;
President .David Ames
Vice Pres... Kris Zaitkus
Secretary. . .Diane

Heaton-Jones

We. we/te M.tLe.ve.d to kmn. that the, tornado that
AtMick GatneAvttte.^ flontda mt6Ae.d
the. c,onve.ntton t& 6tltt onl

Chapter in Gainesvil

chapter
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AWARDS ANNOUNCEMENT FOR AKF

In anticipation of the 1978 ZZAK convention, nominations for the Annual
AAZK Awards are being accepted. There are three award categories:
Excellence in Zookeeping, Certificate of Merit for Zoo Keeper Education,
and Excellence in Journalism.

The first award. Excellence in Zookeeping is given to recognize out-
standing people in the zookeeping field. Any keeper is eligible for
the award and more than one award may be given each year. If five
excellent keepers are nominated five awards will be given. If none of
the nominees qualify no award will be given.

Excellence in zookeeping cannot be determined on the basis of an isol-
ated breeding success or upon one spectacular instance but rather upon
examination of the keeper's total performance. Each keeper has a

slightly different idea of what his or her job entails. There are,

though, basic themes which can be used in judging a keeper's performance.

Perhaps the most essential characteristic is commitment to the animals
and to the profession. Commitment is defined as, "the state of being
bound emotionally or intellectually to some course of action". This
commitment is necessary because the needs of the animals often exceed
the demands of an eight to five workday. Without this basic foundation
of commitment it is impossible to realize one's full potential as an

animal keeper.

The next important quality is the ability to empathize. You must under-
stand your animal's needs, both physiologically and psychologically and
fulfill them the best you can.

In fulfilling the animal's needs a keeper must have a knowledge of the
animal's behavior, physiology, and natural history. This knowledge is

essential to maintain the animals efficiently and effectively. Further-
more, a keeper should actively pursue greater knowledge of his or her
animals through observation or private study. In addition, a keeper
should be able to communicate this knowledge effectively to other
keepers and to the public. At the same time, keepers should be receptive
to the knowledge and experience of others. The task that keepers face
is too difficult to be stingy with our own knowledge or disdainful of
another's opinion. We must share our knowledge with other keepers and
make the public aware of the intrinsic value of the animals we care for.

Finally, the keeper must function as the animal's representative in

policy decisions and planning. A keeper may not be an expert on an

entire order or even a particular family, but he or she should be an

expert on the animals in his or her care. Therefore, since the animals
can't tell us themselves whether a new cage is inadequate or a new
situation too stressful it is up to the keeper to represent their inter-
ests in zoo decisions.

These, then , are the basic criteria for examining the performance of a

zookeeper. Any single area, isolated, is of little value. The ability
to empathize with the animals is useless if you lack the knowledge and
skill to improve their care. Similarly, knowledge and skill without
commitment leads to a keeper who, "keeps his or her animals alive and
nothing more." Each area must be evident in the good zookeeper. The
excellent zookeeper will excel in one or more of these areas, but can-

not lack any of them. If you feel that a keeper you know meets these

continued on page 109
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AfCF Afil^RVS continued. . .

.

criteria, submit his or her name along with a brief letter describing
why you feel they deserve the Excellence in Zookeeping award.

The next award, the Certificate of Merit for Zoo Keeper Education is

given the zoo most actively promoting educational programs for zoo
keepers. Keeper training courses, staff seminars, and reimbursement
for formal education are obvious examples of such programs. If you feel
that your zoo merits such an award, please submit a brief letter of
nomination, mentioning specific educational programs at your zoo.

The final award presented by AAZK is the Certificate of Excellence in
Journalism. The award is given for the best article submitted to the
AKF during the period from July 1977 to July 1978. Selection of the

best article will be made by the editors of the AKF on the basis of
style and content.

Nominations for the Excellence in Zookeeping and the Zoo Keeper Educa-
tion awards will be accepted up to August fifth, after which time
winners will be selected by the awards chairman and the Board of
Directors. Awards will be presented to the winners at the AAZK National
Convention on October 15-19, 1978.

Please send your nominations Ho

Jeffrey Roberts
Primate House
Brookfield Zoo
Brookfield, 111.

60513
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,
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LIVING MUSEUM COOKDINATOR. .

.

Coordinate activities of a

four-building complex scheduled for opening this fall.

Salary $808 - $1, 086/mon. Degree in natural sciences

and broad knowledge of North America's natural history
is required; interpretive experience desirable.

Contact David Zucconi or Ken Kawata, Tulsa Zoological
Park, 5701 E. 36th St. North, Tulsa, Ok. 74115.

AQUARIST [ANIMAL CARE SUPERVISOR) . .

.

Supervise and

participate in the maintenance of fresh and salt-water
fishes, with emphasis on North American ichthyofauna.
Degree and experience required, as well as familiarity
with all phases of aquarium management and presentation.
Salary $894 - $1,199/ mon. Contact David Zucconi or
Ken Kawata, Tulsa Zoo, 5701 E. 36th St. North,
Tulsa, OK 74115.
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AVICULTURIST [Animal CaAe SopeA-ukAO^) ... Responsible for a bird collection
and personnel tmder direction. Must be capable of supervising
propagation programs, decoration and modification of exhibits; have

thorough knowledge of proper husbandry techniques, avian reproduction
as well as major changes in zoo exhibits. Requires a bachelor's degree

in zoology or related field and experience in zoo aviculture.

Previous supervisory experience preferred. Salary $894-$!, 199/month

.

IContact David Zucconi or Ken Kawata, Tulsa Zoo, 5701 East 36th Street
North, Tulsa, Okla. 74115. (918) 835-8472
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GENERAL CURATOR.., Responsible for daily operations of
small zoo on college campus, which functions as a train-
ing facility for student zookeepers. Supervision of
physical plant, animal collection and office staff.
Degree in biological sciences and four years of zoo
experience (1 year at supervisory level) or equivalent
combination of training and experience. Send resume
and references by 10 July 1978 to: Debra Foster,
Teaching Zoo, Santa Fe Community College, 3000 N.W.
83rd Street, Gainesville, FL 32601.

KEEPER. . .Work in children's zoo or nursery. One year
paid experience in an exotic animal facility and high
school diploma or G.E.D. required. Experience working
with public helpful. Starting salary-$760/mo. Contact:
John C. Donaho, Acting Curator, Children's Zoo, Houston
Zoological Gardens, P.O. Box 1562, Houston, TX 7 7701.
(713) 522-3961.

CURATOR/HUSBANVRV . .

,

Responsible for over-all operation
of husbandry department and the acquisition and display
of planned collection of marine and freshwater speci-
mens, aquatic birds, plants, and marine mammals. Will
supervise the training of all department personnel.
Research involvement will be encouraged. Should
possess B.S. degree and public aquarium experience.
Forward resume to: J. S. Kepley, Executive Director,
Baltimore Aquarium, Inc., Room 129, Inner Harbor
Campus, Community College of Baltimore, Lombard and
Market Streets, Baltimore, MD 21202.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

ZOOKEEPERS . .

.

B.S. degree in a life science-related *

field, or 3 years' experience and class work towards a

degree. General animal care for basically large hoofed
stock collection. New zoo being built. Starting salary
$8,240.57. Send resume to A1 Fontana, Administrative
Officer, Crandon Park Zoo, 4000 Crandon Boulevard,
Miami, FL 33149 (305) 361-2515.

ZOO ATTENVANT... Responsible for routine manual work
in caring for a variety of animals and birds. Minimum
of one year's experience, preferable in aviculture in

a zoological situation. Salary $6,360 - $8,520.
Application deadline 15 June 1978. Reply to:

Beverly Spencer, Personnel Technician, Department of
Personnel, 1st Floor East Wing, City Hall Building,
P.O. Box 1531, Norfolk, VA 23501

EAGLES AND OSPREYS INCREASE IN LAKES STATES

The 1977 U.S. Forest Service survey of bald eagles and ospreys on national
forests of the Lakes States revealed a record number of both birds, the
Wildlife Management Institute reports.

The Service located and checked 197 active nests. Seventy percent of the
nests were successful and produced 212 young. The number of active nests
and the number of young produced are the highest recorded since the sur-
veys began in 1965. In 1976, the Service located 178 eagle nests which
produced 187 young.

no



INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers , and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles

.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,

tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be in final
form and should fit in a page sizre of no more than 6"xl0". AKF will
not redesign illustrations or graphs.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial Staff. Cite literature use in
text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors is made, but AKF will make every effort to

print the article as soon as possible. All articles will be published
in future issues of AKF for that calendar year.

Telephoned contributions on late-breaking news or last minute insertions
is acceptable. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will
not be accepted.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers) and Associate $10.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student $ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations) $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers * Forum . All new
members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card good for
free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.
Membe/L6/i^p4 oAe on an annual ba^l6. 50% a mmbun.'^ duoM an.(L budgeXzd
ion. pabllcjjutlon Animal Ke.&peA^ * Foahjti . ExX/ui patches oA^ available
l^Lom AAZK HeadquoAleAi, $1.00 eaek.

Send name and addA.e66 and a cheek oA money on.den. to:

AAZK Headquarters
National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C. 20008

Make checks payable to American Association loo Keepens.

ALL CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS AT THE NATIONAI
ZOO. DO NOT SEND THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS * FORUM . AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
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SCOOPS
SCUTTLEBUTT

RARE BIRDS ARRIVE THROUGH INTERNATIONAL CONSERVATION EFFORT

The Philadelphia Zoo recently received six young hermit ibises on

breeding loan from the Jersey Wildlife Preservation Trust, a zoo

located on the Isle of Jersey (part of the Channel Isles) in the

English Channel. This cooperation between zoos represents an inter-
nation conservation effort to save this bird from extinction.

The Wildlife Preservation Trust International, a worldwide fund-
raising organization that has its headquarters at the Philadelphia Zoo
and supports projects concerned with captive breeding of endangered
species of animals, has donated $1,500 for the building of breeding
quarters for the hermit ibises. Interestingly, this organization also
donated the funds for the construction of the original breeding quarters
for hermit ibises at the Jersey Zoo, and our six new arrivals were among
10 of this species hatched and fledged there in the last three years.

Also known as the bald ibis, the red-cheeked ibis, and the waldrapp
ibis, the hermit ibis has almost been exterminated in the wild. This
species, which likes to nest amid cracks and narrow ledges of steep
cliffs, dates back more than two million years in the Swiss portion of
the Alps, according to fossil evidence. The ibis established breeding
colonies throughout that mountain range until the seventeenth century.
However, these birds became the table delicacy of nobility in the late
1400s, a status that continued to grow until this species became
extinct in Europe by the middle 1600s.

*****REMINDER*****

PRIMATOLOGISTS CONFERENCE

Tke. Se.cond Annual Con^oAmce the Ame/Ucan Society oi P/Umatologt6ti>

ijotll be held on the campai o^ Emohij iinlveutty, Atlanta, GeoA,gta.

September 6-10, 1978

For more information contact; Dr. Sue Savage-Rumbaugh

,

Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center
Emory University,
Atlanta, GA 30322

******************

CAMELS TAKE HEART 1 . .. UPI NEWS RELEASE

Camele of the world take heart*. Israel has invented the camel clinic.

Ben-Gurion University Tuesday Inaugurated a $1 million clinic for

camels, the first of its kind in the Middle East. Part of the

university's veterinary hospital, the new clinic can perform X-rays,

blood tests and urine tests on camels.

Ill



BIRTHS HATCHINGS
HYACINTHINE MACAW/ EGYPT I AN VULTURE HATCHING AT OKC ZOO....

A. Cte.vengeA

Wo^'piXaL/ Isolation
RoAe Special BA.&edlng

Oklahoma City Zoo.

khua

This spring has brought at least two significant hatchings to the off-
exhibit breeding area of the Oklahoma City Zoo.

On the 22nd of April the first egg of a clutch of two Egyptian Vulture
MdOph^n pe,n.cnopt2.AiLi eggs laid 12 and 22 March 19 78 hatched. The
second was subsequent^ broken and the contents apparently eaten by
the chick and parents. The eggs were laid on a loosely constructed
nest in a platform built by the keepers. Both the male and female
birds were extremely protective of the nest throughout the incubation
period (42 days) and the young bird has been entirely parent-raised.
The parents are approximately nine years old, are wild-caught and have
laid eggs the last four years. By day #56 (16 June 78) the young bird
was almost as large as the parents and was covered by light brown juv-
enile plumage. This is the first successful parent-rearing of this
species at Oklahoma City. (Two chicks were artificially incubated to
hatching in 1975. Both died during attempted hand-rearing at 26 and
9 days.)

Equally significant is the hatching and parent-rearing of two

Hyacinthine Macaw AnodonhynchixS kyaclnthlnLH chicks. In August of 1977

we moved a "behavioral" pair of birds into a 12' x 12' x 12' enclosure
with two nest box alternatives and crossed our collective fingers.
The male repeatedly entered the nest box from late November 1977
through the middle of February 1978. On 25 Feb 78 the female entered
the nest box for the first time. The nest box chosen was a wooden
whiskey barrel placed vertically with a ten inch hole halfway up the

side. The nesting material provided was cedar bark chips (from 2" to
3" in diameter) which had been soaked overnight.

During the time both birds were first noticed using the nest box, court-

ship display began to occur. This consisted of raucous vocal accompan-
iment to simultaneous face-to-face head-bobbing, mutual grooming of
the cloacal area, mutual "billing" and approach-displacement movements
by both birds. By 10 March 78 both birds were beginning to use the nest
box and Courtship behavior was occuring in the nest. On 16 March 78

both birds were observed in the nest box and the female was not observed
to leave the box until 19 April 78 (32 days incubation).

At that time both male and female came out to eat, the female with her
breast feathers dark, ruffled and very wet. Definite chick noises were
heard from the nest the next afternoon. Since the fostering of parent-
rearing is one of the main aims of the off-exhibit breeding area, we
chose to let the parents be parents and they have rewarded us. The
chicks finally showed their heads to the world 58 days after hatching
on 16 June 78, fully feathered and well over half the size of the adults.

The world at-large will be hearing more from the off-exhibit breeding
area at the Oklahoma City Zoo in the near future. We also have had
births this spring from our Snow Leopards VayithdfUX. uncla and Geoffroy's
cats Tzlii, gzo l{iH.oyl. Reproductive potential has also been shown in

pairs or groups of the following species: Ornate Hawk Eagle Splzaetu6
OAnatuui), Spectacled Owls ?ali>atnlx poA^bplclttata, Vulturine guineafowl
AcAjylliim vultu/Unum, and the Bataleur Eagle Tdfiatkoploub caaadatLL6.
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ELEPHANT PROGRAM PROGRESSING... by Foal M. P^ce, Sn.. AnirnaZ Tach.

VZckeASon Pa/ik Zoo

SpHAjiQiloJid, Mo.

It has been seven months since we began our elephant management pro-
gram. In these seven months I feel our staff and elephant have come

a long way.

Our elephant now obeys over 25 different commands and is broke to ride.

But it isn't all play for "Minyak" ; she also has a harness and single-
tree. We are currently vising our elephant to skid logs for exhibit
purposes and to pull our trucks which occasionally get stuck.

At this time I feel we have a very well structured elephant program.
We have four full-time elephant people, with two back-up personnel.
Our elephant has two hard workouts daily, morning and evening, with a
light workout and bath at noon.

I feel our elephant is in better mental and physical health than she
has ever been. I think that this type of program is vital for insti-
tutions which are not able to keep their elephants in the ideal herd
situation.

I would like to thank the elephant staffs at the Kansas City and Topeka
zoos for the time and effort spent with us in allowing us to view
their programs. I would also like to thank everyone who replied to the
last article for opening up a line of communication.

Thaik you.

TWO RARE ANIMALS AT PHILADELPHIA ZOO....

The Philadelphia Zoo in Fairmount Park recently welcomed the arrival of
a 4-month-old female Baird's tapir on breeding loan from the San Diego
zoo.

Another endangered species, the giant anteater, also recently made its
debut at the Zoo. The animal, a male, is on breeding loan from the
Lincoln Park Zoological Gardens, Chicago.

CITES gains support in Japan . . .

Ihom I new June, 1978

Michael Higgins, Abilene Zoo, would
appreciate correspondence with any-
one who has worked with reproduction
in the Marabou Stork, Le.pj6yptZZo6

CAume.nZ^e.ALL& . Please contact him
at the

Abilene Zoological Gardens
Bok 60
Abilene, Texas 79604

For the first time ever the Endangered
Species Convention was discussed at the

annual meeting in May of the Japanese
Association of Zoological Gardens and

Aquariums. The great majority of those

attending the meeting said that Japan
should ratify the Convention as soon as

possible. A resolution to this effect

has been submitted to the Japanese
government

.

The Association (which is a member of

lUCN) has also said that after ratifi-
cation it will help in providing customs

authorites with identification manuals.
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS

by
MoAv^n L. JonoJi, San VZ&go, Catc^., USA

MOSCOW

At about 8:30 the following morning we arrived in sunny and warmer
Moscow, met by our new Intourist guide Maria Orlova - Marsha for short,
a vibrant young lady (young mother) who radiated the wanmess that
was Moscow as compared to the colder atmosphere of Leningrad. The
city of Moscow is large, population of 8 million makes it one of the

world's largest, and while our guide continually pointed out that
it was not as old as Leningrad, it certainly gave a much more radiant
appearance. Streets are wide, and while traffic is getting more
every day, there did not seem to be the massive throngs of pedestrians
as in Leningrad. The people also seemed better dressed, and downright
cheery.

Naturally we were given a tour of the city, to include the Kremlin
which has a number of treasures, and then finally the zoo. Again this
was a breakthrough for the Intourist folks who just could not really
conceive bf anyone wanting to see the zoo, so the Ministry of Culture
sent along one of its ladies to double check. I think that they are now
convinced that it might be well to add the zoo to its sights of Moscow.
The zoo is large in area and collection, in our two hour visit we only
skimmed the surface. But then any zoo takes a full half day to see,
most on this trip should have been allocated a full day.

We were met hy Asst. Director Vladimir Spitsin, by Education specialist
Marina Prutkina (who served as our translator) and the Chief of the

Methodological Section - more or oless General Curator Dr. S. Kudryavtsev.
All were enthusiastic in our coming to the zoo and took us to a number
of off exhibit areas. Moscow has for years been planning a new zoo,

and this time I think it has a chance. Dr. Spitsin is very interested
and his push will win out. Again it would be impossible to list all
the animals, but a few highlights. Very large male Walrus, here since
fall 1961 (and thus one of The oldest in captivity animals) , no tusks
but a really large animal; Musk Ox, from Berlin; several young gorilla;
quite a number of Pere David Deer; one King Penguin now there six years;
Manchurian Crane.

Since the zoo works closely with the Academy of Sciences, the crane will
go the Crane Foundation at Baraboo as soon as the US permit is cleared.
There is a very large feline collection as well as a number of ungulates
and primates. The pair of Siberian Tigers are supposedly wild caught
and I must say look very good. They also have Chinese Tigers and Suma-
trans. The pair of Maned Wolf look okay, the female is from Brazil,
the male bom at Prague. I saw Damara Zebra, nice Spectacled Bear and

a number of various sheep and goats. However, trying to keep up with
the staff, talk to them about common zoo problems, and answer queries of
our group prevented me from making any kind of notes as to just what
I saw. After all, we just did not have enough time.

This zoo also had a nice reception for the group, and gave out zoo maps
and pins. Later, after lunch, I returned and gave a talk to all of the

staff and it would seem keepers as well for about 3 hours. There
were a number of questions dealing with subjects such as nutrition (they

have two Curators of Nutrition) and animal import and export laws. They
too were totally unaware of our problems and laws and I hope I have helped.

Next month to PAague . . .

.
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{^n.om Vout SammaxcLO, Ckapt^K CooH-dinoutoK

corner the. {^oiZowZng ....

Packets of information to aid in chapter forma-
tions are available from me. These include tips
on chapter projects, how to start getting a

chapter together, how to write a constitution,
and a chapter charter application.

chapter
Littto, Rook Chapt&A
Little Rock loo
^1 Jane^boH.0 VAtve
Little Rock, AAkamoi
72205

Little Rock’s officers are
President - David Westbrook
Vice Pres.” Carroll Hargrove
Secretary /-Treasurer

Emily Stoffregen

news
This newly formed chapter is starting a chapter
newsletter and is interested in exchanging
publications with other chapters.

Portland Chapter has elected new officers:
President - Roger L. Henneous
Secretary - Helen Moore
Treasurer - Mike Keele

Santa Fe Association of Zoo Keepers' new officers
are

:

President - David Ames
Vice Pres.- Kris Vaitkus
Secretary / Treasurer

Diane Heaton-Jones

Please update your directory entry

by sending me any information that

has changed since the last printing

of the AAZK directory, and adding

information on your area ofiwork

or special interest, as soon as

possible.

It will be helpful and a bit more

interesting, if chapters will make

a list of their members, preferably

with each member’s directory infor-

mation .

Thanks,

PatAlcla 5. ScurtmoAco

Lincoln PcUik Zoo

100 We^t
Chicago, IL 60614

* * * HAVE YOU SENT IN YOUR NOMINATION FOR

THE EXCELLENCE IN ZOOKEEPING AWARD? ? ?

-iee page 108 In loit month' 6 Fortum {^ofi the details.
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THOUGHTS ON WILDLIFE LEGISLATION ... bi/ Lande^ H. Be££

The first comprehensive endangered species legislation was enacted by
the 89th Congress and has become known as the Endangered Species Pres-
ervation Act of 1966.^ Under the consolidated and expanded authority
of the Secretary of the Interior the purpose of the act was to conserve
and restore, where necessary, selected species of native fish and
wildlife found to be threatened with extinction.

In 1968, the 91st Congress enacted Public Law 91-135 known as the

Endangered Species Act of 1969.^ This expanded the endangered species
program by helping to insure that the United States would not contri-
bute to the extirpation of other nations’ wildlife.

3
The Endangered Species Act of 1973, pursuant to agreements with inter-
national agencies^ including the International Union for Conservation
of Nature and Natural Resources (lUCN) , based in Morges, Switzerland,
lists more than 800 species of mammals, birds, amphibians, and reptiles
that are presently threatened or endangered.^

Although extinction is an important part of the natural world, it has
only been recently that it has been excessively accelerated by un-
checked human development and expansion. ° In the last four centuries,
200 species of mammals, birds, and reptiles have become extinct. Much
of this is the result of wildlife habitat being taken over for human
needs. Livestock ranches in Australia have caused a serious reduction
of native species and in East Africa the wild animal population has
dropped by 75% in the last 100 years due largely to poor management of
range cattle which have turned half of the original habitat into desert.
Brazil has started a major push into its interior for the development
of agricultural and natural resources.^

In the face of human development, much is being done to save wildlife
through the intervention of international agencies and regulations
similar in intent to the Endangered Species Act of 19 75. Throughout
much of the world these laws have been effective in slowing down land
use practices that are harmful or dangerous to wildlife.

I contend that in the long view many wildlife populations will inevi-
tably give way to human needs. If we are going to save existing
species, and not attempting to do so is insupportable, we must develop
a strong international covenant for the management of natural resources
A this point in time, me a culpa chest thumping is merely indulgent and
only forthright rational thinking will bring humans to that delicate
balance between needs and resources.

The Earth is a closed system, a tiny particle in infinite space, and
for nearly 5 billion years organic material has been evolving through
various life forms on its surface. There is nothing in nature to

prove that it cares more for our human species than for any other
species. We may one day vanish as thousands of life forms before us.

Whatever we have in common with other living things , there is one
characteristic that is our exclusive genius: we are the only species
in nature capable of controlling our existance by the power of our
intellect.

We must bring that intellect to bear before our biomes and economies
collapse leaving billions of starving, desperate humans, scrambling

continued on page 121
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THOUGHTS ON WILDLIFE LEGISLATION conUnue.d

over the barren waste, searching futilely under the pall of a dense,
hot atmosphere for something to eat.

1. "Endangered Species Act," United States Code , Congressional and
Administrative News; 93rd Congress , First Session 1973, Vol. I,

Laws and Legislative History (West Publishing Co., St. Paul, Minn.)

p. 979

2. "Endangered Species," U.S. Code, Vol. I, Laws and History , p. 981

3. "Endangered Species," U.S . Code , Vol. I, p.991

4.. "Endangered Species," U.S. Code , Vol. I pps . 979-80

5. "Endangered Wildlife," Martin A. Bacheller, Editor in Chief, CBS

News Almanac , 1978 (Hammond Almanac, Inc., Maplewood, New Jersey,

1977) p. 266

6. "Ecology and Environment, Highlights, 19 75," compiled by the

Editors of the Reader's Bigest Almanac, Reader's Digest 1976
Almanac and Yearbook (Reader's Digest Association, 19 76) p. 181

7. "Introduttion to Vanishing Species ," Remain Gary, Vanishing Species ,

Editors of Time-Life Books (Time-Life Books, New York, 19 74) p. 14
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Vo you know o^ an Znt2.ne^tlng con^e.^ence oh. inminah. coming up? Let 06
know tn time to puhllctzc It and let otkeh^ leohn with. you.

Have you been to a con^eAence oa ^emtnoA lately? Let o6 know about It.
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KEEPER PARTICIPATION IN ZOO RESEARCH by \J^nnon W. KiAUng, J/i.

RUQ.a/ich CentzA
CA.andon Pank

The accumulation and analysis of existing knowledge, and the develop-
ment of new knowledge through scientific studies are the two functions
of research that can greatly benefit captive management, propagation,
conservation, and the general welfare of the animal collection.

To perform these research functions properly requires the efforts of a

number of individuals: a research director/curator; research depart-
ment staff; other zoological park staff, including the keepers; univer-
sity and college professors; scientific specialists from private
enterprises and government agencies; local, state, and federal park
research biologists; high school, undergradmte and graduate students;
and volunteers.

It would be difficult to seriously consider research a significant part
of a zoological park’s activities without at least one individual being
assigned to the administration of the research program. This is a full
time job, providing the coordination necessary for integrating the
services of those needed to make the research effort work (refer to
the above list), and for integrating the research program with the
other zoological park programs - the animal exhibition program, propa-
gation-conservation program, animal health program, education program,
public relations program, etc.

The responsibilities of this individual - the research director/curator

-

will vary from zoo to zoo, as will the responsibilities of the research
department. However, in order to demonstrate in what areas of study the

keeper can participate in the research program, the program of the Dade
Coianty Zoological Park will be used as an example. Other examples are

found in the Animal Keepers Forum , the Jersey Wildlife Preservation
Trust Annual Reports , and the publication. Research in Zoos and
Aquariums .

The Dade County Zoological Park is now under construction, and when

completed will be a 740 acre natural habitat facility with the animal

collection being exhibited z oo geo graph! cally . There will be approxi-

mately 3,000 specimens and 200 employees. When completed, it will

replace the present Crandon Park Zoological Garden facility. While the

research department has been planned for the new facility , there are

about twelve projects already in progress, so that the research program

will be well under way by the time the new facility is opened to the

public

.

This research program will be concerned with four general program areas

and the following study areas: animal health and general welfare of

the animal collection; propagation-conservation of endangered species

in the animal collection; propagation-conservation of endangered

Florida fauna; and wildlife data analysis and record keeping system

development. Study areas will include: animal behavior; systematics;

measuring physiological norms; reproductive physiology; genetic

problems associated with long term breeding programs; genetical sexing;

comparative pathology and parasitology; exhibit design in relation to

the biological requirements of the animal; and fauna conservation

management in captivity and in the wild. In addition, more specialized

studies will be appropriate for our zoological park. These will include

toxicological substcince studies to determine what levels of pesticides.
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KEEPER PARTICIPATION con^Unued

heavy metals, and other pollutants are in the zoological park environ-

ment, since the facility is located in an agricultural area.

Of all the individuals listed as necessary to the research program, the

keeper can provide valuable and unique assistance, but at the same time

there are unique problems involved with utilizing this assistance. The

amount of involvement on the keeper's part will depend on the keeper’s
abilities, experience, and enthusiasm, as well as, the administration's
willingness to cooperate in allowing the keeper to spend a certain

amount of his/her time on research activities.

The amount of keeper involvement would be associated with the research
activities performed:

1. observing and recording animal health , behavioral , and other
information for the zoo staff or for a researcher doing a pro-
ject that requires specific information. This could be done in

the normal course of the keeper's daily animal management activi-
ties. For instance, keepers and volunteers have been used to

record animal behavior through the use of standardized check-

sheets at the National Zoological Park (Kleiman 1974). Also,
keepers can effectively monitor their animal's health as explained
by Roberts (1975).

2. assisting ^ researcher with a. specific project . This might be

done both while on the job as well as after hours on the keeper's
own time. This should encourage those keepers interested in the

educational process and in how research is conducted to learn

more about these processes. It would also give a keeper an idea
of where his/her interests really lie while broadening his/her
understanding of the animal kingdom and of science.

3. conducting your own research project . This would be time consuming
for the keeper, but for those qualified, would be very satisfying.
Most of the work would have to be done on the keeper's own time
and with guidance from the research staff, however, it would
be an invaluable learning experience. For good examples of this
kind of participation, refer to the Jersey Wildlife Preservation
Trust Annual Reports.

All of these Involvements in the research activities of the zoological
park would be beneficial to the park as well as to the keeper and would
more than make-up for the small amount of time that may be taken away
from the keeper's routine work. This fact is understandable and needs
no argument for those zoological park administrations where the task of
captive wildlife management is accomplished through a team effort and
where the keeper is consulted and his/her ideas are respected and
considered. In those zoological park administrations where this is not
the case, there is no sense in trying to argue the above concept of
keeper participation in research activities.

Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a great deal of keeper invol-
vement in zoological park research activities, for there are virtually
no examples of such in the literature. It appears that the extent of
keeper involvement is in the form of keepers keeping their own private
notes and observations on their favorite animals. This is probably
because there is little well thought-out, organized research activities
within zoological parks, and because few park administrators encourage
keeper participation in a team effort to manage the animal collections.
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KEEPER PARTICIPATION conUnuQ.d

Some keepers do not want to become involved in research activities
because they simply are not interested in such matters or because they
do not understand what is involved in the phenomena, research. For
those who do not want to become involved, there are perhaps other areas

of interest, such as the education program. For keepers who are inter-
ested, there should be a mechanism by which they can become involved.
There is more than enough research work to involve all interested
persons if we are to succeed in conserving the dwindling natural
heritage being left to the care of our zoological parks.
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* * * ARE YOU REGISTERED FOR THE AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE? ? ?

Name
Address
Zoo
Area of work at your zoo

O Member of AAZK - Registration Fee: $40.00a Nonmember of AAZK - Registration Fee: $45.00

A reservation form for the motel of your choice will be sent to you.
Please indicate your preference below:

d'Days Inn: $14.88 - single O Holiday Inn: $16.00 - single
$17.88 - double $20.00 - double-
$ 4.00 ^ each additional $ 4.00 - extra

person, 18 person
$ 1.00 - each additional (all Holiday Inn prices plus

child 4% sales tax)

Please fill out and return this form, with registration fee, to:
Jack A. Brown, Assistant Director
Teaching Zoo, Santa Fe Community College
3000 N.W. 83rd St., Gainesville, FL 32601

Make checks payable to AAZK Conference.
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THE

STRUGGLE

SURVIVAL

S'W CRITICAL HABITAT FOR HAWKSBILL
SEA TURTLE IN PUERTO RICO PROPOSED

Critical habitat for the Puerto Rican population of
the endangered hawksbill sea turtle has been proposed.

The proposal, published in the May 24, 19 78, Federal
Register was made to ensure the integrity of beaches
on Isla Mona and Culebra Island—areas i^ed by si^if-
icant nu^ers of nesting turtles. Interested persons
have imtil July 23, 1978, to conment on the proposal.

The hawksbill sea turtle is a rare and critically
endangered species found throughout the world in
tropical seas. Much of the hope for its survival
and recovery depends upon the maintenance of suitable
and mdisturbed nesting beaches. The Service recog-
nizes that areas containing such beaches may qualify
for recognition as critical habitat as referred to in

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973.
Under that Act, no Federal agency could authorize,
fimd, or carry out any action which might affect

the critical habitat of listed species.

Green sea turtles as well as h^ksbills are known
to nest on all of Mona Island, which is already
listed as critical habitat for three other endangered
species--the Mona ground Iguana, Mona boa, and yellow-
shouldered blackbird. Offshore areas appear to
support a soMwhat stable and resident population of
hawksbills

.

Nesting also occurs on suitable sandy beaches on

the north shore of Culebra Island as well as on the
nearby islands of Cayo Norte and Isla Culebrlta.
The rich offshore reefs provide a good feeding area
for the loggerhead, and green sea turtles on: these
beaches. The critical habitat for the endangered
giant anole, a large lizard, overlaps the proposed
critical habitat of the hawksbill on Playa Resaca.

TWO TURTLE SPECIES PROPOSED AS ENDANGERED:
HABITAT LISTED

The Key mud turtle t.AJiOht2,HM.on. bauJii baxLAA, and the
Plymouth red-bellies turtle ChAy&e,my6 HJUibKVJtYLtfiiA

ban.g-6-t have been proposed by the Interior Depart-
ment's U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to be endangered
species and their critical habitats have been identified.

This notice was published in the May 19, 1978,
Federal Register .

This action is being taken because the habitats where
these species dwell is subject to intense alteration.
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LARGEST BALD EAGLE ROOSTING SITE
THREATENED BY LOGGING IS ACQUIRED BY CONDEMNATION

In an effort to preserve the core of the largest bald
eagle roosting site in the lower 48 States, the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service has acquired by condemnation
240 acres of privately owned timberland in Klamath
County s Oregon, which is used nightly by about 300
eagles, Lynn A. Greenwalt, Director of the Interior
Department agency, announced.

Logging on the area was to begin the morning of June 1

by the Thomas Lumber Company which had purchased the

timber from the landowner, Mrs. Lydia Gentry of
Klamath Falls. On the afternoon of May 31, a Declar-
ation of Taking with an Order of Immediate Possession
was fiMd by the U. S. Attorney in U. S. District
Court in Portland.

"Negotiations to acquire the property had gone on for
over two months," Greenwalt said. "However, the
Service was unable to reach agreement upon price and
had to move to condematlon in order to prevent the
cutting of trees which would have destroyed the
eagles* roost."

The mountainous area is covered with tall ponderosa
pines, prime bald eagle roosting habitat. It is

located about 15 miles southwest of Klamath Falls.

The Declaration of Taking established the area as

the Bear Valley National Wildlife Refuge. Various
statutes, including the Land and Water Conservation
Act and the Endangered Species Act of 1973, provide
the authority for such condemnation actions.

THREATENED STATUS PROPOSED FOR WEST AFRICAN MANATEE

The West African Manatee T/vLche,chuA ^me.gaZe,vu^ has
been proposed for listing as a threatened species. If
it is listed, certain measures will go into effect
that could benefit the species and result in its res-

toration .

Comments from the public are invited through July 17,

1978. Submit comments to Director (OES) , U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C. 20240.

The West African manatee is known from the coastal

waters and adjacent rivers along the West Coast of

Africa from the mouth of the Senegal River southward
to the mouth of the Cuanza River in Angol.a. Its

range includes parts of the following countries:

Senegal, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Upper Volta,

Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ivory Coast, Ghana,

Togo, Benin, Mali, Nigeria, Cameroon, Chad,

Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Congo Brazzaville,
Cabinda, Zaire, and Angola. Its present range is

thought to be comparable to its historic range.
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The proposed action* if completed, would protect the

populations of the turtles and their habitats.

The Key mud turtle is found on several islands in the

Florida Keys in Monroe Comty, Florida. The Plymouth
red-bellied turtle is found in Plymouth and Dukes
Comties, Massachusetts,

Comments are invited from the public through July

19, 1978, and should be sent to the Director (OES) ,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of
the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.

TWO HAWAIIAN CAVE ANIMALS PROPOSED
FOR ENDANGERED OR THREATENED LISTS

Two eyeless Hawaiian cave animals, a wolf spider and
a shrimp-like amphipod, have been proposed as endan-
gered or threatened species.

The proposal, published in the June 16, 1978, Federal
Register , also lists the caves in which the species
live as critical habitat. Interested persons have
until August 15, 1978, to comment on the rulemaking.

The populations of the Kauai cave wolf spider, which
is proposed for endangered status, and the Kauai
cave amphipod, proposed for the threatened list,
have declined because human actlvites have affected
their fragile habitats.

Both species occur on the Island of Kauai. The

amplipod exists in two lava tubes, Koloa Caves #1

aid #2 underneath a sugarcane field and in a small
limestone cave about 4 miles away. The spider
occurs in Koloa Cave #2.

"LIVE LURES" FOR DOG RACE TRAINING ASSAILED BY WHITEHURST.

"For a nation that has already acted against the abuse of animals in
bull fights, dog fights, and cock fighting then certainly we can expect
favorable response over the needless slaughter of live rabbits used for
the training of Greyhound racing dogs."

Congressman Bill Whitehurst is co-sponsoring legislation with Glenn
Anderson of California to end what he calls a cruel and totally
mnecessary practice. Greyhound coursing, as it is known, Involves
releasing a Jack rabbit into a large enclosure where it is then chased
by two or more Greyhounds until it is caught and usually killed.
H. R. 13022 would result in an amendment to the Animal Welfare Act
prohibiting the use of live animals as visual lures for sport, wagering,
entertainment, or training.

"When the times comes that we must force an animal to risk its life
purely for the sake of human entertainment then we should also re-
evaluate the meaning of ’sport'."
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US DA REVISES ANIMAL TRANSPORTATION REGULATIONS

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has revised federal animal
welfare regulations to clarify provisions for shipping ’'acclimated"
animals during cold weather md certifying acceptable shipping cages.
The amended regulations also clarify rules for animal holding areas in
cargo shipping terminals.

According to Pierre A. Chaloux, deputy administrator of USDA's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) the chaiges were needed
because the present regulations were causing problems for animal ship-
pers, handlers and commercial carriers.

The amended regulations were proposed last October and are effective
immediately.

Under the new regulations, U.S. govemnent agencies, handlers, exhibi-
tors, laboratories and institutions which are licensed or registered
under the Animal Welfare Act, are authorized to use certificates,
signed by veterinarians, certifying the animals being shipped are

acclimated to temperatures below the permitted limit of 45° F. (7,2° C)

within the cage or container.

USDA licensees and- registrants and U.S, government agencies are also
authorized to use certificates signed by the shipper to assure com-
mercial carriers that cages or shipping containers meet standards of
size, strength, ventilation, sanitation and safety prescribed by the
Animal Welfare Act.

Comisercial carriers or intermediate handlers are no longer required to

designate a single separate animal holding area within cargo terminals.
This permits carriers to handle "inbound" and "outbound" animal ship-
ments separately. However, carriers are still prohibited from co-ming-
ling animal shipments with other cargo.

The amended rules also eliminate the terms "ambient" and "atmospheric"
in reference to the temperatures in animal holding areas. Temperature
requirements will now be specified as "air temperature." Conditions
under which air conditioning and other artificial ventilation might be
used are also 'clarified.

The Animal Welfare Act sets standards to assure that dogs, cats and some
other warmblooded animals are raised, transported and maintained under
humane conditions. Commercial animal breeders, wholesale dealers,
exhibitors, shippers, laboratories and other institutions or businesses
miist comply with these standards.

The text of the new rules appeared in the May 16, Federal Register .

AAZPA NATIONAL CONFERENCE Denver. Colorado September 17-21

Anone Interested in attending should be sure that they are members prioi

to July 1, 1978. Why? Registration fees are $55.00 for menljers and
$125.00 for non-members. For those seriously interested in entering
the zoo world these conferences are very important.

This conference will cost a lot of money, but by planning and budgeting
for it now, one could probably save enough money for it. A summer
vacation in September might very well be a worthwhile change.
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CURATOR Of EXHIBITION AND GRAPHIC ART5. .. seeking an indivi-
dual with broad design and artistic skills, familiarity with
materials and techniques and supervisory ability to lead a
major zoo/aquarlum natural habitat exhibition and graphics
program. Applicants should possess Bachelor's degree from
an accredited school. Museum and/or zoo experience bene-
ficial. Attractive benefits. Forward resun^ to Timothy
O'Sullivan, New York Zoological Park, Bronx, NY 10460.

(212) 220-5100

ZOOKEEPER. .. $917/Month. Provide highly technical animal
management and exhibit care to a specific portion of the

Minnesota Zoological Garden's animal collection (over
250 species involving over 1500 animals) on a daily basis
so that attractive, healthy, instructive, and well-adjust-
ed animals and meaningful exhibits are available to visitors
Participate in diet design and redesign and in preventive
and clinical animal medical programs, observe and record
animal behavioral activities, participate in research
conducted by animal management and health staff or external
researchers, maintain sanitary quarters, areas and public
spaces, implement animal management and animal exhibition
procedures, participate in internal keeper training and
education programs so that the professional animal manage-
ment standards of the MZG are furthered.

P
o
r
t
u
n
1

t
y

To minimally qualify an individual must possess 2 years
responsible work experience as a Zookeeper or Aquarist,
or 3 years responsible work experience in an established
laboratory or field research program involving vertebrate
animals and data collection or in a veterinary hospital
involving direct animal care, or 4 years responsible work
experience in a large scale commercial livestock operation.
Applications will be accepted until further notice. For
more information, contact Mary O'Neil,, Personnel Manager,
Minnesota Zoological Garden, 12101 Johnny Cake Ridge Road,
Apple Valley, Mn. 55124 (tel. 612-432-9010).

CURATORIAL TRAI NEE /MAMMALOGV .. .should possess a strong
desire to make the management of captive, wild mammals
life work. Requires successful applicant to gain a high
level of expertise in establishing care and feeding
techniques, managing a large staff and writing for tech-
nical and popular audiences in designing exhibits.
Contact: J. B. White, Personnel Dept., New York
Zoological Society, 185th Street, Southern Boulevard, Bronx,

NY 10460. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Al/ICULTURIST. .. (Animal Care Supervisor) - responsible for

a bird collection and personnel under direction. Must be

capable of supervising propagation programs, decoration

and modification of exhibits; have thorough knowledge of

proper husbandry techniques, avian reproduction, as well

as major changes in zoo exhibits. Requires Bachelor's
degree in zoology or related field and experience in zoo

aviculture. Previous supervisory experience preferred.

Salary $894 - $1,199/ month. Contact: David Zucconi or

Ken Kawata, Tulsa Zoo, 5701 East 36th Street North, Tulsa,
OK 74115. (918) 835-8472. 125
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zoo ATTEWPAWT. .. responsible for routine manual work in
caring for a variety of animals and birds in an expanding
zoo complex. Minimum of one years’ experience in caring
for or raising of animals. Prefer experience in the
care of large mammals, especially African elephants.
Salary $6,672 - $8,952. Application deadline 31 July 1978.
Reply to Beverly Spencer, Personnel Technician, Department
of Personnel, 1st Floor East Wing, City Hall Building,
P.O. Box 1531, Norfolk, VA 23501.

ZOOKEEPER I... duties include the general care and
maintenance of a wide variety of mammals, birds, reptiles
and children's zoo animals. Applicants must have a high
school education. Practical experience desirable.
Salary: $592 a month. Standard benefits. Send resume to
James L. Swigert, Director, Jackson Zoological Park,
2918 West Capitol st., Jackson, MS 39209.

ELEPHANT KEEPER. . .Previous elephant training experience
desirable. Must have ability to act as lead keeper in
elephant management program. Starting salary $8,500 to
$10,000 - pending on qualifications. Contact: Chris
LaRue, Dickerson Park Zoo, 3043 North Fort, Springfield,
MO 65803.

ZOOKEEPER ... responsible for assisting in the adminis-

tration and operation of an expanding zoo complex. Must

be knowledgeable of municipal zoo administration, including

modem standards in the display of animals, birds, and

reptiles, and modem maintenance methods. Requires com-

bination equivalent to three years’ experience in the care

of a variety of animals. Prefer one year experience in

supervisory capacity. Salary $8,952 - $11,976. Resumes

must be received no later than 5:00 p.m. , 31 July 1978^j^|^
Send resume to Elmer R. Jeter, Director, Department of

Personnel, 1st Floor East Wing, City Hall Building,

P.O. Box 1531, Norfolk, Va 23501. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

EMPLOYER.

QUEST FOR JAPANESE SEA LI0N...j^^om lUCN BuUetcn

Regarded as extinct since abput 1960, the Japanese sea lion ZaoZpkubl)

C£(^{j0^iyviayLLUi japonTccU) may still exist in the Sea of Japan off east-
ern Korea. A Korean zoologist is checking reports of the animal’s
survival and attempting to confirm them first-hand.

On balance, survival seems likely. Many coastal dwellers in east Korea
are convinced they have seen this sea lion—-though they may be confusing
it with the northern fur seal CaZZoAh-lnuU> LLUZnuS. And in 1972 what
was probably a female of the species was captured by fishermen and taken
to a Korean zoo, there giving birth to a pup. Unfortunately both mother
and pup died and there remains some doubt as to species. However the
pup, suitably preserved, is now in the zoo museum so identification
should still be feasible.
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles

.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All Illustrations, graphs,
tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be in final
form and should fit in a page size of no more than 6"xl0". AKF will
not redesign illustrations or graphs.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial Staff. Cite literature use in
text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors is made, but AKF will make every effort to

print the article as soon as possible. All articles will be published
in future issues of AKF for that calendar year.

Telephoned contributions on late-breaking news or last minute insertions
is acceptable. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will
not be accepted.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers) and Associate $10.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student $ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations) $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers ’ Forum . Ail new
members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card good for
free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.
Mmbe/L6fUp6 cuio, on an annual ba6-l6. 50% a me.rnbe.A'-6 dueJ> oAe budgeted
iiOA. publication o^ Animal Keeper ’ Vonim . ExlAa patches axe available
Ixom AAZK Headquojvtexi

,
^ox $1.00 each.

Send name and addxe^^ and a check ox money oxdex to-

AAZK Headquarters
National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C. 20008

Make checks payable to Amexlcan A6-i>oclatlon o^ Zoo Keepexi.

ALL CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS AT THE NATIONAI
ZOO . DO NOT SEND THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS* FORUM . AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
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SCOOPS
QDd SCUTTLEBUTT

EDITORS miE. ..ApologleA

Many of our readers have been having problenK with receiving their MFs.
There are several reasons for this, depending on the members circum-
stances . . .

1. a recently discovered mixup in the computer-generated label list
resulting in those members joining in March and April not being
placed on the list, or the address changes or deletions being
left out for others.

2. a misunderstanding with the U.S. Postal Service regarding our
application for second-class postage, resulting in many AKFs
being returned to National Headquarters for postage (x^hen none was •

actually required) before final mailing.
3. vacations and the summer doldrums resulting in late printing of

the last 3 or 4 AKFs.
The last two reasons have been corrected, but the first will continue to

occupy us for a month or two. We. 6ZYic,2.K.Q,Zy apotog-tziz. the. tnc.onvQ.n-

tmcQ. tkti> ha& c.auA<id ouJi mmbQ.A& ^ and we. axe. maktng e.ve.Ay eHoAt to
tiuuAe that ^ack ctAc.umtanc.ex do not oc.c.uA agatn. We hope, you' It be.aA

with 06 . P£ea6e ^ee£ ^4.ee to tn^oAm National. He.adquaAte.A6 t^ you continue,

to have. pAoblcm .

ANOTHER EDITORS NOTE...AAta^

Since January, 1978, the editors have been pleased to present the talents
of illustrator Fiel Luna on AKFs covers. His sensitive and detailed
renditions of the zoo keepers life have touched us all. We regret that
Fiel has resigned from his position and that the Illustration on the

July cover was his final one. We are confident, though, that Fiel will
have occasion to do some special works for AKF in the future...

All t6 not lo6t, howcve.A . .

.

This issues cover marks the debut of our new illustrators, Don and Elaine
Shea. Their varied skills in several media will lend a new artful twist
to our covers. We’re looking forward to bringing you the talents of
our new artists. If you have any ideas for these cover illustrations,
please let us know... we’ll be glad to consider them. If you can put
the idea into a photograph, even better!

PYGMY HEDGEHOG TENRECS BORN Topeka Zoological PoAk

In 1977, Topeka Zoo was blessed with the birth of eight tenrec babies.
In 1978, two of the females who were bom in 19 77 gave birth to a total
of nine tenrecs and the mother of the 1977 octuplets gave birth to
five young. These three litters have all been bom within two weeks of
each other. The two tenrecs giving birth in 1978 has given us a
second generation of Pygmy Hedgehog Tenrecs. The total population
has increased to 24. And, maybe, more babies later!
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A zoo DIRECTOR'S IMPRESSION OF INDIA
An Exclai-ive I nt£.Av.lew~J^ the, Avumat KeapeM ’ Fo/ium

Gary K. Clarke, Director of the Topeka Zoo, was invited by the govern^

ment of India to make a wildlife inspection tour of their national parks.

Mike Coker, Associate Editor of the An^maZ Ke.e.pe,-U’ Fo/Lum, asked certain

questions and Mr. Clarke replied with this exclusive for AKF.

f. What type. on. de.gn.iie. pno {^e^^tofialtym Mat, pn.e6e.vLt among 6ta^^
membenA ol the loo6 tn India?

We visited six Zoos in India, and one in Nepal at Katmandu. The Zoos

were in the major cities such as Delhi, Bombay and Calcutta. They
were large Zoos in area, large in collection, large in attendance and
even large in the number of staff. For example, the New Delhi Zoo

had 300 on their staff. I felt that the Zoos were professional by their

standards; but by American standards, they were probably not as advanced

as we are. That is not meant as a criticism; if anything, it reflects
the hi^ degree of professionalism that Zoos and Zoo people have
achieved in America.

One of the differences that is very evident is the strong influence that

government has in American Zoos. (I am not making an editorial comment

as to whether that is good or bad.) For instance, at our Zoo in Topeka,
the Keepers are required to wear steel-toed boots and certain areas are

designated as hard-hat areas. These regulations did not seem to be

a factor in any of the Zoos in India.

I would probably rank Delhi as the best over-all Zoo, the most progress-

ive and the most con temporary—yet even there, Keepers were frequently

barefooted. They were not wearing uniforms and it was hard to tell if

an individual was a Keeper or simply a visitor that was over the guard

rail. This was somewhat alarming, as I kept looking for a Keeper in

uniform to tell him that someone was on the wrong side of the guard
rail! Then I began to realize that these People were supposed to be

over the guard rail. But there were no uniforms, nor name tags, nor
patches of any kind to indicate they were on the Zoo staff.

2. In youA. optvLlon, koM do the Keepers compane to U.S. Keepen^f Axe

Keepexs altowed to make dect&tonA xegaxding vet, dietaxy and
antmat eaxe?

There probably is no comparison between the Keepers in India and those

in America. The majority of the American Keepers that I know are

sincerely interested in the zoological park profession as a career. It

means a great deal to them—more that just a job. There are so many
people in India that are looking for work that they are thankful to

get any kind of work. Andwork in the Zoo is just a job. The Keepers
seem to be restricted to their individual areas and are not involved
in many decisions even in their individual areas. They just "do their
job".

3. To (johat degxee l6 divex6lty the 6pecleA xepxe^ented tn India'

6

Zoo-6?

As we toured the Zoos of India, we were most impressed with the number
of species found in Southeast Asia that you would not normally see,

at least in great numbers, in American collections. Indian rhinos.
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A ZOO DIRECTOR'S IMPRESSION OF INDIA continued . .

.

obviously, were very impressive. There were many of the primates,
especially the lion-tailed macaques. There was a large colony at the

Delhi Zoo—about eighteen animals. There were also hoofed animals,
including brow-antlered deer, which are rare in American collections.
The rare and endangered species of Southeast Asia seemed to be doing
well in the Zoos of India. They also had the basic representative
African animals, although I don't recall seeing the African elephant in

any Zoo. They had some North American animals. The Calcutta Zoo had
just received some alligators from the Fort Worth Zoo. But the
collections overall, were not as representative, species-wise, as a

modest collection in an American Zoo.

India is not Africa and should not be compared to Africa as far as a

wildlife experience. There are many unique species and many counterpart
species. For instance, in East Africa, you frequently see the black
faced vervet monkey and in India you see the black faced langur monkey.
You'll see large antelope in Africa such as gemsbok or kudu and in

India large antelope such as nilgai. There are also medium-sized and
small species of antelope. On thing that you see in India that you do
not see in Africa are several species of deer—axis deer, barasingha,
and sambar. India and Africa have counterparts in large predators—
primarily the lion in Africa and the tiger in India. There are
some lions in India in the Gir Forest. There are hyenas and jackals
in both Africa and India; leopards and cheetahs in both Africa and
India. Many bird species are common to both countries. But Africa is

really geared for an animal safari.

You can leave Nairobi and be in the bush for two weeks straight and
not see a large city. You primarily see large animals in national
parks. It is more difficult to do that in India. You have to travel
from major city to major city—or at least to medium-sized communities,
by plane, to cover enough ground to get to the national parks. The
big difference in the national parks is that African national parks are

pretty much reserved for animals. Indian national parks all contained
human habitation, although the people were basically living in harmony
with nature. You see a lot of people, a lot of the cultures, a lot of
temples, forts and other historical aspects of the civilization. That
in itself, of course, is quite interesting. It is a different
experience from Africa.

India as a country was fascinating, wtih diverse habitats ranging from
the tropical areas of the coastal cities to the foothills of the
Himalayan mountains, and grasslands and deserts, also.

We met with Mr. Kailash Sukhaia, the former Director of the Delhi Zoo
who is now the Director of "Project Tiger", and we were brought up-to-
date on their latest conservation efforts. I was impressed with the
sucess they have had in educating the public to be aware of wildlife
despite the human overpopulation problem. They are concerned with
wildlife. There were many indications of educational programs,
especially for young people, about the importance of wildlife,
particularly the tiger. There are large billboards quoting how many
tigers there were forty years ago and how many are left today.

One of the problems the national parks have is that some species in
certain instances have reached the maximum carrying capacity. For
instance, the Chitwan National Park in Nepal has a wild population of
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A ZOO DIRECTOR'S IMPRESSION OF INDIA ConUnu^d. .

,

fifty tigers. To add any more would upset the balance and result in
overpopulation. To some degree, the animals in national parks are

managed much as in a Zoo situation.

4. Uhat did you tdcum tkcut can be paA6cd on to AKF mernbe^?

One of the things I learned was the tremendous respect and reverence
for life that seemed to be prevalent throughout the Indian society,
not just for wild animals, but for domestic animals, too. We did see
sacred cows. We did see wild monkeys in the cities, in the streets,
on the buildings and in the religious temples. We saw animals utilized
as religious symbols—in many instances, as gods. It was interesting
to see a country one-third the size of the United States with three
times as many people, and to see animals, both wild and domestic,
playing such a dominant role in the life activities and culture of
the people—much more so than in American society.

In reference to AKF members, be glad you have a national professional
organization such as AAZK. It is a credit to you as individuals and
a positive force within the Zoo profession. I doubt if any of the
Keepers in any Zoo in India know of the activities of any other Zoo.
There are no communications, no meetings, no study visits, no AKF,
no Keeper exchange programs—nothing of this type. So I think that
you should be thankful you have AAZK and AKF, and live in a society
that permits and encourages this type of professional activity.

CONGRATULATIONS, CINCINNATI ZOO!

The Cincinnati Zoo officially opened the nation's first insectarium on

August 5th. Named "insect World", the $840,000, five-year project was

sponsored by the Crosley Foundation and the Zoologiacl Society of

Cincinnati

.

It is being run by entomologist Miles Bushing, who joined the zoo staff

in January, 1977. Bushing cares for approximately 3,000sq. feet of

service area and about 4,000 sq. feet of exhibit space. Included are an

off-exhibit reserve breeding area, to maintain the populations of the

buildings short-lived inhabitants. All reserve and service areas are

"hermetically" sealed, and under USDA scrutiny to insure that no exotic

insect pests escape to terrorize American agriculture. The zoo staff and

Bushing have made several collecting expeditions to Panama(mostly privately

funded) to secure many of the residents. Included, also is a butterfly

room, complete with solarium and plants and a planned 1500 inhabitants.

TROPICAL SEA FISH—ARE
AQUARIUMS TAKING TOO MANY? tkc lUCN BaUctln...

Fears have been expressed that too many tropical sea fish are being
caught for aquariums. Certainly the trade needs watching. In the

first six months of last year, Singapore imported 192,000 sea fish

bound for aquariums and exported 290,000. Most of these fish must
have come from island reefs, and with the aquarium business now
booming in a great many countries some of these dazzlingly colored
marine species may soon be under heavy pressure.
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BREEDING TREESHREWS
Tapi.a qLU

AT THE CINCINNATI ZOO

by

Hichatl W. Valamy
HeadkeepeA. - NoctuAnaZ ArUmal Hoa6e

Early attempts at breeding the Common Treeshrew TupZa gZi6 in Zoological
Gardens were not often very successful. Recent findings on the needs
of parent animals and the specialized paternal care activity have
accounted for much of the recent successful breeding at many zoos
including Cincinnati. Though Treeshrews are classified as primates,
they exhibit some very un-primate-like characteristics which will be

discussed later in this article.

Our current "breeding pair" were both bom at the Cincinnati Zoo, the

female in June of 1975 and the male in November of *76. The parent
animals of this pair died before I took over the operation of the

Nocturnal House where the Treeshrews are housed. Four months after
transferring to the Nocturnal House in January, I began working on

trying to get these animals to breed. Until May of 1977, we displayed
1.2 Treeshrews in a special diurnal cage in the entrance area of the

Nocturnal House and kept a surplus back-up male off display in a holding
cage. I noticed that the display animals seemed to be under stress and

there were constant vocal conflicts between the trio. The 'removal of
one female reduced both the antagonistic vocalization and the stress.
I may also point out that during the time that the trio was together
there were no signs of breeding.

The female who was removed was placed in a new off-display cage with
our extra male. This new cage was designated as their "breeding cage"
and it would be disturbed only in as much as to feed and water the

animals. By not cleaning out the cage or disturbing the animals I was
allowing them to set up and mark their territory and then concentrate
more on breeding rather than re-marking branches and other territorial
boundries in their cage which would normally be cleaned daily. The
cage itself has a screen front with a wooden back, floor, roof and
sides. Cage dimensions are 36"x 48"x 18" and is divided into three
sections. Section 1 is 36"x 24"x 18". The other half of the enclosure
is divided into an upper section platform 18" wide by 24" long and
below this is a compartment 18"x 24" x 18". The upper platform is open
to section 1, where the lower compartment is accessible only through a

Ih" circumference hole in the dividing wall. Each of the three sections
has its own door for keeper use.

When first placed in a new cage, there is generally no offspring for at
least three months. It seems the first three months the animals are
occupied with the establishment of territory and in general settling
down. Our pair began breeding three months to the day after initial
introduction. The offspring were bom in the middle of the fourth
month. Gestation for the Treeshrew ranges from 41-50 days. Of the
six litters bom from our breeding pair, we recorded gestation periods
of 44 days, two were 45 days, two were 54 days and one went as long as
68 days. It is possible and probable that the latter three were not
breeding dates in which fertilization occurred.
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BREEDING TREESHREWS , coruUna^d

Since TupZa qIaA goes through a post-partum oestrus two hours or so

after delivery, breeding can and usually does occur at this time. This
is often a good indication that young are in the nest for the adults
will be very active both in vocalization and breeding.

Perhaps one of the most un-primate-like characteristics are that Tree-
shrews exhibit different behavior in parental care of the offspring.
Virtually all other primates carry their young in some fashion, but
Treeshrews leave their babies in a maternal nest. This nest is not
used by the parents when babies are in it. They sleep and rest in one
of the other boxes offered in their enclosure. The female secretes an

odor onto the babies that lessens the chance of cannibalism by the
male. The female suckles her young once every 48 hours. She spends
from 4-10 minutes feeding the babies and they therefore must suckle
rapidly. After nursing her young the female leaves the box suddenly
usually going to the opposite side of the cage and proceeds to lick or
clean her nipples. It’s very easy to spot a baby Treeshrew which has
just fed. The stomach is semi-transparent for the first several days
and there is a large white extended bulge after the feed.

Newborns weigh approx. 9 grams but by three months of age they are
usually adult size and weigh 200 grams. In another month they are
sexually mature.

Litter size varies from 1-4 with the average litter containing two. Of
the six litters bom here in the past nine months, five of them have
contained two offspiting and only one had three. With a current longevity
record of 12 years, 5 months (Brookfield Zoo, Jones, M.L. , Longevity of
Primates in Captivity), and an average gestation period of 45 days, it
is feasible that one pair could produce 384 offspring in their lifetime
if each litter were to contain four babies.

It has been observed that if the female is disturbed or if there is some
unfamiliar occurrence such as new people, strange noises, etc., she will
feed the babies more often, but being stressed her milk production will
be less than normal. The babies would therefore get less, and possibly
starve to death. It is best not to disturb the female in any way or
intro dtace any new procedures until the babies are weaned. The babies,
however, can be handled, weighed and observed without my ill effects
between suckling as long as they are handled gently. As far as cleaning
the cage, I would suggest stripping out the cage the same day that the

young are permanently separated from the parents. The eyes of the babies
open around 18-22 days and shortly after this they begin to eat solid
foods. I've removed juveniles from the nest as early as 33 days and
have kept them separate from the parents from then on.

The Cincinnati Zoo provides these animals with a varied diet including

lettuce, celery, kale, apple, orange, banana, raw and cooked white

potato, sweet potato and carrot. Hard-boiled egg and Zupreem, a syn-

thetic feline diet, are also fed as well as occasionally crickets and

mealworms. Rib-AD, a vitamin supplement is sprinkled atop this finely

chopped diet.

Many breakthroughs have been made recently concerning the keeping of

Treeshrews and their somewhat secretive reproduction habits. It seen^

now that there is no reason why these most primitive of primates can

not be bred and raised successfully in almost any zoological park.
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FREDRIKA’S FRACTURED FOREARM
by

GA.egg PeJyiomAJitL

Oklahoma City Zoo

Vnlmato. Keepe/t.

On Friday morning. May 26, 1978, Fredrika was observed favoring her
left arm. Closer investigation of our four-year old female lowland
gorilla revealed a lump present on her forearm. We telephoned our Zoo

Vet, Jim Jensen, D.V.M. and while awaiting his arrival, the Primate
staff separated Fredrika from her mother and the three other adult
gorillas. The outcome of Dr. Jensen’s visual examination was that

there was, in fact, a broken bone and it was decided to mend Fredrika’

s

arm that afternoon.

The knockdown began at 2:00 p.m. and those involved included the

Primate staff. Zoo Vet, two consulting physicians (Dr. Jack Roth and Dr.

Fred Jordan) and the local news media. An unsuspecting Fredrika
ventured to the bars of her cage and at 2:04 p.m.. Dr. Jensen was able

to inject her with part of a mixture of ketamine and acepromazine

.

Fredrika climbed to the top of the cage and after a short time, the

drug began to take affect - she staggered and fell to the floor. At
2:08 p.m., the zoo staff entered the cage and Fredrika was injected
with the remaining ketamine-acepromazine mixture. Fred Dittmar and
1 carried her to the Vet’s truck and within a few minutes, Fredrika
was on her way to the zoo animal hospital.

At the hospital, two x-rays were taken and a radiograph showed a

simple, clean break at mid-shaft of the left radius. The bone would
not have to be set, but the arm would have to be put in a cast. A
hexalite cast was put on distal to the wrist and proximal to the elbow
by Dr. Roth, with the assistance of Dr. Jensen. Fredrika’ s weight
(88.5 lbs.) and body temperature (100. 4F) were taken and noted. During
this time, Fredrika was given three more injections of ketamine to
keep her tranquilized.

Fredrika was then brought back to the Primate Building and by 5:30 p.m.
had recovered consciousness. She appeared to be more confused than
scared and did not scream or cry as much as we had anticipated. She
seemed concerned as to being in a cage without her mother and about
the "thing” on her arm.

Her appetite was good the next day, and throughout the 15-day duration
that Fredrika’s arm was immobile, she did not seem to pay much attention
to her cast. At times, she did pick away at the wrapping, but this
appeared to be more out of boredom than annoyance. While one of the
keepers held Fredrika’s attention with the offering of food, Fred was
able to cut off the loose wrapping. Although she did play in her cage
and bang on the doors, she seemed to be lonely and miss her previous
companions. On the fourteenth day, Fredrika was more active than usual
and tore away a hole in the cast at her elbow.

On Saturday, June 10, 1978, at 8:00p.m., the night security, while
making rounds, noticed that Fredrika had her cast off. At separate
times that evening. Primate Curator, Mike Blakely, Fred and I checked
Fredrika to make sure she was all right; that her arm had not been cut
when she removed the cast. Mike notified Dr. Jensen of the situation
and it was decided that a more thorough examination could wait.

contlnue.d on page 1 39
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS
PRAGUE

by
MoAv-ln L. JoneA, San Vltgo, Cati{^. , USA

notej) madu duAing a tAtp in thd -SumrmA. 19 77

The Prague Zoo staff, led by Zoologist Dr. Dobroruka, met our group for
the Saturday tour. Zoo Director Dr. Zdenek Veselovsky later joined the

group. The zoo is open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. , and admission is charged,
5 Koruna (or Kcs) for adults, 2 Kcs for children 3 to 15. At the legal
rate it is 10 Kcs for one dollar (although on the open market it is 20
for one dollar) . As in Poland there was a brisk traffic in black
market currency, you were asked about it often on the streets and even
in the hotel. While technically illegal, it is so open, that they
might as well legalize it.

Once again we did not have too much time for the zoo, which has a very
good collection, and a number of very nice and large exhibits. It is

about a half hour ride from city centre and there is public transport,
although there were more cars on the streets here than in either East
Berlin, Poland, or the USSR. Stores seemed to have a greater amount of
merchandise and prices were cheap by US standards. Still one did not
find any western papers or magazines, althc they are supposed to be

available. As in the USSR, there are photos of prize winning workers
on many streets, one of the benefits of hard work. Coke was available
again, altho at a high price, and, of course, the beer is wonderful.

At the zoo I noted in the primate house a very nice colony of Colobus g.

caudatus, the Kilimanjaro White-tailed Guereza. There were actually

two groups—only one of them breeding. The zoo also had Allens and

Giant Galago, Cotton-top Tamarin, Talapoin Monkey family, Dwarf Mon-
goose, brucei Hyrax, Silver Marmoset, Moustached Tamarin, and Saddle-
backed Tamarin. There are 1.2 Lowland Gorilla, several kinds of Lemur,
Fennec, Ocelot.

There is a unique exhibit of 2.4 continually moving Echidna. Part of

the reason is that they are fed both in the morning and in the after-
noon and the feeding stiumlates movement.

Prague also displays Clouded Leopard, Binturong, Tamandua, and Giant

Anteater. There are several Fruit Bats and Hairy and La Plata Arma-
dillo. The female Two-toed Sloth arrived in 1949.

There are several antelope groups in relatively large paddocks all
lush with grass, such as Sitatunga (about 20), 1.2 Sable, Nyala, Great-
er Kudu, and Scimitar-homed Oryx. Naturally, there are a number of
nice looking Przewalski Horses including the male ’Bars’. There are

three Hartmann Mountain Zebra and Damara Zebra. The Cheetahs are
breeding, 2.3 bom in May of 77 and 2 litters in 1976. There are two

Brown Hyena. There are Goral, now a mix between griseus and raddeanus
with no young in recent years. I saw a Collared Peccary from Argentina,
and two Wart Hogs, a rare exhibit now in Europe for the same reasons as

in the US—bans on introduction of wild stock due to hog diseases. I

also noted Pallas Cat, Red Buffalo, Golden-bellied Mangabey, Indian Lion,
Sumatran and Siberian Tigers, Patagonian Sea Lion.

Tropical birds are exhibited outdoors in the summer only and the coll-
ection is limited, but nice. Examples are Derbyan Parakeets, Slender-
billed Parrots (from Chile), Red-billed Hombill, Toco, Sulfur-breasted

continued on page 739
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BEHAVIORAL RESPONSE OF CHIMPANZEES
TO ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT

by
Gn.2.go^ Raymond S Lee W/iT;te

During the fall of 1975, a psychology class from San Francisco State
University undertook a project which centered around the re-construc-

tion of the chimpanzee Pan tAOgtodytU exhibit at the San Francisco
Zoological Gardens. The basis of the project was the hypothesis that

altering the physical environment and increasing its complexity would
produce behavioral change, both of an individual and group nature.

There are five chimpanzees in the social group; Cobby, a 16 year old
male who came to the S.F. Zoo in 1968 from a circiis ; Tallulah, a 19

year old female; Candy, an 18 year old female; Minnie, a female who is

approximately 9 years old; and Maggie, the youngest female at approxi-

mately 7 years of age. All chimps are wild bom.

The exhibit prior to reconstruction consisted of several sections of
dead trees stationed in the center of a circular island which is 32

feet in diameter. The island is surrounded by a 45° slope into a dry

moat. The outer boundry is a vertical 15 foot wall. There is a bridge
over the moat leading to the sleeping quarters. The doorway separating
the two areas is generally left open during the daytime.

The focus of the project was to provide an environment as rich in
stimulus variety as possible within the constraints imposed by limited
funding and by the impossibility of horizontal expansion of the exhibit
area. A children's playground designer proposed a plan which afforded
the chimps a complex vertically expanded area as well as suiting the

needs of the keeper.

During reconstruction the chimps were moved to an adjacent grotto of
the same general physical characteristics. The old structure was
demolished and the new one erected over a period of five weeks, with a

total of approximately 400 man-hours of work. The majority of the work
was done on weekends and was wholly performed by volunteers, with the

exception of supervision by the project’s architect. The cost for
materials and rental of equipment was under $2000.

The chimpanzees were observed for 35 hours over a three week period
prior to their removal from the old grotto, and for 35 hours in the new
exhibit. The observations in the latter were conducted over a three
week period, after allowing the chimps a one week adjustment.

The data revealed dramatic differences in the chimps' behavior between
the old and new settings. There was a distinct increase in the "oral-
food" and all of the "contact" categories. This reflecting the more
complex environment structure and a daily supply of leaf-covered
koaCyia 6p. branches. In addition, a feeder was included in the struc-
ture. This consisted of a hollow steel cylinder, enclosed at the top
and attached at the base, with two opposing circular openings. These
were too small to admit an appendage. A thick rubber prod was attached
by chain to the feeder. The chimps used this to push the enclosed
food toward the openings where it could be grabbed by their fingers.

In addition to the foodstuffs the chimps could also manipulate a variety
of plastic and rubber toys. These consisted of tubs and cones of
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CHIMPANZEES. .. .con^naed

various sizes which were unattached to the structures, and a large
plastic buoy which was attached in a punching-bag fashion. It’s worth
noting that almost a year later, the toys are still intact. They are
certainly the worse for wear because of regular use, but are not des-
troyed. These items were not indestructible. Perhaps their longevity
can be attributed to their being of value to the chimps, perhaps just
to chance. It’s also noteworthy that although the exhibit itself has
a plethora of nuts and bolts, knotted ropes, and tied netting; it has
required no repairs to date.

A generally healthier behavior was observed in the new exhibit. Al-
though grooming decreased considerably, probably due to the availability
of other diversions, social interactions increased. These actions
appeared friendly and playful in nature. The change in social behavior
was particularly notable in two of the chimps, Maggie and Tallulah.

Maggie is the youngest female. She was separated from her mother
very early in her life. She manifests a variety of stereotyped be-
haviors including walking on clenched feet and sticking her tongue out
at spectators while simultaneously giving them the "raspberry". These
activities decreased in the new exhibit, and her playful interactions
with other chimps increased.

Tallulah is the oldest female. She lived with a human family for
several years and was trained to function as a member of the household,
including her doing some light housework and cooking. The zoo environ-
ment was a distinct change. Previously she has remained on the peri-
phery of the social group. Her relationship with the male has been
particularly strained, perhaps partially due to the male’s lack of
sexual interest in her. Subsequent to her introduction to the new
exhibit, she was found to interact socially with greater frequency.

We believe the project to have been a success. The animals paid less
attention to the public and more attention to each other. They spend
more time actively exploring and playing in their new setting.

Although this exhibit doesn't compare with a natural environment in

the type and variety of stimulation available, still it is a marked
improvement over their former situation. Additionally, it has been
well-received by the public and is now one of the most popular areas
in the zoo

.

Lee White, the coordinator of this project, was awarded a grant to do

a film documentary which is in the final stages of editing. Any in-
quiries should be directed to Lee White, c/o The San Francisco State
University Psychology Department.

We wish to thank Great Ape Keeper John Alcaraz, and the San Francisco
Zoo for support and assistance on this project.

NEW ZOO VET. TEXTBOOK
— -

If you’re one of those masochistic readers, you’ll really enjoy this one;

if not, it’ll make a good reference book. It’s called Zoo and Wild
Animal Medicine . Dr. Murray E. Fowler is the editor-in-chief of this 930

pg. text. Sponsored by the Morris Animal Foundation and published by W.

B. Saunders, the book is aimed at the veterinary profession. It was 2

years in the making and boasts 74 contributors and 24 editors, most of
familar names in the zoo field. It sells for around $55.
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THE

STRUGGLE

CjURVIVAL"
endangered STATUS AND CRITICAL HABITAT

.O PROPOSED FOR THE ILLINOIS MUD TURTLE

Listing the Illinois mud turtle Ki.no6te,Hnon ^tavUC2.n^
6ponn&/u. as an endangered species and identifying its
dritlcal habitat was proposed by the Interior Depart-
ment’s U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the July 7,

1978, Federal Register .

Threats to the turtle's survival include Intense hab-
itat alteration and collecting by amateur turtle
enthusiasts. There are at least three populations of
the species in Illinois and Iowa.

Comments from the public are invited through Septem-
ber 5, 1978. Submit! comments to the Director (OES)

,

U.S- Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of the
Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.

SEVEN SNAILS LISTED AS ENDANGERED OR THREATENED

Seven Eastern United States land snails have been
listed as either endangered or threatened species by
the Interior Department's U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.

,

The notice of this action was published in the July

3, 1978, Federal Register . Five snails are listed
as threatened and two as endangered.

The snails occur one each in the seven States of
Florida, Iowa, New York, North Carolina, Tennessee,
Virginia, and West Virginia.

The snails were all proposed for listing on April
28, 1976, as a result of contract studies done for
the Service by the Chicago Field Museum of Natural
History.

The species, their native States, and respective
classifications arei

1. Painted snake-coiled forest snail of
Tennessee (threatened) .

2. Iowa Pleistocene snail of Iowa (endangered).
3. Noonday snail of North CArolina (threatened).
4. Stock Island tree snail of Florida

(threatened) .

5. Virginia fringed mountain snail, Virginia
population (endangered) .

6. Chittenango ovate amber snail, New York
population (threatened) .

7. Flat-spired three-toothed land snail of
West Virginia (threatened).

All prohibitions of the Endangered Species Act of
1973 apply to these species. These Include restric-
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EXTINCTION TO REMOVE FISH FROM
ENDANGERED SPECIES LIST

For the fist time ever, an animal is being removed
from the endangered species list because it is

presumed to be extinct.

The Tecopa pupfish, a inch fish native to the

Amargosa River near California’s Death Valley, has
not been found since 1970 despite numerous attempts
to locate populations of the pupfish. The subspecies
is thought to have expired brcause human activities
such as stream channelization, pollution, and the
introduction of competing, non-native species have
destroyed the pupfish 's only known habitat.

Assistant Secretary Robert L. Herbst said, "The
most depressing thing about this loss of life form is

that it was totally avoidable. The human projects
which so disrupted its habitat, if carefully planned,
could have ensured its survival."

The Tecopa pupfish, one of 12 kinds of pupfishes in
the Nation, could tolerate highly saline waters and
temperatures up to 108 degrees. It existed in small
pools and thermal springs near the town to Tecopa,
California. Twenty to Thirty years ago, efforts to

build a hot bathhouse above a spring involved the

rechanneling and combining of two spring out- flows.
This resulted in a swift, barren channel for which
the pupfish was not adapted. Later, mosquito fish,

bluegill, and crayfish which were introduced into the

area competed with the pupfish for food and preyed
upon j uveniles

.

The proposed rulemaking, published in the July 3, 1978,
Federal Register , also notes that the Shoshone pupfish,
a closely related species from the same area, may
also be extinct.

Interested persons who wish to comment on this pro-
posal have until September 1, 1978, to do so.

Comments should be addressed to the Director (OES)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington, D.C.
20240.

STATUS OF LEOPARD AND LECHWE TO BE REVIEWED

The status of the leopard and the lechwe, both of

which are now listed as threatened with extinction

under an international wildlife treaty, will be re-

viewed to see if the species should be reclassified.

Both species are currently listed on Appendix I of

the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. Appendix I is

defined as including "all species threatened with

extinction which are or may be affected by trade."

The notice of the status review of the leopard and
the lechwe was published in the May 1, 1978, Federal
Register .
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Fredrika's Fractured Forearm. . .

.

Sunday afternoon, while Mike guarded the door, I went into Fredrika’s

cage to remove the discarded cast. Fredrika came up to me and while we
were "playing", I visually checked her arm and noticed it had a little
raw spot and was slightly swollen. The cast was brought to the hospital,
where it was weighed at 415 grams (454 grams is equal to 1 pound)

.

On Monday, Dr. Jensen observed her and although Fredrika's arm looked
a little bowed, decided another knockdown and x-ray were not necessary.

During the first few days after Fredrika's cast was off, she was quiet
and in a depressed mood again. It seemed that she had gotten so used
to her cast, that she now missed it'.

We are currently waiting Dr. Jensen's go-ahead to re-introduce
Fredrika to her mother and other adults. Her arm is still slightly
swollen and the extra time she is separated will serve to strengthen
the bone. Since this was the first time Fredrika was away from her
mother for any length of time since she was bom, we hope that the

re-uniting will go smoothly.

LINCOLN PARK ZOO APES ON PBS

You probably won't want to miss this broadcast on August 30. It's being

aired on many PBS stations. The show is entitled "Otto:Zoo Gorilla.

Don't let the title mis-lead you, though. This is an hour-long

documentary of the transfer of the Lincoln Park Zoo's 27 great apes

from the old Primate House to the new Great Ape facility in the

summer of 1976. Conceived by Dr. Lester Fischer, director of the zoo,

and presented by WTTW in Chicago, the show encompasses 3 months of

filming and includes before, during and after sequences of the event.

Star of the film is reputed to be Otto, a male gorilla, whose life before

the transfer, during the transfer and after the transfer is closely

studied. Especially interesting are scenes of his reactions when he is

first turned loose in a new area roughly 3 times the size of his former

exhibit. Don't miss it! That's August 30, on PBS. Check local listings

for details.

PRAGUE ZOO COMTJMUEV

Toucan, Plate-billed Toucan, and a large new walk-thru aviary for Birds

of Prey.

There was a smallish reptile collection, including a Chinese Alligator.

They have a good series of felines, and quite a few waterfowl, but we
did not have time to make a detailed list. The zoo is good, and well
done, and deserves a repeat and longer visit.

Me)ct month ....VvuA. Kn-otove, Sa{^aAt PaAk tn Czecho6lovakta
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EDEMA IN OSTRICH CHICKS by M^ckaiit J. , AbiZme, loologlc.al

Society

This year marked the first time ostrich chicks have been hatched at

Abilene, Eggs were collected and incubated at 37.5° C (99.5° F) with
a relative humidity of 85%. The eggs were turned by hand three times

per day at 8 hour intervals. Despite these optimum conditions (based
on current literature) for incubation all full-term chicks were in an

extremely edematous condition at the end of the incubation period.

Although some edema can be expected, particularly in the legs, these
chicks were affected throughout their body, neck and head. Seventeen
of the twenty-two full-term chicks failed to pip, presumably due to

this condition. All five of the chicks that did pip had to be removed .

from the shell by hand after breaking only a small portion of the shell
themselves

.

The method used for taking chicks from shells was to break away small
pieces of shell at a time, starting at the air cell end for chicks that

did not pip 24-48 hours from the date due. Striking the shell had the

effect of initiating movement in the chick, first by kicking and followed
soon by vocalization. Care was taken not to initially damage the shell
membranes to protect the various blood vessels. The outer membrane
(membrana testae) was misted with water periodically to prevent dessi-
cation. The chick was then transferred to the hatcher at 29.5°C (85° F)

and 80% relative humidity to break out of the shell membrane by itself
which enabled the chick to tie off the blood supply from the umbilicus
and resorb any remaining yolk material. The umbilicus was then liberally
covered with an antibiotic to prevent infection.

It is not our policy to remove any chicks from shells by hand but ten

of the first thirteen chicks died in the shell in an edematous condition,
having made no observable effort to pip. Humidity was varied from a low
of 38% to saturation in attempting to prevent the edema, which was
apparently occurring in the last two or three days of incubation.
Also, eggs set between several minutes of laying and seven days contained
chicks in the same condition.

Once free of the umbilicus, the chicks would spend most of the next 24

hours resting, being so severely edematous they could not as much as

open their eyes or lift their heads, only kicking occasionally and
vocalizing. After 24 hours there was a substantial decrease in swelling,
mainly from defecation, enabling the chicks to lift their heads and

attempt to get to their feet. At this point they were removed from the

hatcher and placed in a small pen with a dirt surface and a 150-watt
light bulb as a heat source. Two days after hatching, the chicks could
get to their feet and a short time later were walking very well.

No effective way to control the severity of edema in our ostrich chicks
was found by the end of the breeding season, I would like to hear from
anyone who has had experience with this problem, not necessarily only in

ostrich, but in any avian species. Please contact me at the Abilene
Zoological Gardens, P.O. Box 60, Abilene, Texas 79604,
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We oAe dee^ply IndMe^d to tkd AAZPA Nm^lette^ ^o/l alloMtng

06 to nzphtnt pontloYib oi tktj> ^ jetton ^/lom thatA, ''Po6-<tton^

AvcUlabl^" tlitlng-6. Thts ts a monthly i> 2.n\}to<i to lus, ioK yon^

o
ZOOKEEPER. . .Responsible for animal care and management, in

an expanding and progressive Zoological Garden. Requires

1-2 years zookeeper experience in a recognized Zoo and

references. Salary range $6,670 - $8,940 with excellent

benefits. Contact: Dale Stastny, Personnel Director,

Audubon Park and Zoological Garden, P.O. Box 4327,

New Orleans, Louisiana 70178.

ZOOKEEPER. ., in various areas of a small zoo. Requires two

years college or some zoo experience. Salary $8,729 -

$11,024. Send Resume to Bob Cooper, Montgomery Zoo, P.O.

Box 3313, Montgomery, AL 36109
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KEEPER. . .experience in handling and caring for elephants
and small hoofed stock collection. Salary $7,500+. Forward
resume, including references specific to this position to:

Edward S. Posey, General Curator, Central Florida Zoological
Park, P.O. Drawer 2078, Sanford, FL 32771

DIRECTOR. .. degree in Zoology or related field, supervisory
capacity work experience in a zoological park required.
Reports to the Director of Parks and Recreation and is

accountable for all zoo functions except concessions. Send
full resume including salary requirements to: Office
of Personnel, Att : Temperlene Horn, City Hall, Room
101, Broadway and Markham Streets, Little Rock, AR 72201

CURATOR OF MAMMAL5 AUV BIRPS .. .Advanced degrees plus five

years experience desirable. Knowledge of mammals and birds
of the Sonoran Desert, their natural history, rearing
management in captivity, nutrition and diseases. Depart-
mental administration. Resume to Personnel Manager,
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum; Box 900 - Route 9, Tuscon,
Arizona 85704

POSITION WANTED

ZOO DIRECTOR, .. seeking position in a medium-sized zoo with
an eye for the future and a commitment to excellence.
Eleven years' varied experience in the zoo profession with

years' successful experience as a zoo director.
Currently Director of a municipal Animal and Rabies Control
Division with 43 employees. Contact: James L. Bousquet,
2900 El Cameno Ave . #75, Las Vegas, NV 89102
(602) 873-9246 home; (602) 642-0872 work.

CHANGEV YOUR AWRESS LATELY?

Plea&e. le.t 06 knou) 6o youJi AKF'6 can omIvc on time with no delay.

you have moved, please let tklA penAon know youA. new addAeJ>6

:

Elizabeth GIoaaco
AAZK Natlonat HeadquoAteAA
National Zoological Pa/ik

WoAhlngton, V.C. 2000S
THANKS . .

.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOO KEEPERS
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Odtob^n. 15-19, 1978

Santa Fe TeacAtng Zoo, Santa Fe CommunJXy Cottdgz, GatneAvttZe, VtoH^da

******************* *****************

CONFERENCE HEADQUARTERS ... Santa Fe Community College, 3000 N.W. 83rd, St.

Gainesville, FL. 32601. Tel: (904) 378-9758 or 378-9868.

MOTELS... see registration form

REGISTRATION FEES . . . $40 . 00 per member or $45.00 per non-member. This
fee includes welcoming reception, banquet at Holiday Inn, catered
luncheons at Santa Fe Community College on conference days, and trans-
portation to and from your motel. Early registrations will be apprec-
iated and forms are enclosed. Motel registration forms will be sent
on receipt of conference registration forms. Checks payable to:
AAZK Mattonat Con^2A.e.ncc. Late registration will be Sunday, Oct. 15

from 3:00p.m. to 9:00p.m. at the Holiday Inn.

SCHEDULE ... includes a pre-conference tour of Busch Gardens, on Sunday
Oct. 15. We are planning field trips to Silver Springs Reptile
Institute, Jacksonville Zoo, and the Florida State Museum. Free ad-

mission to Lion Country Safari, Wometco Miami Seaquarium, Central
Florida Zoological Society and the Crandon Park Zoo is available
from October 10-25 for delegates.

THEME... is "Our Education for Their Survival". Some of the Speakers
include Dennis Grimm, AAZK President .. "Polar Bear Breeding Project
at the Brookfield Zoo", George E. Steele, Exec. Director of ZooAct . .

"Washington's Future Impact on Zoos", Barry Cook, wildlife inspector
.."Zoo Inspections" and Dr. Walter Auffenberg, herpetologist at the
Florida State Museum. About 25 speakers have been scheduled so far.

Anyone tYit<iKQJit2.d tn giving a pKQJi<intaZion i>koutd cowtaot lU 06 6oon
06 po66ibl(i. 20 minuter i6 o do^Vizablo. Imgth, and oadio-vi6aaL6
o/iz ideZcome.

Name
Address
Zoo^

Area of work at your zoo

O Member of AAZK - Registration Fee: $40.00
I~1 Nonmember of AAZK - Registration Fee: $45.00

A reservation form for the motel of your choice will be sent to you.

Please Indicate your preference below:

f~] Days Inn: $14.88 - single
$17.88 - double

$ 4.00 - each additional
person, 18

$ 1.00 - each additional
child

D Holiday Inn: $16.00 - single
$20.00 - double-

$ 4.00 - extra
person

(all Holiday Inn prices plus

4% sales tax)

Please fill out and return this form, with registration fee, to:

Jack A. Brown, Assistant Director
Teaching Zoo, Santa Fe Community College

3000 N.W. 83rd St., Gainesville, FL 32601



INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles

.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,
tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be in final
form and should fit in a page size of no more than 6'’xl0". AKF will
not redesign illustrations or graphs.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial Staff. Cite literature use in
text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors is made, but AKF will make every effort to

print the article as soon as possible. All articles will be published
in future issues of AKF for that calendar year.

Telephoned contributions on late-breaking news or last minute insertions
is acceptable. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will
not be accepted.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers) and Associate $10.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student $ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations) $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers * Forum . All new
members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card good for
free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.

cUlz on an annual bcali. 50% a membeA'^ duz6 ojiz budgztzd
publication o^ kviimal Kzcpc-U ’ Vohum . ExtAa patches OAC available

l^iom AAZK HcadquaJitzA^ , '^oH. $1.25 each

Send name and addAe6-6 and a check oA money oKdeK to-

AAZK Headquarters
National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C. 20008

Make checks payable to Amvtican A^ioctatton Zoo Keeper.

ALL CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS AT THE NATIONAl
ZOO. DO NOT SEND THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS* FORUM . AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
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scoc SCUTTLEBUTT

COVER STORY.. .

.

The cover on this month’s issue shows a veterinarian and one keeper
engaged in routine foot care on an Asian elephant.

NEW BABY ELEPHANT

ChoJitzh. loo (Vetd6, Uptovi-by-CkubtiiK, England

Chester Zoo is proud to annouce the birth of another baby elephant. He

is also a very special baby as he is an African x Indian. This is so

rare that so far as we know there is no record of this ever having
happened before.

At about 9 a.m. on July 11th, Sheba was let out into the paddock
adjoining the Pachyderm House along with the other elephants, and, to

everyone's amazement, gave birth to a young male; it was a premature
birth

.

For some time Sheba had been under veterinary observation by the Zoo

Vet, Mr. D. Lyon, for a large lump that had appeared on her stomach,
giving it a swollen appearance. Nobody had considered the fact that
Sheba could be pregnant because the only adult male was Jumbolino,
an African elephant, and, as detailed above, it was not expected for
the two to mate

.

Sheba is aged twenty-one and Jumbolino, affectionately known around the

Zoo as "Bubbles”, is seventeen. Great interest in the new arrival is

being shown by the other elephants; they have accepted the baby and
we now have a happy family group.

DEATH OF BABY ELEPHANT

We hJignoX to In^ohm oun that: "Motty" dl<zd unQ^xpzctudly the
morning o^ July 21. He {^oand to have, be^n ^u^j^^Alng ^^om a
-6eueAe lnt^6tlnal dl^ondan.

oops: we should have told you

The cover on the August issue showed a zoo keeper carrying a water
bag at the Jaipur Zoo in the state of Rajasthan, India. It was drawn
from a slide taken by Gary K. Clarke during his tour of India. His
story is on page 128, August issue.
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SAIGA ANTELOPE AT THE OKLAHOMA CITY ZOO By CkoAlny RiUkomlU
kvimoJi Technician II

On June 22, 1977, the Oklahoma City Zoo was once again in the saiga
business with the acquisition of 2 males and 8 females from the Russian
steppes by way of the quarantine stations in Germany and Clifton,
New Jersey.

Before their arrival, though, months of preparation involving the ’

remodeling of a current exhibit and building of another facility off
exhibit were needed. The exhibit area, 1/2 acre in size, was boarded
up along its chain link perimeter as a precautionary visual barrier to

help prevent the saiga from running into it. Also, the area was
meticulously gone over for any holes or foreign materials. In the
off exhibit area, burlap was placed on the chain link as the visual
barrier.

When the saiga arrived, the females were placed in a bam adjacent to

their exhibit, four to a groups. The males were placed in a separate
bam. After 5 days, the females were let out into the pen. They were
given this time to get acquainted with the keepers involved in their
care. Several days later the males were hand caught and placed in

thedr respective exhibits. Rubber hoses were placed on their horns as

a precaution against aggression to the females.

The diet when they arrived consisted of bran oats, carrots and alfalfa
hay, but we gradually switched them over to 3/4 of a pound of sweet
feed apiece and alfala ad libitum. Both enclosures are covered with
grasses and various other herbs which the saiga graze on extensively,
all but ignoring their alfalfa. There is also salt present which they

partake in occasionally.

Saiga males are known for their aggressiveness and our exhibit herd
male was no exception. He continually fought with the keepers as they
entered his enclosure. When he developed a bacterial infection above
his nasal bones, all a keeper had to do was wait until he attacked and

grab him to administer an injection of pen/strep. Unfortunately, his

condition continued to decline until he died March 7, 1978. The
autopsy revealed acute carcinoma of the liver. Our only other loss was
that of a female which died from trauma while being treated for a

broken leg.

The other male saiga ignored the keepers and displaced all his aggres-
sion towards one of the females. She happened to be in the latter
stages of pregnancy. He would continually chase her away from the

feeding stations while they were being fed and would go out of his way
to harass her during other periods of the day. Finally it was decided
to remove him from the herd. He was immobilized with M-99 and he weighed
a good healthy weight of 65 pounds.

Two weeks later that female gave birth to twin calves. Ironically, one
female in the other herd gave birth to a single calf just 1 and 1/2

hours later. Of the remaing females, only 2 have yet to calf and

one of them is due any time now.

A subsequent acquisition of one male and two females was made on October

21 ,
19 77, from the Dallas Zoo. Both females were placed in the exhibit

continued on page 15J
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NEW TAMARIN EXHIBIT

by
Paul Voi>tQJi, CuAato^

Montgom^n.y Zoo

Our brown headed tamarins , SaqLiiniJUi {^Lii>CA.oLtu>

,

have never had a perman-
ent home. They were wintered in the main bam and moved to outside

quarters when the weather moderated in late spring. Even with this

*make-shift* arrangement, births were recorded every year, but because
of the constant moving each spring and fall, combined with cramped
quarters, fatalities were high due to stress and fighting.

We now have a mated pair with a male youngster, and one lone female,

a sibling of the male, remaining with the parents.

Realizing our propagation efforts were practically useless under this
system. Director Bob Cooper began searching for some way to give the

tamarins a permanent home. It was decided to renovate the electrical
building, a sturdy cement structure iVith an abundance of inside space,
situated next to the chimpanzee display.

The outside enclosure of welded 1" mesh is framed by iV' galvanized
pipe and painted black. Built aroic^-td the existing structure, the exhibit
has a 24* frontage exposed to the public. The display is divided into

two sections. Each section is L-sbaped, continuing along each side of
the building for a distance of 12*. Directly in front of the building,
the display is 3^$' deep, graduating to an area of 6* toward the rear.

The exhibit is 8’ high with a walk-in door for each section. A 4" hole
was cut on each side of the building to allow access to the inside quar-
ters. A slide door with handle facilitates easy opening and closing for
cleaning or separation of the animals. The Inside quarters house two
welded mesh areas, one for each side. The northeast area is 8* 9h'' long,
2* 3" wide and 5* high. The southeast area is 6* by 2* 3" wide and
5* high.

With the assistance of the Parks and Recreation welder and the City
horticulturist, the keeper staff under Bob's direction, have provided
the tamarins with a spacious, aesthetically pleasing, well planted,
biologically correct environment.

AAZK SECRETARY HONORED...

Two Masai giraffe calves were bom in the National Zoological Park,
and one was named after Elizabeth Glassco (Lee)

, the administrative
secreatry for the AAZK. Congratulations, to bothi

AAZK GOES TO THE FAIR ...

Stan Chiras reported that the Rochester Reptile Gardens had an exhibit
at the New York State Fair and wore AAZK shoulder patches to enhance
the appearance of their uniforms. Good ideal
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TECHNIQUES OF A SUCCESSFUL PENGUIN COLONY

by
JanoX J. GcUZny-VlvLppi)

Penguins, because of their public popularity and uniqueness in the

bird world, are much sought after by zoos. Yet, keeping them alive,
let alone breeding them, has proved to be very difficult. In the U. S.

there are less than five zoos successfully breeding and raising penguins.
The Baltimore Zoo is one of these successful zoos.

The penguin colony at the Baltimore Zoo is composed of 34 African
Penguins Sp/^e^^c4ca6 deme-Uai, with breeding successes that began in

1969, two years after the birds arrived from the wild. Of the present
birds, over 10 are second-generation captive-reared birds. This species
is an excellent penguin for exhibition in zoos. Found in a subtropical
climate on islands off the south and southwest coast of South Africa,
it can thrive in our temperate climate without costly air filtering
and air conditioning equipment.

Many techniques utilized at Baltimore, gained through trial-and-error
methods, have contributed to successful re;’-roduction. The most
important factor is that the penguins are ^^hibited as a colony . Being
highly social, nesting in colonies of thousSiids , this is probably the

most important key to success with any species of penguin. Social
facilitation of courtship and pair activities seems to be essential
in the reproduction behavior of the African Penguins at the Baltimore
Zoo

.

The facility for the penguins has a large water surface area. Since
penguins are sea birds and not land birds, we feel this is a key to
our success. European zoos with successful penguin exhibits have large
water surface to land ratios. Zoos that are planning penguin exhibits
should consider this aspect to be as important for penguins as it is

for sea lions.

The penguins at the Baltimore Zoo are banded and records are kept on
each individual bird. The birds are banded with numbered aluminum
flipper bands with color coded tapes attached. Only mated pairs
have the same colors, and they are banded on opposite flippers, male on

the left and female on the right. Individual recognition enables closer
records to be kept on their food consumption, health, and nestings. By
close observation of these factors, diseases such as avian malaria
can be detected in the very early stages and treatment begun before it

is too late.

Of further importance is maintaining the same keepers in charge of the
penguins as much as possible. Not only is the keeper able to learn the
birds, but the birds will not be constantly upset by dranges of
keeper and routine. All successful penguin exhibits in this country
find that frequent keeper changes cause the birds to go off feed, which
results in interrupted breeding. From our experiences the birds become
very used to an individual keeper, and it takes them approximately a

month or two to return to normal with a change in keeper. We have two
keepers trained with the penguins, and Detroit (which has a very
successful Penguinarium) has three keepers trained to their penguins.

contlnuQ^d on page. J47
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PENGUINS, conUnu^d

EXHIBIT: The penguin exhibit is an open exhibit which was originally
a monkey island. Although this exhibit has its drawbacks , it lends
itself exceptionally well to penguins. The island is a large mound of
granite rocks covering 3 rooms. The Island roughly measures 30 x 12 x 9

meters. There is ample room for the birds to move about, and the rocks
supply an unlimited number of crevices for this burrow-nesting species.
The vegetation growing among the rocks supplies natural nest material
to those penguins preferring it over sticks supplied by the keepers.
Surrounding the island is a moat which slopes from 15 cm to 137 cm
with a capacity of 806,205 liters. This large moat gives the birds an

"ocean-like” freedom to swim and play. They frequently indulge in bouts
of bathing and porpoising utilizing the entire moat much to the pleasure
of zoo visitors. The size of this exhibit and pool prevents over-
crowding of the birds, and with regular keeper care, the problem of
aspergillosis, so common to penguins, is virtually eliminated. The
problem of summer heat is overcome by use of two garden soaker hoses
which send up a fine spray which cools the air by evaporation. These
are activated when the outside temperature exceeds 26.7°C.

One of the rooms within the rock structure is a climate-controlled
hospital/nursery area. Having facilities for sick penguins on the
premises has 2 great advantages in that the sick penguin is in vocal

contact with the other penguins and can be treated by a familiar
person Who knows how to handle penguins. Also, if a bird is overcome
by hec.t, an air-conditioned room is on hand. Within the hospital room
is a small pool 1.8 x 1.8 x .6 meters in size. The section used as a

nursery also can be partitioned off from this pool.

The "African room" is the nesting room. This burrow-nesting species
is supplied with a row on either side of doghouse-type nest boxes with
removable tops and a sliding panel for observations. The floor is

covered with a thick layer of kitty litter. The kitty litter not only
dries feces but has been found to prevent bumblefoot. The heating
system for the entire facility is hot water heating under the concrete
floor. In the winter during the nesting season, this heating system
coupled with the kitty litter keeps the nests dry and thus aids in
maintaining a more sanitary state.

The third room, in addition to housing the necessary machinery, is a

kitchen and equipment storage area. Within the kitchen/office
area is ample work space for the keeper.

Thu oAtlcZd mXt be continued next month, ivlth details on eaxe, duecuex
and nesting.

TULSA DEDICATES NEW FACILITY Vavtd G. lucconl, loo Superintendent

On August 9, the Tulsa Zoological Park dedicated its newest facility,
"East Africa's Savanna". The "Savanna" is a $500,000 project from
1972 Park and Recreation bond monies, and represents the first phase of
a long-range plan for the African Living Museum of Natural History.
It consists of three outdoor paddocks for East African ungulates and

ground birds, totaling 2h acres in size. Dry moats are employed for

animal-visitor separation, with retaining walls constructed of tele-
phone poles and wood planking. The complex was designed around a mature
stand of native trees; an artificial termite mound and large boulders
provide sight barriers for the occupants. To the rear of the main
paddock, a gently rising berm and telephone-pole stockade effectively
conceal the service area where several exercise yards and a 5,800 sq.

ft. animal bam are located.
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PUBLIC HEARINGS ON PROPOSED WILDLIFE IMPORT AND EXPORT RULES

Public hearings on proposed revisions to Federal regulations governing
importation, exportation, and transportation of wildlife have been
scheduled in Washington, D.C., and Denver, Colorado, in October.

The proposed regulations, published last March 27 in the Federal
Register, substantially revise, simplify, and clarify the requirements
of a variety of wildlife protection laws. Persons engaged in business
as importers or exporters of wildlife would be required to be licensed
and maintain records of their activities. Groups affected would include
pet and animal dealers, furriers, manufacturers of leather products,
medical and pharmaceutical researchers, taxidermists, and freight
forwarders. Designated ports of entry for wildlife importations would
be changed and ports for wildlife exportation would be designated.
Certain container marking requirements would also be modified.

The hearing dates and times are as follows:

Dates and Times Places

Monday, October 2, 1978
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Friday, October 6, 1978
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Auditorium
U.S. Department of the Interior
18th and C Streets, N.W.

Washington, D.C.

Denver Auditorium
Building 56

Denver, Colorado

Persons wishing to participate in either hearing should notify the

Service on or before September 18, 19 78, to reserve presentation time

Requests should be directed to Marshall L. Stinnett, Special Agent in

Charge, Division of Law Enforcement, P.O. Box 19183, Washington, D.C.

20036, telephone 202 343-9237.

WHITEHURST OPPOSED TO REMOVING EASTERN TIMBER WOLF
FROM ENDANGERED SPECIES LIST

njztz(U2. Cong^e^6man G. iiJ-lttlam liJkltdkuAit iR-Va]

Efforts by the Department of the Interior to downgrade the Eastern Tim-
ber Wolf from the Endangered Species List to simply Threatened have
met with firm opposition from Congressman Bill Whitehurst.

In a letter to the Interior Department, Whitehurst called the action
"unwise" and proposed rule changes surrounding the action "unacceptable.

"To begin with, I don't think this decision to downgrade the Easter
Timber Wolf was either appropriate or wise. With specific reference
to the proposals which appeared in the July 5, 1978, Federal Register ,

let me say that the working is entirely too vague to offer any adequate
quidelines." Whitehurst was referring to such nebulous terms as "signif
leant depredations", " wolf /human conflicts", "unusually large numbers",
or substantial likelihood".

Whitehurst has called on the Interior Department to make his comments
available to the Fish and Wildlife Service prior to any final decision
and to beef up the vague proposals before steps are taken to put them
in effect.
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PHYSICAL THERAPY IS FOR THE BIRDS - AND OTHER CREATURES

or
THE ROLE OF PHYSICAL THERAPY IN THE ANIMAL HOSPITAL

by
Anne VavA^dAon and V-lanm VonghA.

MaAA^ng Vn.ankJLLn Pa/ck Zoo Hoif-idiat

Physical therapy has been neglected as an appropriate treatment for

domestic and exotic animals, though it has been used for years in human
medicine. The same principles can and should be adapted and applied to

appropriate cases in animals.

At Franklin Park Zoo, there have been a number of cases where physical
therapy has been the successful alternative to permanent debilitation
and/or euthanasia. We have been able to restore normal function in

cases of central nervous system disorders and peripheral nerve damage,

paralysis, muscular atrophy, traumatic muscle damage and tendon and

ligament injury.

We have used a number of techniques and devices such as orthopedic
shoes, body slings, whirlpool baths and manual manipulation. An animal
may qualify as a physical therapy candidate only after medical stability
has been established; it must have the physical potential for movement
intact, and need only to relearn or re-establish motor functions and

patterns; it must accept a certain amount of handling without undue stress

and trauma.

The candidates presented to us suitable for physical therapy have been

mostly birds; however, the principles are certainly applicable to

mammals and reptiles. The following case histories illustrate several
principles in physical therapy as applied to non-domestic animals.

I. CRANE... An adult pinioned demoiselle crane had symptoms of severe
central nervous system damage. The diagnosis was concussion and severe
cranial nerve damage, possibly permanent; prognosis was poor. A sling
was designed from a terrycloth towel and string to hold and support
the bird in a natural standing position. Hay was placed beneath to

provide footing; food and water pans were elevated, although, at first,
he was force-fed and aided to drink. He showed improvement, but no sign
of regaining use of his leg or wing. We began exercising him by
supporting him with one hand under his belly, balancing him by holding
the base of one wing, walking him in a corridor for about ten minutes
twice a day. Progress was slow, but constant. Later, we took him out-
side and designed a harness and leash to give him more freedom, but
steady him if he started to fall. Three months after the original
injury, he was placed in a room-sized stall during the day, but spent
the nights in his familiar sling, since he could not balance himself and
eat at the same time. Two months later, he was moved back on exhibit.

II. HERON . . . A wildcaught adult great blue heron had several lacerations
on his leg and foot, one exposing the tendons above the hock. The toes
of the injured leg were curled under so that he stood and walked on the
dorsal surface of the joint, causing further traumatic damage. Initial
treatment was topical and systemic antibiotics, and force feeding as

he had become emaciated. He was not amenable to handling, so to

straighten out his foot we devised a flat orthopedic shoe from tongue
depressors, gauze and tape.

contlnue.d on page 1 SO
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PHYSICAL THERAPY, conUna^d. .

.

This shoe fulfilled several requirements; the toes were extended and
maintained in their normal standing and walking position; it left total
flexibility of the joint for natural walking; it was light and small
enough so the bird could stand and lie down with natural motion and
little stress. The shoe was well accepted, and with the toes extended,
the heron did not turn his foot under, but kept it in its normal position.
The device was changed every other day, gradually shortening the toe
struts, until one and one half weeks later it was removed.

III. GALLINULE . . . A wildcaught purple gallinule had a fracture of the
left femur and pelvis, which required surgical pinning, and a probable
concussion. Initially force fed, then hand fed, it took over a month for
it to eat from a pan. He was incapable of any coordinated locomotion,
so was housed in a cage, nested in a towel.

After the pin was removed and healing was complete, the gallinule made
no attempt to use the injured leg, although it could be manipulated. To
alleviate pain and yet initiate some motion, we gave warm whirlpool baths
in a sink two or three times daily. The water was deep enough to support
much body weight, and the ’whirl motor' was provided by hand. He did
not enjoy these baths, but gradually leaned to stand and balance in the
water and regained some motion in the weak leg. Not being a swimming
bird, he had to be dried with a towel and heat lamp.

Then we started dry walk, hand-supporting his body and providing forward
momentum. He Immediately ’walked’ with his good leg, gradually relearned
the appropriate walking pattern with the injured leg, and even began to

bear some weight on it. The progmosis for normal use of the leg was
excellent when he suddenly died of a bacterial septicemia.

IV. PRONGHORN ... A female pronghorn antelope was found in severe shock,
unconscious, with rear legs totally splayed. Radiographs showed no
fractures, but due to tendon, ligament, and muscle damage, she was unable
to bring her rear legs together. A hobble was devised from a padded
3" X 8" board to prevent further splaying, yet allow limited scissors
motion; this was tied to both rear legs just above the fetlocks. It

was used for a week, left on all night, and removed during the day at

times. A nippled rubber mat provided secure footing. She was propped
into a normal resting position with hay bales. We also supported her
over the hay bales in a standing position several times a day for no
longer than one hour at a time; this allowed front leg extension, and
stimulated eating, drinking and normal bowel function.

Slow approach and gentle handling were tolerated though she panicked
easily. We tried a cow sling, but it was unacceptable to this patient,
so we limited the therapy to manual help and support in standing. She
was eventually able to walk normally and be returned to her exhibit.

DISCUSSION

Before instituing physical therapy, the proposed program must be
discussed with the tveterinarian. When deciding on techniques to be
employed, the individual animal’s mental state and physical and environ-
mental needs must be kept in mind; i.e., each sling must be adapted to

the particular animal's body shape; each orthopedic shoe must be devised
according to the animal's pattern of locomotion. Food is a tool that
can be used as bribery for appropriate position, behavior or exercise.

c.ontinae.d on page. 151
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PHYSICAL THERAPY, DISCUSSION conUnued...

For instance, in the case of a parrot with central nervous system problems,
no manual manipulation or support was tolerated, so we filled a cage with
ladders and walk ways and encouraged the parrot to use them by moving
his food and water dishes daily. The choice of techniques should enhance
whatever abilities are already present, by providing stimuli that

encourage an animal to move progressively towards relearning natural
function.

Physical therapy is a long-term, intensive treatment. Several brief
exercise periods per day are more effective than one or two longer
sessions. The schedule of activity should be decided upon, keeping
the animal's ability in mind as well as the ability of the nursing
staff to stick to a schedule. One day of treatment missed can cause a

setback of a week.

Since in most cases you must physically handle an animal to support and
exercise it, the animal miist be somewhat accustomed to people and

handling. This conditioning process often starts as a side effect of
handling or force feedings, or medical treatments. The gallinule , though
always nasty, was not frightened by handling; he was in fact, quite
cooperative. The crane got used to his human contact, and appeared to

enjoy it. The pronghorn and the heron permitted only limited handling.

If a sling is deemed appropriate and necessary, several points should be
kept in mind. It should fit firmly and securely around the body, so

there is not possibility of the animal twisting inside it or getting
out of it, but leave as much freedom of motion as possible for wings,
legs, neck and tail. It must not constrict the limbs or inhibit
eating, drinking, urination or defecation. The feet should always
touch the floor. The front and back supports must be balanced so the
body is maintained at its natural angle to the floor.

Orthopedic shoes are designed for extending and re-training the digits

,

not for immobilization. As wTth a body sling, it must support adequately
but leave room for motion and flexibility. In the described case, the

heron wore his shoe constantly; on other occasions, one may be used as

part of an exercise or treatment, and be put on and then taken off.

If an animal is exercising and improving by itself, physical therapy
may be unnecessary. In cases where it causes stress, the therapy may be
impossible to perform or severely limited in scope. However, in some
instances, if physical therapy is not attempted, the patient may be
maintained but will not improve, and more often will deteriorate to a
totally untreatable condition.

Therefore, we feel that in many cases physical therapy should be incor-
porated as an integral part of the over all medical program. It can be
the crucial factor in restoring to normal an otherwise hopeless case.

SAIGA ANTELOPE conXUnaed . .

.

with one having successfully calved. The male, suffering from acute
laminitus, was placed in a separate enclosure where he is being treated
and remains there to this day.
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THE

STRUGGLE

SURVIVAL

SEA TURTLE PROTECTION PLAN ANNOUNCED

In recent years, dangerous declines in the nvimbers

of sea turtles have resulted from destruction of
habitats and commercial exploitation of the animals.
Condominium and apartment construction, opening up

of new beaches for recreation, and other human
activities have destroyed or put pressures on the
traditional turtle nesting areas. Turtle meat is

often considered a delicacy, as are turtle eggs, and
products made from shell and hides have been in

great demand. Turtles are taken incidentally in

U.S. commercial fishing operations, particularly the

Gulf and South Atlantic shrimp industry. The
survival of sea turtles depends upon lessening
these pressures.

Elements of the new program include:

—designation of green turtles with breeding
grounds in Florida and the Pacific Coast of Mexico
as endangered and all other green turtles as

threatened;

—designation of olive ridley turtles breeding
on the Pacific Coast of Mexico as endangered, and
all other olive ridleys as threatened;

—designation of loggerhead turtles throughouti
the world as threatened;

—a stepped-up effort to develop excluder trawls
that will permit fishermen to continue to catch
shrimp while reducing the number of turtles
accidentally caught in nets;

—upcoming proposals to designate portions of
the Cape Canaveral Ship Canal in Florida and near
shore areas of St. Croix, Virgin Islands, as critical
habitats

;

—an expanded monitoring program with a view to

designation of additional areas for habitat protec-
tion;

—a ban on the importation of turtle products
from mariculture operations;

—a ban on subsistence taking of sea turtles
except for limited taking in the Trust Territory of
the Western Pacific.

The effect of the action is to prohibit trade in and
the international taking of the three species of

sea turtles, except for scientific research, public
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SEA TURTLES , c.oyLtlnu.e.d

display* and the limited subsistence take in the Trust

Territory of the Western Pacific. While some inci-
dental taking of the sea turtles may continue in

fishing operations, such operations are to be strictly
regulated to preserve the species. Commercial Interests
that will be affected by the regulation include
leater goods, good, cosmetics, curio, and jewelry
concerns. A one-year grace period will be allowed for
interstate commerce to enable dealers, shopkeepers,
and others to clear their shelves.

The Department of Commerce has jurisdiction over
sea turtles from the edge of the water seaward, and
the Department of the Interior has jurisdiction on
land.

THREE TEXAS FISHES PROPOSED FOR ENDANGERED

OR THREATENED STATUS

Three Texas fishes-— the Leon Springs pupfish, the

Goodenough gaiAusia, and the Devil’s River minnow—
have been proposed for the endangered or threatened
species lists.

The action, published in the August 14, 1978, Federal

Register proposes to list the Leon Springs pupfish

Cynlnodon bovi-nni, and the Goodenough gambusia

GambuA4.a as endangered and the Devil’s

River minnow V-londa dlabotl as threatened. The

action also proposes critical habitat for the Leon
Springs pupfish and the Devil’s River minnow.

The major cause for the decline of the three species
is man’s alteration of their habitats. Some popula-
tions of the Leon Springs pupfish died out when removal
of ground water reduced stream flow, drying up the

fish's habitat in Leon Springs and the upper portion
of Leon Creek in Pecos County, Texas. Remaining
population in Diamond Y Spring are also threatened
by reduced stream flows. The Leon Springs pupfish is

also threatened by hybridization with a closely re-

lated pupfish, the sheepshead minnow, which was
introduced accidentally, possibly while being used
for bait. Scientists are now trying to eliminate
the introduced pupfish and the hybrids. Pure stock
of Leon Springs pupfish is being kept at the Fish and
Wildlife Service's Dexter National Fish Hatchery in

New Mexico.

)
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The Goodenough gambusia's only known habitat, Good-
enough Spring, was destroyed in 1968 when it was
flooded by the backwaters of the Corps of Engineers’
Amis tad Reservoir. The gambusia now survives only
in captivity at the University of Texas and Dexter
National Fish Hatchery.

Backwaters of the reservoir also destroyed the popu-
lation of the Devil's River minnow and its habitat in

the lower portion of Devil’s River. The population
in the river’s headwaters was wiped out by decreased
stream flows caused by removal of groimd water, and

remaining populations in the Devil’s River are also
threatened by reduced stream flows. The remaining

habitats of the minnow, San Felipe Creek and Las

Moras Creek, are threatened by the spread of nearby
urban areas.

"MEXICAN DUCK" COMES OFF ENDANGERED LIST

The "Mexican duck" was included on the Service’s
first endangered species list in 1967 and has been
classified that way ever since. Intensive studies of
the duck were begun 3 years ago in cooperation with
the Mexican government and the States where the duck
occurs. Two years ago, researchers discovered that
the first "Mexican ducks" collected in the United
States in 1893 and preserved at the Smithsonian
Institution were actually genetic hybrids, although
they looked like pure Mexican ducks.

The Mexican-like ducks in the United States, as all
other migratory waterfowl, remain under the protection
of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Populations and
environmental changes will continue to be monitored
both in the United States and Mexico under the
Service’s migratory bird program.

The decision to remove the so-called Mexican duck
from the endangered species list came after a status
review of the species by Arizona, Texas, and New
Mexico along with the Fish and Wildlife Service.
The review found no threats to the continued existence
of either the 50,000 pure Mexican ducks in central
Mexico or the 5,000 hybrids occurring in Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas, and northern Mexico.

ANIMAL KEEPERS' FORUM invites contributions of original papers and

news articles of interest to the Animal Keeping Profession. See

back cover for more details.
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS

VvuA K/Lolove Sa^a/LL Pank, Czucko^lovak-la

by

Ma/iv-in L. Jom6, San VX2.go, Call^. , USA

^Aom notu made, diUving a tnlp -In the 6umme,A 19 77

On Sunday, the group left Prague at 9 a.m. for the drive to Dvur
Kralove Safari Park (locally simply called a zoo). At 10:30 we

arrived at the town of Hradec Kralove, which appears to be somewhat

like a county seat, and had a very new and modem hotel called the

Czemigov. We took a side excursion, came back to the hotel for

lunch and arrived at the Dvur Kralove zoo at 2:30. We had just over

two hours to see, at a fast pace, one of the most unkno\^ and most
surprising zoos of the tour.

The zoo was started about 20 years ago as a small town zoo (Dvur is

a small town) . Some years ago the decision was made to create a

major animal park here. When one realizes that there are now many
cars in Czechoslovakia, with the resultant city congestion and

problems, the idea was not a bad one. It should be added that the

Polish border is only 30 kilometers away.

The present park is undergoing massive improvements. A large quaran-
tine area is still not completed, and it is bigger than any U.S. zoos.
There are three large parking lots, large even by U.S. standards.
A large zoo hospital, research center and education complex are under-
way. The safari park itself is being planned and materials stored
for it. There is unlimited room to expand since the zoo is state
controlled and the state owns all of the land, anyway.

Director Dr. Wagner is doing a good job, and has a dedicated, young,
and good staff. Next year, the International Veterinarian Congress
on Animal Diseases Conference will be held here. (It is normally
held at some city in the socialist countries.) Virtually all of the
veterinarians of European zoos attend.

The group was taken about Dvur by one of the principal assistants and
saw all of both the exhibit and off-exhibit facilities. The first
major exhibit is one of about 40 Roan Antelope, of the langheldi
subspecies in which the males are darker than the females. The
San Diego zoo and the Wild Animal Park have the race cottoni, in
which both sexes are the same color. There was an additional group
of about 20 Roan further on. Dr. Wagner mentioned in his opening
remarks that he likes to start his groups with no less than 2.6
animals, in many cases more.

Next to them are about 20 Sable in one group, all exhibited in barless
paddocks (in fact, there is no railing between the moat and the
visitors) . There are large cinder block and brick buildings to the
rear. There is a series of buildings for smaller antelopes containing
South African Springbok of the normal color, and groups of all white
and all black animals, each about 20 to 39 in number. There are 15

Lesser Kudu, two groups of about 12 Nile Lechwe, also common Red
Lechwe, two Vaal Rhebok, quite a few Mountain Reedbusk, Bontebok,
Blesbok, East AfricanBushbuck , and Pigmy Hippo. These appear to be
purebred animals and most species are seen in small herds.

(iontinue,d on page, 156
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DVUR KRALOVE SAFARI PARK, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, continued....

The park has large paddocks for ungulates, the center on containing
about 20 Eland, 15 Brindled Gnu, more Bonteook and some Ostrich. Each
of the individual pens went back about 50 to 200 feet from the pathway
and were again barless. Here are the 2.6 Northern White Rhinoceros
brought from Uganda in 1975, Beisa Oryx, about a dozen Hartmann Zebra
(there are over 160 zebra in all), about 20 Gemsbok

, about 15 Grevy
Zebra, about a dozen Imp ala.

We then toured the land for the safari park which will be developed
starting in 1978. It lead to the very extensive off-exhibit holding
and quarantine facilities. Here were a number os simple males and
some small groups of exhibited species plus many seen only here, such
as Cape Buffalo, several Red Forest Buffalo, maneless and normal Grant
Zebras in groups of about 20 each. Topi, Reedbuck, Chapman Zebra,
Damara Zebra, and others. There are large exercise yards for use during
the daytime and stalls for the evening as is the practice in Europe.

The groups then went back to the central core area. Here were seen the

2.5 Hunters Antelope with a female young bom days before. We saw the

Bongo Antelope. Two adult females were imported from Kenya a few

years ago, and a male adult came from Chipperfield in England, and

5 young have since been bom here. A female bom in 19 75 has been sent
back to Chipperfield. On exhibit were the adult bull and a male bom
here in May 1975 (who looked almost as large as the adult), and a

female bom in May 1976, along with one of the import cows and a female
bom in August 1976. In the bam was the other import cow and a

young female bom 11 June 1977. The date of breeding and date of birth
was noted on the stall.

We noted 4.5 Nyala, and a series of cages for breeding Blue and Yellow
Macaw. In the pachyderm house are Malayan Tapir, Nile Hippos and 1.2

African Elephant. While time was limited, I did make a quick look at

some of the other exhibits noting 3 Maned Wolves, 1.1 Dali Sheep (male
ram good sized), Sumatran and Corbett Tigers, Lesser, Chilean, American
and European Flamingo, about 8 Cheetahs, 1.1 Shortridge Leopard, about
a dozen European Pelican, scores of Crowned Cranes, 8 Griffon Vulture,
about 6 African Sea Eagles (vocifer) , 9 Mandrill, 1.1 Matschle’s
Guereza, a family of Patas monkey, and about 6 deBrazza.

A very well stocked and nice appearing aquarium-reptile house combina-
tion with Green Tree Monitors, Morelets Crocodile, and what seemed to

be about 60 to 70 species of herps plus the fish, and some amphibians.

As at a few other European and most American zoos, there is a good
si zed area where one can buy food and drink (outdoors only) , and a

variety of postcards and souvenirs. Dr. Wagner is in the process of
writing a series of booklets on his many collecting trips to Africa,
some were on sale.

It is obvious that this zoo will bear close watching as it continues to

develop, and like Walsrode deserves greater visitation by Americans.

Next month Budapest



AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOO KEEPERS

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

October 15-19, 197S

Santa Fe Teaching Zoo, Santa Fe CommuyUty Cottage,, Gainer vM^, Florida

:litt*** ******************* *****************

CONFERENCE HEADQUARTERS ... Santa Fe Community College, 3000 N.W. 83rd, St.

Gainesville, FL. 32601. Tel: (904) 378-9758 or 378-9868.

MOTELS... see registration form

REGISTRATION FEES . . . $40 . 00 per member or $45.00 per non-member. This
fee includes welcoming reception, banquet at Holiday Inn, catered
luncheons at Santa Fe Community College on conference days, and trans-
portation to and from your motel. Early registrations will be apprec-
iated and forms are enclosed. Motel registration forms will be sent
on receipt of conference registration forms. Checks payable to:
AAZK MatconaZ Con^eAe.nce.. Late registration will be Sunday, Oct. 15

from 3:00p.m. to 9:00p.m. at the Holiday Inn.

SCHEDULE. .. includes a p re-conference tour of Busch Gardens, on Sunday
Oct. 15. We are planning field trips to Silver Springs Reptile
Institute, Jacksonville Zoo, and the Florida State Museum. Free ad-

mission to Lion Country Safari, Wometco Miami Seaquarium, Central
Florida Zoological Society and the Crandon Park Zoo is available
from October 10-25 for delegates.

THEME... is "Our Education for Their Survival". Some of the Speakers
include Dennis Grimm, AAZK President .. "Polar Bear Breeding Project
at the Brookfield Zoo", George E. Steele, Exec. Director of ZooAct..
"Washington's Future Impact on Zoos", Barry Cook, wildlife inspector
.."Zoo Inspections" and Dr. Walter Auffenberg, herpetologist at the
Florida State Museum. About 25 speakers’ have been scheduled so far.

Anyone tnten.ei>ted tn gtvtng a paeientatlon 6houZd contact 06 06 6oon
06 po66tblc. 20 minuter t6 o dc6AJicablc length, and audio -vt6ool6
oAc Lveleome.

Name
Address
Zoo
Area of work at your zoo_

D Member of AAZK - Registration Fee: $40.00
l~~l Nonmember of AAZK - Registration Fee: $45.00

A reservation form for the motel of your choice will be sent to you.

Please indicate your preference below:

Days Inn: $14.88 - single
$17.88 - double

$ 4.00 - each additional
person, 18

$ 1.00 - each additional
child

Holiday Inn: $16.00 - single
$20.00 - double-

$ 4.00 - extra
person

(all Holiday Inn prices plus
4% sales tax)

Please fill out and return this form, with registration fee, to:

Jack A. Brown, Assistant Director
Teaching Zoo, Santa Fe Community College
3000 N.W. 83rd St., Gainesville, FL 32601



The Montgomery Zoo has formed a AAZK chapter. Their address is

chapter
MontgomeA^ Zoo

P.O. Box 3313
Montgom2.Ky, AL 36109

The following persons were elected officers;
Forrest Bailey, President
Laura Strickland, Vice-President
Ann Bush, Sec/Treasurer. news

UNITED STATES AND MEXICO SIGN WILDLIFE AGREEMENT

An agreement between the Republic of Mexico and the

United States to study and manage wildlife common to

both countries has been signed that sets forth five

major areas of cooperation: protection of endangered
species, management of migratory birds, wildlife
research, law enforcement, and training.

Both countries will initiate studies to determine the

status of several endangered species in Mexico that
once also occurred in the Southwestern United States.
Two species, the Mexican wolf and the Mexican grizzly
bear are extremely rare, and some authorities believe
the Mexican grizzly may already be extinct. Another
study will survey Baja California for sightings of
the California Condor, one of the world's rarest
birds. Less than 40 of the birds exist in the wild
in the mountains of southern California.
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,
tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be in final
form and should fit in a page size of no more than 6"xl0". AKF will
not redesign illustrations or graphs.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial Staff. Cite literature use in
text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors is made, but AKF will make every effort to

print the article as soon as possible. All articles will be published
in future issues of AKF for that calendar year.

Telephoned contributions on late-breaking news or last minute insertions
is acceptable. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will
not be accepted.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers) and Associate $10.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student $ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations) $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers ' Forum . All new
members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card good for
free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.
Mmbnuklp^ oAQ. on an annaat ba^i^. S0% a mmbun.' oAz badgoX^d
ion. pabtidjoutlon oi Animal KQ,2.p<in^ ' fon.um . Extn.a patches oAo. available
in.om AAZK Headqoanten^

, ion. $1 .25 each .

Send name and addn.e66 and a check on. money onAen. to-

AAZK Headquarters
National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C. 20008

Make checks payable to Amenlcan A66octatton oi Zoo Keepen^.

ALL CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS AT THE NATIONAl
ZOO. DO NOT SEND THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS * FORUM . AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
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SCOOPS^^-"Scuttlebutt

Th^ month '

6

coue^ WiixA>tAat2̂ thd ctaiitc 00^0,0^ thz

kee.pe.^'L wanting thz ktdabKa. JoKtoi^d to go thti LCay, and

th<L tonto^d LOanti, to go that lA^ay.

AAZK CHAPTER SPONSORS SEMINAR

Steven Taylor, from the Louisville Zoo, called us recently to tell us

about big doings in Louisville. The Louisville Zoo AAZK Chapter will
be sponsoring its First Annual Symposium of Captive Wildlife on
November 2nd and 3rd. General theme for this first of many annual
symposiums is B/Lddding and Rdp-^oductlon tn Capttvd (ulttdti^d.

The symposium is booked up on papers which include:
1. Breeding Endangered Species
2. Artificial Insemination by Dr. Stephen Seager
3. Wolves in Captivity by Dr. Eric Klinghammer
A. Reproduction in Gorillas by Mike July
5. Woolly Monkeys in Captivity by Mary Jo Marshall
6. Pyloric Stenosis in 2 Generations of Siberian Tiger

Cubs by Dr. Bill Foster
7. Hatching and Development of the Bald Eagle by a keeper

from the Columbus Zoo...

The symposium sessions will rm from 6:30 p.m. to about 11:00 p.m.

Registration is $5.00 for each evening.

For more information and to make reservations contact Steven Taylor or
John Keeley at the Louisville Zoo, (502) 459-2181.

GREAT APE PHYSICALS .. .bt/ Ttm O’Bntdn, Auduhon PoAk loo, hidw Ontdan^ , La.

On June 27, 1978, our pair of gorillas were given physical examinations.
Ketamine was used as the immobilizing drug. Each was TB tested, blood
samples taken, teeth checked and cleaned, and EKG's done. Both were also
weighed and their temperatures taken. Scott—194 lbs., 101.7°; Molly

—

128% lbs., 101.8°. Total time from darting to completion was less than
one hour.

On August 1, 1978, our orangutans were given physical examination. The
immobilizing drug was ketamine and both were TB tested, teeth checked
and cleaned, blood samples taken and EKG's were done. Both were also
weighed—’Frank is 194 lbs. and Mama 81 lbs. Total time for the whole
process was one hour.
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BIRTHS HATCHINGS

LILAC BREASTED ROLLERS HATCHED IN PHILADELPHIA ZOO . . . Vat

On December 13, 1977, the Philadelphia Zoo received a pair of wild-
caught Lilac Breasted Rollers. They were put in an open Avairy inside
the main bird house. On May 31st, the first of three eggs were laid.

Both adults were observed incubating the eggs. Three young hatched on

June 22, 1978. Both adults fed the young. Due to aggression toward
the female, the male was taken out before July 21st when the first young
left the nest. This is the second known captive breeding in the
United States of these beautiful birds.

The Zoo was successful again in raising four Renaulds Ground Cukoo's.
Also raised this year were three Snowy Owls (hand-raised) , two Southern
Lapwings, two Palawan Peacock Pheasants, and various kinds of waterfowl
some of which are Bronzewing Ducks, Hawaiian Geese, Ruddy Headed Geese,

Chilean Teals, North American Ruddy Ducks, Versicolr Teal, Hooded Mer-
ganzers. Tufted Ducks, New Zealand Scaup, Brazilian Teal, Rosybill Ducks,

and a Trumpeter Swan.

With the hiring of Larry Shelton, as Curator of Birds, the Philadelphia
Zoo is acquiring many different kinds of Passerines with the hope of

having a more successful breeding year next year.

ATTENTION ARTISTS!

!

We think we’ve got a good thing going with our cover art. But we'd like
to make it better. We’re also running low on ideas, kyimat Ke.2.pe.AA

'

FoAuit? would like to invite you to illustrate its covers. The AKF
editors will need twelve cover illustrations for the 1979 printing year.
You can submit as many pieces as you’d like. Artwork should be sized to
fit the current front cover area, with blank spaces left for the logo
and the phrase at the bottom. Leave a 1/4" margin on each side. The
theme for our cover illustrations have been "The Keeper and His Job,"
reflecting the day-to-day life of an animal keeper, experiencing all
aspects of the job. The type of medium can vary greatly, as long as it
can be faithfully reproduced in black and white by offset printing
processes. Pen and ink, soft pencil, pen and ink wash, acrylic, water-
color wash, charcoal (well sealed), felt-tip pen and even a collage
are among media possibilites . Artwork should be submitted to the AKF
editors, and protected against damage in the mails.

Artwork used on the covers becomes the property of Animal Keepers’
Forum . Artwork not selected for use will be returned, provided a current
return address is given. Artists may sign their work. Kviimat KzQ.pQ.ft}>'

VofLUm is an international publication, so themes should be kept general
enough that most keepers anywhere would recognize the situation.
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MASSA GORILLA DIES

Massa, the acrobatic lowland gorilla from the San Diego Wild Animal
Park who became famous for his leaping abilities, died Saturday,
September 8, 1978.

Keepers found 13-year-old Massa dead during early morning rounds. For
the past two months, Massa had been suffering from a severe respiratory
illness which preliminary laboratory studies indicated may be valley
fever. (Valley fever — CLOC.CyLdiO'idomyc.06^ -- is a fungus disease
carried by spores in the soil causing fever and lung lesions.) The
diagnosis will be confirmed in a few weeks.

Dr. James Oosterhuis , Wild Animal Park veterinarian, said, "Massa
was treated in July for a respiratory infection which did not respond
to normal therapy. This resulted in further laboratory studies which
indicated that Massa was probably suffering from valley fever.

"However, treating a gorilla for valley fever is unlike treating a

human because it would mean anesthetizing a gorilla daily for four to

six hours for at least two months to administer vaccine intravenously."

Dr. Oosterhuis said further that researchers at the University of
California at Davis" Regional Primate Center are attempting to develop
a vaccine which would be effective in control of valley fever. Once
the vaccine is available, the remaining lowland gorillas at the Wild
Animal Park — an adult male, two adult females, a juvenile male
and a juvenile female — probably will be vaccinated.

Massa made news twice in his relatively short life span (gorillas may
live as long as 30 to 40 years in captivity). First, Massa shared the

home of Dr. Albert Schweitzer's daughter, Rhejia Eckert-Schweitzer

,

in Lambarene, Gabon, Africa, until he became an overly-active two-
year-old.

Then, in 1968, Massa was sent to the San Diego Zoo where he lived
until his transfer to the Wild Animal Park in 1972. Massa made news
again this past March when he was sent to the Los Angeles Zoo on
breeding loan. There, he climbed a wall separating him from some
juvenile gorillas and leaped into their enclosure, surprising both the

gorillas the the keepers.

Since the Los Angeles Zoo apparently could not contain so acrobatic
a gorilla as Massa, he was sent back to the Wild Animal Park in June
to await arrangement of another breeding loan.

Massa’ s body is being offered to a museum for display since lowland
gorillas are considered an endangered species.

TEN MILLION LADYBUGS INVADE WILD ANIMAL PARK AT SAN DIEGO

A horde of ten million orange and black ladybugs, called up to re-
inforce the natural insect control program at the San Diego Wild Animal
Park,were released Wednesday September 20, in Nairobi Village.

The army of tiny, winged beetles are part of an elite group of predatory
insects (like tiny wasps, lacewings in various stages of growth, and
parasitic flies) which Wild Animal Park gardeners purchase each year to
control aphids, mealy bugs, mites, leaf worm and other plant-destroying
insects.
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TECHNIQUES OF A SUCCESSFUL PENQUIN COLONY

by
Jme.t J. Galley-PfUpp6

Bottlmoae Zoo

TlvU -Lb a contLnuaLlon o^ the oALtcZe, page 146, September Lb-bue.

PENGUIN CARE: The birds are fed Atlantic Smelt O-bmeAiib -bp. which are

thawed immediately before feeding, supplemented with 1/2 Sea Tab and
a salt tablet per bird per day. These fortified fish are fed first in

the morning feeding. Feedings are at 1100 and 1530 hours daily. All

birds are fed either in the water or by hand until satiated. After
the regular feedings outside, birds on nests also are fed. These
special feedings begin with the appearance of the first egg and continue
until the chicks are taken to the nursery. These extra feedings seem
to result in greater survival of both chicks to a nest. As the chicks
become larger, the parents are offered more feedings each day as

needed. Parents with large chicks do not hesitate to approach the
keeper door and let their need for another feeding be known.

During feedings, records are kept of the total fish consumed by each
bird. These food records are very important in keeping up with
physiological changes within the birds. Variations in comsuption
occur with the beginning of an illness, the onset of nesting, molt, etc.

For instance, a female that fasts for one to three days in the nest will
generally lay an egg on the third day. When external factors such as

smelt shortage or different brands cause the birds to slacken their
consumption, this immediately causes interruptions in their breeding.

During times of smelt shortage, they have been offered cut-up
mackerel and butterfish. These were not accepted, and their shape in

the mouth seemed to be the cause of rejection. The same rejection was
observed when it was attempted to change the birds onto one of the

commercial diets for mammalian fish-eaters. This rejection seemed to

be as much related to the texture as to the shape.

Of the main penguin disease problems, aspergillosis, bumblefoot,
avian malaria, and salmonellosis, our primary problem is avian malaria.
Bumblefoot problems seem to have disappeared with the introduction of
the kitty litter in the nesting room, even though the island is concrete.

Aspergillosis is virtually nonexistent with the large open facility.
Only one case has occurred in the last 4 years, and this particular
bird was a juvenile that had many other pathological problems. Avian
malaria in our penguins can be detected in its early stages by the feed
records and knowledge of individual bird’s behavior. Usually a sick
bird will decrease intake and just not act ’right’. At the first
observation of these symptoms treatment is begun. If not, in 2 to 3

days the bird will be dead. Our Africans tend to develop a resistance
to malaria after they survive their first summer. Each summer the only
birds to be closely observed are the juveniles in their first summer and
the young of the previous year while undergoing their first molt. This
immunity is thought to be in the form of a constant low-grade malarial
infection. If an adult is Stressed by another cause, it will often have
an active bout of malaria with malarial organisms appearing in the
blood. This re-activated infection only seems to respond to a
stronger anti-malarian drug than the usual sulfa, and death is not
as sudden as in the juveniles with their first infection.
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PENGUINS . . . contina2,d

Treatment of malaria is with a triple sulfa drug twice daily for 10 days
As an experiment the juveniles were given regular treatments, 2 weeks
off and 2 weeks on, all summer instead of the usual method of treatment
when symptoms appear. It was discovered that this regular treatment
prevents the development of the immunity as described above. If
regular treatments are given, they would have to be continued every
summer during the life of the bird.

desting has occurred throughout the year; however, it appears to begin
in August and terminate in June, with most birds molting in June and

July. In the wild this species has a comparable nesting record with
peaks of egg-laying occurring in September and February. The same
peaks occur in this captive colony. Nest, building is dominated by males
and they t^e either the sticks supplied by the keeper or the natural
vegetation growing among the rocks. There are 2 eggs to a clutch, and
the mean incubation length is 38 days. Incubation and care of the

young is shared by both sexes. The length of brooding of the chicks
is highly variable but has a mean of 12 days. When the chicks attain
the age of one month, they are removed from the parents and placed in

the nursery. When fully feathered they are released to the colony.
This removal of the chicks solves two problems that arise in breeding
penguins in captivity. In the wild, the parents abandon the chicks
at fledging time and return to sea for 2 to 3 weeks, after which they
return to land to nest again. By removing the chicks this allows
for the normal severence of the parent-chick bond to take place. The
abandoned chicks then follow instinct to find food. They have to be
taught to eat dead fish, the same as birds than are brought in from the
wild. Sphenlsclds are endowed with a very sharp bill, and it was
found that this teaching process was easier, for both the keeper and
the chicks, with the birds at a more pliable age. After release,
the chicks soon learn from the other birds how to take the fish in the
water. Thus, they are feeding well and will not interrupt their
parents as they begin to re-nest.

In conclusion, care of a successful penguin colony is not difficult.
The keys to success seem to be exhibition of a group of at least ten
or more birds, care that pays close attention to details, and individual
recognition of the birds in records. The breeding successes that
result make all this work worthwhile to the dedicated keeper.

Product mentioned in the texti Sea Tabs; vitamin and mineral supplement
formulated for marine animals. Pacific Research Laboratories, El Cajon,
California. Triple Sulfai 2.5 grains each of sulfadiazine, sulfametha-
zine, and sulfamerazine

.

CAPTIVE BREEDING CONFERENCE

The 3rd World Conference on Breeding Endangered Species in Captivity,
sponsored by the Fauna Preservation Society, will be hosted by the
Zoological Society of San Diego. The first two conferences were held
abroad; this is the first time it will convene in the United States.
It will be held 12-16 November 1979 in San Diego at the Tomi & Country
Hotel. Further details will be provided as the conference is firmed
up, but you may want to mark the dates on your 1979 calendar now.

***********************************^
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TUSK TALK

by
Ed Rob2.nX6

SnyiioH. loo K^epeA, Stone Zoo, Stonekam, Ma44

.

As most of us know, the husbandry of elephant handling has been around
for practically 2000 years. Ever since man has been on this planet, it

was ordained that he would rule over all beasts, large and small. I

would like to think that this is only a half truth and that the one
reason why man has done so well with elephants is because the elephant
decided to let man capture and train it and since that time a lot of
interesting observations have been handed down through the years
regarding this phenomena.

Zoo people who work in close daily contact with elephants are, to me,
a very special group. These people, working with the largest land ani-
mal in the world, work daily with them without fear, (for these animals
are efficient killers) just for the love and affection of their charges.
If you don't love the brutes, they will either tolerate you or one day

they will try and get you. Ask any elephant man and he will tell you.

I look at "Babe", our 22 year old Asiatic elephant, who weighs over 4

tons, and think back to that day in September, 1956, when she was
trucked in from the York Animal Forest in Maine....

Her Pakistani name was "Kutub-Un-Nissa' which the Mahout who accompanied
her told me meant, "The Loveliest of Ladies." She was 15 months old
and stood no higher than my chest and weighed about 300 pounds. She
was the cutest little punk you ever set eyes on. The Ambassador to

Pakistan, Hon. Horace Hildreth of Maine decided to present her as a

gift to the Stone Zoo, because we never had an elephant before.
Naturally, she was immediately accepted and preparations were begun for
her stall. But who was to work with the Mahout and the little elephant?

I got the assignment, because I was next to last on the seniority list
and everyone else refused. I had no experience with this type of
creature, but felt fairly confident I could make friends with her. The
Mahout stayed around for about 6 weeks, until it was discovered he
didn’t know much about elephants, not even how to get her downi

Babe and I soon became fast friends and the first time I put the hook
on her neck, she couldn't lay down fast enough. She stayed that way
until I told her it was OK to get up. I was practicing with certain
pressure points on her anatomy, when I, more or less accidentally,
landed on her neck. From then until now, she will lay down and roll
on her side when the pressure of the bull hook is on her neck (not

heavy)

.

From the first week I worked with her, every time I was in close to her
she would rumble deep in her throat. I thought she was growling, but
realized that she was purring. I also found out that the rapidly
flapping ears indicate happiness in an elephant much like a dog
wagging his tail.

I recall one morning—I used to holler, "hello. Babe" before I entered
her stall and she would vent a loud snort from her trunk and a bellow
from her mouth which could be heard across the pond. On this morning.
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.

she was drinking water from a buckfet and when she answered me, it

sounded like she was in 10 feet of water, gargling.

As the months slipped into the first winter, we became more and more
attached. I would take her for walks in the zoo and she would follow,
never more than 3 feet in back of me. Many elephant men will tell you
always stay by the left shoulder of your elephant with hook at the

ready, and I agree, that is where the handler should be. But the
rapport I had with Babe precluded this safety measure. She never
strayed or bolted or ran in any direction, unless I was running first.

Her first month at the Zoo was hectic because she wasn't getting her
proper diet. The Mahout wanted her to have all kinds of greens,
watermelong, goat’s milk and absolutely pure water. Unfortunately, her
stools were watery, so when the Mahout left I changed her diet with some
help from the Bronx Zoo. A special grain ration was implemented. I

soaked it with water just enough to moisten it and Babe would roll it

up into a ball with her trunk and pop it into her mouth. I added
carrots, then beets and a good timothy hay. For rewards for good
behavior, I gave her a couple of bananas, or an apple, or a couple of
lumps of sugar. This diet we maintained for over a year and she
thrived on it, increasing the grain and vegetables as she grew older.

As we came into November and the colder weather, we had a blanket made
for her because she was in an unheated box stall in our old horse bam.
The floor had to be reworked and a bull ring was installed to hold her
chain. Because she was so young and constantly in motion, she would
start to get a chain bum on her rear leg. I cut a section of 1%"

fire hose and put the chain thruit and this cut down on the chain bums,
During this time, I practiced making her bow down on one leg by applying
the hook lightly to the top of her neck. As she would get both front
knees on the floor, I would tap her right front leg with the command
"up leg". She caught on quick and even lowered her head to the deck
to complete the bow. The wor^ "steady" was used to hold her position
until I released her. by saying "up, girl" and then she would recover.
To make her sit on her rear haunches, 1 would just apply a little
pressure to her back toward the tail with the hook and she would sit
like a dog. Later, I would tap her on the chin and command "way up"
and she would assume begging position with her trunk rolled back over
her head. At the command "steady" she would freeze there. I released
her from that position with the command "OK , Babe" and give her a tidbit.

One morning I came into her stall and she had six mice lined up for me
in a row that she had caught during the night. She had apparently
squashed them with her trunk and dropped each one as she killed them
next to each other. She got quite a few tidbits that day.

There are very few books written on handling and training elephants in
captivity and so a lot of corresponding has to be done with other
elephant people. After I broke in another man to take care of Babe,
I shifted over to our satellite zoo at Franklin Park and started working
with their four elephants. Babe, Minnie, Jenny and Mary. They gave me
Mary, a huge hulker with a trxmk as large around as a tree trunk. They
chained theirs on left front and right rear legs. They only told me to

watch Mary's tail which was short and looked like a baseball bat. This
was one of their ways of testing me. She was supposed to be the easiest
to handle (they told me), but later I found out she was a nut and would
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just as soon deck you as look at you. But she never swung that tail

at any time while I worked with her, nor did she ever try to take advan-
tage of ray inexperience. Although the other guys couldn't figure it out
the reason was that I trusted her initially and she did the same for me.

I recall one day while one of the. men was cleaning between Jenny and
Minnie, and they both decided to lean in toward each other with him in

the middle. I yelled at him to drop to the floor, which he alertly
did, scrambled out from under Jenny, shaken but imhurt and then he
punished them both with a large, long handled shovel. I never saw them
do it again.

Those old-timers I worked with gave me invaluable information on how
to work with elephants, how to treat them when gastric disturbances
bother them, when to oil them, how to treat them when they are good or
bad; but most of all, how to appreciate their intelligence and meet
them on equal terms.

A SONNET FOR INSCRIPTION OVER A MIRROR AT THE ENTRANCE

TO A ZOO

Don't set yourself above the creatures here.
Don't be misled by pride that you are "Man",
Who therefore has the right to scoff and jeer.

To shout, and act like a barbarian.

Take heed before you laugh, and point, and call:

"You ugly ape, you!" Look, and you will find
There's not an animal among them all

That's any less than perfect of its kind.

Were we to choose our patrons with as much
Attention to perfection, now compare:
Would you be welcome here? What if you're such

That you"re misshapen, gross, contorted, spare?

Take thought, as you look at yourself. At best,
You're fit to be here only as a guest.

Ma/ilti Le,vln

JOB DESCRIPTION: ANIMAL KEEPER

You deal with the stools
of bats and bulbuls.

clean up the turds
of tigers and birds.

shovel the feces
of endangered species.

AMs and PMs
You hose out the BMs

.

Ma/ULi LevZn
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SURPLUS - FOR SALE OR TRADE

MAMMALS BIRDS

3.2 Rumors* 3.1 Addles
6.6 Myths 1.3 Concomitants

2.1 Defuncts 1 .0 Collapse
2.3 Exits** 1 ,2 Tinsels
3.5 On ramps** 2.4 Tilts
0.1 Fracas 1 .2 Thwarts
1.0 Hi atus 0.1 Sly

3.0 Peccadil los 2.4 Thrusts
1.3 Cul -de~sacs 8.5 Rumples
1.1 Petards 1.4 Slags
3.2 Escutcheons 2.8 Plunges
1.1 Foibles 3.7 Shimmers

8.2 Sparkles
*excellent breeding record 2.3 Flimsies
**cannot be exhibited in 3.1 Quenches

same or adjacent cages. 1 .3 Tippets
7.9 Tiffs

Available in near future: 2.7 Fidgets

Hos tiles -As te ri sks -Di 1 i gents

-

Ampe rs an ds -Pee ves - Di ph thon gs

-

SI i ps ho rds -Gripes -Brawl s-

Antwe rps -Wastrels

3.9 Plummets

REPTILES

2.8 Fetishes 4.3 Lewds
3.4 Fandangos 3.8 Labyinths
4.8 Swizzles 4.5 Skulks
3.3 Statistics 8.9 Raglans
8.3 Bonanzas 3.0 Squelches

UoaJIa, L2,vin

*****************t***************t

PREGNANT PANDA. ...... Ueno Zoo
Tokyo, Japan

At a press conference, zoo

officials announced that the

female panda, named Lan Lan, is

expecting. The pregnancy was
Indicated after studying the

results of hormone and urine
collected since spring.
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THE

STRUGGLE

SURVIVAL

.Cj the BOLSON tortoise, north AMERICA'S LARGEST LAND
REPTILE, PROPOSED FOR ENDANGERED LIST

The Bolson tortoise, the largest land reptile in North
America, has been proposed for listing as an endangered
species by the Interior Department's Fish and Wildlife
Service

.

The Bolson tortoise lives primarily in grassland areas
of the states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, and Durango in

Mexico. Adults may grow quite large, with shells
measuring more than 39 inches in length. In spite of
its size, the Bolson tortoise is one of the least
known reptiles in the Northern Hemisphere.

One of the main causes for the species's decline is

hunting by local people who use the tortoises for food.

Although much of the area inhabited by the tortoises
is sparsely settled, tortoise populations are often
wiped out as far away as 6 miles from the nearest
human settlement.

Habitat destruction is also a serious threat to the
species. Much of the tortoise's habitat is being con-

verted to agriculture, and plowing and irrigation of
fields have already apparently contributed to the

extirpation of some tortoise populations. Increasingly,
overgrazing by cattle and goats is destroying browse
needed by the tortoises; and grazing animals also
trample tortoise burrows and cover sites.

In the past, the Bolson tortoise was in demand by
zoos, museums and private collectors. It is not known
how many tortoises are still bej.ng taken from the wild
as the species is now listed on Appendix II of the

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
of Wild Fatina and Flora. This means that Bolson
tortoises cannot be imported into countries that have
signed the Convention, such as the United States,
without a document from the Mexican government certi-
bying that the purpose of the import will not be
determental to the species. Some trade is probably
continuing, however. Listing the tortoise as endangered
under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 would provide
the species additional protection by strictly lim-
iting the purposes for which it would be imported into
the United States. It would also open the way for the
United States and Mexico to develop cooperative con-
servation programs for the tortoise.

Persons wishing to comment on this proposal should submit
their comments by no later than December 26, 1978, to

the Director (OES) , U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.
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DESERT TORTOISE PROPOSED AS ENDANGERED IN PART OF UTAH ;

STATUS OF THE SPECIES ELSEWHERE TO BE REVIEWED

A Utah population of the desert tortoise has been
proposed for the endangered species list, and the status

of other desert tortoise populations is being reviewed
to see if the species should be proposed for listing
as endangered or threatened in other portions of its

range

.

The desert tortoise lives in desert areas of California,
Nevada, Utah, and Arizona and adjacent areas of Mexico
as far south as southern Sonora. Individuals may
grow to more than a foot in length and have been know
to live more than 50 years

.

Recently the Desert Tortoise Council formally peti-
tioned the Department of the Interior to list as

endangered and to identify critical habitat for a

population of desert tortoises living on Beaver Dam
Slope. This area is at the foot of the Beaver Dam
Mountains in southwestern Utah and is under the juris-
diction of the Bureau of Land Management, also an

Interior agency.

Fewer than 350 tortoises are estimated to remain on
the Beaver Dam Slope, which may have once supported
as many as 2,000. The population is estimated to be
declining at the rate of 5.5 percent a year, and most
of the tortoises are adults, many of which are quite

old. Reasons for the decline have not been deter-
mined although competition with grazing animals,

poaching or collecting tortoises for pets, and pred-
atory animals that eat tottoises eggs and young are

all believed to be contributing factors.

The area that has been proposed as critical habitat
would include roughly a 35-square-mile area in Wash-
ington County, Utah, bordered by the Beaver Dam Wash
on the west, the Beaver Dam Mountains on the east,
and by various geological formations on the north
and south.

The notice of the status review of desert tortoises
and the proposal to list the Beaver Dam Slope pop-
ulation as endangered were published in the August 23,
19 78, Federal Register . Interested parties are invited
to submit factual information, comments, and suggestions
on these two actions to the Director (OES)

, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C. 20240. All comments should be
received by November 21, 1978.
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VIRGIN RIVER CHUB PROPOSED FOR ENDANGERED LIST

The Virgin River chub, a small member of the minnow
family, has been proposed for the endangered species
list because planned modifications to Its remaining
habitat threaten its continued existence.

This chub lives in pool areas in about 125 miles of the

Virgin River from the area below La Verkin Springs,
Utah, downstream to the backwaters of Lake Mead,
Nevada. The river in this section is usually very
turbid, warm, and has a high mineral content. It

has a sandstone bottom and is erratic in flow. This

extremely harsh environment is characteristic of

desert streams and is inhabited by a few, well
adapted aquatic organisms. The chub inhabits deeper
runs and pools rather than shallower water.

ZOO KEEPING

by
Tim O'dAlun

Audmbon Va/ik .In New 0nte.ayL6

(Ed. Note: This was printed in the Santa Fe Association of Zoo Keepers
Newsletter, published by the Santa Fe Community College Teaching Zoo.)

While the students at the Santa Fe Teaching Zoo get a taste of zoo keep-
ing, many have little idea of what full-time zoo keeping is like. In

this article I would like to describe my duties as a keeper in the

primate section at the Audubon Park Zoo in New Orleans, Louisiana.
There are three keepers and a head keeper in the primate section. Three
of us are on duty each day and no one gets both weekend days off and
most of us work both Saturdays and Sundays. The primate section contains
seven types of monkeys, gorillas, orangutans, tree kangaroos, an otter
pool, rhesus monkey island and an alligator pool.

A keeper’s day begins at 8 a.m. and the entire morning is spent cleaning
the inside and outside cages. Each cage is swept out, scrubbed with
disinfectant and then hosed out. After lunch, one keeper prepares all
the diets while the other two keepers clean one of the three pools in

the section. Cleaning the pools involves hosing the pool, adding chlorine,
and hoseing the pool down again. This whole process takes two keepers
most of the afternoon. On Saturday and Stmday our afternoons are spent
on crowd control. With the security guards we must constantly watch
visitors and discourage them from feeding the animals, grabbing the
animals, throwing objects at the animals, giving the animals cups, bags,
lighters, lit cigarettes, etc.

Most of a keeper’s day, 60% or more, is spent cleaning. The work is

dirty, and is a never-ending job of cleaning, watching visitors, and
picking up litter. As you can see, being a zoo keeper does not mean you
will be working with animals all the time, but the amount of time you
do spend with the animals makes it all worthwhile. I hope this has
given you some idea of what full-time keepers do.
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS

BLiVAPEST

by
Mcuivln L, Jonej>, San Vle,go, CaJU-i. ,

USA
{,n.om notoA, made duAlng a thlp in the ^immeA '1911

On Monday, the 4th of July, and the last week of the tour, the group
flew to Budapest, our last socialist country, arriving about 8:15 a.ni,%

We were met by out Hungarian guide, named Eva, and passed rapidly
through customs and passport control once our bags came up from the
plane. This was the easiest of the socialist countries to enter (and

later to depart from), required no currency forms to fill out, as

dollars are freely convertible at all hotels and maiy shops, thus there
was no black market in currency. One could change to the local coinage
called Florints, with the rate about 20 to US $1. This was necessary
if you purchased items at small shops, newstands. For the first time
we again saw western publications so were able to catch up on the news.

The zoo is 110 years old and suffered some in WWII. While it still
has some very old exhibits, which would best serve as museum pieces,
there are also many attempts at modernization. The insectarium, opened
in 1976, is one of the largest in the world and is very well done. On a

upper level are only scorpions, well displayed, and on the lower level
dozens of small exhibits of the world of insects and invertebrates.

One interesting feature of the zoo is drawing the attention of the
visitor to the number of animals and birds bred here. The simple
label usually gives the yfear of the first import, and then the number
bom/hatchedi: in each given year. Since the zoo realizes it has a
major education problem with its visitors, this seemed like a good idea
that others might well copy. Most exhibits were labelled with the name
of the animal, and a few facts.

There is a new guide book which cost about 50c US. Admission to the
zoo was cheap, even by Hungarian price standards, 2 Florints or about

10(? US. There are many stands in the zoo selling food, drink, house
plants, and flowers. It is in City Park which also is the home of
an amusement park, the Circus, a large spa and an old castle plus many
museums

.

I visited the zoo on my own Monday afternoon and with the group on

Tuesday and learned a lesson. A person really interested in a zoo
must ask at the office for a staff member, hopefully the Director, to
show you about. Many buildings that were closed on Monday to the
general public, and still closed to the group when accompanied by a

staff member, opened once the Director took charge. True, the main
reason for closing was that they were under various states of redecora-
tion and could be safety hazards, but it was odd that houses that only
could be entered with city council permission, opened once the Director
said okay. Director Dr. Akos Szederjei and his wife accompanied the
group and invited us to his spacious office for coke and brandy and
just plain talk. It was obvious that visitors from western zoos
were a rarity, and he did his best to make the occasion last as long
as possible.

The collection of the Budapest zoo is not overly large, but is very
interesting. On a series of lakes are a number of waterfowl species.
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BUDAPEST ZOO , continued. .

.

most of them native to Europe. There was a pair of European stork with
three 1977 hatched young. This pair are not pinioned and usually fly
away in the fall, to return each spring and rear young. Eggs have been
laid by Tutudo ^utccuta, but nonehave hatched. There are also two Shoe-
bill Stork, acquired about four years ago. In the summer they are
exhibited in a very large plated outdoor pen with a small stream, but
so far have not reproduced. The Bird House was undergoing modifications
and was closed to the public. I noted 2.1 or possibly 3.0 Red Birds
of Paradise new this year from van den Brink (who seems to be the
primary supplier of most eastern European zoos). I noted 6 Colies,
COUitayiotut,

,

several Sulphur-breasted Toucan, 3 Hartlaub and 3 Green-
headed Touraco (the latter a race of the more common Purple-crested T.)

A Falcon Vd^pChtlnuii was a rare raptor on the trip.

There are a few reptiles in the closed-to-the-public tropical house.
1 saw Chinese Alligator which seemed to be a standard item at most
eastern Zoos. There were also American Alligator, Reticulated Python,
2 Red Tegu, Yacare Caiman, Ball Python and a number of European species.

The zoo is famous for its reproduction of the Nile Hippopotamus and
have bred many over the years. The zoo credits the mineral water from
a underground spring, unaware that any zoo with 1.1 adult Hippos can
have successful reproduction. One animal that died in 1976 was reputed
to be 43 years old.

The zoo is known for hatching the eggs of various shorebird species,
laid in the wild and brought here for hatching and rearing. A number
of young Avocet were seen.

A California Sea Lion was bom in 19 76 and is doing well. The Markhor
are a very good group and there is good reproduction in the large
felines such as Siberian Tiger. The small mammal house was also
closed to the public. It contained many gorilla which breed here very
well. There are also Flying Fox, Fat Dormouse, various Gerbilles

,

Multimammate Rat, European Martens and Binturong. The Onagers came
from Antwerp zoo and a trio of Saiga from the USSR early in 19 77.

The zoo is rearing Pigmy Hippos in addition to the Nile. In the pair
of Asian elephants, the male is tuskless. A number of Dorcas gazelle
have been reared in recent years (these are the ones now offered by
van den Brink) . There are Baringo and Reticulated giraffe and some
crosses. I noted Black Rhinoceros, Cape Buffalo, Przewalski Horse, a

number of Grant Zebra and Brinkled Gnu, Red Kangaroo, many bear species
and a group of Nubian Ibex.

While partsi'Of the zoo are in need of repair, the collection is nice
and the staff is trying its best under difficult conditions. The
Director gets the equivalent of US $40 for travel per year so can only
travel when he is invited and the host pays the way. He seems really
interested in improving his zoo and the role of zoos in Hungary.

Ucut month- 1/l.cnna.
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ZOOKEEPER. .

.

provide highly technical animal management and

exhibit care to over 1500 animals. Participate in diet
design and preventive and clinical animal medical programs;
observe and record animal behavioral activities; participate
in research conducted by animal management, health staff or

external researchers; maintain sanitary quarters; implement
animal management and animal exhibition procedures and

participate in internal keeper training and educational
programs. Must possess experience as zookeeper/aquarist

,

vertebrate research programmer, veterinary medical techni-
cian, or in a large-scale commercial livestock operation.
Beginning salary - $5.27 per hour. Contact: Mary O'Neill,
Personnel Manager, Minnesota Zoological Garden, 12101
Johnny Cake Ridge Road, Apple Valley, MN 55124.

ZOO ATTENVANT. . . responsible for routine manual work in

caring for a variety of animals and birds in an expanding
zoo complex. Requires a minimum of one year's experience
in caring for or raising of animals. Prefer experience
in the care of large mammals, especially African elephants.
Salary: $6,672 - $8, 952. Application deadline 15 October
1978. Reply to: Beverly Spencer, Personnel Technician,
Department of Personnel Floor, East Wing, City Hall Building,
P.O. Box 1531, Norfolk, VA 23501.

ZOO SUPERWTENVEMT. .

.

responsible for over 300 specimens with
supervisory responsibility for operational staff of 10

individuals at Burnet Park Zoo, Syracuse, NY. Minimum
qualifications of a degree in zoology or wildlife management
or closely related field and 1 year of professional adminis-
trative experience in managing a zoo facility; or 6 years'
similar paraprofessional experience; should possess back-
ground in developing and implementing master planning
processes, grantsmanship and budget preparation and pre-
paring writing materials, research and public speaking
promotions; include working with a "friends of zoo" group.
Salary $14,300 - $16,900 within 6 mos . Resumes must be
submitted by 15 October 19 78. Send resume to: Mr. Gary P.

MacLachlan, Director of Recreation, P.O. Box 146, Liverpool,
NY 13088.

MANAGER/CHJ LVREN' S ZOO... responsible for Children's Zoo
collection, personnel and facilities under general direction
of zoo supervisor. Must be capable of independent maintenance
of area and willing to assume all concomitant duties.
Children's zoo or extensive livestock experience essential.
Salary $10,000. Send resume and references to William
Summerville, Staten Island Zoological Society, 614 Broadway,
Staten Island, NY 10310. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F.

EVOCATION COORDINATOR. .

i

responsible for coordination and
development of all educational programs and material;
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coordinate activities with volunteers; direct and maintain
a functional docent program. Public speaking and ability to

teach and write on environmental and natural history subjects

necessary. Degree in education with major in zoology or

degree in zoology or biology required. Salary $884 ~ $1,084
monthly. Contact: Terry Gladkowski, Buffalo Zoological
Gardens, Buffalo, NY 14214. (716) 837-3900.

BIOLOGIST. . . responsible for overall operation of aquarium
laboratory including monitoring of environmental parameters
and fish disease indai tification

,
prevention and control.

Applicant should have experience in aquarium technology and

fish disease work or equivalent education credentials. Salary
open. Contact: Louis Garibaldi, Curator, New England
Aquarium, Central Wharf, Boston, MA 02110. (617) 742-8830.

AQUARIUM SUPERi/ISOR. . . to supervise and participate in the

maintenance of an aquarium exhibiting both fresh and salt-
water fishes. Must have a soxmd working knowledge of all
phases of aquarium managment and exhibit technique. Will
supervise the training of department personnel. Opportunity
also exists for involvement in research projects. Appli-
cants must have prior public aquarium experience. Contact:
Louis DiSabato, Director, San Antonio Zoological Gardens
and Aquarium, 3903 N. St. Mary’s Street, San Antonio, TX
78212.

CURATORIAL TRAISIEES/MARIUE BIOLOGY. .

.

must possess an advanced
degree and have a strong desire to handle the management
and exhibition of diverse aquatic animal, principally fish

—

fresh and saltwater species. Candidates must be able to
write for technical and popular audiences, take charge of
projects, manage animal care staff, establish care and
feeding techniques, exhibit design, identify and label
species. Send resume to: James B. White, Personnel Depart-
ment, New York Zoological Society, 185th St. & Southern
Blvd., Bronx, NY 10460. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
M/F.

ANIMAL KEEPER... responsible for general care of mammals,
birds, reptiles and fish at new and expanding zoo. Must
be high school graduate with previous zoo experience.
Require outgoing individual with interest in working with
docents and general public; skill in decoration of natural-
istic exhibits. Salary approximately $6,500 per year.

Send resume to: Ms. Penny Thomas, Curator, Oglebay’s
Good Zoo, Oglebay Park, Wheeling, WV 26003.

NEWLY DISCOVERED SEA TURTLE NESTING BEACH PROTECTED

The United States has protected a recently discovered nesting area on

St. Croix for the world’s heaviest repitle, the leatherback sea turtle,
by_listing Sandy Point Beach in St. Croix of the U.S. Virgin Islands
as part of its critical habitat, Keith M. Schreiner, Associate Director
of the Interior Department’s U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, has
announced.
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,

tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be in final
form and should fit in a page size of no more than 6"xl0". AKF will
not redesign illustrations or graphs.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial Staff. Cite literature use in
text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors is made, but AKF will make every effort to

print the article as soon as possible. All articles will be published
in future issues of AKF for that calendar year.

Telephoned contributions on late-breaking news or last minute insertions
is acceptable. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will
not be accepted.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (keepers)and Associate $10.00 annually
Foreign $15.00 annually
Student $ 5.00 annually
Contributing (organizations) $25.00 annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers * Forum . All new
members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card good for
free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.
Mmbe.K6klp-(> cuie. on an annual. ba6l6. 50% ojJ a mmbe.H.'6 due.6 oAc budgelzd

publication o^ Animal Kccp2A6 * Fo/um . Extna. patches ojlc available
l^om AAZK HcadquaJvt2AA>

,
{,o^ $1 .f$ 'each.

Send name and addAc^A and a check on. money onden to'-

.

AAZK Headquarters
National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C. 20008

Make ckecki payable to Amenlcan A&6oclatlon o^ loo Keepens.%
ALL CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS AT THE NATIONAl
ZOO. DO NOT SEND THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS* FORUM . AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
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SCOOPS
^U3d SCUTTLEBUTT

Th& cove/L -cttiLStAotion li> a young lowland gondlla bc^cng h^ld by a feeepe-^.

TECHNIQUES OF A SUCCESSFUL PENQUIN COLONY. . .P.S. Jamt J. Galley- Phlpp6

The September, and October 16-5 ue6 o^ the AKf eoAAted the onlgtnal oJvtiele

on penguin eoAe and the WKlteh. wanted to up date the Information.

In the last two years since the writing, the Baltimore colony has

continued to grow and prosper. As of 30 June 19 78 at my resignation,
the colony numbered 47 individuals with several more new pairs being
formed of Baltimore-bred birds.

ZOO RECEIVES $100,000

The Philadelphia Zoo’s Director of Marketing and Development, John H.

Cassidy, Jr., is pleased to announce the receipt of a grant for $100,000
from the J.N. Pew, Jr. Charitable Trust. The grant is specified for
the continuing development of the Zoo’s educational program.

"l am delighted to receive the Pew grant,” Mr. Cassidy remarked. "it

will allow us the freedom to develop many innovative ideas that have
been in the formative stage until now. Our Zoo, as America’s First,
is committed to bringing to the community a better understanding of
the relationship of man and other animals to their environment.”

"The Pew grant,” Mr. Cassidy concluded, "allows us to continue to

serve our public as one of Philadelphia’s most important educational
and cultural institutions.”

WHERE ARE ALL THE ILLUSTRATIONS?

Last month you were invited to submit illustrations for the cover of
the AKF on the theme "The Keeper and His Job” , done in any media that
can be faithfully reproduced in black and white by offset printing pro-
cesses. It should be sized to fit the current front cover area, with
blank spaces left for the logo and the phrase at the bottom with a h.

inch margin on each side. Artwork used on the covers be comes the prop-
erty of Animal KeeperA’ Vor.um . Artwork not selected for use will be
returned, provided a current return address is given. Artists may sign
their work. Animal Keeper^' Forum is an international publication, so
theme should be kept general enough that most keepers anywhere would
recognize the situation.
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BIRTHS Ss HATCHINGS

RARE ELEPHANT SHREWS BECOME PROUD PARENTS

The Philadelphia Zoo's two female elephant shrews gave birth on the

same day— 1 November 1978. One gave birth to two young, the other

to one. The births bring the Zoo's total elephant shrew population

to seven, thereby almost doubling the population in two months.

The elephant shrews, on exhibit in the Zoo's Small Mammal House, are

so named because of their long snouts used in their native Africa
to root around on the forest floor for food. The resemblances stop

there, however— the elephant shrew is only four inches long and weighs

a few ounces.

IN FORMATION WANTED ON RHINOCEROS IGUANA AND MEXICAN BEADED LIZARD

We would like to receive information of the Rhinoceros Iquana CycJiLLA.a

COAnutuA and the Mexican Beaded Lizard HoAAldum As we have
established a breeding program here at Glasgow Zoo, Scotland. Our
information should be on maintenance, diet, reproduction, artifical
incubation in human baby incubators and also some information on the

behavior, habitat and numbers, laws, etc. concerning the Beaded Lizard
in the wild.

If would be beneficial to us if some colleagues could supply us with
some photographs taken in the wild.

The Glasgow Zoo has four Mexican Beaded Lizards and two pairs of
Rhinoceros Iguanas and are hopeful of establishing good breeding results.

Please send the Information to

L. Kuschinski, General Gurator
Calderpark Zoological Gardens
Uddingston Glasgow G71 7RZ

Scotland

AAZPA WORKSHOPS COMING IN 1979

4-6 March 1979 AAZPA Great Lakes Regional Workshop, Detroit, Michigan.

1-3 April 1979 AAZPA Southern Regional Workshop, Knoxville, Tennessee.

10-12 April 19 79 AAZPA Central Regional Workshop, Wichita, Kansas.

22-24 April 1979 AAZPA Western Regional Workship, Sacramento, California.

6-8 May 1979 AAZPA Northeastern Regional Workship, Erie, Pennsylvania.
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A VISIT TO SOME CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS

l/IENWA

by
Ma/ivln L. Jonu, San V^ego, CaLi^. USA

^/Lom not2^ madz duAlng a tAyip tkd 0
|^

1977

The most delightful way to travel from Budapest to Vienna is by hydro-
foil. It costs about US $15 each way, and takes a bit over five hours.

The craft is Russian made, well done and the ride is smooth. Along
the way, one can have a light snack and watch the scenery since the

Danube River passes initially between Hungary and Czechoslovakia and

then enters Austria.

Vienna was our last stop. It is one of my favorite cities, with its

vast array of museums and shops. Here one is back in the west, so to

speak, in all ways. The food is superb, as are the drinks, and the full

spectrum of western publications is available. It all makes Vienna a

nice city to end a trip such as ours.

The Park Hotel Schonbrunn is delightful, perhaps a bit expensive by our
standards, but a good old world hotel with a full range of accomodations
and restaurants. It is right across the street from the Schonbrunn
palace grounds with the zoo and botanical garden.

I spent a brief morning in the public gallery of the large Natural
History Museum which is almost like a palace in styling and appointments.
There are about thirty large exhibition rooms with a strict taxonomic
approach. The aniinals are exhibited primarily in single mountings,

as at Leningrad and Prague, but the collection in Vienna is very rich.

Off-exhibit are vast rooms full of study collections and a vast library.
Kept in a far darkened room in a special glass case are the Quagga and
Bluebok, which I was again allowed to see. In the exhibit galleries all
of the usual rare species and most of the common have a labdl telling
how the specimen came to the collection. Many have the notation
"Tiergarten” which means they were the first live specimens in the
Schonbrunn Zoo. Years ago I visited and made note of the vast catalogues
which are the only archives of the zoo collection prior to WWII.

I noted in the public galleries almost all the species of new world
primates, including three large Woolly Spider Monkeys, three Lowland
Gorilla, one Mountain Gorilla and an excellent collection of Cercopithe-
cus monkeys. There are Aye Aye, Giant Panda, many Duikers, Pelzeln
Gazelle, two very big Persian Gavelle, a male Bongo, two Okapi caught
in 1910, a very rare Syrian Wild Ass, Indian and Javan Rhinoceros.
The latter is a 4 year old male that died in 1801 while enroute to the
Zoo. Like most European collections there are all the the various Ech-
idnas and some Platypus, Tasmanian Wolf, Whooping Crane, Ivoiry-Billed
Woodpeckers, California Condor, Monkey-eating Eagle, etc. In the reptile
hall, two very huge Indian Gavial are mounted. As with Leningrad, this
is a must see museum.

Schonbrunn Zoo this year is celebrating its 225th year. Many of the
original houses are still standing and in use, and, despite age, are
not at all bad. Director Dr. Walter Fiedler has been busy and the zoo
looks very good. Many of the exhibits have been thoroughly renovated
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UZ^nna Zoo, aontlnu<id. .

,

in the modem manner. The Bird House is very attractive with its nic:e

jewel-like cages mixing live plants and delicate birds. The pair of Kagu
laid eggs in 19 76 and they were fertile, but they broke them days before
hatching. Next time, they will be artificially incubated. There are

also some active Picathartes.

The Reptile House-Aquarium is one of the most attractive, even if not
the biggest in Europe. All of the ungulate pens have been redone, and
I noted families of Nyala, White-tailed Gnu, Gemsbok, Red Buffalo and a

pair of Gaur. The best looking Damara Zebra are on exhibit here. The

Dali Sheep herd is growing. So are the Markhor, Canadian Bighorn and
Chamois

.

The mammoth bear complex is now finished, and young were in the Syrian
and Kanchatkan groups. Most of the old small den exhibits are now a

museum. The Primate house is badly in need of renovation. Dr Fiedler
says, but there are some nice bree
Macaque and Mandrills. Quite a few

The Vienna zoo is all in all a very
end our tour. I thank Acacia tours
(who was originally scheduled to go)

of Interesting animal collections.

Zoo mailing addresses

Zoologischer Gartens Koln
Riehlerstrasse 173
5000 KOLN 60

West Germany

Vogelpark Walsrode
Am Rieselbach
3030 Walsrode
West Germany

Zoologischer Garten zu Berlin

Hardenbergplatz 8

1000 BERLIN 30

Germany

Tie rp ark Berlin
Am Tie rp ark 125

DDR 1136 Berlin-Friedrichsfelde
German Democratic Repub lik

Miejski Ogrod Zoologiczny
03-461 Warszawa
ul Ratuszowa 1/3
Poland

Moskovskii Zoologicheskii Park
Moskva D-242
Bolshaya Gruzinskaya ul. 1

USSR

groups of Orang Utan, Lion-tailed
large felines had young.

good zoo and the perfect place to

and SDWAP Manager Fred Childress
for this opportunity to see a number

Leningradskii Zoologicheskii Park
Leningrad P-49
Park Lenina 1

USSR

Zoologisck Zahrada Praha
Praha 7

Czechoslovakia

Vychodoceska Zoologicka Zahrada
ve Dvore Kralove n.L.

544 01 Dvur Kralove n.L.

Czechoslovakia

Budapest Fovaros-allat-es
Novenykertje

1371 Budapest 5

Pf. 469
Hungary

Tiergarten Schonbrunn
1130 Wien XIII

Aus t ri

a
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BEHAVIORAL RESPONSE OF ORANGUTANS TO

REMODELING OF THEIR EXHIBIT

by

Lee iiJh-lte.

San T^ancyUco Zoo

Orangutans are quite obviously adapted to a largely arboreal mode of

life. (e.g. , The bones of their feet are curved for grasping branches.)

Nonetheless, most zoos display these animals as ground dwellers, forcing
them to locomote only by walking, which they do awkwardly and uncomfort-
ably, on the outside edges of their feet. Sadly, most zoo visitors will
never thrill to the sight of an orang progressing arm over arm through
the trees in perfect control of its muscular frame, in harmony with its

environment. A curious zoo goer might question this obvious failing
only to be told that the orang, when provided with anything more appro-
priate to its biological needs, display his combined talents of engineer-
ing, curiosity and strength and takes everything apart. No one who has

maintained close contact with an orang will disagree.

Nothing stimulates one’s creative energies better than a challenge, and

the proposed remodeling of San Francisco Zoo's orangutan enclosure was
conceived and executed in this spirit. Although this project became the

focus of my master's thesis in experimental psychology, it grew out of
concern for the zoo's two orangs on the part of a volunteer corps of
individuals working closely with the great ape keeper and other zoo

personnel. An architect of children's playgrounds transformed ideas into
plans and also supervised construction. Costs for the project were
estimated at $1,000.

The enclosure (a dry moated island measuring 32 feet diameter) initially
included only a dead tree from which hung a ladder and a tire, and a

platform. To this we decided to add a climbing apparatus utilizing
natural materials, preferring pliancy over rigidity and offering a

diversity of possibilities for exploration and activity. We sought to

provide shade for the animals as well. Loose "toys", all heavy duty and
non-toxic, were also to be introduced. Periodical presentation of novel
items was also part of the plan.

When the project began in 1974, the reproductive compatibility of the two
resident orangs was in question. (Denny, a zoo bom male, was 7 years
old, and Josephine, a wild bom female, was estimated to be 10 - both
old enough to breed.) Josephine was the dominant animal, at least in

terms of who obtained preferred objects, but she had shown little interest
in Denny's playful but none the less sexual overtures. Such an arrange-
ment does not lend itself to successful reproduction (an objective des-
ired for most captive animals, and especially for an endangered species),
particularly when orang males are reputed to "rape" females in the wild.
Temperamentally the two animals were quite different, and the female
possessed many typical stereotyped behaviors sometimes seen in caged
animals

.

Results from the behavioral study, then, were to indicate future direc-
tions for this pair—and though we hoped ultimately that this pair
would produce offspring, it was considered only a remote possibility.
In the 20 hours of observation recorded prior to the remodeling, the
orangs were characteristically "inactive", spending about 30% of their
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Orangutans , con-tlnu&d

time concealed under gunny sacks. (This prompted visitors to mutter
comments like "I wonder what’s in there".) Little climbing or hanging
was observed and playful inter-actions were rare.

The animals were moved to a neighboring exhibit from which they witnessed
the 4 week (200 man hours) remodeling effort. Some attempts were made to

familiarize them with the new objects and materials during this period.

Their return was climactic. Denny at first, refused to let go of his
keeperts leg. Josephine's expression when she emerged was one of culture
shock. But in virtually no time, the animals were busying themselves,
exploring and testing, sampling food offerings bought especially for
their housewarming. Denny began almost immediate acrobatic displays,
brachiating with coordination and grace despite years of non-practice.
Josephine took longer to acclimate, but in a matter of days, she, too,

was spending time in the rigging.

Curiously, during the 3 week post installation observation period, there
began a very noticeable change in the relative status of the two animals,
and Denny began to challenge Josephine, take a thing from her, even
threaten her. She was seen watching him intently and then imitating his
play behavior. Her pacing diminished as did the frequency of periods
of passive withdrawal under sacks. Both animals spent more time "up"

and moving about in "true" orang fashion, i.e. brachiation.

The formal study concluded on a very positive note with the report that

Denny was seen in a position that "could have been copulation". The

orangs have been observed casually now for almost two years subsequent
to remodeling, certainly a long enough time for trends to be established.

Both animals have continued to make heavy use of their new facility, and

for the most part it has withstood the rigors of orang wear and tear.

The female has steadily increased her time" up " , and both spend long

periods chasing each other through the rigging. Josephine is seen very

rarely pacing and her face has lost its disturbed and stressed counten-
ance; she looks relaxed and comfortable. Every few months we replenish

the exhibit with new toys, and the latest time Josephine was the one to

get the topmost treausre. And, for frosting on the cake... Josephine
had a baby. Although it did not survive, we feel the story has had and

will continue to have a happy ending.

SabmUtzd to THE KEEPER iofi 1976.

******************************************************************

IMATA (International Marine Animal Trainers Association) will be pre-
senting its 8th annual conference this year, 6-8 December. It will be
hosted by Marine World Africa U.S.A. Sessions of Ethology will include
behavioral studies in research, husbandry, new conditioning concepts
and much more. Please plan to attend. For reservations and/or informa-
tion, contact: Dr. David G. Butcher, Director of Animal Behavior,

Sea World of Florida, Inc.

,

7007 Sea World Drive,
Orlando, FL 32809. (305) 351-3600, ext. 236.



NEWS FROM THE ANNUAL AAZK CONFERENCE

Membership classifications have been revised. They are

Affiliate (full-time keepers)....... $10.00
Foreign $15.00
Associate (part-time keepers, students) .... $10 . 00
Contributing $50.00

AAZK National has immediate openings for an Awards Committee Chair-
person. Contact Dennis Grimm, President.

AAZK National has an immediate opening for the Regional Coordinator
for the TX, NM, CO, OK, KS , NB, SD, AND ND region. Contact Tom
Goldsberry, Board of Direcotrs.

Persons applying for positions must be an affiliate member in good
standing, sincerely interested in working within AAZK, and willing to

correspond frequently. Qualified individuals will be appointed by the
Board of Directors.

Any Affiliate member who is interested in being active in the AAZK
National should contact Dennis Grimm, President. Every effort will be
made to incorporate such members into the administrative framework of
AAZK where possible.

Welcome to a new chapter, formed on 24 July 19 78 with

13 affiliate and 3 associate members. The address is

chapter
Baltimore Chapter
Baltimore Zoo

Druid Hill Park
Baltimore MD 21217

President. . . .

Vice Pres . . .

.

Secretary. . . .

Treasurer. . . .

Gary Laxton
Denise Bartenfelder
Cynthia Butler
Carmella Biddle

news

July 1979 MAT- Museum Education Program. One-year interdisciplinary

program—balancing academic opportunities with carefully supervised

field work in schools and museums—leads to the degree of Master of

Arts in Teaching-Museum Education. For information write before 1

December 1978 to

George Washington University
2201 G. Street, N.W., Suite 430

Washington, D.C. 20052 (202) 676-6820
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THE

STRUGGLE

SURVIVAL

FIVE WESTERN PLANTS LISTED AS ENDANGERED SPECIES

Four plants from California and northern Baja Califor-
nia and one plant from Utah are listed as endangered
in the September 28, 1978, Federal Register . All are

in danger of extinction because of conflicts with
modem technology.

The California plants are:

McDonald's rock cress K>iob-ii> macdonaZcUana, a

member of the mustard family. This plant's only

known habitat is on Red Mountain, Mendocino County,
which may be heavily impacted by mining.

San Diego pogogyne Po^ogyno. ahKam6-Ll, a member of

the mint family. This species lives near seasonally
present pools on mesas of western San Diego County,
and is vulnerable in view of recent road construction,
use of off-road vehicles, and housing developments.

Cramp tom's orcutt grass O^cutJtia mucAonaXa, a member
of the grass family. This species has been found only
in one large seasonal lake bed in Salamo County.

Housing developments have destroyed many of the other
seasonal pools in the area.

Salt marsh bird's -beak Co^dylanthuA maAdJMnubb 6 pp.
maAyO(Xmu6

,

a member of the snapdragon family. This
species was once widespread in coastal salt marshes
from Santa Barbara County to northern Baja California.
Filling of coastal marshes has drastically reduced the
species from its known habitat. It is now found only
in the Tijuana River estuary in San Diego, Point Mugu
in Ventura County, and northern Baja California, Mexico.

The Utah plant is

An unnamed phacelia Pkac.illA.a aAg-Ltta(l2.a , a member
of the waterleaf family. This species lives only in
Utah County, and as of 19 77 only nine plants were
counted. Constuction of a railroad through the only
known population seriously affected the species.
Expansion of an access road that runs beside the
railroad tracks could wipe out the species.

These regulations establish prohibitions against the
import, export, or interstate commerce of plants
listed as endangered or threatened species. Excep-
tions to the prohibitions can be provided through a
permit system operated by the Fish and Wildlife
Service

.
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COACHELLA VALLEY FRINGE-TOED LIZARD PROPOSED AS

THREATENED

The Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard, a reptile
noted for its remarkable adaptation to desert living,
has been proposed for listing as a threatened species
by the Interior Department's U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service

.

Scientists want to study the lizard, which lives only
in sandy, desert areas of Coachella Valley, Riverside
County, California, because they consider it to be
one of the most completely sand-adapted creatures in
the world. The species is also scientifically valua-
ble because of its evolutionary relationship to the

closely related Colorado and Mojave fringe-toed lizards
which live in other desert areas of California and
Mexico.

The threat to the Hard is the destruction of its

habitat. The human population of Coachella Valley has
grown from 12,000 to over 100,000 since 1940 and is

still growing. By 19 75, expansion of urban and agri-
cultural areas had reduced the lizard's range from
its historical area of 324 square miles to 236
square miles, of which only about 120 square miles
is actually suitable habitat for the species. Growth
in the area is expected to continue and could elimin-
ate all of the wind-blown sandy habitat that the

lizards need. At the present time, none of the lizard's
habitat has been permanently preserved.

The invasion of a noxious foreign weed, the Russian
thistle, and the planting of windbreaks to protect
agricultural and urban areas are also changing the
habitat, and it is not known what effects these
changes may have on lizard populations. Off-road
vehicle traffic and over- collecting by pet dealers
may also pose threats to the species.

The areas proposed as critical habitat for the species
are sandy areas in Coachella Valley that provide
habitat for the lizards to feed, nest, shelter, and
hibernate. Designating the areas as critical habitat
under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act would
affect only the actions of Federal agencies. These
agencies would be required to ensure that actions
authorized, funded, or carried out by them would not
result in the destruction or adverse modification of
the critical habitat of the Coachella Valley fringe-
toed lizard.

Persons wishing to comment on this proposal should write
to the Director (OES) , U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.
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ADDITIONAL CRITICAL HABITAT PROPOSED FOR WHOOPING CRANES

Eight areas in five States have been proposed as critical
habitat for the endangered whooping crane. The proposal
published in the August 17, 1978, Federal Register

,

would list areas in Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, North
Dakota, and South Dakota. These areas are separate
from and in addition to nine areas designated as

critical habitat for the whooping crane in the May 15,
19 78, Federal Register .

All of the areas proposed here were selected because
they provide secure nightly roosting sites and food

during the spring and fall migrations of the Wood
Buffalo-Aransas whooping crane flock. This flock,
which numbered 70 in .\pril 1978, migrates annually
between September and early December to its wintering
grounds on or near Amasas National Wildlife Refuge,
Texas. In April and May the flock returns along the

same narrow route to its nesting grounds in Wood
Buffalo National Park in Canada's Northwest Territories.
Along the way the cranes need open, undisturbed ex-
panses for nightly roosting sites and generally use
sand and gravel bars or very shallow water in rivers
and lakes. They also need areas that provide a variety
of food, such as insects, crayfish, frogs, and other
small animals as well as some aquatic vegetation and
cereal crops.

Included in the critical habitat proposed here are

areas in northwest North Dakota that are extremely
important because they are among the last areas where
the cranes will rest and feed before flying to their
nesting grounds. From the North Dakota-Saskatchewan
border area the cranes usually fly without stopping to

Wood Buffalo National Park and begin to lay eggs

almost as soon as they arrive. If the cranes were to

be deprived of their feeding grounds in North Dakota
and were to arrive at the park during one of the common

spring snow storms, they might die of malnutrition or
re-abosrb their egg material for nourishment, thereby
reducing the likelihood of reproductive success.

An unusual feature of this critical habitat proposal is

that it includes two dams. Garrison Dam in North Dakota
and Oahe Dam in South Dakota. Critical habitat des-

ignations usually do not apply to existing man-made
structures because most of these are not necessary to

the survival of the species. The Garrison and Oahe
Dditts , however, have created reservoirs that deposit
sediment in certain areas, forming sand bars that
the cranes use for roosting. If the critical habitat
proposal for the dams becomes final, it will not
change the traditional operation of the dams because
it is the dams that have created favorable habitat
for the whooping cranes.
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TEN BEETLES PROPOSED FOR ENDANGERED OR THREATENED
STATUS

Ten North American species of beetles whose habitats
have been modified by housiig developments , roads ,

land clearing, fire, and urbanization have been
proposed for endangered or threatened status. Two

of the species are listed as endangered and eight
as threatened. It also proposes critical habitat
for these species. Most of the species occur along
the west coast, particularly in California.

All of the beetles have little or no impact on agri-

cultural activities. The species include what would
be the smalles endangered or threatened animal listed,
the 1/16 inch long Sacramento anthicid beetle.

Some of the sites on which these species occur measure
only a few hundred square meters and can support only

a few hundred beetles each. The species could become
extinct as a result of some small but adverse
environmental manipulation.

The species and the States or countries where they

occur are as follows

:

—Beller’s ground beetle- Washington and British
Columbia, Canada

—Globose dune beetle - California and Baja
California, Mexico

—San Joaquin dute beetle, Sacramento anthicid
beetle, Mojave rabbitbrush longhorn beetle,
California elderberry longhorn beetle. Delta
green ground beetle, Robinson's rain scarab
beetle, and Andrew's due scarab beetle -

California

—Giuliani's duae scarab beetle - Nevada

The Seller's ground beetle and the Mojave rabbit
brush longhorn beetle are proposed as endangered;
the others are proposed as threatened.
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ZOO VI RECTOR . . . Must have at least 3 years experience in a
supervisory position with an established zoo. Gompletion
of a four year degree from an accredited college in a zoo
related field. Salary $14,744-$18,669. Send resume to
the Personnel Department, Gity of Montgomery, City Hall,
Montgomery, Alabama.

GRAPHIC VESIGNER ...ability to prepare layout and camera-
ready copy for brochures, signs, software exhibits, multi-
media presentations and exhibit displays. Degree in graphic
design and minimum two years' experience required. Send
resume to Jennifer Beck, Boston Zoological Society,
Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA 02121.
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l/ETERIMARV TECHMJCIAN . . . requires veterinary or medical
technology training for a minimum of two years and/or board
certification. Responsibilities presently include record
keeping, cleaning cages, treatments and maintaining the

surgery; will eventually include running a small clinical
pathology lab and taking radiographs. Zoo experience
desirable. Send resumes with the names of two people for

references to Keith Dayhuff, Knoxville Zoological Park,
10009 Mary Street, Knoxville, TN 37914.

ASSISTANT CURATOR . .. responsible for diverse collection and
personnel under direction of Curator. Zoo experience pre-
ferred. Must be versatile, have aesthetic eye and be

capable of supervising decoration and modification of exhibits
Requires B.S. Degree majoring in zoology or related field
or six years' or more experience in a main stream zoo.

Salary - $14,00 to $16,00 per year. Application deadline
is 15 December 1978. Contact: Edward J. Maruska, Director,
Cincinnati Zoo, 3400 Vine Street, Cincinnati, OH 45220.

(513) 281-4700

CURATOR/BJRVS. . .responsible professional work developing
complete Avian Program in an expanding and progressive
zoological park. Must be skilled in artificial incubation,
supervision, exhibit design and avian husbandry. Require-
ments are B.S. degree in related field, three years'

supervisory experience in a recognized zoological park and

references. Salary - $12,546 - $17,688. Send resume to:

Dale Stastny, Personnel Director, Audubon Park and Zoological
Garden. P.O. Box 4327, New Orleans, LA 70178.

PUBLIC RELATIONS SPECI ALIST . . . individual with versatile and

creative writing skills sought to prepare press releases,
handle media contacts, develop promotional materials and

coordinate promotional events for Publicity/Public Relations
Department. Organizational skills a must. Send resume and

salary requirements to: James B. White, Personnel Supervisor,
New York Zoological Society, 185th St. and Southern Boulevard,
Bronx, NY 10460. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

MANAGER/PUBLIC RELATIONS . ..requires innovative and creative
Individual to manage the new public relations division. Will
work under the direction of the Curator and concentrate on

image and audience building. Responsibilities include the

development and supervision of promotional activities,
coordination of paid advertising program and all phases of
media contact and liaison with professional, business and

community groups. Should possess strong writing skills and
managerial experience. Send resume and salary requirements
to: James B. White, Personnel Supervisor, New York Zoologi-
cal Society, 185th St. and Southern Boulevard, Bronx, NY

10460. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

MAMMAL DEPARTMENT SUPERl/JSOR . . . one of two working under
superintendent of mammals and senior staff. To supervise
and participate in maintenance of collection. Applicant
must have sound working knowledge of management techniques,
supervise the training of department personnel, keep
personnel and animal records, and have prior experience in

zoological institution. Salary range $8,840 - $11,835.
Contact: Louis DiSabato, Director, San Antonio Zoological
Gardens and Aquarium, 3903 N. St. Mary's Street, San Antonio,
Tx 78212
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEPERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit

articles

.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,
tables, should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be in final
form and should fit in a page size of no more than 6''xl0". AKF will
not redesign illustrations or graphs.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial Staff. Cite literature use in
text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors is made, but AKF will make every effort to

print the article as soon as possible. All articles will be published
in future issues of AKF for that calendar year.

Telephoned contributions on late-breaking news or last minute insertions
is acceptable. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will
not be accepted.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (full-time keepers) $10.00
Foreign $15 . 00

Associate (part-time keepers, students, docents) $10.00

Contributiong $50.00 and up

annually
annually
annually
annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers * Forum . All new
members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card good for
free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.
Mzmbzuhyipi) oAe on an annuat 50% a mzmbdK' 6 daoji axo. budgeted

^0^ pubtlcatlon knlmal Keepex6 ' Fo/um . Extxa patches axe avaltable
{j^om AAZK HeadquaxtehJi , $1 .25 each.

Send name and addxeM and a check on. money on.dex to-

M\IK Headquarters
National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C. 20008

Make checks payable to kmexican ki>6oclatton o^ loo Keepexf>.

ALL CHA^^IGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS AT THE NATIONAl
ZOO. DO NOT SEND THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS * FORUM . AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM THE STAFF OF THE ANIMAL KEEPERS' FORUM!

Tk^ covdH. UXuJbtAjouWi a. kddpeJi and a vdt mnhlng on a tAanqiutLZdd tigoA.,

KEEPER EXCELLENCE AWARD
MINNESOTA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN

Tbe first recipients of the Keeper Excellence Award for the Minnesota
Zoological Garden are Diane Fusco and Jim Pichner. The award will be

made annually to a maximum of two zoological garden keepers who have
performed their duties in an exemplary and consistent manner. Each
keeper is evaluated on his/her overall performance rather than for

specific responsibilites well done, although outstanding performance
on specific projects may be a contributing factor. The recipients will
be chosen by the MZG's five zoologists.

The award was initiated following the death of Ralph "Mike" Erkel, who
was the first zoological garden keeper to be hired at the MZG. After
his death, Mr. Erkel' s wife donated funds which were used to buy
reference books for the MZG's keeper staff as well as a plaque which
will have the names of the recipients inscribed on it. This plaque
will be housed in the lobby of the MZG Administration Building.

Ms. Fusco, a keeper in the Aquarium responsible for Beluga whales,
dolphins, and marine fish and invertebrate exhibits, is formerly of
Syracuse, New York, where she was employed at the Burnet Park Zoo.

Mr. Pichner received a B.S. Degree in Wildlife Management from the
University of Minnesota and gained animal experience as a naturalist
in an outdoor recreation program, was manager of a private waterfowl
collection, and is currently working in the Tropics responsible for
nocturnal mammal exhibits and the large free flight aviary.

AAZK National has an opening for the Regional Coordinator for the

Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri region. Persons applying for the position

must be an affiliate member in good standing, sincerely interested in

working within AAZK, and willing to correspond frequently. Qualified
individuals will be appointed by the Board of Directors. Contact Tom

Goldsberry, Board of Directors, for the position.
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BLUE CROWNED MOTMOT FLEDGED AT MESKER PARK ZOO

by
Sydney Vm-6on

EvayihvMd, Indiana

Mesker Park Zoo received one Blue Crowned Motmot on April 7, 1970. On
September 19, 1974, a mate was purchased. The two adults produced one
fledgling on August 30, 1975. In June, 1976, the female (received in

1974) died.

Blue Crowned Motmots Momo^uA momota are South American birds. They have
a striking plumage, two racquet-shaped tail feathers, saw-like edges of
the bill and the outer toe is joined to the middle toe for most of its
length. Normally, Motmots dig nesting burrows in the sides of earthy
banks, but instead, ours dug their nesting burrow at an angle into the

flat ground. The tunnel is crooked and is approximately six feet long.
They dig by loosening the soil with their bill and then scrape it out

with their feet. Three or four white eggs are laid on the floor of an

enlarged chamber at the end of the tunnel. They are incubated for three
weeks by both adults. Both adults feed the chicks. The chicks leave
the nest when they are about four weeks old.

At the time the Motmots were observed breeding, the male still had his
racquet-shaped tail feathers and the female had already broken hers off.

The male kept his racquet-shaped tail feathers throughout the entire
process of incubating and of rearing the chick. Males in the wild have
been observed backing out of the tunnel. It is believed that they do

this to keep their tail feathers from breaking. The females, on the
other hand, turn around inside and soon break their tail feathers off.

Around the middle of November, 1977, the adults were observed burrowing
in the ground. On January 14, 1978, the adults were staying in the nest-
ing burrow. At first they alternated every four hours, but later the
male remained in the nesting burrow from 8:00 a.m. until 3:30 or 4:00
p.m. without a break. On March 11, they abandoned the nest.

Courtship feeding was observed on March 15, followed by burrowing
around the outside of the old nesting burrow the next day. On April 28,
the adults were staying inside the old nesting burrow.

On May 14, the male was seen taking some pineapple into the nesting bur-
row. We immediately began feeding crickets, mealworms, and earthworms
four and five times a day in addition to the other available food which
consisted of: canned fruit cocktail, tomatoes, apples, greens, canned
mixed vegetables and softbill diet. The softbill diet is a combination
of ZuPreme Bird of Prey meat, mealworms, egg yolks, gamebird chow and
vitamins mixed by hand and then run through the meat grinder. The adults

fed a very small amount of fruit and they were never observed feeding
the softbill diet. The adults also caught cockroaches. On June 8, the

adults fed two pinky mice and one newly hatched starling. On June 9,
one Blue Crowned Motmot fledged which makes the fledgling a partial
second generation Motmot.

The adults fed approximately 30 crickets a day at the beginning and at

the end. Therefore, we beli eve that more than one chick hatched but
that all but one died. One week before the chick fledged the female was
seen carrying small rocks out of the nesting burrow. This was probably
done to enlarge the nesting burrow.
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Blue Crowned Motmot Fledged , continued

After the one chick fledged, the female continued taking crickets into

the nesting burrow, but always returned with the cricket still in her
bill.

The fledgling looks almost exactly like the adults except the bill is

shorter and the fledgling hasn’t grown the racquet-shaped tail feathers.
The fledgling was able to fly and catch his own mealworms and crickets
by June 10, 1978. The male continues to feed the fledgling sporadically
while the female has not been observed feeding the fledgling at all.

Both adults keep a very close eye on their fledgling.

On June 24, the adults were digging a new nesting burrow.

Our open flight area houses a pair of Wattled Starling, a pair of Red
Crested Touracos , a pair of Rothchild’s Mynahs, two male Chinese Painted
Quail, one Wood Hoopoe, one Leaf Bird, one Masked Crimson Tanager, one
Black Necked Stilt, one Egyptial Plover and one Yellow-Headed Parrot in

addition to the one pair of Blue Crowned Motmots. The open flight is

30 feet long, 20 feet wide and 20 feet high. It has a large waterfall
in one comer that empties into a stream which runs the full length of
the exhibit. There are a number of plants and trees of varying sizes
and shapes. A few of these include ; two fig trees that reach to the
skylights in the roof, an orange tree, rubber plants, bamboo, Hawaiian
elf, scheffleras, crotons, monkey grass, elephant ears, palm trees and
dieffenbachia plants.

ATTENTION RAPTOR KEEPERS AND FALCONERS

A Red-Tailed Hawk I have been working with for two years has had a

very puzzling development and I’m hoping someone can provide an answer.

After this years’ moult, a pure white tail feather has grown back in

at near-center position. The other tail feathers are normal and all the

plumage is healthy and strong. The hawk is a male and was in adult
plumage when struck by a car in March, 1976. A fairly good diet is fed,

consisting of chicks, chicken necks and parts, with regular vitamin and
calcium supplements. Fresh-kills are fed once a week. The bird is kept
outside year-round and receives plenty of sunlight and fresh air. These
are the pertinent facts. If anyone can provide enlightenment on the
subject of this Red and white-Tailed Hawk, it will be appreciated.
Reply to Krista Morgan

P.O. Box 84

Lake Monroe, Florida 32747

INFORMATION EXCHANGE REQUESTED

I would like to exchange information with anyone working with the fol-
lowing animals; Brush-Tailed Possum THA.cho6unjJU> uttEpCACitEa," Bolivian
Grey Titi Monkey CdtticcbuA MoZod domucophttui, , and White Crested
(Widow) Monkey C(ittlccbu6 toHguatui>

.

Reply to Emily Bartholomew • •

611 Hyde Park Avenue #2

Houston, Texas 77006
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NEW MAMMAL DISCOVERED

by
Ihoxiti LevXn

New Bat Described
TkzhZoma&lcuiii moulds Dingbat

Length of head and body 90.4. Total length 102. Length of forearm
88.6 Greatest length of skull 18.6. Interorbital breadth 1.^; zygo-
matic breadth 3; length of upper malar series 2.3 - 2.4. Interorbital
membrane wide; face short, eyes small and narrow; ears small; tragus
small, calcar short. Tail short; enclosed except for tip; palate short,
narrow shallowly convex posteriorly. Body dark above, underbody ochre.
Backward opening pouch. Bell-like nocturnal calls thought to be echo-
locating. Single specimen, female. Australia. Northern Territory.
47km N. Alice Springs.

Rare New Animal Discovered

Darwin, Aust. UP. Jan 15. Joining the Numbat and the Wombat is the newly
discovered "Dingbat". Dr. Reginald Grove r-Jones , eniment zoologist,
reports that one specimen, a female with three young in her kangaroo-
style pouch, is presently living in the outhouse at Mitchell's Station
near Alice Springs.

Step into my Parlor (Helen Gurley Brown in Cosmopolitan, Feb)

David and I have -just retur ned from a whirlwind week-long tour of

Australia ! It was such fun ! There is so much to see there! High point
of the trip for David (he writes the copy for our cove r every month
and is so intellectual !) was going to Mitchell's Station in the outback
that's what Aussies call their desert ! ) near Alice Springs, (Australian
men are supposed to put women down all the time, but I notice they don't
mind putting them on the map ! ) . There we saw a cunning new animal with
wings like a bat , a pouch like a kangaroo. It makes a bell-like call
at night , so naturally it's called a "Dingbat"! David says it isn't
really a bat, but just another example of convergent evolution! (Did
I mention how intellectual my dear David is?)

Cleveland Amory on a TV Talk Show

I have to tell you about the latest example of man's abuse of animals.
For fifteen years, Australians—or at least one Australian in this case

—

have been ruthlesssly bent on the extermination of a rare and endangered
species, while keeping its very existence a secret from the rest of us.

Mrs. Mollie Mitchell, a Wildlife Society of one—and you know how I

feel about animal "protection: societies with "wildlife" in their names

—

has been beating to death with a broomstick every specimen of the rare
Dingbat that has come her way. A Dingbat, in case you aren't familiar
with it, is a flying marsupial about the size of a rat, with an upside d

down pouch and a ringing voice. The most recent one to appear in the
outhouse at her husband's cattle station was a female with three young
in her pouch. She escaped Mrs. Mitchell's wrath only because her hus-
band, in the course of a domestic argument, grabbed the broomstick and
gave Mrs. Mitchell a beating, which was in my opinion, richly deserved.
He then forbade her ever to attack the little creatures again. So far,

so good.
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But then, the well-known zoologist, Reggie Grover-Jones came to the

station with a photographer to measure and get pictures of the Dingbat.

During the confusion and stress of the picture taking, the three young
were ejected from the pouch and eaten by the mother. Such criminal
negligence on the part of a knowledgable scientist is not unique, but
is especially tragic in this case, and I, for one, think Grover-Jones
should be stripped of his degreesi

Rare Cannibalistic Bat Discovered in Australian Outback (From the

National Enquirer , March 18.

Mitchell’s Station in the Northwest Territory is the scene of the latest
chapter of this story. "You wouldn't believe how those nasty creatures
act," says Mrs. Mollie Mitchell, wife of the owner of a remote cattle
station. "I've killed dozens of them, but they just keep coming back
every year. There doesn't seem to be any way to get rid of them. It's
downright disgusting to watch them devour their own babies I"

The government has been asked to make an investigation, tfeanwhile,

concerned citizens are forming into groups to hunt down and exterminate
this new menace to cattle and men.

"I don't know what we're coming to, when a person can't even use her
own outhouse without sharing it with dangerous monsters like that I"

Mrs Mitchell told the Enquirer as she brandished the broomstick she uses
to kill them.

METRO TORONTO ZOO RECEIVES AWARD FOR BREEDING SUCCESS

Special honors were given to the Metropolitan Toronto Zoo by the American
^sociation of Zoological Parks and Aquariums. The zoo received an

Edward H. Bean award for success in the breeding of Renauld's Groud
Cuckoo. M.T.Z. General Direcor, Mr. T. W. Thompson accepted the award
on behalf of the Zoo.

The Renauld's Gromd Cuckoo is native to the rocky forest regions of
South Vietnam. These elusive birds are extremely difficult to observe
in the wild, as they retreat into the underbrush at the slightest
sound, by using their considerable running ability rather than the
power of flight. At Metro Toronto Zoo they are on display in a free-
flight area of the Indo-Malayan pavilion.

AAZPA WORKSHOPS COMING IN 1979

4-6 March 1979 AAZPA Great Lakes Regional Workshop, Detroit, Michigan
1-3 April 1979 AAZPA Southern Regional Workshop, Knoxville, Tennessee
10-12 April 1979 AAZPA Central Regional workshop, Wichita, Kansas
22-24 April 1979 AAZPA Western Regional Workshdp, Sacramento, California
6-8 May 1979 AAZPA Northeastern Regional Workshop, Erie, Pennsylvania
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DENMARK HAS MORE THAN
LITTLE MERMAIDS AND TUBORG

by
Jon Ba/Lzdo

TfvL6 (WtiaZo. ^ nzpnAjnto-d by pznjnU^Ajon oi tkd auMion.. It onlginaZZy
appucULQ-d In UATEL

, the. JouAnaZ oi the. B/vitUk A6-6 oclatlon o{, WZtd
knXmaJi Ke.e.peAA,

An average British zoo visitor might cringe at paying 1.80 as an en-
trance fee, but, in a city where a good reindeer steak with the trimmings
costs over 8, and a glass of wine over 1, it is little enough to pay
for a day in the zoo. Copenhagen is such a city and its 25 acre zoo
lies off the main road some 20 minutes walk west from the town centre and
on two main bus routes. Denmark has only about seven zoological collec-
tions, though, so the catchment area for the Copenhagen zoo’s 1.25
million annual visitors is extensive, and includes Scandinavia and
Germany, with modest proportions from the UK, Netherlands and the good
old USA, which is well-represented in northern Europe. About 47% of
the visitors are Danish.

Having started in 1859 with one acre, this is one of the older zoos in

Europe and has the accompanying problem of outdated animal houses,
including a cat house reminiscent of London Zoo’s old cat house, but
recent directors have tried improving the zoo and the lions are now
installed in a lange half-moated enclosure with a house at the back.

Mr. Ame Dyhrberg, the present director, came to the zoo seven years ago,
having been responsible for building Kuala Lumpur’s zoo and bringing
the famous, but now demised, female Sumatran rhinoceros - saved from
revolutionaries - to Copenhagen. He inherited the many financial
problems and the struggle to bring the zoo under Government grant to help
solve the problem. The collection, now recognised as the national zoo,

came under the Government in 1972, and last year the grant was approved
by the Danish parliment. So money comes through the Minister of Culture
and the local councils. Part of the necessary cash still has to be
raised by the zoo, however, and apart from the entrance fee there is an

exclusive club of commercial companies called Zoo 200. Each company
gives a large sum annually to the Zoo, and some of them adopt certain
species; They include local shops, Danish banks, ICI , IBM, and Rentokil.

With the money problem tackled, Mr. Dyhrberg has prepared a General
Plan for development, outlining the aims of the zoo, the many problems
and how they intend to progress. The Plan is printed in Danish and
English and other zoos would do well to take a similar look at themselves.
Wisely, Mr. Dyhrberg has recognised the need to provide good car-parking
and restaurant facilites to meet public demand. The former are still
a problem for geographical reasons, but there is now a "Restaurant Zoo"

on the premises; and he has tried to improve the animal grouping, cut

down on the number of species and modernise the housing.

I visited the zoo in May, 1978, (the day that a 28 year old male ostrich
died there) and found some of the enclosures splendidly appropriate,
such as that for the Hystrix porcupines - a large, earth-based exhibit
with a small house and many branches for the beasts to chew on, and

chew on they did, with a vengeance. Many holes have been dug by the
porcupines, as is their wont, and the young I saw (bom 7/4/78) were
very active and made an interesting exhibit.
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Under the primate house, in a dark basement, is one of the more unusual

cages. A length of sewer piping here, complete with trickling water,

is the basis of a brown rat exhibit, with windows let in at intervals.

For ray eyes, the house was actually so dark that it was difficult to

read the anti-rat posters on display (and my Danish didn't help, I

daresay)

.

Unfortunately, the temperature and humidity in the tropical bird house

are not yet sorted out to everyone's satisfaction, but the cages are

attractively decorated, with much vegetation. Arranged around the
perimeter of the rectangular house, they each have an outside enclosure
adjoining and so can be viewed from either side. A cage taking up the

whole of one end of the house contains a large mixture of macaws, parrots
and parrot-like birds (including one Palm cockatoo) so that, while it is

pleasing to the public eye, breeding is probably precluded. The other
birds in the house include VaARcHia^a n.ubn.a, white-cheeked tauraco,
Hartlaub's tauraco, grey peacock-pheasant (with a chick), crowned pigeon,
a Stanley crane and many other species including a single shoebill stork,

its mate having died.

In a very large outdoor enclosure, two inca terns are on show with 12

Guanay cormorant VkaLcLCA.oc.oH.ax boagalnvLttcL
,
which is rarely seen in

any numbers.

Among the mammals there are hooded seals, common and grey seals, Calif-
ornian sealions and 2 female walruses ; ungulates include white rhino
(bom 16.1.78), barbary sheep (three bom April 78), one pair of greater
kudu, 1.2 Przewalski horse, 4 blesbok (incl. one bom June 77), 11 Speke's
sitatunga (incl. one bom 16.1.78), 6 Gemsbok (incl. one bom 18.4.78),
1.2.1 eland, 7 wisent, 2.1 alpine ibex (incl. one young male), 1.3.5
Sable ( a very remarkable display including two over one year - one

of them separated - two bom June 77 and one bom 78) , 1.2 plus three
young Banteng (incl. births in January and March 78), 1.1.1 dwarf zebu
(incl..one bom 28.3.78), 3 musk oxen 2 Malay and 2 Brazilian tapir (which
shared the same, exceptionally clean, indoor pool, separated in it by
vertical bars), 1.4 wapiti, 3 pygmy hippos (incl. one bom 4.1.78),
8 giraffe (only 3 of which were not bom in the zoo) and far too many
blackbuck to count.

There are, of course, very many other species; mara, hyrax, sacred and
bald ibis, Caribbean flamingo, Indian elephant, a vivarium for reptiles
and amphibia, and so on. A good sized mixed collection. Indeed, it
seems larger than it is because it is well laid out and trees and bushes
are used to advantage in hiding houses and pathways.

Apes are represented by 5 chimpanzees
, 2 very young lowland gorillas and

one not very young male Bornean orangutan. But Mr. Dyhrberg is only
too well aware of the presence of animals kept singly and seems to be
among those directors who want to co-operate with others and exchange
information and ideas for the good of zoos, and not just his own zoo.

Information in the form of worksheets is also made available to children
visiting the zoo, who can pick up the sheets (with a pencil) from one
of the information kiosks and return there to check them out. The
sheets, together with booklets for teachers on how best to use them,
are also sent out to schools planning to visit the zoo, and slides can
be provided for preliminary talk. In addition, there is a small class
room in the zoo where groups from schools go, on arrival, to be shown the
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EXPORT QUOTAS REMOVED ON BOBCAT ,

LYNX, RIVER OTTER; GINSENG EXPORTS APPROVED

Most export restrictions on the 1978-1979 season’s harvest of bobcats,
lynx, and river otters and the 1978 harvest of wild American ginseng
have been removed by the Endangered Species Scientific Authority (ESSA)
effective September 1, 1978.

The controls were imposed last year by the ESSA after it found that
new population figures and improved management plans by the States were
necessary before it could recommend issuance of export permits for the
species. These species are harvested extensively in the United States
primarily to supply foreign markets. Management initiatives for these
species and additional population data obtained by ESSA from the States
have since provided greater assurance that the exports will not be
detrimental

.

The ESSA is an independent agency composed of representatives from
seven Federal agencies which together with the Federal Wildlife Permit
Office implement the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. The Convention is a 46-nation interna-
tional treaty aimed at preventing trade from contributing to the demise
of any species.

Each of the species is listed on Appendix II of the Convention. Such
a listing requires an export permit from the country of origin showing
that the export will not be detrimental to the survival of the remain-
ing species in the United States.

The ESSA findings will be used by the Federal Wildlife Permit Office
of the U.S. Fish and Widlife Service, the Management Authority for the

Convention, in decisions on export permits. The PSrmit Office may not
issue permits for exports of pelts or wild harvested roots unless the

ESSA has given its approval by certifying that export will not harm
remaining species in the wild.

The ESSA approved export of bobcats from 34 States and the Navajo
Nation, although it set quotas of 6,000 pelts from New Mexico and

2,000 pelts from Wyoming. Lynx exports were approved for pelts taken

from Alaska, Idaho, Minnesota, Montana, and Washington. The ESSA ap-

proved river otter exports from 25 states, and American ginseng roots

harvested in 17 states may enter into international trade.

COPENHAGEN ZOO, coyvUnuad

basics of animal behaviour, and are given a brief on what to look for

when walking around. This educational system is operated in conjunction
with the Copenhagen Aquarium and the Natural History Museum, who issue
their own worksheets and a guide to using them with the zoo leaflets.

Copenhagen may be one of the oldest zoos, but it is one of the more
progressive

.
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STRUGGLE

NEW FISH DESCRIBED

The new species is from the South American characoids family; it’s

named Inpolchthys ko^HAl. The name InpObichthy^ comes from INPA, The

Portuguese abbreviation for the State Institute for the Exploration of

the Amazon. The species is named after the director of the institute

Dr. N.E. Kerr. Drs . Jacques Grey and W.J. Funk, two ichtyologis ts

,

are responsible for describing this new species.

CjURVIVAL
MAJOR ALLIGATOR SMUGGLING INVESTIGATION CONCLUDED

A major wildlife law enforcement case involving the
illegal commercialization of more than 2,500 hides
of endangered American Alligators with a street value
of over $1 million has resulted in jail sentences
and fines totaling $87,500 for three men and three

corporations

.

Lynn A. Greenwalt, Director of the Interior Depart-
ment’s U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, said Jacques
Klapisch, 56, of Newark, New Jersey, was sentenced
Friday, November 17 before Judge Charles P. Sifton
in the U.S. District Court, Eastern District of New
York on his pleas of guilty to one count of conspir-
acy to violate the Lacey Act by illegally purchasing
approximately 2,500 American alligator skins in the
Southeastern United States, transporting them to New
York, and shipping them to tanneries in Japan and
France. Klapisch received about $140,000 for the
illegal sale of the raw hides, according to court

records. He was sentenced to 4 months imprisonment
and fined $10,000.

Meg Import Corporation, Klapisch ’s employer and a

New Jersey firm specializing in buying, selling,
brokering, and exporting wild animal skins, pleaded
guilty to one count of violating 18 U.S.C. 371

(conspiracy to make false statements and entries)
and 12 counts of violating the Lacey Act by shipping
the hides out of the United States using false and
fictitious shipping documents. These documents
contained the names of non-existent firms and did
not disclose the fact that the alligator skins were
in the shipment. Meg Import Corporation was fined
$39,000.

These convictions are the result of an investigation
that began in 1974 conducted by special agents of
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S.
Customs Service. Klapisch, Kelly, and Med Imports
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U.S. TO PROPOSE RECLASSIFYING SPECIES
LISTED UNDER THE ENDANGERED SPECIES TREATY

The United States has provisionally asked the Inter-,

national Trade Convention on Endangered Species to

change the status of 18 native birds and animals
covered by the treaty. The proposals, which concern
only the Convention and not the U.S. Endangered Species
Act, was published in the November 27, 1978, Federal
Register .

Public comment and additional data are invited
through February 15, 1979.

Interior's U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Deputy
Director Robert Cook said changing the status of
the native species would follow the Convention's
strict criteria for listing and would place the
species in the proper category as indicated by
current biological and international trade data.

Cook promised intensive review and analysis would
be given to information received during the comment
period to make certain all data is as accurate as

possible and aU biological findings are based on
solid evidence.

"Let me emphasize that these proposals can be
withdrawn at any time until the member countries vote
in Costa Rica on March 19-31, 1979," Cook said.
"Further, most of the species involved are pro-
tected by other U.S. Laws which also control their
export."

The convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora controls, by permit,
the import and export of species. The species are

listed in appendices according to the degree of
threat, including international commerce. The
appendices can be changed only by majority vote of
the 47 member countries.

Both an import and export permit are required for
the international shipment of Appendix I species
and can be issued only after a scientific authority
has found no detriment to the species. For Appen-
dix II species, only an export permit is required,
with similar findings by a scientific authority.

The list of species proposed for reclassification
differs in some respects, primarily as a result of
new data, from the list published for comment by
the Interior agency last May. Removal of the bobcat
from Appendix II is among the new porposals. Addi-
tional data indicate that from 750,000 to 1 million

bobcats are found in 34 States, whose conservation

agencies control the harvest each year. Approx-

imately 11,000 pelts were exported from May through

December 1977, the latest date for which figures

are available.
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ENDANGERED SPECIES, conUna^d.

Included in the proposals for removal are the

hybrid Mexican duck from Appendix I (species threat-
ened with extinction) , and the marsh hawk, trum-
peter swan, Meam’s quail, kestrel, osprey, greater
prairie chicken, and bobcat from Appendix II (species
potentially threatened with extinction by inter-
national trade) . International trade in these
species is insignificant and their export is

controlled under other laws.

The remaining proposals invdlve transferring species
between Appendix I and Appendix II. Species being
proposed for Appendix I status, which prohibits
commercial trade, are the Guadalupe fur seal, Ameri-
can crocodile, Bolson tortoise, and the golden
eagle population east of the Mississippi River.

Commercial trade is aUbwed in Appendix II species
but is regulated or limited by the scientific
authority in each nation which controls the number
of export permits granted. Except for the American
alligator, there is little or no international trade
in the species proposed for transfer to Appendix II.

Thespecies proposed include the Atlantic sturgeon,
southern sea otter, Peale's peregrine falcon (not

to be confused with other more threatened subspecies
of peregrine falcons) , the Alaska population of

the bald eagle, the northern elephant seal, and the

alligator.

A change in the status of the alligator from Appen-
dix I to Appendix II could permit international
commerce in this species. However, this would first
require a modification in the regulations issued
under the Endangered Species Act of 1973, which also
protects the alligator. The Fish and Wildlife Service
is currently considering such a change. Conserva-
tion measures taken over the past years have brought
a remarkable recovery for the alligator, now found
in abundance in many parts of the country.

Finally, Cook said, there is insufficient biological
and trade information to demonstrate that the lynx
and river otter, whose pelts are in high demand,
should be deleted from Appendix II. Currently
the Endangered Species Scientific Authority limits
exports of these species to States with approved
management plans.

Comments and requests for information on the propo-
sals should be addressed to the Director (WPO)

, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington, D.C. 20240.
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ANIMAL KEEPER... responsible for general care of mammals,
birds, and reptiles. Participate in animal management pro-
gram and observe and record animal behavior. Previous zoo
experience preferable. Send resume to: J. Kevin Bowler,
Curator of Reptiles, Philadelphia Zoo, 34th street and Girard
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104.

BUSINESS MANAGER. .

.

assume the duties of visitor services
operations management (concessions, gift shop, ticket sales,
society membership services). Prefer two years* experience
in zoo business management and bookeeping, with ambition to
be involved in a growing facility. Salary open. Contact:
R. L. Blakely, Director, Sedgwick Couty Zoo, 5555 Zoo
Boulevard, Wichita/ KS 67212 (316) 942-2212.

CURATOR OF MAMMALS... responsible for the management of the

mammal portion of the zoo animal collection and related
facilities, including the management of physical, personnel
and financial resources. Incumbent is involved in the plan-
ning and implementation of programs to achieve the objectives
of exhibition, care, propagation and scientific study of
a large number of species. Applicant must have a B.S.

degree in zoology or related field and four years’ experi-
ence in a major zoo including two years of specialized
professional experience in the care, propagation and display
of various species of mammals. Salary range $15,270 -

$22,140. Contact: Larry 0. Calvin, Director, Dallas Zoo
& Aquarium, 621 East Clarendon Dirve, Dallas, TX 75203.

THREE POSITIONS :

CURATOR OF MAMMALS... responsible for diverse collection of
mammals with emphasis on hoof stock preferred. Two years of
related college-level course work and two years of experience
in the care and handlin of a variety of animals.
Salary - $12,895.

SR. PUBLIC INFORMATION ASSISTANT... responsible for all zoo
interpretive services, including surpervision of Education
and Graphics departments. Must have writing and supervisory
ability. Salary - $11,887.

PUBLIC INFORMATION ASSISTANT... responsible for administering
zoo education programs, which include in-house staff training,
guided tour programs and advanced training for public school
teachers. Salary - $10,668.

For these three positions contact: Stefan Graham, Baltimore
Zoo, Druid Hill Park, Baltimore, MD 21217. (301) 396-7102
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NEW EXHIBIT AT TULSA ZOO

After four years of design and construction, the Tulsa Zoo's Robert J.

LaFortune North American Living Museum opened to the public on November
19. A unique blend of zoo, aquarium, botanical garden and natural
history museum, the RJLNALM was designed to portray and interpret the

key elements of our continent's natural history. The $2.65 million
facility comprises four large buildings, each representing a region of

North America: Arctic/Tundra, Southwestern Desert, Eastern Forests,
and Southern Lowlands. In addition to mixed/ individual exhibits of

native plants and animal, each building contains displays of Indian
cultures, soil and climate, and pre-history. The manner of presentation
is highly graphic, and there are a number of audio/visual displays.
An orientation area in the first building (Artic/Tundra) deals with the
geological history of North America, a life-size dinosaur replica
(Deinonychus) , and dimens ionalized graphics that describe the inter-
continental migrations of early man and animals. A museum shop,
amphitheater, and gallery are also included in the complex. Design
consultants were Nave, Fortson and Nicholson of New Jersey; exhibit
contractors were Maltbie & Associates, New Jersey. The dinosaur replica
and graphic artwork were prepared by the Zoo's exhibit staff.

PLASTIC BAG METHOD HATCHES ITS FIRST IGUANA

The first Galapagos land iguana ever hatched in captivity is reported
to be doing well at the Charles Darwin Research Station on Santa Cruz
island. The hatching is the outcome of a rescue operation carried out
two years ago on Isabela isalnd. Feral dogs were rapidly killing off
the iguana population at Cartago Bay and 26 survivors were removed to the
Research Station and there placed in corrals constructed to match the
wild environment as closely as possible.

This year the eggs laid by four females were placed in several experi-
mental incubation systems to determine which gives the best results.
On 5 June an iguana hatched after 110 days' incubation in a plastic
bag placed in a solar incubator. About 20 eggs are incubating in other
systems

.
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

ANIMAL KEEFERS FORUM publishes original papers, and news items of inter-
est to the Animal Keeping Profession. Non-members are welcome to submit
articles.

Articles should be typed or hand printed. All illustrations, graphs,
tables , should be clearly marked when accompanying an article for

publication. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be in final
form and should fit in a page size of no more than 6''xl0". AKF will
not redesign illustrations or graphs.

Articles longer than three pages will be separated into monthly install-
ments at the discretion of the Editorial Staff. Cite literature use in
text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers Forum will be reviewed for publication.
No commitments to authors is made, but AKF will make every effort to

print the article as soon as possible. All articles will be published
in future issues of AKF for that calendar year.

Telephoned contributions on late-breaking news or last minute insertions
is acceptable. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will
not be accepted.

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION OF AKF IS THE 20th OF THE PRECEDING MONTH.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Affiliate (full-time keepers) $10.00
Foreign $15.00
Associate (part-time keepers. Students, docents) . . .$10.00
Contributing $50.00 and up

annually
annually
annually
annually

All memberships include subscriptions to Animal Keepers * Forum . All new
members receive an AAZK shoulder patch and a membership card good for
free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.
Membe/u(Up6 oac on an annual. ba^X^. 50% 0

)$
a dae4 axt budgeted

pubticatlon ol Animat KeepgA6 * FoAum . ExtAa patches axa avaltabte,
^Aom AAZK HcadquoAtzAi, ^oA $1 zach.

Sznd namz and addAQJi6 and a chzck oA monzy oAdzA to-

AAZK Headquarters
National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C. 20008

Makz zhzck6 payabtz to AmzAtzan A&^oclatlon o{, Zoo KzzpzA6.

ALL CHANGES OF ADDRESS SHOULD BE SENT TO AAZK HEADQUARTERS AT THE NATIONAL
ZOO. DO NOT SEND THEM TO ANIMAL KEEPERS* FORUM . AKF IS NOT AVAILABLE
BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
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